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ABSTRACT
The work of Otto Wagner (1841-1918) has been examined from many standpoints 
hitherto, most often as the leading protagonist in the development of modem architecture 
in Vienna at the turn of the century, together with Josef Hoffmann, Adolf Loos and others. 
The present thesis has a much more modest aim, namely, to examine some aspects of the 
context within which Wagner was developing his conception of a modem architecture 
particularly in the period up to 1900. Its focus is, as the title suggests, upon metropolitan 
architecture and modernity as the context for Wagner’s polemical call for a modem 
architecture that reflects modem life.
The introduction provides a brief overview of Wagner’s development and examines 
some of the problems involved in reading the city and modem life.
The chapter on modernity traces the ambiguities surrounding the concept of die 
Modeme both as an artistic movement - modernism - and as an object of artistic endeavour 
- modernity. An attempt is made to substantiate the claim that, rather than view the 
discourse on modernity as an exclusively turn of the century phenomenon in Vienna, it may 
be traced back to the 1880’s and earlier. Drawing upon contemporary discourses within 
architecture journals largely in Vienna, the chapter highlights the conceptualisation of the 
modem within architectural circles in Vienna and elsewhere, whilst looking briefly at the 
relationship between this and other discourses on modernity.
The crucial site for modem architecture is, for Wagner, the modern metropolis. 
Hence, the second chapter on the modem metropolis focuses upon two phases in the 
development of a ‘new’ Vienna - the one associated with the Ringstrasse development 
from around 1860 to 1890, and the other to the so-called ‘second Renaissance’ in Vienna 
(the Ringstrasse having been the first) from the 1890’s onwards, which is most commonly
identified with art nouveau and Secessionism in Vienna. Rather than focus upon this 
particular aesthetic dimension, the chapter investigates the relationship between the 
development of the new discipline, Stadtebau. literally city building, and the attempts to 
restructure Vienna under the epithet of ‘new’ Vienna. In particular, attention is given to 
the works of Camillo Sitte and Joseph Stiibben as two of the major contributors to city 
planning theory and practice, who, in their different ways, had a significant impact upon 
the development of a ‘new’ Vienna. Wagner’s contribution to the important competition 
for a General Regulation Plan for Vienna is placed in this context. In the course of the 
chapter, a case is made for considering city planning as a crucial and often neglected 
dimension of metropolitan modernity.
The third chapter commences with a detailed, critical analysis of Wagner’s 
Modeme Architektur volume of 1896 which outlines the claim that a modem architecture 
must reflect the modem life of the metropolis. This claim is examined, in relation to the 
contemporary response to Wagner’s claims in the light of Wagner’s teaching programme 
and its outcomes and to some of the building types favoured by his conception of 
modernity. Drawing upon arguments from the earlier chapters, there follows an 
examination of features of ‘modem life’ as delineated by Wagner in his writings that 
highlight some of the contradictions in a project to develop a modem architecture that 
reflects this modem life.
The conclusion draws together the contradictions in the concept of modernity and 
its relevance for understanding the modem metropolis and its architecture in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century in Vienna.
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Reading Wagner - Reading Modernity
Modernity fDie Modeme!
That is awkward, said the young girl and stretched her head resting on her left arm 
- that is awkward. You are always talking about it day and night and no one knows what 
it is ... really ... modernity.
Hermann Bahr, (January 1889)
One day there will probably be a good art expert who will undertake to write the history of 
modernity in Vienna. He will have a very difficult task ahead of him, since the documents 
that have been left to him from our times in word and deed are full of contradictions.
Alfred Roller (1900)
Neither Modeme Architektur nor Die Grossstadt. nor Wagner’s articles can ‘explain’ his 
architecture. Those writings say only what verbal language can say about the conditions 
for meaning in another language.
Manfredo Tafiiri
I
The general title of the present study ‘Metropolitan Architecture and Modernity’, 
and its specific reference to Otto Wagner (1841-1918) in context in the period around 
1890 to his death in 1918, appears at first sight to be well-worn territory. Both Otto 
Wagner and fin-de-siecle Vienna have been extensively researched in the past two decades 
or more.1 However, the particular focus of most of these studies has produced a reading 
of both Wagner and Vienna at the turn of the century that is in need of additional 
contextualisation and some revision.2 If we explore a wider time frame, then it becomes 
clear that the work of Otto Wagner is initially applauded in the 1870s but then widely 
contested in the mid 1890s, but especially after his establishment as Hasenauer’s successor
3at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts in 1894, and even more especially after the publication 
of his Modeme Architektur in 1896 (written 1895-6). This disputed achievement by a 
major, if not the major successful architect on the Viennese architectural scene around the 
turn of the century is countered by several largely favourable assessments of his work after 
his official retirement in 1911,3 and especially Joseph Lux’s4 highly positive study 
(published in 1914) and later Hans Tietze’s5 brief study (published in 1922). The 
obituaries of 1918 are testimony to Wagner’s major impact6 but in the succeeding decades 
(including the 1920s, when the overwhelming majority of architects working on public 
housing schemes are students of Wagner) Wagner’s significance waned dramatically.
It is true that a resurgence in interest has taken place since the 1960s.7 But despite 
the dramatic increase in works on fin-de-siecle Vienna since the 1970s and studies of Otto 
Wagner, it still remains the case that there is no biography of Wagner.8 Less surprisingly, 
given the focus upon the fin-de-siecle, the details of Wagner’s life and work before 1890 
remain relatively unresearched when compared with the material available on the period 
from around 1900 to his death in 1918. The detailed two volume presentation of Wagner’s 
works from 1860 to 1918 by Otto Graf9 could probably be supplemented by additional 
material from the earliest period of his activity as architect in the 1860’s and 1870’s, as 
Peter Haiko and, most recently Graf have sought to do.10
Only the basic biographical contours of Wagner’s development can be outlined 
here. Bom in 1841 in Penzing (incorporated into Vienna in 1890), to a royal Hungarian 
court notary and his wife, whose father had been imperial court and military archivist, the 
family moved three months after his birth to a small Palais (in the Gottweiggasse) built by 
the future architect of the parliament building, Theophil von Hansen. Wagner recounts 
that as a child he ‘showed great eagerness for creative things, drawing, physics, graphic 
geometry’11 during his private tuition (to the age of 9), his period in the Academic
4Gymnasium in Vienna and the Benedictine school in Kremsmimster. In 1857 he entered 
the Polytechnic Institute in Vienna for three and a half years and, with Hansen’s 
encouragement, attended Schinkel’s Bauschule in Berlin where he studied under Schinkel’s 
assistant Busse. In 1861 he returned to study in the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna under 
Siccardsburg and van der Null until 1863 where, according to his diary, ‘Siccardsburg 
took over my artist’s soul and encouraged the principle of utility in me, whilst van der Null 
appeared to me as an unachievably talented draughtsman’.12
A later diary entry recalls a childhood memory in which, travelling in a storm in a 
fine four wheel coach after church one Sunday with his mother and brother, Wagner 
‘found it very pleasant to have an attractive coach, and the profession that would make it 
possible seemed to me very much worth striving for. Henceforth, I wished to be an 
architect and owner of a carriage’.13
As Haiko14 has shown in another context, Wagner appears active in both respects
in the 1860s with designs for, and financing of, a series of rented apartment blocks and
other establishments (theatre, Vergnueungsetablissements. etc.), as well as better known
projects. This building type - the rented apartment block rMiethausl - to which Wagner
was later to ask his students to devote their energies in their first year of architectural
study, was produced with frequency by Wagner himself in the 1860s, 1870s and 1880s, -
both in outlying districts as well as in the Ringstrasse zone as he became more well known.
However, as Wagner notes in Modeme Architektur. when an architect works
independently and seeks to establish himself in the first ten years he may well create work
of art ‘which in later days he will hardly look back upon with satisfaction’.15 Indeed, in
one of the still remaining vitas for 1876, it is other more prestigious works that are
highlighted. After completing his studies, Wagner relates that,
in 1862 I entered the studio of the architect and Professor 
Heinrich Ritter von Forster senior, [in fact only for a short 
period, but since Forster was a leading figure in the Ringstrasse
project, this is glossed over - D.F.] Already a short time later I 
was able to receive some buildings to complete independently 
and I then participated in the competition for the Kursaal 
building in Vienna. The jury unanimously awarded my project 
first prize [but the project was not completed - D.F.]
My participation in the major competition for the Berlin 
cathedral had an equally favourable result, a competition out of 
which I was the sole Viennese architect awarded a prize.
A large number of projects kept me busy up to the year 1868, 
amongst which were: the agricultural exhibition for his Imperial 
Excellency Archduke Albrecht..., the construction of the villa in 
Baden presently in the possession of his Imperial Excellency 
Archduke Rainer, as well as the design of the Palais Epstein at 
the Burgring, etc. etc.
Along with larger private buildings in Vienna and Pest 
[Budapest]... in 1867 I was entrusted with the design of the new 
synagogue in Pest, a building which even the art historian Lubke 
mentions with great praise.
Included in my activities are indeed several private buildings and 
works for the World Exhibition in Vienna ...
In this period falls the idea first conceived by myself for the 
redirection of the river Wien and the construction of a boulevard 
to Schonbrunn palace, a project which had to be abandoned due 
to the unfavourable circumstances of the time [probably the 
stock exchange collapse of 1873 and the economic depression - 
D.F.].
[...]
In addition, I would mention the successes which I have had in 
my most recent competition entries: Thus, my project for the 
Palace of Justice was purchased by the Ministry of Justice and, 
in the competition for the parliament building in Lemberg 
[L’viv], I was awarded second prize. I achieved a quite major 
success in my last competition entry, plans for the town hall in 
Hamburg, in which, in the largest competition that has ever 
existed ... and out of 136 architects of all countries I received 
second prize.
If I may be permitted to add a few words from the thematic 
recommendations from the jury of this competition ....
The jury stated: “The design of the exterior architecture, in its 
approach that is true to style rstvlgerechtl solemn and 
monumental can be characterised as the most outstanding 
achievement of the competition”.16
Of interest in this autobiographical sketch is the glossing over the many other mundane 
(and often speculative) engagement in the construction of rented apartment blocks, the 
commendations of Wagner’s adherence to true historical styles (which he so pointedly 
rejects later) and his early interest in the regulation of the Wien river and a proposed 
grande boulevard to Schonbrunn.
Wagner relates in his diary that his ‘inner life begins in November 1879. 
Everything earlier was mistakes and moral deviations’.17 This coincides not merely with 
his relationship to his future wife but also with his recognition as a significant and accepted 
architect. For in contrast to the astonished and, in some quarters, hostile reaction to his 
inaugural lecture in 1894, his Modeme Architektur and many subsequent projects of those 
who had hitherto viewed Wagner as a ‘safe’, orthodox architect, Wagner in 1879 received 
acclaim for his designs (in part together with Hans Makart) for the Emperor’s silver 
wedding ceremony and procession.18 He became, according to Feldegg, the ‘most 
outstanding adherent of the Viennese Renaissance’.19 The editor of the Osterreichische 
Kunst-Chronik in April 1879 enthused over Wagner’s designs for the festive ceremony in 
front of the Burgthor (the Ringstrasse entrance to the imperial palace): ‘What a significant 
progress lies in Otto Wagner’s designs compared with that undefinable “style” of festive 
occasions in the recent ceremonies in Germany, Belgium and Holland’.20 (Illustration 1) 
Wagner was granted freedom of the city for his achievement and honorary gifts. Similar 
praise was forthcoming in September of the same year for Wagner’s ‘Diana-Baths’ on the 
Danube.21 In September 1880, his Franz-Josef column at the end of the Praterstrasse (and 
thus at the major entrance to the Prater park) was applauded as a (major embellishment’ of 
the city’s ‘street physiognomy’. Indeed, ‘the Franz Josef-Saule will also be a significant 
monument for Vienna and its architect, Mr. Wagner, can be very pleased with his success 
and the recognition of his work’.22 (1.2) Wagner’s own intention with this monument, in a
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143. Festzelt, Pavilions und Tribiinen vor dem aufieren Burgtor, er- 
richtet anlafllich der silbernen Hochzeit des Kaiserpaares 1879. Festzeli 
aus rotem Tuch, die Fliigelbauten aus H olz und Leinwand.
144. Innenansicht des Festzelts
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Die Franz Josef-Saule am Praterstern,
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7letter to his bride, is ‘that I start out from the idea to enable the people of my fatherland 
through the understandably difficult to understand the language of architects, to decorate 
our city with such a monument that is so impoverished with regard to perspectival end 
points’.23 In his Modeme Architektur Wagner was to take up the issue of the intelligibility 
of the language of architecture and to emphasize the importance of crowning off street 
perspectives with monuments.
Graf has suggested that in the period around 1880 or at least ‘between 1880 and 
1882 Wagner found himself.24 ‘Certainly in the decade of the 1880s he developed his 
‘free Renaissance’ style in proposals such as the ‘Artibus project’ (not carried out), in the 
Landerbank (1888) (1.3,4), Stadiongasse (1882) (1.5) and Rennweg (1889) (1.6) and many 
other major projects. This was the decade in which Wagner was building in the 
Ringstrasse zone itself, as in the Stadiongasse (with, as he put it, ‘simple clear motifs’), as 
he had earlier on the Ringstrasse itself (Schottenring, 1877). (1.7) Wagner was too self 
confident in his Modeme Architektur to mention that, with regard to its critique of 
Historicism and perhaps in other respects too, the volume was a kind of self-critique when 
it appeared in 1896.
By the end of the 1880’s decade, Wagner had begun to search for a style 
appropriate to modem times which he describes as a Nutzstil. a style for use, a style 
appropriate to modem Realism.25 This purposive orientation becomes evident in the 
succeeding decade with Wagner’s submissions for the city regulation competition in 
1893/9426 and his appointment as architect for the city railway in 1894 and work on the 
regulation of the Danube,27 both of which were only completed at the end of the decade. 
Wagner’s eventual success in constructing the Kirche am Steinhof (1904) and the Post 
Office Savings Bank (1903-1910), is not matched by success with other major public 
projects in this period. All the proposals for the Karlsplatz area - museum, hotel,
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department store - down to 1918 came to nothing.28 The confrontation with a dominant 
culture resistant to modernism, especially after Wagner’s inaugural address of 1894 in the 
Academy of Fine Arts, publication of his Modeme Architektur in 1896, and his support for 
the Secession (symbolised by his student Joseph Olbrich’s designs and completion of the 
Secession building in 1898), crucially contributed to his lack of success with major projects 
in the cultural sphere or in key areas of the city (the competition for a new War Ministry - 
to be built on the Ringstrasse - went to Ludwig Baumann). In the early part of this 
century down to his death in 1918 Wagner did complete the newspaper office for ‘Die 
Zeit’(1.8), a hospital, a second villa for himself (1.9), two apartment blocks along the river 
Wien (1.10) and his last apartment block (Neustiftassse) in 1909 (1.11) and his last 
building, the Waldschule (1.12), completed in January 1918.29
His impact upon Viennese architectural world was, of course, much greater than 
the fate of some of these projects suggests. From 1894 until his retirement from the Chair 
of Architecture in 1911 (thought he continued to take students after formal retirement), 
Wagner trained a whole generation of young architects who went on to work not merely in 
Vienna but also in many of the areas of the Empire and beyond.30
Although commentators such as Tafuri31 have downplayed the significance of 
Wagner’s texts for ‘explaining’ his architecture, the role of these texts in the Viennese 
context and their importance for understanding part of the discourse on modernity in 
Vienna is worthy of further study. Given the limited space for analysis, the less well 
covered period down to 1900 has been chosen in order to contextualise the interaction 
between the architectural discourse on modernity in Vienna, the city’s development into a 
modem metropolis and Wagner’s call for a modem architecture appropriate to such a 
metropolis. The aim of the present study is therefore to make a contribution to the 
understanding of the discourse on modernity in Vienna through a focus upon some of
Ii
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9Wagner’s writings and their context in discourses on modernity, the modem metropolis 
and city planning and Vienna.
n
The wider context for this investigation is the debate on the nature of modernity 
and its connection with the development of the modem metropolis. The specific focus is 
upon Wagner’s reading of modernity and the modem metropolis and the conclusions he 
draws from this for a modem architecture, as well as contemporary architectural discourse 
on modernity and the building of the modem city rStadtebaul. For an architect who claims 
that modem architecture should reflect or express modem life - whose most modem 
element was, in turn, the modem metropolis - the delineation of the features of modem life 
is central to his project.32
In turn, a reading of modernity implies also a reading of the modem metropolis. 
Both modernity and the modem metropolis - and Wagner sees them as being intimately 
connected - can be read in a specific and concrete manner as well as more abstractly (as 
general or even universal features of modernity and the modem metropolis). But the 
process of engaging in such readings presupposes that the concepts of modernity and the 
modem metropolis are themselves legible. The first chapter of the present study therefore 
examines the emergence of a discourse on the modem and modernity which is underway 
already in the 1880s, in however a discontinuous and fragmented manner. By the mid- 
1890s, and some years after the concept is introduced into other cultural fields in Vienna 
(notably in literature in 1890), the concept of modernity enters architectural discourse in 
Vienna - prompted, in part, by Wagner’s own contribution in his Modeme Architektur. 
This discourse is traced up to 1900, though of course, the debate on architectural 
modernity continues long afterwards.
10
The notion of the metropolis and discussion of its features predates this discourse 
on modernity in the 1890s. But two processes converge in the early 1890’s in Vienna 
which contribute to the creation of a new discourse on the metropolis. The first is the 
substantive process of the expansion of the city after the extension of its boundaries in 
1890, generating - or rather regenerating, since it was already in existence - a discourse on 
New Vienna in contrast to Old Vienna. This juxtaposition was already in existence at least 
since the first extension of the city was promulgated after the imperial decree of 1857 
(with the demolition of the ‘old’ fortifications around the city and the dramatic 
construction of the Ringstrasse zone extending over the succeeding thirty years or more) 
and the progressive confrontation and ostensible separation of the old inner city from its 
new surrounding districts. The creation and extension of the modem metropolis with all 
its infrastructural requirements itself created a discourse on the extent to which a ‘modem’ 
Vienna could again penetrate ‘old’ Vienna.
The second theoretical development - again based on existing discourse (notably 
Reinhard Baumeister and others and reflections on the practice of Baron Haussmann) - 
was the dramatic expansion of a debate on the purpose and nature of city planning, or 
literally city building \Stadtebaul with the publication of works by Camillo Sitte in Vienna 
in 1889 and Joseph Stiibben in Germany in 1890. Ostensibly, this discourse juxtaposed a 
concern with the aesthetics of the city over against a concern for its practical traffic and 
hygienic requirements, and the implications of these two positions - aesthetic and 
functional - for the physiognomy of the modem metropolis. Wagner intervenes indirectly 
and practically in this discourse with his submissions to the competition for the regulation 
of Vienna in 1893-1894 and theoretically with his Modeme Architektur of 1896.
However, the content of this discourse on city building has much wider 
implications than is suggested by its concern for metropolitan infrastructure and the
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process of modernisation. The restructuring of the city’s physiognomy crucially 
transforms our bodily and sensual movement, orientation and practices in the new spaces 
that are created by the widening of streets, the creation of whole ensembles of street 
furniture and provisions for traffic (and interaction), for instance, all of which transform 
our modes of experiencing that which is new in the metropolis. Thus, what is often 
regarded as part of the process of modernisation as a precondition for modernity is itself 
crucial to the formation of modernity understood in this manner.
The third chapter seeks to bring the discourse on modernity into a conjunction with 
the discourse on the metropolis in key texts by Wagner. The starting point is the reception 
of his Modeme Architektur (1896) by his contemporaries and the issues that arise out of 
the call to architects to create an architecture that is appropriate to modem life, to 
modernity. The features of modem metropolitan life which Wagner highlights are then 
analysed in detail in order to draw out their distinctive and common elements. A brief 
examination is undertaken of the relationship of Wagner’s delineation of modem life to 
opposition to his modernist programme in Vienna. Such an investigation raises the 
question of the nature of Wagner’s reading of modernity and the modem metropolis, in 
particular, to what extent these are readings of Vienna or more abstract perspectives on 
modernity and the metropolis in general.
m
If a feature of modernity is experience of movement and differentiation, then this is 
no less true of the concept of modernity itself. There existed no single, unified conception 
of either modernity or modernism in Vienna at the turn of the century.33 Further, even 
within a notion of modernity unsystematically assembled by Wagner, the tensions within
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the features highlighted are quite apparent. Indeed, this tension and often contradictory 
tendencies may also be a characteristic of modernity itself. In particular, the tension 
between the recognition of modernity as dynamic and discontinuous, as ostensibly 
unregulated movement on the one hand and modernity as a process of rationalisation 
whose consequence is the regulation of movement, of a dynamic process is evident in 
much of the discourse on modernity in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The notion 
that everything is in motion is a disturbing one and attempts to capture the ‘labyrinth of 
movement’ (von Stein) through regulation (statistical, social, political or monumental 
rationalisation, amongst many other forms) proved to be powerful strategies of 
containment.
But before strategies for appropriating modem experience in the metropolis could 
be set in motion, the problems faced in reading this modem metropolitan experience had to 
be confronted.34 The notion of reading the modem metropolis as a text presupposes that it 
posses the features of textuality and that, in principle at least, it is legible (which does not 
exclude misreadings or a legibility only in the future). The textuality of the metropolis can 
be variously composed of its architecture, its spatial constellations, its objects (including 
street furniture) and its populace - and the interaction between these producing different 
readings. The reader of these texts has most often been subsumed under the ambiguous 
figure of the flaneur, even though the issue of readership raises other issues of access to 
the language and symbols of the text which may exclude individuals and groups from 
reading.35 In the present context, it is architects and critics who are covered in this study 
and, of course, Otto Wagner.
Although it would go well beyond the scope of the present investigation, it should 
at least be indicated that the textuality of modem life, its reading and its interpretation 
cannot be taken for granted. Here we can only briefly indicate some of the ways in which
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earlier ‘theorists’ of modernity have raised relevant problems. For Baudelaire, the dynamic 
dimension of experience of modernity as transitory, fleeting and fortuitous experience 
raised the problem of capturing the mobility and dynamism of this ‘metropolitan text’.36 
The identification of modernity with endless movement is also present in Marx’s 
treatment.37 Although he spent little time on the built environment, the dimensions of 
modernity which he identified as the revolutionary new destruction of the past, the ever 
new destruction of the present and the ever-same reproduction of the ‘socially necessary 
illusion’ in the commodity form are relevant to reading metropolitan modernity.
The destruction of the past as built environment is both a feature of modernisation 
and a central theme in the debates surrounding the new discipline of city planning. The 
destruction of the present is manifested in the need for capital accumulation in the urban 
context to facilitate the maximization and cheapening of commodity production and an 
acceleration in the circulation of commodities.38 The commodification of urban forms 
bestows upon them characteristics of the commodity form and especially the 
transformation of ‘every product of labour into a social hieroglyphic., [which] human 
beings try to decipher’.39
The modem metropolis as constellation of social hieroglyphics, as a new text, is a
crucial theme in Futurist reflections upon the transformation of our modes of perception of
the city. As Filippo Marinetti indicated in 1913,
Today, whoever uses the teleprinter, the telephone, the 
grammophone, the train, the bicycle, the motorbike, the 
automobile, the ocean liner, the airship, the aircraft, the cinema, 
the major newspaper (synthesis of a day in the world) does not 
take into account the fact that these diverse types of 
communication, transport and information exercise a decisive 
influence upon a person’s psyche.40
The list could be extended to cover the built environment, street furniture and other
spatially located media, many of which just as decisively transform our everyday
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perception and possibilities for orientation in the metropolis. Further, Futurist theses on
the transformation of experience in the metropolis are associated with a positive judgment
of this site of modernity, a celebration of the acceleration of metropolitan experience
generated, in part, by new technologies. The metropolis as text, for Marinetti, is a rapidly
moving entity, posing new problems for reading since both text and readers are in motion:
Acceleration of life, which today has a rapid rhythm 
multifaceted and simultaneous levels of consciousness in one and 
the same person, ... Love of the new, of what has never been 
seen before ... enthusiasm for the city. Transcendence of 
distances and of longing for loneliness. Derision of heavenly 
peace in the greenery and the untouchable landscape, ... 
becoming accustomed to shortened viewpoints and optical 
syntheses, that are produced by the speed of trains and 
automobiles ... Love of speed, of abridgment, of the resume.
“Tell me everything quickly, in two words”41
In a very different context and all too briefly, Wagner too recognised the importance of the
accelerating movement of the observer and its consequences for modem metropolitan
architecture.
The city as a constellation of signs to be read becomes a theme of several writers in
the inter-war period. Franz Hessel, with whom Walter Benjamin originally intended writing
a couple of articles on the Parisian arcades, produced his own volume on flanerie in Berlin,
addressing directly the metropolis as text.42 For Hessel the reader of the metropolis is the
flaneur, whose activity of strolling around the city and observing its images involves
a kind of reading of the street, in which human faces, shop fronts, 
shop windows, cafe terraces, street cars, automobiles and trees 
become a wealth of equally valid letters of the alphabet that 
together result in words, sentences and pages of an ever-new 
book.43
Here Hessel identifies the built structures of the street and its furniture directly as textual 
components whose significance must be assembled by the reader.
Even closer to a reading of the architectural spaces of the modem metropolis are 
the reflections of Siegfried Kracauer, himself trained as an architect.44 For Kracauer, the
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metropolis is a labyrinth of spatial constellations that express the dreams of society, but 
which therefore requires a deeper reading than is initially intimated by Hessel. With 
reference to both exterior and internal spatial constellations, Kracauer declares that ‘spatial 
images are the dreams of society. Wherever the hieroglyphics of any spatial image is 
deciphered, there the basis of social reality presents itself.45 Elsewhere he distinguishes 
two images of the city46 - the one ‘consciously formed’ and found in plans and guide 
books, and the other arising out of ‘fortuitous creations’ that strike the observer as a 
distinctive configuration of buildings, streets and figures. Above all, Kracauer goes in 
search of the dreams embedded in spatial images since, for him, ‘knowledge of cities is 
bound up with the deciphering of their dream-like expressive images’.47 In a more 
positivistic reading of the city, Wagner’s critique of Historicist facades led him to 
denounce their ‘dream’ as ‘a lie’.
The city as dream ‘text’ was already developed by Louis Aragon in his Paris 
Peasant, exploring the decaying world of the Parisian arcade in the 1920’s.48 There 
Aragon declares that ‘our cities are peopled with unrecognized sphynxes’ 49 whose 
significance remains to be read. Although drawing initially upon Aragon, it was in fact 
Walter Benjamin who most fully explored the possibility of reading the city as text, as well 
as drawing attention to intertextuality in this context. If the city is a text, then the reflexive 
possibility can be posited of the text possessing affinities with the city: ‘that which is 
written is like a city, to which the words are a thousand gateways’.50 Although there are 
many instances of Benjamin reading the contemporary city in One Wav Street.51 Moscow 
Diaries52 and elsewhere, it was his unorthodox historical projects reconstituting his 
childhood - in Berlin Childhood Around 190053 and Berlin Chronicle54 and above all his 
textual reconstruction o f ‘Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth Century’55 that are testimony to 
his detailed analysis of the city - its architecture, streets, population, traffic, street
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furniture, interiors, etc. As Graeme Gilloch has demonstrated,56 Benjamin’s reading of the 
metropolis is a multifaceted one in which the city is explored as physiognomy (‘a space to 
be read’), phenomenologically (‘the city is a monad, a fragment within which the totality of 
modem life may be discerned’), as mythology, as history, as politics and as text. The city 
as text, as ‘a linguistic cosmos’ (Benjamin),57 as ‘a secret text to be read’ (Gilloch) 
requires a special kind of reader of modem metropolitan life. Benjamin states his task as 
that of Hugo von Hofmonnsthal: “‘Read what was never written”. The reader called to 
mind here is the true historian’.58 For Benjamin’s project to be successful, he would have 
to train readers of his texts to read the labyrinth of the phenomenal world of the 
metropolis.
This brief intimation of some of the issues - which could be extended - arising out 
of the concept of reading modem metropolitan existence is intended to indicate that 
‘reading’ modem life cannot be viewed unproblematically. As Peter Fritzsche suggests in 
his reconstruction of a reading of Berlin around the turn of the century based upon 
newspaper texts, ‘texts do not speak for themselves in one voice, and they are not 
understood in the same way by all readers’.59
In the present context of a study that draws in part on architect’s and critics’ 
readings of modernity in Vienna in the late nineteenth century it may be necessary to 
distinguish between the professional and the lay person’s reading of modem life and the 
modem metropolis. Here we might draw upon a distinction which Michel de Certeau, in 
‘Walking the City’,60 made between reading the city as ‘geometrical’ or ‘geographical’ 
space of visual, panoplic or theoretical constructions - which might be associated with 
architects’ or city planners’ reading - and reading ‘an opaque and blind mobility 
characteristic of the bustling city - in which a migrational or metaphorical city thus, slips
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into the clear text of the planned and readable city’ - which might be associated with a lay 
person’s everyday reading.
However, there are two relevant problems with this distinction. The first, which 
draws upon phenomenological and ethnomethodological insights, is that the first reading 
rests ultimately upon the second, or at least that the grounds for privileging the first 
reading must be demonstrated. The second problem arises from the notion of ‘the clear 
text of the planned and readable city’ which already concedes the ‘clarity’ of geometrical 
or geographical space. The first problem should lead us to inquire further into the location 
or siting of the professional’s reading of the city or modem life (is it really a reading from 
above, for instance?). The second should lead us to question whether the building of cities 
rStadtebaul ever commenced from or created the clarity which de Certeau ascribes to it.
If de Certeau’s distinction is transposed to the reading o f ‘modem life’, then it has 
affinities not merely with a distinction between a conscious and a fortuitous reading (and 
therefore possessing similarity with Kracauer’s distinction indicated above) but also with a 
distinction between two different readings of modernity. Modernity as a process of 
rationalisation (and progressive abstraction) and modernity as disintegration of basic 
categories of time, space and causality and experience as ‘transitory, fleeting and 
fortuitous’ (Baudelaire) are ostensibly two distinct conceptions of modernity. But the first 
might well emanate from a desire to regulate the second, to control the implications of its 
dynamic and disintegrating movement. The task of giving expression to modem 
metropolitan life - which Wagner saw as the crucial role of the modem architect - itself 
contained tensions that remained to be resolved.
CHAPTER ONE
Modernity - an incomplete debate
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CHAPTER ONE 
Modernity - An Incomplete Debate
10 May (Local News) This morning, adjacent to the Stroheckbrucke in the Rossau, 
an almost new overcoat was discovered and it is assumed that its owner threw 
himself into the Danube and found his death in the waves. According to one 
version, the article of clothing was already recognized as the property of the stock 
exchange agent Modem who has been missing since yesterday. This person is said 
to have been reduced to a beggar in the course of the week as a result of the panic.
Wiener Zeitung (1873)
I am modem. This is the reason why I am totally different from all the 
others....Modem - this means that I hate everything that already exists, every 
model, every imitation and permit no other law to dominate art other than the 
commandment of my momentary artistic sensation.
Hermann Bahr (January 1889)
We have gone through this thing many times. Each time a new generation was there 
which presumed to have a new soul, and declared also the desire to find for this new 
soul the corresponding style. But this generation had no new soul, but rather only 
something like an eternal mollusc in it to which no shell fitted, not even the most 
recently designed one. Around 1900 one could still believe that Naturalism, 
Impressionism, Decadence and heroic Immoralism taken together were the diverse 
manifestations of a new generation; around 1910 we already knew ... that the whole 
affinity of these manifestations only emerged out of the fact that many people were 
standing around the same void, around the same nothingness; and nowadays there 
only remains a couple of individual souls out of the whole generational soul who ... 
successfully blur over the distinction between the Kunstlerhaus and the Secession.
Robert Musil (1921)
I
Wagner’s Modeme Architektur text was produced after his Inaugural Lecture of 
October 1894 to mark the occasion of his succession to Hasenauer’s chair of architecture 
at the Akademie der bildende Kunste.1 Indeed, as he informs his readers of the volume’s
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third edition of 1902, ‘the period of its emergence was in the year 1895’.2 The editor of 
the English translation, Harry Mallgrave, comes close to describing the volume as the first 
manifesto of modem architecture.3 Yet when the first three editions of 1896, 1898 and 
1902 are compared, they reveal significant differences in Wagner’s usage of variations in 
the term ‘modem’. In the first edition, completed in 1896, Wagner’s references to the 
modem are largely confined to the adjectival form, such as ‘modem architecture’, ‘modem 
life’, or ‘modem metropolis’.4 Neither a reference to a modem movement or to modernity 
are in evidence in the text. In the second edition, whose emendations were completed by 
September 1898, the modem movement in the arts and architecture appears for the first 
time, but in parentheses ‘die “Modeme”’, ‘Sieg der “Modemen”’.5 The use of parentheses 
suggests uncertainty, as to the appropriateness of the ambiguous concept of ‘die Modeme’, 
both as an artistic movement (modernism) and as object of artistic representation 
(modernity). By October 1901, when Wagner completed emendations and extensions to 
his text for its third edition, ‘die Modeme’ appears without parentheses, as a movement 
and object that may now stand in its own right.6 With misplaced confidence, Wagner 
assumed he could declare of modernity, with reference to its problematic existence in the 
artistic realm only six years previously, that ‘its then so numerous opponents have become 
silent’.7
In contrast, the first edition concludes with the hope that the message of this 
volume will be successful, namely ‘to awaken a fresh, pulsating life, a rich directed 
unfolding of the art of building, in order that in the not too distant future we will see our 
ideal of beauty embodied in - the foreshadowed, the hoped for - modem architecture’.8 
The third edition deleted ‘the foreshadowed, the hoped for’, whereas in 1896 this ‘modem 
architecture’ was yet to be realised.9 Such syntactic variations and semantic ambiguities 
within such a brief timespan are seismographic indicators of the troubled life of a new
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concept, not merely in Wagner’s writings, but within the context of social, epistemological, 
ethical and aesthetic discourse impacting upon architectural debate in Vienna certainly from 
the 188(As to the First World War and beyond.
However, this ambiguity surrounding the concepts of the modem [Modem], 
modernity [Modeme], modernism IModemel and modernness IModemitatl is by no means 
confined to Wagner’s writings, nor even to that of his contemporaries.10 A century after 
the publication of Wagner’s Modeme Architektur. the profusion of contributions to 
philosophical, sociological, literary and artistic debate on modernity are testimony not 
merely to the continued - or renewed - relevance of such discussion for contemporary 
concerns but also to the continuing deeply contested domain of the subject of that 
discussion. This situation has been compounded by over two decades of debate upon 
postmodemity and postmodernism, which has also revealed many similar problems, not 
least in often banal rejections of modernity and modernism, perhaps in order not to 
compromise claims for the emergence of what Baudelaire characterised as ‘the truly new’ 
(which he saw as heralded ironically by ‘patent leather shoes’).11
At all events, all such discussion and debate is likely to continue into the near 
future, not least because we are approaching our fin de siecle. one that will inaugurate entry 
into a new millennium - unlike its predecessor in 1900. For almost three decades now, one 
of the crucial temporal and spatial sites in Anglo-American discourse for the origins of 
modernity has been fin de siecle Vienna, most notably since the publication of Carl E. 
Schorske’s Fin-de Siecle Vienna in 1980.12 Numerous studies in the previous decade and 
in succeeding decades have explored diverse facets of modernity and the modernist 
movements around the turn of the century in Vienna.13 Others have explored the fin-de- 
siecle cultural expansion in other cities within central Europe, such as Budapest, Prague, 
Cracow, Lvov - all within the former Austro-Hungarian Empire.14 Similarly, the putative
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emergence of modernity has been documented for Berlin, Munich, Stockholm and many 
other cities.15 Still others have questioned both the chronological privileging of the modem 
around 1900 and the location of the ‘origin’ of modernity and fin-de-siecle culture. As 
Mikulas Teich and Roy Porter, drawing upon Eugene Weber’s earlier work,16 have pointed 
out, ‘the expression fin-de-siecle was launched upon the world when the play with the same 
title by two French authors, F. de Jouvenot and H. Micard, was performed first in Paris on 
17 April 1888’.17 Thirty years earlier according to his own account, Charles Baudelaire 
was compelled to introduce the term ‘la modemite’ in his essay ‘The Painter of Modem 
Life’, published in 1863 but drafted in 1859-60 in Paris.18 That Paris was the location for 
the introduction of these two much used terms might suggest, as Allan Janik and Stephen 
Beller have argued, that ‘if any one city merits the term “birthplace of modernity” it is 
Paris, not Vienna’.19 Indeed Walter Benjamin’s search for the origins of modernity, in his 
‘prehistory of modernity’ that is contained in Das Passaeenwerk (the Arcades Project) was 
the most impressive if incomplete excavation of the site of modernity in the present 
century.20 That site was ‘Paris - Capital of the Nineteenth Century’.21 And almost two 
centuries earlier, as Jauss and others have demonstrated, France was also one of the major 
sites of a literary and aesthetic conflict between ‘the ancients’ and ‘the modems’.22 In the 
German speaking world, by contrast, the concept ‘die Modeme’ first made its appearance 
in 1886 - two years, then, before the concept of fin-de-siecle - in a Berlin literary journal 
whose author was the young critic Eugen Wolff.23 The virtual explosion of literature on 
‘die Modeme’ in Vienna takes off from Hermann Bahr’s appropriation of the term from 
1890 onwards, as Wunberg has extensively documented.24
However, a comprehensive exploration of the etymological variations of the 
modem and modernity would take us too far from our present concerns. And certainly, 
however appealing chronological affinities might be - the coincidence of the emergence of
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the terms fin de siecle and die Modeme in the late 1880’s - there is much to be said for 
Adorno’s advice that ‘Modernity is a qualitative not a chronological category’.25 
Nonetheless, Otto Wagner’s assertion in 1895 that a ‘modem architecture’ should be one 
that is appropriate to ‘modem life’ and the ‘modem metropolis’ suggests some affinities 
with earlier conceptions of modernity. It is the relevance of these which will be explored 
first before attempting to trace the specific debate around modernity in the period around 
1890 to 1900 in Vienna, which coincides with the attempts by Otto Wagner, his students 
and some of his contemporary architects in Vienna to establish a ‘modem’ architecture.
n
When Baudelaire introduced the concept of ‘modemite’ in his essay ‘The Painter of 
Modem Life’ (written 1859-60, published 1863), he identified it both as a ‘quality’ of 
modem life and a new object of artistic activity.26 One of its cardinal features was its 
association with ‘newness’, with ‘the truly new’, however ugly or repulsive it might be. 
This newness (nouveaute) reveals itself in the transitory present. Newness is thus 
presentness. Their location is within metropolitan existence, in ‘the landscapes of the great 
city’. Our experience of newness, presentness and modernity - ‘the ephemeral, contingent 
newness of the present’ - manifests itself in the modem metropolis ‘in trivial life’, ‘in the 
daily metamorphosis of external things’,27 in other words, in that which appears on the 
surface of everyday life. It is therefore the task of the painter of modem life to capture the 
fleeting beauty that is present in ‘the landscapes of stone’ in the metropolis, in ‘the outward 
show of life’. The fleeting and transitory beauty of the city and its inhabitants - the 
‘immense reservoir of electrical energy’ that is contained in the metropolitan crowd or ‘the 
attitude and the gesture of human beings... and their luminous explosion in space’ can 
indeed only be captured by the artist of modem life since ‘for most of us.... for whom
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nature has no existence save bv reference to utility, the fantastic reality of life has become 
singularly diluted’.28
This is the context in which we can understand Baudelaire’s concept of modernity 
as ‘the transitory, the fleeting, the fortuitous, the half of art whose other half is the eternal 
and the immutable’ 29 He understood this ‘new’ dimension of modem existence as both 
transitory and self renewing - each present and sense of presentness is succeeded by 
another present, another passing moment, and, at the same time, as incorporating within 
itself‘all the suggestions of eternity that it contains’.
Although Baudelaire is specifically concerned with the ‘painters’ of modem life and 
not the ‘architect’ of modem life, his exploration of modernity nonetheless contains aspects 
that are relevant to the latter too. The identification of modernity with the transitory, the 
fleeting and the fortuitous may be more abstractly translated into a connection with 
modernity as the discontinuous or disintegrating experience of time as transitory, space as 
fleeting and causality as replaced by the fortuitous or contingent.30 Modem metropolitan 
existence is always in transition, in the process of transformation. Its space is fleeting, both 
in the sense that the circulation of urban capital requires its continuous destruction (it is 
Baron Haussmann who declares, with reference to his own efforts in this context that ‘I 
applaud this creative destruction’31), and, equally significantly, in that our perspective on 
that space has itself become increasingly mobile. Baudelaire’s location of the flaneur as 
‘the passionate spectator’ of modem life is in the crowd which, as an object of the 
observer, is itself permanently in motion. For the flaneur as mobile spectator, ‘it is an 
immense joy to set up  house in the heart of the multitude, and the infinite’.32 Setting up 
home in this context can only be fleeting within the ‘landscapes of stone’ in the modem 
metropolis. Baudelaire’s reference to the ‘explosion in space’ that is to be found in the 
urban crowd does not yet reflect upon the increasing tempo with which the spectator
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would soon traverse urban space in modem transport systems. Strolling would give way to 
the rapid transit of observers or flaneurs/flaneuse themselves.33
Yet, for Baudelaire, it was equally important for the modem artist to capture not 
merely ‘the eternal beauty and the amazing harmonic life in the capital cities’, its crowds 
and its spectacles, but also ‘to distil the eternal from the transitory’, where ‘the external 
part of beauty will be veiled’ - in fashion.34 Its newness and its transitoriness contain 
‘poetry within history’, its very temporal determination, its immediacy in ‘the outward 
show of life’ embodies elements of the eternal. Modernity’s identification with presentness 
and the modem in this context is simultaneously an identification with fashion (Mode).35 
Similarly, the aesthetic representation of the experience of modernity in modernisms - and 
Baudelaire is signalling the emergence of one version of modernism in his essay - claims to 
be rejecting the eternal and the immutable in past traditions, in the Historicist museum. Yet 
each modem aesthetic movement, in seeking to assert itself as a movement succeeding 
tradition, and that which has gone before, often lays claim to its own permanence and 
immutability. However, not only is its object - modernity - the transitory, the fleeting, the 
fortuitous; it also lays claim to represent (truly) the present and the fashionable. It wishes 
to create its own monuments to modernity that will be eternal and immutable but which, 
simultaneously, must truly represent modernity’s transitory, fleeting and fortuitous nature. 
More generally, what is at issue in the discussion of modernity and modem architecture is 
the latter’s relationship to monumentality given the extensive identification of modernity 
with fragmentation and transitoriness. In this context, there may well be a tension if not a 
contradiction between modernity and monumentality. Indeed, in many interpretations of 
the modem in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this tension and a desire for a 
modem monumentality surfaces in architectural discourse.36
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Although, as we have seen, the concept of modernity (die Modeme) does not 
appear in German discourse until 1886 and then becomes rapidly disseminated within a 
whole range of aesthetic, philosophical, social and architectural discourses in the 
succeeding decade, there is substantial evidence of earlier discussion of the representation 
of modem life within architectural discourse. As a student in Schinkel’s Bauakademie in 
Berlin, under Schinkel’s student Busse, and in subsequent acquaintance with debates on* 
modem architecture in the 1860’s and 1870’s, Wagner would have come across some of 
these earlier confrontations with the modem.37
Perhaps the most relevant with respect to the relationship between modem life and 
its representation in architecture is the debate on the most appropriate style for modem 
architecture that is signified by Heinrich Hubsch’s monograph of 1828 In What Style 
Should We Build?38 Contributions to this debate and even essays with this or a similar title 
continued to be produced up to the end of the nineteenth century and beyond. The debate 
is not merely the architectural version of the debate between antiquity and modernity 
(initially in French literature in the late seventeenth century, but evident in Baudelaire’s 
conceptualisation of modernity) but also the leitmotif throughout the discussion of 
Historicism and the search for a ‘new’ style. Hence, the question as to a ‘new’ style for a 
‘new’ age in the decades immediately succeeding Hubsch’s monograph is not noteworthy - 
in large part - for its reflections upon modem life and society.39 Rather, when contributors 
to these discussions assert, as does Wiegmann that ‘We should....strive to attain a living art 
that faithfully reflects and is nourished by the character of our own time’,40 the sources for 
this endeavour are sought in history, in the existing ‘world of forms’ in order that they may 
be incorporated into modem requirements. This ‘world of forms’ encompasses the Gothic,
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the Germanic, the Hellenic, the Renaissance and so on. Not untypical of the presumed 
relationship between this world of forms and ‘modem life’ is the modest role ascribed to 
invention and originality in present day architecture by Wolff, for instance, when he asserts 
that
Invention is restricted to demonstrating that the eternal laws and 
forms discovered by the ancients can be applied in many new 
wavs that conform to the idea of each particular building, to the 
material conditions, and therefore also to the particular 
requirements of our age and our nation. In this, our guide can 
again be the careful observation and contemplation of the ancient 
models with their fine sense of what is appropriate. However, 
we lack the vocation and the ability to create new forms and 
therefore must forgo the fame of having a national and truly 
original style.41
The adaptation of existing forms to modem life and the putative inability to create new 
forms are common themes in this discourse, whether it be in defence of the Hellenic, the 
Gothic, or the Germanic, etc. The focus of discussion is thus directed away from 
addressing the nature of modem life and its distinctive features.
A significant exception, in the collection edited by Wolfgang Herrmann spanning 
the years 1828 to 1847, is Hubsch’s 1847 essay ‘The Differing Views of Architectural 
Style in Relation to the Present Time’.42 There, Hubsch, in the context of an exploration 
of the modem architect’s relationship to modem times and the possible production of a 
new style, outlines an image of modem life that has some affinity with Baudelaire’s later 
delineation but one that is judged from an opposing perspective. Framed in the form of 
refutations of received views, Hubsch argues against the plethora of styles in modem 
buildings where ‘the Gothic style is chosen today for a church, the Greek style tomorrow 
for a theatre, the Byzantine style for a palace, or possible the other way around’ thus 
producing ‘an architectural carnival’. Secondly, he argues against the ‘many 
Germanomaniacs [who] demand an exclusively German style’. Thirdly, he argues against
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contemporary untrained judgement ‘in our time of glorified subjectivism’. Fourthly,
Hubsch counters the view that a new style would bring forth an immediate new
appreciation of beauty since this confuses style with ‘the poetic conception and organic
presentation of the actual object’. But it is the final refutation by Hubsch that directly
addresses features of the modem. Here he commences with the problem that
many people understand the maxim (in itself certainly true) that 
“modem art must be a clear expression of the present” to mean 
that a contemporary architectural style...must reflect the present 
as it is today with all of its whimsical qualities and must for that 
reason be completely new. Above all, they want our time to be 
seen as an absolute new and extraordinary birth, radically 
different from all previous times.43
This present, modem period, however, possesses for Hubsch, ‘an unprecedented illness’ -
‘the speed with which the so called modem part of mankind again and again changes its
appearance, so that in this respect it no longer has a “being” (however brief) but - in
Hegelian terms - only a “becoming”’.44 For Hubsch its most obvious manifestation is
fashion with its rapid transformations that are so fast that ‘there is never sufficient time to
accustom the eye to the subtle detail of a form’. This preoccupation with fashion is driven
along by ‘the massive and autocratic power of industry’.45
There is, however, at least one area in which art cannot ‘depict the physiognomy of 
the modem faction of mankind’ and ‘this blurred and fast-changing face of the present’ - 
monumental art and monumental architecture. This monumental architecture since the 
early Christian era has been inspired by Christian morality at least. Hence ‘the monumental 
church’ has not yet been replaced by its ill informed modem counterpart ‘the sleek 
industrial hall built of cast iron [that] will become the architectural prototype - painted in 
shiny, fashionable colours and appointed with the psuedo monumental, dazzling shine of 
mirrors and gold-fringed velvet curtains’.46 Such a building would be a manifestation of 
‘the modem mania for change’, of the ‘scarcely natural world of fashion, this craving for
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change and constant flux’. Above all, Hubsch seeks the support of ‘an intellectual 
aristocracy’, an anti-materialist elite opposing those who ‘preach with specious logic that 
living art must above all represent life in its latest form, meaning modem man. Unmodem 
man they consider to be already antiquated’.47
This early delineation of modernity from the standpoint of a religious, aristocratic, 
anti-modernity, already prefigures succeeding critiques of modernity that focus upon the 
present and the fashionable, the domination of material and industrial interests, the ever 
changing physiognomy of the present and the inadequacy of attempt to represent it 
monumentally. At the same time, the recognition of modernity’s identity with emergence 
and ‘becoming’ (already identified in Hegel’s philosophy of the modem, as Habermas has 
demonstrated48) and its manifestation in fashion are also continuous themes in subsequent 
positive delineations of modernity.
IV
It is, however, in the decade of the 1880s that the discussion of the relationship 
between modem life and society and its architecture becomes evident in the Vienna milieu 
This, in itself, is significant since the customary chronology of discourse on early modernity 
is most often dated from 1890 until around 1910. Yet the discourse and debates of the 
1890’s must themselves have been grounded in earlier reflections and debates upon the 
modem. What is new in the 1890’s, in part as the result of social and institutional 
configurations (including the emergence of specific schools propagating a modem 
movement), is the emergence of modem movements in architecture and other arts that take 
on the characteristics of avant-garde movements. However, the identification of Viennese 
modernity with the fin-de-siecle has focussed attention almost exclusively upon the period 
around 1900 as if this chronological temporalisation itself constituted a watershed or a
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threshold.49 More generally, of course, the subsequent historiography of what is termed 
the ‘modem movement’ or ‘modernism’ did not wish to have its origins traced back to the 
nineteenth century upon which it so ostentatiously turned its back. Modernism’s break 
with the past (as with all avant-garde claims) must be total.
The overview which follows, drawing upon architectural criticism in monographs 
and journals - especially the Allgemeine Bauzeitung. Schriften des Osterreichischen 
Ingenieur und Architekten Vereins. Wiener Bauzeitung. Deutsche Bauzeitung. Per 
Architekt (from 1895), Die Zeit - and newspapers such as Neue Freie Presse and the Neues 
Wiener Tagblatt. seeks to demonstrate that the architectural discourse on the modem was 
already under way in the neglected decade of the 1880s, prior to the better known 
discussion of modernity in the succeeding decade.50 With the exception of the Deutsche 
Bauzeitung. published in Berlin but containing extensive coverage of Viennese 
developments, all the contributions to the discourse on the modem to be examined were 
published in Vienna.
Although it can be claimed that a crisis in the search for a modem style is evident in 
the 1880’s and that there are some significant reflections upon the nature of modernity by 
architects and critics in Vienna, it must be emphasized that by and large neither is the 
subject of a continuous discourse or debate. The often hesitant and often fragmentary 
reflections indicate that there is no systematic movement or discourse on modernity 
present. Thematically, the discussion of the possibility of a modem style - and the diverse 
alternative answers - is both a continuation of earlier uncertainties within Historicism and, 
on occasion, and especially in the reflections of the critic Joseph Bayer, anticipates the 
more sustained debate on the nature of the modem in architecture in the succeeding 
decade. In order to provide an indication of the tentative nature of this development, the
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relevant contributions to and explorations of aspects of the modem are outlined 
chronologically.
In the decade of the 1880’s in journals and in the press in Vienna, the architectural 
discourse which addresses issues associated with modem life and society remains in good 
part still preoccupied with the issue of style, echoing both aspects of the debate outlined 
above, as well as the influence of Gottfried Semper’s On Style (I860).51 Thus, in 1880 the 
lecturer in aesthetics at the Technische Hochschule in Vienna, Joseph Bayer, published an 
article titled ‘How Should We Build?’ which commences with the statement that ‘How 
often it is said and repeated that we modem human beings have no building style of our 
own, merely all manner of learnt understanding of style: hence we have the fateful privilege 
of being able to choose the style’.52 In contrast to previous ages with their own powerfully 
generated artistic traditions and styles, ‘in the present period we can neither lay claim to 
nor expect such unified domination of a single style’.53 Not only have contemporary 
architects been schooled in the historical variety of styles but architecture itself ‘earlier the 
most objective of the arts, so objective and basic as only religion can still be - has in fact 
become the most subjective of the arts’.54 Of the language of previous architectural forms, 
it is the Renaissance ‘with which our modem building needs seem technically and 
artistically to best accord’, not least because it contains within itself, both temporally and 
geographically, diverse possibilities.
From an ostensibly more scientific standpoint, Rudolf Redtenbacher in ‘The
architecture of the past and its relation to that of the present’ (1881)55 argues for a
comparative study of earlier architectural forms from our present period which is still part
of the continuation of the Renaissance. Whilst rejecting any notion of a return to the
Middle Ages, Redtenbacher argues that
‘we must learn from history, we must, despite that fact that our 
standpoint is a given one, proceed eclectically to exploit still
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utilizable ideas and forms of the past. Our period presents us 
tasks that no previous architecture knew, it gives us conditions 
for their solution that were hitherto absent, but the past supplies 
us with the means for their real fulfilment’. 56
The notion of modernity and its new presentness totally distinct from the past is still absent
from both Bayer’s and Redtenbacher’s positions.
In Hans Auer’s ‘The development of space in architecture’ (1883),57 there is a
recognition of the present in crisis at the end of his review of the treatment of space from
ancient Egypt to the present day. His characterisation of the present, however, opens up
the possibility for the development of a new style:
We apparently live in a chaos of concepts of art, in an 
entanglement of the most diverse perspectives an art such as has 
probably never existed hitherto. This state of affairs 
characterizes our times as a transitional stage. The modes of 
building handed down to us have fulfilled their tasks; with their 
help alone the art of space (Raumeskunsfl cannot go along any 
new path. Yet we already live today in a phase in which a new 
style is forming under the irresistible influence of a material that 
with an iron fist shakes all the traditions of the past, namely
As an instance of the utilization of this material and indeed, though Auer does not mention 
this, as a symbol-together with the department store - of modernisation, one building type 
is cited namely, ‘the railway stations, the modem entrance gateway to cities extend their 
breadth and length from year to year and have already achieved a total span of over 60 
metres.’ However, Auer’s enthusiasm for this ‘future technology’ is tempered by insistence 
that ‘the major advantages of the new material be utilized only in association with the old 
inherited modes of building’, as ‘a counter balance against the dangerous progress of 
technology’.59
Only two years later, Auer addresses a more traditional issue, ‘Modem questions of 
style’ (1885).60 Auer recognizes that modem building activity is governed by diverse 
demands, material and technical reconditions and countless new public structures - ‘for
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commerce and traffic, municipal and state administration, educational purposes, museums, 
for mental and bodily health, etc’.61 In addition, there are increased demands for ‘morality 
and comfort’, as well as the most diverse technical means for overcoming these problems. 
Under these circumstances, and faced with these new problems ‘the unrestrained and most 
comprehensive domination possible of the whole architectural world of forms is 
necessary’.62 The new problems confronted by modem architecture have generated ‘a new, 
universally practised style’ that we may call provisionally ‘the modem Renaissance’. This 
modem style incorporates previous forms and the architect can choose a style according to 
its applicability. Modem architects can incorporate ‘the expression of individuality’.
However, the combination of this recourse to earlier styles with confrontation with 
new problems means that the architect is ‘totally uncreative with respect to their 
solution’.63 Auer sees in Vienna and elsewhere widespread recourse to the Baroque style 
which, confronted by increasing application of iron and glass, seems inadequate to modem 
needs. This inadequacy is also apparent in the increasing modem demand for ‘the 
freestanding family house’.64 In this respect, too, the Renaissance style and its variants 
offer more possibilities for modem architecture.
Whether the widespread use of glass and iron is constitutive of modem architecture
is also the theme of Bayer’s ‘Glass and iron’ (1886)65 essay which highlights the new
‘constructive nakedness’ of ‘beetle-like’ glass palaces in garden and exhibition structures.
Occasionally, the combination of glass and iron is successful as in the Galleria Vittorio
Emmanuele in Milan, even though Bayer fails to point out that this is a building type
already almost a century old. The monumental Galleria in Milan and similar arcades in
Berlin and elsewhere (Bayer notes that there is no modem instance in Vienna) serve a
modem and ancient function:
In the modem world the arcade serves the same function, 
without the gladiators contest, as the ampitheatre did for the
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Romans. There the life of sociability is set in motion and 
movement in order to meander in groups, to see one another and 
to be seen by others; the ancient public always wanted to get 
something to see, presentday society is itself a theatre, a 
changing decoration populated by people and decor. And hence 
it is a very felicitous notion to enclose and concentrate this 
stream of people, by means of rich sensory artistic means, that 
would otherwise flow without direction through the different 
streets.66
A similar effect is achieved also with glass and iron aided by ‘electric light and the glamour 
of the shop window’. What Bayer does not point to in this context is that the grander 
versions of the department store are not to be found on Vienna’s major new thoroughfare, 
the Ringstrasse, but either within the old city or along some of the major streets outside the 
Ring such as the Mariahilfe Strasse.
Bayer’s identification of modem building materials with modem building types is 
continued in greater detail in his article ‘Modem Building Types’ (1886).67 Bayer contrasts 
earlier historical periods with their domination by a single style with the contemporary 
situation in which ‘the multi-domination of styles is a quite remarkable characteristic of our 
times; but these laboriously studied styles are merely applied forms, and not formative 
forces’.68 This is a disturbing feature of modem architecture for Bayer since ‘for all times 
the built organism has been a symbolic replication of the social organism; it should and 
must be the case also in our times’.69 However, ‘the forces effective in structuring 
buildings in modem society’ are not those of earlier epochs that were so often given form 
by a strong ‘personal impulse’. Instead, ‘nowadays the state and society build, and it is 
capital, collected through associations, that builds. Something impersonal permeates the 
whole building movement of our epoch’. This is what creates ‘a modem style’.
For Bayer, the architects’ task is to create architectural forms that make them 
‘citizens of those times that are to come rather than honorary style citizens of such times as 
have long past’.70 Modem architecture must adapt to the materialist age. Indeed, ‘its duty
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is to represent the age’s character just as literature has done’.71 In this respect, the 
architecture of the present is social, just as in earlier epochs it was monarchist, aristocratic, 
religious’, and this is the reason why ‘church buildings and palaces - now have a merely 
subordinate significance’.72 The need for religious buildings in modem times does arise 
from time to time, ‘but not the religious enthusiasm’ which accompanied it in earlier 
periods.
Similarly, the construction of palaces has lost its significance with respect to the 
modem epoch. As an instance of this Bayer cites the fate in Vienna of ‘the palace of the 
Duke of Wurttemberg on the Kamtner Ringstrasse [which] has been transformed with 
appropriate modifications into a huge hotel complex (Hotel Imperial)’. Its transformation 
took place without major structural changes since its decorative ornamentation was the 
most significant agent of its distinction rather than its architectural structure. Today it is no 
longer the aristocrat but ‘Haute-finance’ which builds palaces. Thus ‘a palace in which 
something to rent exists, that completely opens up its ground floor to shops and 
commercial enterprises is no longer a genuine palace, regardless of how elegant the 
luxurious forms may be which it has been dressed up’.73
If churches and palaces are no longer the building types of the present what then are
the dominant building structures of modernity? Bayer’s answer is unequivocal (and totally
in agreement with Wagner’s later claims):
What is thoroughly characteristic...of modem social life and of 
the essential architecture of the present day is the modem 
restructuring, enlargement and stylisation of the interest-bearing 
housing blocks fZinshauser-Anlagenl. And yet, despite their 
often excessive embelishment, their impact more often lies in the 
general effect on the street than that their individual significance 
comes to the fore.74
In contrast to those architects who, through ornamentation, produce a ‘picturesque 
accentuation of street comers’, Bayer praises Hansen’s Heinrichshof on the Ringstrasse
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opposite the Opera which transforms ‘the constellation of the modem interest building
group blocks into a major rhythm of masses, into an imposing, harmonious unity’, a
‘genuine metropolitan apartment system’.(1.13)
Such exceptions are conceived despite the extensive building speculation: ‘The
extension of the city...above all the building conglomerates have almost eradicated the
normal house from the world and put in its place the so-called “interest-palaces”’. The
rapid expansion of speculative building in the city centre has led to a situation in which
architectural forms ‘have sunk down into mere flourishes of an empty building
phraseology’.75 In the streets themselves, it is ‘the real modem power of horizontalism’
which predominates, in contrast to the earlier force of towers:
Not merely in art, but also in politics, in social life, in practical 
endeavours, in scientific research - everywhere we desire 
increasingly a viewpoint rather than an elevated viewpoint: for a 
perspective, a point de vue. Our direction of life equally is 
dominated by the horizontal law...it fixes a goal in the direction 
of a straight line... The whole modem tendency leads it 
neccessarily towards the effect of the prospect, in the forcefully 
accentuated rhythm of masses.76
At the same time, there is a desire for monumental structures. Those most typical of
modem period are ‘structures grouped together’ rGruppierings-Bautenl. that express ‘a
certain architectonic rationalism’.
Bayer concludes his reflections on modem building types with the question as to
whether, or rather ‘how can one...come immediately to a conclusion with one’s reasoning,
if one stands as an observer in the middle of an almost labyrinthene intricate movement?
No - one does not stand on a middle place, one is oneself carried along in this motion and
can do nothing else’.77 Here and elsewhere in his reflection, Bayer approaches the
experience of modernity with its emphasis upon movement, not from the outside but with
the observers themselves carried along with this movement.
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More typical of architectural discourse in the late 1880’s than Bayer’s wide ranging
reflections upon modem building types is the continuation of disputes on contemporary
style. Bayer himself again contributes to this discussion in ‘Crises of Style in our Times’
(1886),78 in which he once more challenges architectural claims to ‘the putative “new style”
of the present times’ that is ascribed to ‘the medley of stylistic forms’.79 Before citing with
approval Semper’s maxim that ‘Art knows only one master: necessity’ - the maxim which
Wagner adopts in the succeeding decade - Bayer draws attention to the contradiction
between the diversity of styles and modem needs:
It is certainly the case that architecture which, amongst the other 
arts has the least right to succumb to dream images 
rTraumbildeml. has dreamed the most in the last decade.
Literature was awake, as was music too; painting rubbed its eyes, 
made poses in front of the mirror and made up its cheeks - only 
the architectonic muse, actually more a symbol than muse, lost to 
the world wove away in the twilight, and did so with the highest 
level of protection. Architecture, above all others the art of 
necessity, preferred to build .... for patrons to feast their eyes 
upon, primarily that which no one needed and constructed 
stylistically these structures of recollection fReminiszensbautenl 
in accordance with the patterns of art history.80
This construction of structures of recollection, souvenirs of that which never actually
existed, often built with local or national patronage had earlier been castigated by Semper
in his Zurich lecture of 186981 - cited by Bayer - ‘On Architectural Styles’, with reference
to Munich’s Maximilian style promoted by the king of Bavaria, and ‘founded on the
following profound idea: our culture is a mixture made up of elements from all earlier
cultures; consequently, our modem architectural style should be a mixture of every
conceivable style of architecture from everytime and nation. The entire history of culture
should thus be mirrored in it!’.82 But not merely could the desire for a plurality of styles be
a manifestation of quite specific contemporary forms of patronage, but the same could also
be true of enthusiasm for specific styles. Bayer suggests that what was built in the neo-
Gothic style ‘largely had a certain symbolic reference to specific tendencies in conviction’83 
- in Austria during the period of the Papal Concordat. But ‘we unrestrained modem 
persons’ recognized the ‘false tone’ in such structures.
The diversity of styles is explained by Bayer, in part, as a reaction to the uniformity
of modem social forms. Indeed,
it is nonetheless quite astonishing that our epoch, which in its 
whole style of life - in the social forms and customs, in the 
manner of clothing and of representation - is so plain and 
identical to the point of monotony, should still demand of the 
architectonic style costume of its buildings today such colourful 
diversity.84
Yet despite the increasing recognition of necessity in architecture in recent times, ‘a 
complete stylistic unity in the formal appearance of modem buildings, at least for the time 
being is not to be expected’, not least because this unity was lacking in earlier periods such 
as the Renaissance which ‘applied Ancient and Roman details to cloth its own totally 
independent building compositions that were modem for their times’.85 Similarly, in our 
most recent modem period, new problems of building construction have brought about a 
transformation of the older stylistic forms through their application to a new context.
Drawing upon the distinction between the stylistic shell and its constructional 
kernel, Bayer concludes with the assertion that ‘the core formation of a modem style is 
already present’, but that its features are not to be found in the merely external observation 
of modem buildings with their diverse historically varied stylistic details. Rather, the new 
modem element is to be found ‘in the total constellation of the building composition, in the 
transposition from the plans in the compositional tasks as such that are unique to our 
age’86. It is this form of argument which architectural historians such as Werner Oechslin 
have applied specifically to understanding Otto Wagner’s position on modem architecture
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as an evolutionary stage in the separation of construction and cladding prior to the 
ostensibly revolutionary separation of the two.87
Indicative of discussions of the modem in architecture in the 1880’s in Vienna 
which oscillate between a preoccupation with historical styles and a critique of modem 
building types are the reflections of Ludwig Trzeschtik (himself a Viennese architect) in 
‘Modem Architecture: Critical Ramblings’ (1889).88 Trzeschtik’s reflections commence 
with the failings of modem architectural study, the present emphasis upon technical training 
to producing a situation in which students ‘too readily forget that one is also a building 
artist, and not merely building engineer or building technologist!’.89 However, the major 
part of Trzeschtik’s reflections consist of the almost obligatory overview of building styles 
from antiquity to the present day. Yet Trzeschtik does raise the relationship between 
modem society and modem architecture when he cites Friedrich von Neumann’s question 
as to whether architecture can give a higher expression to the tasks of modem society. 
Von Neumann maintains that ‘these tasks are hardly capable of being given a higher 
symbolic expression, since society is sick... Therefore, according to the present social 
diagnosis, charlatanism would be the most appropriate symbolic expression in architecture 
for modem society. This we cannot and should not permit, therefore in the interests of art 
we must - Jie!’ Trzeschtik is further, not optimistic that a new stylistic building period is 
about to commence - ‘perhaps in 50 to 100 years time!’90
Of note in Trzeschtik’s analysis is his critique of architectural training, the 
expressive relationship between architecture and society and the need to ‘lie’ - all themes of 
Wagner’s Modeme Architektur in 1896. More significantly, however, Wagners’s 
assessment of these factors is the reverse of that of Trzeschtik. Some of them were in fact 
addressed by Wagner in the same year as Trzeschtik’s article appeared.
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In 1889 Wagner published the first of what were to be three volumes of projects, 
sketches and completed works that appeared during his lifetime.91 Although he had 
previously accompanied many of his projects with descriptions and analysis, this was the 
first known independent publication by Wagner (published by himself in the first edition in 
October 1889, by Schroll in the second edition of 1891). His brief introduction constitutes 
his first general programmatic statement on modem architecture, though, like other 
contributions to such discussion, not referring to modernity as such.
Indeed, as Haiko has indicated,92 in this 1889 volume ‘theory and practice are
separated by a wide gulf, not merely because in Wagner’s earlier works, ‘all the buildings
of his early years owe their style to Historicist principles of design’ (although entirely
devoted to an Italian Renaissance style, sometimes referred to as the ‘Vienna Style’), even
though the introduction to his projects in 1889 is deeply hostile to Historicism. Rather, in
addition, none of Wagner’s actual projects and sketches ‘would seem to anticipate
Wagner’s vision of Modernism as the epoch of the Nutzstil’93. the style for use in the
modem metropolis and appropriate to modem life which appears in his modem
architecture. In his 1889 introduction to ‘several works from my last ten years of activity’,
Wagner castigates Historicist
experiments with various styles...in the last twenty years which, 
more or less caricatured, have consumed the building styles of 
millenia with the haste of our way of life, have passed me by 
leaving little trace.94
Instead, Wagner declares that in this period he ‘calmly followed the path already chosen’, 
namely a commitment to ‘a certain free Renaissance’ style appropriate to the Viennese 
‘genius loci’, to ‘all our circumstances and modem accomplishments in the use of materials 
and construction’, on the historical grounds that building style ‘has always been the 
expression of the disposition and the ability of the peoples of all ages’.95
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The lack of commitment to a single exclusive architectural style which resulted in
successive one-sided Historicist claims does not rule out, for Wagner, the development of a
new, modem style. On the contrary,
‘further development and transformation, along with the 
utilization of all our motifs and materials, must force us to a new 
style: and it is even more certain that this future style will be the 
Nutz-Stil toward which our course is now set’.
This new style for use will not merely be appropriate to ‘the mighty practical endeavours of
our times and the ever present fight for survival’ but if in addition we grant this Nutz-Stil
‘the search for inner tmth as its ideal, it will not be lacking in aesthetic justification
either’.97
This ‘aesthetic justification’ is grounded in Realism, a Realism already introduced in 
France and one to which Wagner fully subscribes. An architecture for use, a realist 
architecture, will create new problems and tasks for the modem architect, who ‘in his 
double function as artist and building technician, will have to put the latter function far into 
the forefront to be able to meet all the new requirements’.98 Again castigating Historicism, 
this time in art, Wagner contends that ‘modem plein air genre pictures seem more natural 
to us than any historical paintings with their gigantic formats and their archaeological 
artistry. For works of art must always be the mirror image of their times’."  Here Wagner 
regards art and architecture’s reflection of the times and its society as unproblematical and 
assumes that Historicism itself is not a mirror image of the times. Later, Wagner was to 
see Historicism’s stylistic variety as an architectural ‘lie’.
Here, however, he pleads for an appropriate Realism in architecture. Although ‘the
Eiffel Tower, the Kursaal in Ostend [exhibit] too much Realism, the bulk of our present-
day architecture shows too little’. The latter prevails especially in Vienna where architects
lend an entirely foreign character to the ordinary dwelling and 
tenement building instead of bowing to the strict requirements 
of utility. Among the important factors which still influence our
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style of building and result in the crassest kind of realism are 
primarily the brief time span available for construction and the 
nearly complete lack of architectural understanding on the part of 
the public.100
These are all themes to which Wagner returns more fully in his Modeme Architektur. 
Although not certain of the precise features of this Zukunftstil. the Nutz-Stil. and although 
the concept of a style for use or utility style, especially with reference to the tenement 
building (the Miethaus or, more revealingly, the Zinshaus), hides the complex relationship 
between architecture (for use) and building as urban capital (for capital circulation). 
Wagner is one of the few in this period who neither remains committed to the Historicist 
programme (and advocate one particular historical style or a combination of them) nor 
denies the possibility of a new style in the future.
However, Wagner’s brief foreword to his sketches and projects does not constitute 
part of the architectural discourse in the major journals and, for half a decade, much of this 
discourse continues to debate the appropriate style for the modem period largely within the 
preestablished Historicist paradigm. In other words, the debate continues much within the 
parameters already set in the 1880s and earlier.
Thus, Albert Hofmanns’s essay ‘In Which Style Should We Build’ (1890)101,
continues to review previous styles in a context in which he appears enamoured with
Langbehn’s reactionary call for a German style appropriate to modem culture. However,
his reflections finally take a somewhat different direction when he argues that
‘the strivings to do justice to the predominant cultural currents in 
style, in other words to work in the so-called “modem” style, are 
experienced by the majority of artists with recourse to the past as 
an often superior rejection. And yet this is not justified. Even 
the style which we seek to gain today for our architecture, the 
style of a previous great period, also experienced with the same 
lack of justification a similar rejection and lead nonetheless to a 
glorious period of art’.102
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However, what Hofmann does highlight in this search for a ‘modem’ style is the
problematical relationship between the modem and fashion. With approval Hofmann cites
Cornelius Gurlitt’s view that,
‘Fashion, like style, advances irresistibly forward. It always 
changes not merely the form of things, but also our eyes...To 
each person beauty appears differently from another....All the 
attempts to create a unity in the concept of beauty will be 
doomed to failure for beauty lies not in nature or in things, but 
invested by each of us into them’.103
Hofmann, however, does not reflect upon the implication of fashions transformation in our
mode of perception of things, which would both accentuate and render problematic
modernity’s relationship to fashion.
Similarly, Gurlitt himself in the previous year in his essay ‘Old Forms - New Style!’
(1889),104 which is written in the form of a parody of the plurality of Historicist styles,
concludes with the architect’s view that although he is producing earlier styles for the
modem period, these are, nonetheless, the styles of the present-day architect. Indeed, the
architect declares with respect to these previous styles:
“I do not even copy them, but rather I extend them. What is history 
to me and especially ancient art history? My contemporaries and I, in 
fact make the new art history, each in his particular past. But this 
should always be worthy! The forms, the whole building should tell 
anecdotes or even world history!”
“Look around you”, he continued “and you will find that everything 
that has been newly constructed is also built in the new style. Here 
my friend A prefers the forms of the Italian Renaissance - good, why 
not! There B, absorbed totally in the midst of German Renaissance - 
although it has been extended too broadly; I have attempted 
something with the Baroque style”105.
This preoccupation with attempts to extract a modem style out of the Historicist
problematic is continued in Fritsch’s ‘Observations on Style’ (1890).106 There, addressing
the issue of the present situation within the ‘so-called “question of style’” and future
developments, Fritsch - like many contributors to this issue in the previous decade -
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reviews the adaptation of historical styles in the nineteenth century (Greek Renaissance, 
Italian Renaissance, Neo Gothic schools), often the contradictions within these stylistic 
developments between idealism and realism, regulation and individualism, and the 
application of new building materials (especially iron). Fritsch detects in the past two 
decades the emergence of new styles - “iron style”, Baroque, German Renaissance, Empire, 
Romanesque but concludes that the only way in which a genuinely new style can emerge is 
‘not through the arbitrary mixing ... of styles ... but rather through the condensation 
rVerschmelzungl and restructuring of older styles and motifs’. 107
Although the concept of modernity and modernism, both subsumed under ‘die 
Modeme’. was the subject of increasing debate from 1890 onwards in Vienna literary 
circles around Hermann Bahr and others, the concept did not emerge so early within 
contemporary architectural discourse. The leading Viennese architecture journal the 
Allgemeine Bauzeitung. was still publishing articles in the first half of the decade on the 
problem of style that had strong affinities with the structure of argument of similar 
reflections in the previous decade.
Thus, the architect Heinrich Schatteburg’s ‘An Outline of the Cultural-Historical 
Development of Types of Style’ (1894) 108 once more outlined the major building styles 
from the Greek to the Renaissance before considering much more briefly ‘the modem art of 
building’. Although, as Mitchell Schwarzer has demonstrated,109 Schatteburg recognised 
in earlier articles the significance of machine production and the impact of industrialisation 
upon modem society, he was unable to outline except in the most general terms the 
parameters within which a modem style might develop. Schatteburg does acknowledge 
that modem architecture is conditioned by socio-political factors, to the extent that there 
will be no specific new direction ‘as long as no complete peace appears in political life, as 
long as the social questions are not more specifically clarified’.110 Hence, with no new style
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emerging, ‘we must still continue to characterize our standpoint in architecture in a certain
sense, despite its advances, as that of the Renaissance’. At the same time, however,
Schatteburg recognizes that the modem architect faces completely new tasks since,
Our whole state of life is forcibly different compared with earlier
times. The conditions which confront the contemporary period
were unknown in the past. The rapid tempo of our times, fast
living in every conceivable respect possible, is full of confused
mutually contradictory aspects, full of unclear claims. All the
sciences that are related in some way to architecture are
continuously in a state of transformation, renewal and extension’.
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This process of unclear transformation also applies to building materials which ‘bring about 
different modes of building, different forms of building, but they too are still in need of 
clarification’.
What does emerge in the early 1890s, then, is a recognition of significant social and
economic changes to which Schatteburg and others allude but which are not translated in
any clear manner into forces that are creating the conditions for a new, modem architecture
that is conceived of in a new manner. Thus, an anonymous article on ‘The Building Style
of Our Time’ (1890) 112argues that the modem building style is to be found in modes of
construction (such as the combination of iron and stone) rather than merely in
ornamentation. More generally, the most significant transformation has been the
predominance of profane over religious architecture. For this reason,
Whoever wishes to become acquainted with the architecture of 
our period must stand in front of the department store, the 
bourgeois tenement, the town halls, and the parliament and other 
state buildings in which iron constructions with their powerful 
influence upon the total structuring of space come into their 
own...Thus a major department store in the main streets of Berlin 
with its imposing display window that breaks through the facade 
in order that broad streams of light may penetrate into the 
interior, already indicates the characteristic traits of our 
buildings. In them there is reflected again that which sets the 
times in motion - commerce and change, the public nature of life.
Belief, sustained by the clergy, is no longer the predominant
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element, but rather it is the practical viewpoints of view sustained 
by the bourgeoisie.113
Here, albeit in a German journal, attention is given more specifically to modem features of 
metropolitan architecture - predominance of profane building, new modes of construction, 
(rather than merely ornament), dynamic commercial activity and an expansion in the public 
sphere.114
However, a sustained discussion of the modem and modernity is not yet in evidence 
either in leading Vienna journals such as the Allgemeine Bauzeitung nor in debates within 
the Association of Austrian Engineers and Architects, the official body representing 
architects. Indeed, in the latter, it is only at the end of the decade, as we shall see, that 
modernity becomes a major topic of debate. However, as the following chapter will seek 
to demonstrate, the implications of modernity for architecture come to the fore more 
evidently in the discussion, debates and plans for new metropolitan development and a 
‘New Vienna’.
V
This absence of sustained discussion of modernity in the architecture journals of 
Vienna (down to 1895) contrasts with the extensive debate in literary and artistic circles in 
Vienna since 1890. As Gotthart Wunberg has demonstrated, the concept of ‘die Modeme’ 
in Viennese literary circles coincides with the emergence of a variously nuanced new 
literary avant-garde that termed itself ‘Jung Wien’ (Young Vienna) or ‘Jung Osterreich’ 
(Young Austria). 115 Thereby, the literary and artistic movements participating in the 
creation and support of modernity and modernism are also associated ostensibly with a
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‘new’ generation, closely associated with new literary journals (such as Modeme 
Dichtung/Modeme Rundschau!
Further, a crucial precondition for the development of the Jung Wien movement
was a relatively homogenious habitus in Vienna which Wunberg sees as crucial for the
cohesion of the new movement’s members, namely that
‘they lived almost without exception in Vienna, almost without
exception in at least reasonably good circumstances, if not in
the best circumstances. They could communicate effortlessly and 
rapidly with one another through a well functioning city postal 
service, through messengers or pneumatic post; and, if it was 
necessary, by means of telegraph. They met - not regularly, but 
often - at the opera, in the theatre, at dinner engagements, on 
common bicycle tours or...in the cafe.116
Above all, the group around Hermann Bahr met regularly in Cafe Griensteidl, until its
closure in 1896 and whose impending demolition Karl Kraus critically observed in his essay
‘The demolished literature’ (1897). 117 The opening passage of this satirical piece also
makes reference to the extensive rebuilding in Vienna and obliquely to the ‘new Vienna’:
‘Vienna is now being demolished into a metropolis. Together with the old houses the last
pillars of our memories are falling, and soon an irreverent spade will have also levelled the
venerable Cafe Griendsteidl to the ground....Our literature is bracing itself for a period of
homelessness’118. The literary avant-garde around Bahr did of course survive the
demolition and other wings of the modem movement met in other cafes and settings.
Bahr - who later reviewed Wagner’s Modeme Architektur in a highly positive 
manner - had already developed a concept of ‘die Modeme’ by 1890, one which, as 
Wunberg points out, had little in common with the earlier Berlin concept of modernity 
introduced in 1886 by Eugen Wolff and later elaborated in large part as a contrast to 
antiquity (‘Our highest artistic ideal is no longer antiquity but rather modernity’) and, 
allegorically, as a female ‘with flowing hair’ as ‘our new image of the gods: modernity!’ 119
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Despite Wunberg’s argument distancing the Berlin and Viennese concepts, Bahr also in his 
diaries at least, identified modernity as female. Later it would be a short step to extend the 
concept of modernity (and its feminine form ‘die Modeme’) to association with the 
fashionable and fashion (die Mode) itself 120
However, Bahr’s essay ‘Die Modeme’ appearing on 1st January 1890, called for a 
new art, a new religion, a plea for the ‘beliefs of the modem’, for a new future after 
naturalism had laid reality bare. As Wunberg maintains, with reference to this Viennese call 
for modernity,
The decisive statement in which Bahr’s reflections finally 
terminates, “we have no other law than the truth, as each 
experiences it”, characterizes particularly clearly the close 
relationship between naturalism and fin-de-siecle, between 
naturalism and decadence, that which Bahr conceived under 
naturalism and impressionism, in short, what he conceived in 
contrast to naturalism under “modernity”. What is naturalistic in 
this is the “law of truth”, which for the naturalists was identical 
with reality; that which was inaugurated by Emile Zola and 
formulated dialectically by Ibsen as truth and lie (or the lie of 
life).121
It should be noted in this context not merely that the association of realism with truth 
presupposes individual experience (‘the truth, as each experiences it’) but also that the 
latter itself is anchored in a problematic subjectivity, what Moritz Czaky has termed ‘the 
subjectivity of the decentralised self122 (drawing upon Ernst Mach’s philosophy and its 
reception by Bahr - ‘the self is irredeemable’ - and others). However, this problematic 
subjectivity is itself not a distinctive feature solely of the Viennese discourse on modernity. 
It can be found in different forms in the 1890’s decade in France (as in Emile Durkheim’s 
preoccupation with ‘excessive individualism’ in modem society) and in Germany (as in 
Georg Simmel’s association of modernity with subjectivism).123
Indeed, within the extensive literary discourse itself on modernity in Vienna in the 
early 1890’s there is evidence of its contradictory nature. In 1891 Friedrich Fels, in a
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lecture on modernity emphasizes that ‘it is indeed one of the most decisive characteristics 
of modernity that it is not a one-side single direction, that in it the most diverse and 
contradictory viewpoints and tendencies find their place’. 124 The breadth and intensity of 
the literary discourse on modernity even in the early years of its inception is testimony to 
this diversity and in its modes of expression to the plurality of styles.
As an indicator of a similar discourse on modernity in the art world we can take,
very briefly, the response to the Munich Secessionists 125in Vienna as exemplified in a
review by one of the most astute commentator on the artistic world of the Vienna
Secession, Ludwig Hevesi.126 In December 1894, reviewing the exhibition of the Munich
Secessionists and others, Hevesi asks what the diverse modem tendencies in painting have
in common. His answer is that,
Taking everything into account, it was their ambition to be 
modem. This short word, which has such a long meaning, 
ultimately signifies nothing other than the urge to bring art once 
more into direct contact with life, not to graft art onto life in a 
schooled manner but rather to allow art to emerge out of life on 
the basis of experience. Thus, in other words, modem means 
nothing other than a return to nature...Modem is thus, viewed 
practically, appropriate to the times (zekgemass), contemporary 
(aktuell). The times became conscious of their nerves. The 
aging century felt itself to be close to its demise and thus began 
to affect piety. Hypnotism, spiritualism, Wagnerism, Ibsenism, 
salon mysticism of every kind mixed with progressive knowledge 
of nature. Psycho physics became a modem word. And all these 
forces play a part in painting, just as in the literature of the 
century just ending. Today painting, just like the novel, the play 
and music, wishes to be of the moment (Aktuell).127
Hevesi*s characterisation of this striving to be modem, to capture the immediate present,
emphasizes the momentary in a world in permanent motion. For ‘these modems strive to
capture the impression of the momentary...The moment, for our senses, is kind of
mathematical point. It is not, but it was and will be. It has passed by in order to come’. 128
This rapid sense of immediacy - ‘all this is movement’ - is associated for Hevesi with
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tension and nervousness, for ‘present day painting, landscape painting too, is nervous and 
the painter is a nervous human being’.
But in all this striving for the modem it is painting, drama, music and literature that 
are mentioned. The discourses around their development, and this is especially true of 
literature, constitute an extensive, in part generational intention to create a modem 
movement or movements, often a consciously directed avant-garde movement. In contrast, 
the survey of architectural discourse into the early 1890’s in Vienna does not yet display 
evidence of this intention.
VI
If we return to the architectural discourse in the journals and press of the mid 
1890U, then we can observe a number of significant new developments. First, that the 
appointment of Otto Wagner to succeed Hasenauer in the Academy of Fine Arts in 1894 
and his inaugural lecture in October 1894 are viewed as a decisive shift in orientation to 
architectural study. Second, that the first article specifically on the modem is published in 
1895 by one of Wagner’s first students. Third, that from 1895 onwards Wagner and his 
students have access to a new Viennese architectural journal, Per Architekt. which for 
many years serves as the vehicle for propagating Wagner’s work and that of its students, as 
well as subsequently the work of other significant architectural schools (such as that of 
Friedrich Ohmann, from 1904 also at the Academy of Fine Arts). By the end of the 
century, not least with the establishment of a Vienna Secession movement and the reform 
of applied arts education, a whole range of journals came into existence (such as Ver 
Sacrum in January 1898, Das Interieur in 1900). In the press, the highly positive 
reflections on Wagner’s modem architecture and, subsequently upon the whole secessionist
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movement by Hevesi can be found in the Vienna Fremden-Blatt newspaper. Similarly, in 
the same month as Wagner’s inaugural lecture, a new Viennese weekly newspaper, Die 
Zeit appeared (edited by Heinrich Kanner, Hermann Bahr and Isidor Singer) which 
supported the modem movements in the arts and architecture. In passing, it is worth 
mentioning that significant essays by Georg Simmel (who was a friend of Singer’s) were 
published in his weekly, as well as a positive review of Wagner’s work by Bahr. In short, a 
number of institutional changes contributed to a new direction in the architectural discourse 
on modernity.
Having succeeded Hasenauer to the chair of architecture at the Academy in July 
1894, Wagner gave his inaugural lecture to the Academy in October 1894 which was 
published, significantly, in the leading German journal Deutsche Bauzeitung and not in 
Vienna.129 In contrast to the other candidates for this chair of architecture, and in the light 
of the appointing committee’s desire to stem ‘the notorious decline in monumental 
architecture as a goal of the Academy [and] to choose a proponent of the classical 
Renaissance, firmly rooted on the basis of antiquity, with talent, ability and the capacity to 
teach’, Wagner was chosen not least because he claimed to understand ‘“the needs of 
present day life as well as bringing the application of modem building materials and 
constructions into accord with artistic requirements’” 13°.
It was therefore, a surprise for some members of the committee and many others to 
hear Wagner’s inaugural lecture, which did not propagate ‘the classical Renaissance’. 
Rather, after correcting the common conception of himself as merely ‘the proponent of a 
certain practical direction’. Wagner commences his critique of the contemporary state of 
architecture:
‘Almost all modem buildings culminate in revealing in their 
external appearance and in a more or less happy arrangement 
being as exact as possible copies of stylistic currents. Such good 
copies for which, as a rule, much is sacrificed are then
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characterised as pure styles and normally provide the standard by 
which a building is judged. Certain building styles are even 
usurped for specific purposes and the general public, and 
unfortunately many artists too, are of the view that this must be 
the case.131
This emphasis upon accurate copies of styles is accompanied by the increasing turnover 
time of stylistic repertoires in such a manner that ‘building styles even change like fashions 
and artistic products are deliberately made “old” in order to be able to date their birth 
certificates from previous centuries’132
In contrast to this contemporary ‘comedy of architecture’, it was the case that from 
antiquity to the ‘Empire’ style of the nineteenth century the work of art ‘was..a mirror 
image of its times’. Art and artists should and must represent their times. The salvation for 
the future cannot lie in hurrying through all stylistic currents such as accompanied recent 
decades. In contrast to such developments, Wagner declares that ‘the starting point for all 
artistic creation., must be the needs, the capacities, the means and the qualities of our times. 
“Artis sola domina necessitas”.’ In order to fulfil this aim, modem architects must relate 
directly to the genius loci in the fullest sense, in such a way that ‘our circumstances of life, 
our constructions must be fully and totally expressed...The realism of our times must 
permeate the emergent work of art’, create a ‘new pulsating life of forms’ and master ‘new 
areas’ such as engineering in order to create ‘an autonomous style that is representative of 
ourselves’. 133
This rejection of the Historicist programme and an emphasis upon the creation of an 
architecture that is directly related to modem needs, to the realism of the times that modem 
architecture accurately reflects, constitutes the starting point for Wagner’s Modeme 
Architektur commenced in the following year. The focus upon the present times and their 
adequate representation in architectural works - indeed as their ‘mirror image’ - begs many 
questions which will be analysed in the context of a detailed examination of Wagner’s
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Modeme Architektur. For the moment, his desire to make his students ‘the children of our 
time, whose numbers I also count myself134 was facilitated not merely by the introduction 
of a new training programme (in year one concentrating on ‘a simple Viennese interest 
generating apartment block [Zinshaus], in year two a public building and in year three ‘a 
kind of fantasy training’) - to which we will also return - but also by access to the new 
architecture journal, Per Architekt. which commenced publication in the following year.
Yet even before this journal was fully established, one of Wagner’s first students
Victor Hofert - who had already published a powerful critique of architectural training at
the Academy under Hasenauer 135- published his reflections upon the problematical concept
of the modem in January 1895 under the title “Modem”. 136 (1.14) That the concept of the
modem be referred to in parentheses testifies not only to its problematic nature for Hofert
but also coincides with Wagner’s own treatment of “die Modeme” in parentheses even in
the second 1898 edition of his Modeme Architektur. Hofert’s analysis of the concept of
the modem commences with a distinction between fashion fModel and modem:
‘There exists a distinction between fashion and the modem.
Fashion is the caricature of renewal fNeuerungl. it is often not 
unjustifiably made fun of and is excluded from any logical mode 
of thought. In this sense, fashion is only possible in profane 
things...Fashion is, at all events, a matter of amazement feine 
Verbluffungl. it allows an arbitrary recourse to something old 
and is actually nothing other than a sometimes laughable, 
sometimes crude arbitrariness’. 137
This narrow, negative notion of fashion is juxtaposed to an ostensibly more positive
conception of the word “modem”:
‘First of all, it is the adjectival form of the substantive just 
referred to and therefore is just as valid as the former. Secondly, 
the word modem signifies the concept of the “present day, 
contemporary” and here logically it takes on another dimension.
That which is modem fdas Modemel here signifies the product 
of a new, present day view point, resting upon that which has 
hitherto existed and logically emerged from it but free from weak 
reminiscences of aged and superceded views. In the first sense 
fashion can be something that is sought out, whereas what is
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N ach d ru ek  vorbehalteu.
Es ist ein Unterschied zwischen Mode und modern, 
lie Mode ist die Caricatur der Neuerung, wird nicht mit 
nrecht oft bewitzelt und gilt  als von jeder  logischen 
•enkweise ausgeschlossen. Mode in diesem Sinne ist nur 
i Profandingen moglich und darum nur dort, wo die 
ormen, die sie wandelt, des inneren Zusammenhanges ent- 
ehren kdnnen, wo sowohl Steigerung als Verfall ausge- 
ihlossen sind. Die Mode ist eine Verbliitfung auf jeden 
all, sie gestattet ein willkuhrliche.s Zuriickgreifen auf 
:was Altes und ist eigentlich nichts Anderes, als eine 
anchmal lacherliche, manchmal rohe Willkiihr. Ein An- Ieres ist es mit dem Begriffe und dem W orte „raodern“. 
iirs Erste ist es das Eigenscbaftswort zum vorerwahnten 
ubstantivum und gilt  daher ebensoviel als dieses. In 
veiter Linie bezeichnet das W ort modern den Begrilf des 
Heutigen, Zeitgemassen’* und hier sieht es mit der Logik 
shon anders aus. DasSVIoderne soil hier das Product einer 
suen zeitgemassen Anschauung sein, fussend auf dem bisher 
iervorgebrachten und logisch daraus hervorgegangen, aber 
ei von schwachlichen Reminiscenzen veralteter und iiber- 
undener Ansichten. Die Mode im ersteren Sinne kann 
;was Gesuchtes sein. das 'M oderne aber soli ungesucht, 
is heisst wirklieh emnf'unden und frei entwickelt sein.
Die Architektur ist wie keine andere bildende Kunst 
berufen, den Zeitgeist einer Periode zu illustriren, und so 
wie bei architektonischen W erken das Verhaltniss der Masse 
in sich und unter sich ein fundamentales Huuptgesetz 
i biDiet, also sollen auch dieselben die politisc.hen Verhalt-I . . . . . .
nisse (die drtlichen. wie die zeitliehen), umvr denen s ie e n l -  
. standen, deutlich und klar  verkbrperii. Es ist eigmirhiitnlich,
! wie man bei der heutigen Zeir. in der man sich einbildet, 
einen iiberlegenen Ueberblick auf vergatigene Kunstepucheu 
zu haben und demgemass logisch fortzusehreiten glaubt, 
gerade in diesem Punkte so haarspalterisidi verschieden 
denkt. W ir  sind gewohnt, vergangene Culturperioden nach 
ihren baulicheii Denkmiilern zu beurtheilen, und je weiter 
eine solche von unserer Gegenwart historisch entternt ist. 
desto mehr sind wir oft einzig und allein darauf ange- 
wiesen, diese als Massstab fur die Kunstentwicklung unter- 
gegangener Culturreiche anzunehmen.
W ir machen uns ein Bild von der Maehtentfaitung 
des alteu Egypterreiches, indem wir an der Hand der kiinst- 
lerischen Denkmaler die Entwicklung vertolgen und die 
historische Bedeutung des Volkes in Einklang zu bringen 
suchen mit seiner Hinterlassenschaft aus dem Reiche der 
bildenden Kunst. W ir bemerken hiebei ein Aufbliihen der 
Letzteren, die ziemlich iibereinstimmt mit den beigetiigten 
Daten politiscdien Aufschwunges, kurzum, wir sind gewohnt, 
ilas, was uns die alten Egypter als Zustiinde einer gewissen 
Zeit. in ihreij^Oenkmiilern und ihren Hieroglyphen iiiustellen, 
fur baare Munze zu nehmen, und Niemandem fa.llt e s  ein, 
die Glaubwiirdigkeit der Darstellungen in Zweifel zu ziehen. 
So wie hier bei diesem Volke verfahren wir ja  mit jedem 
anderen, assyrischen. persischen, auch griechischen etc. 
Gehen wir der Sache auf den Grund, so linden wir that- 
sachlich eine gewisse Aufrichtigkeit im Wiedergeben des 
betrelfenden Zeitbildes, und Vblker, von deren Cultur auf
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modem should not be sought, in other words, it should be really 
discovered and freely developed’. 138
In this context, what would a ‘modem’ architecture imply? For Hofert ‘architecture, like
no other fine art, is called upon to illustrate the spirit of the times of a historical period’,
including its political circumstances. One of the ironies, however, of the present period is
that at the present times, when it is felt that an objective ‘overview of past cultural epochs’
is possible and an ability to progress beyond them is available, there is so much
disagreement about them and the present period.
With respect to the past, Hofert is convinced that in a previous epoch ‘each art 
almost exactly reproduced the image of the age of its emergence’. 139 Earlier architects ‘as 
genuine children of their time, half consciously, half unconsciously, impressed on their 
works the stamp of spatial and temporal circumstances, they actually embodied - if I may 
express it so - the idea of the people fdie Volksidee]’. 140 As to whether the same is true 
today, Hofert is sceptical. He asks whether many present day works perhaps express 
‘satirical images of the times’.
This earlier affinity between architectural expression and society was secured
through the use of common, understandable language. For Hofert,
The language of architecture was the most veritable expression 
of the particular times...which like the people’s language and 
dialect was developed and unconsciously asserted but formed 
under the strong influence of the circumstances of the times.
Hence, its application was the same as the natural expression of 
language that distinguishes each individual from another and yet 
gives it a unified trait for a group of human beings, be it family, 
clan, or people.141
This ‘natural expression of language’ in architecture and society and its ready 
comprehension is one of the features of modem architecture which Wagner later calls into 
question. Similarly, here, Hofert maintains that at the present time the language of 
architecture is ‘similar to a conversation or a speech that has been extracted from an
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undigested study of a conversational lexicon, with the assistance of falsely applied foreign 
words’. 142
And if earlier architecture expressed the spirit of the times, what is it that present
day architecture should give expression to? Hofert’s unequivocal answer is that,
‘The spirit of contemporary times is that of Realism in the 
temporal as well as the spatial realm. In the spatial arts, painting 
and sculpture have so apparently cast off Idealism and thereby 
have also made possible a Secession, whereas in architecture we 
continue to be caught up in reminiscences.143
The other arts have responded to the ‘major transformations in our public life’ and the
modem discoveries which have so rapidly transformed our mode of life in recent years.
Although Hofert recognizes that even if the mode of architectural representation of
the modem world view is in dispute, it remains true that ‘we have a modem mode of
thought....which we should permit to be reflected in our works too’. However, the sheer
speed of transformation of public life in this respect creates a problem since
‘Precisely these all too rapid changes are the cause of a certain 
accentuation of circumstances that thereby conjure up the 
nervous haste and desire, but also simultaneously the unreal, the 
“spurious” [Talmi], It is this orientation which unfortunately 
dominates modem architecture, lacking the depth and truth in 
art. What we have offered to us as modem constructions in 
Austria and Germany is more fashion than modem.144
Although there are a number of exceptions, a problem for the modem ‘is its confusion with
originality. Something modem can of course be original, but it does not in any way have to
be original; but the modem, if it is genuine, is original’. 145
The way forward for creating the modem lies with recognizing the value of
previous materials and contemporary times rather than ‘extracting from everything merely
what is momentarily valuable’. The result of the latter is to produce a work that is
momentarily fashionable. As Hofert argues,
‘The recipe of some modem architects is roughly as follows:
Take roughly five volumes of an architectural review, several
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annual volumes of the Wiener Bauten-Album [which appeared as 
an annual supplement to the Wiener Bauindustrie - Zeitung in 
which Hofert’s article appears - DF], a number of Materiaux and 
other French works, and do not forget, the many German 
newspapers and books, if possible also many photographs, flick 
through the journals and works for the appropriate illustrations, 
group the choice of all these on the work desk and work them 
energetically together; a new work, a child of whatever number 
of fathers, also very modem’. 146
In contrast, Hofert maintains that the genuinely modem is grounded in the rich foundation
of earlier work ‘and yet released from earlier interpretations, utilizing the higher overview,
applying the peak of the times and striving further: forwards, onwards! This is modem!’ 147
Although commentators such as Schachel 148 have interpreted Hofert’s article as a
critical response to Wagner’s views, it is also plausible to see this article as one upon which
Wagner may have drawn when composing his Modeme Architektur. The juxtaposition of
fashion and the modem (and it is noticeable that Hofert refers throughout to das Modeme
in contrast to the then already common die Modeme. in part as contrast to die Antike -
antiquity) received a different treatment in an October issue of the then one year old weekly
Viennese journal Die Zeit by Georg Simmel in an article titled ‘Zur Psvchologie der Mode:
Sociologische Studie’ 149(On the Psychology of Fashion : a Sociological Study), the first of
several of his influential treatments of fashion.150 And although commentators have often
made use of versions of Simmel’s essay (the fullest appearing in 1905) in relation to fashion
and architecture in Vienna and elsewhere, 151 none has sought fit to suggest a possible
direct connection between this first version of 12th October 1895 and Wagner’s Modeme
Architektur published the following year. In all probability, given his habitus, Wagners was
a reader of Die Zeit and, if that could be confirmed, it would not rule out the possibility
that his attention may well have been drawn to this piece by Simmel.
As in virtually all his articles, Simmel commences with an antinomy, an opposition,
in this case between rest and movement, receptivity and activity, ‘quiet surrender to human
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beings and things, but then energetic activity with regard to them’ as opposing features of 
our physiological and mental constitution. Philosophically, this opposition may be seen 
‘centuries ago as the opposition of the Eleatic School and Heraclitus or at the moment as 
embodied in that of socialism and individualism’. 152 Socially and historically, our forms of 
life display not merely ‘the effectiveness of these antagonistic principles’ but also serve to 
unify the interest in permanence and persistence with that of transformation and change, to 
establish a reconciliation between the tendency towards generality and similarity and that of 
particularity and uniqueness, to bring about a compromise between surrender to the social 
totality and the assertion of individuality’. 153
Socially, these two contradictory tendencies may be characterised as ‘the 
psychological tendency to imitation’, as the search for ‘permanence in change’ on the one 
hand, and on the other the search for ‘individual differentiation, independence, elevation 
from the general’, for ‘change in permanence’. In architecture - and this is not Simmel’s 
theme - and in contemporary discussion in Vienna, imitation accords with what Wagner 
later refers to as the ‘villa cemeteries’ in the suburbs and the uniformity \Gleichmassigkeitl 
in groups and rows of buildings in the city. The search for individuality is expressed in 
individual villas, in strikingly different structures.
For Simmel, the social form which, above all others, most pointedly represents the 
attempt to reconcile uniformity and differentiation is fashion. On the one hand, fashion 
fulfils ‘the need for social support insofar as it is imitation’ whilst on the other, it satisfies 
‘the need to be distinctive, the tendency towards differentiation, change, self elevation’. In 
short, ‘fashion is a distinctive entity amongst those forms of life through which one seeks to 
establish a compromise between the tendency towards social equalisation and towards 
individual drives for distinction’. 154 Again it should be noted that social equalisation and
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levelling are not merely significant themes for Simmel (especially in relation to the 
developed money economy) but also for Wagner in relation to the appartment block.
Viewed sociologically, fashion is also ‘a product of social class distinction’ insofar 
as higher social strata seek both to identify others in the same social ranking system and to 
differentiate themselves from lower social groups. Simmel assumes that fashion travels 
from the higher to the lower strata and not vice-versa insofar as ‘the social forms, clothing, 
aesthetic judgements, the whole style in which human beings expresses themselves are 
conceived in perpetual transformation by means of fashion’. 155 This class specific and class 
differentiating dimension of fashion is seldom examined in relation to architecture in this 
period.
Simmel maintains that since fashion is associated with newness and individualism 
(even the possibility of an individual fashion), some social groupings have a greater affinity 
with fashion than do others. If the total rhythm in which individuals and groups ‘move’ is 
one of dynamic change and circulation, then these are the groups within which fashion is 
located:
The middle class is the one of real variability, and therefore the 
history of social and cultural movements also gained a totally 
new tempo since the tiers etat achieved domination. And this is 
the reason why we can understand how it is that fashion - the 
changing and contradictory form of life, for whose contents the 
moment of the achieved height is at the same time that of its 
decline - since precisely this time, since the domination of the 
bourgeoisie, has extended itself to so many more areas, has 
resounded in so many more daring and colourful rhythms and has 
gained so much broad validity. Classes and individuals that are 
restless and longing for change once more find in fashion the 
tempo of their own psychological movements: it possesses a very 
pointed consciousness curve.156
What Simmel does not point out, but what follows from this analysis, is that where this
domination by the bourgeoisie is incomplete or only partially realized, the dominant cultural
norms regulating life style, taste, etc. remain contested and the pursuit of the fashionable
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and the modem is continuously challenged. The ‘merely’ fashionable becomes a
constituent element of a critique of modernity. This can take the form of identification of
fashion with the female, as Simmel maintains as a result of ‘a lack of differentiation’
compared to males. In a modem partriarchial society, the pursuit of what is fashionable is
denounced as ‘merely’ a female preoccupation. As Schorske, 157 Dijkstra, 158 and many
others have indicated, the indentification of modernism and ‘die Modeme’ as female rested
upon problematical foundations in Vienna. The gendered nature of discourse upon fashion
itself in this period - and beyond - can be illustrated in references to fashion in the writings
of Wagner and Adolf Loos. As Mary McLeod has argued, in his Modeme Architektur
‘Wagner completely ignored women’s dress, except for a 
comment...in which he stated that because of women’s lack of 
proper artistic training, “the artistic contribution of half of 
mankind is frustrated achieving a result that is no doubt 
unsatisfactory”. Clearly, it was the utility and honesty of modem 
(i.e. male) fashion, and not its attributes of masquerade and 
artifice that Wagner applauded. What he did not acknowledge 
was that the functionalism of male fashion resembled 
conventional interpretations of “male” dress as utilitarian and 
relatively static’. 159
The significance of this claim must be examined in a later chapter.
The critique of modernity can also take the form of a deliberate pursuit of the
‘unfashionable’. Simmel, with reference to the individual and social unification of
individualisation and imitation in fashion, highlights this contrary case:
‘An identical combination of these two tendencies, as they are 
achieved through extreme obedience to fashion, can, however, 
also be gained through opposition to it. Whoever dresses or 
deports themselves in a consciously unmodem manner, achieves 
the sense of individualisation associated with it...through the 
mere negation of the social example: if modernity IModemitatl is 
the imitation of the latter, then deliberate lack of modernity 
rUnmodemitatl is this imitation with reverses premises..’ 160
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Simmel recognizes that this pursuit of the ‘unmodem’ can prevail ‘in whole social circles’. 
Such reflections are directly relevant to the Austro-Hungarian Empire which, at the turn of 
the century, remained predominantly agricultural rather than industrial capitalist in its 
economic composition, and still quasi-feudal and aristocratic in its overall political 
constitution. This conjuncture of modernity and ‘unmodemity’ is commented upon by 
Adolf Loos with reference to Vienna161 and more generally by Ernst Bloch with reference 
to noncontemporareity in ostensibly modem societies (Weimar and Nazi Germany).162
Also of relevance to the architectural discourse on modernity and fashion is 
Simmel’s recognition of the relationship between fashion and masking. It may be that 
‘refined and prominent human beings use fashion as a mask, a conscious and deliberate 
reserve of their most personal feelings and taste’. The preservation of one’s ‘innermost 
essence’ is facilitated by ‘the concealing levelling of fashion’. The identity of exteriors, the 
identity and replicability of appartments can hide the distinctiveness and uniqueness of their 
interiors. The outside/inside and public/private antinomies in architecture were to be 
played out in Wagner’s Modeme Architektur and more fully, as Beatriz Colomina has 
sought to demonstrate, in the work of Loos.163
For Simmel, however, it is the temporal rather than the spatial dimensions of 
fashion that receive a fuller treatment. The paradoxes of fashion, over and above their 
psychological, social, class and gender dimensions culminate in a temporal tension. On the 
one hand, precisely in the fact that fashion ‘directs attention very strongly to itself, and 
signifies a momentary accentuation of social consciousness upon a specific point, there lies 
also already the seeds of its own death, its destiny to become extinct’. 164 On the other 
hand, however,
‘in contrast to this, it also offers the remarkable phenomenon that 
each individual fashion appears as if it wished to live for eternity.
Today, whoever buys a piece of furniture that should remain 
intact for a quarter of a century, purchases it in keeping with the
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latest fashion and in no way considers that which was fashionable 
two years previously....it appears that herein lies a dialectical- 
psychological process: the fact that indeed there always exists a 
fashion, that this fashion as a universal concept is immortal 
reflects upon each individual one of its manifestations, even 
though the essence of each individual one is precisely that of not 
being immutable. The fact that change persists here gives to 
each of the objects upon which change has an effect a 
psychological shimmer of permanence.165
Hence the real attraction of fashion rests in the pointed contrast between its widest 
extension and its ‘fundamental transitoriness - which, for its part still also confronts that 
apparent claim to permanent validity’. 166
When compared with Hofert’s reflections on the relationship between fashion and 
modernity, Simmel’s essay raises a much wider range of issues in greater depth that could 
be of direct relevance to architectural discourse on modernity in Vienna in this crucial 
period. They include the relationship between modernity and ‘unmodemity’, the 
relationship between the transitory and the immutable, the social class and gender 
dimensions of fashion, fashion as masking (crucial since Semper’s earlier reflections on 
style) as well as other aspects of the dynamics of fashion. In the context of Wagner’s 
work, Simmel’s essay is given added significance in the light of a common component in 
Wagner’s study programme for his students, namely ‘the review and critique of the journals 
in the discipline which took place every Monday morning in the twenty years of the 
Wagner School...What was at issue here is not Wagner’s instructional commentary, but a 
discussion of Austrian and sometimes also French, English, American, Russian and Italian 
journals. The teacher permitted no absences from these discussions and encouraged 
students to take up critical positions’. 167 Given the critical content of the Die Zeit journal 
and its commentary on architecture and Vienna, it cannot be ruled out that even Simmel’s 
essay was the subject of discussion.
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VII
For over a decade, from 1895 onwards, with the establishment of the journal Der 
Architekt by its editor Ferdinand Fellner Ritter von Feldegg, Wagners’s students in 
particular (but later those of Friedrich Ohmann and others) had access to what became one 
of the most prestigious, progressive architecture journal in Vienna, not merely for the 
presentation of their projects but also, no doubt encouraged by Wagner, the presentation of 
their views on architecture and the modem movement. As Pozzetto indicates, Feldegg as 
editor ‘in the beginning..did not publish the works of the Wagner students without 
reservations, but in the course of several years, Der Architekt became through him the 
official organ of the modem tendencies. In addition, under his direction the journal reached 
such a level that it became one of the best of its period’. 168 In all there were 13 
supplementary numbers of the journal titled ‘Aus der Wagner Schule’ (From Wagner’s 
School), each with a brief preface by a student. Their views on modernity and architecture 
were thus able to reach a wide professional audience.
The tension between Feldegg’s initial position and that of Wagner’s students may
be seen in the contrast between Feldegg’s piece ‘In what style should we build?’ (1895)169
and the early statements by Wagner’s students. Feldegg maintains that ‘everything that
exists is modem’, indeed
‘we are modem (since in the meantime we term our literature 
“Modem” [Modeme]), the whole of humanity is modem, and is 
in fact so because it is embedded in its own time, just like 
everyone in their own body. Our town hall is modem as is the 
parliament, although the former is Gothic and the latter Greek, 
our university is modem as is our museum despite their Italian 
Renaissance forms’. 170
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In other words, in the case of all architects ‘you build modem’. Yet in one respect, at least,
Feldegg in his outline of the journal’s programme at the conclusion of its first year of
existence, recognizes that ‘powerful contradictory forces in the present day animate the 
whole cultural endeavour; gone is the time in which art recognized only one line of 
direction: the belief in the validity of tradition’. 171
In contrast, Max Fabiani, as the first to introduce the supplement from the Wagner
School in 1895, 172 focuses upon Realism against Feldegg’s association of modernity with
eclecticism, whilst recognizing that the clarion calls of ‘realism, truth’ in the other arts were
late in impacting upon architecture ‘which penetrates most deeply into real life
circumstances’. Instead, architecture was preoccupied with ‘the world of forms of whole
epochs (stylistic currents) instead of ‘modem life conditions, the much higher knowledge of
construction in our century, and the technology of totally new materials’. 173 In this
context, Fabiani maintains,
‘Our conditions of life must be fully and totally brought out in 
their expression, if architecture is not to sink totally into a 
caricature. The realism of our times must permeate the emergent 
work of art’. 174
The elaboration of Fabiani’s arguments are supplemented by quotations from 
Wagner which indicate that Fabiani is either citing Wagner’s Modeme Architektur text or 
that Wagner is developing sections of the texts in his classes, a situation which has led 
some, such as Schachel to suggest that the text of Wagner’s volume is derived from 
Fabiani’s notes - a possibility which cannot be conclusively verified.175
The second introduction to the Wagner School supplement (again by Fabiani) in 
1896 and the third for 1897 (signed J.V.K.) both emphasize the resistance to the modem 
realist tradition. The anonymous introduction for 1898 - the year of the Emperor’s 50 year 
Jubilee Exhibition - warns of the false ‘modem’ that seeks to take up some of the details of
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the new movement without being embedded ‘in the spirit of our new artistic direction’. 176 
The most extensive foreword is provided by Alfred Roller for the 1900 supplement. 177 
Roller recognizes the contradictory legacy left behind ‘in word and deed’ for anyone 
wishing to explore ‘the history of modernity in Vienna’ Somewhat problematically, he 
asserts that
The times of major political or economic transformation are bad 
times for the extension of art...The new art took hold in Vienna, 
passing through the greatest, most penetrating and fullest of all 
transformations that it has experienced since its formation. The 
transition to a metropolis.178
At first sight, therefore, anyone investigating the contemporary scene may learn that
‘modernity [die Modemel. at its emergence in Vienna has celebrated a brilliant victory, but
he will see, simultaneously, that in reality it has nowhere been more grossly misunderstood
than here’, 179 and in no respect more so than in the ‘Secession’ movement’s reception. In
general, however, the introductions to the Wagner School supplements of Der Architekt
seldom substantively extend the discussion of modernity. Rather it is often the debate on
modernity and architecture that provide new insights into this relationship.
As indicated earlier, the problematic of modem architectural style that can be traced 
back at least to the 1820s certainly continues to the end of the century and beyond. 
Occasionally new elements to this discussion are introduced, ones that accord with the 
position being adopted by Wagner and his followers from the mid 1890s onwards. In 
particular, the identification of style with decoration is increasingly challenged. In ‘Our 
Style’ (1896), 180 the critic Fritz Minkus takes up the often cited absence of a style in 
modem times in the applied arts except in the sense of ‘having created a truly new “style”, 
the “imitation style’” . 181 However, with respect to modem architecture, Minkus argues 
that
‘today it finds itself at the stage of the technical foundation of its 
new style; of course this can only hold for profane architecture,
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and indeed really for the architecture of dwelling and utility 
buildings in the narrowest sense of the word’. [...] Our practical 
times allow their style to develop out of the practical buildings of 
modem life; in our dwelling houses and commercial buildings, in 
our factories, railway stations, exhibition halls, market halls and 
bridges we can already clearly detect - in technical terms - the 
hints of the new stylistic spirit’. 182
However, at the same time, large numbers of speculative constructions in the modem
period assert their modem nature more obviously in decoration columns, imitation
plasterwork and the like than in new construction methods. For this reason, ‘one must
rigidly distinguish between stylistic innovations that largely have its main driving force in
new ornamental tendencies, and between stylistic innovations that basically have new
constructive tendencies as their main driving force’. 183
This distinction enables us to explain why, when surveying the Historicist extreme
diversity of styles brought about by ‘pedantic, pandering, historicizing art theory replacing
artistic praxis oriented towards new creations’, none of the earlier styles became the
universally valid one. In this respect,
‘the old styles could in fact only be attached to decorative 
purposes - our times imperiously demanded a new technical 
style...Today, as a result of the escalating price of building plots 
we need powerful, imposing structures, light structures for our 
most diverse commercial and industrial life, we need spaces of 
gigantic breadth for our factory areas, our railway system...our 
new style has powerfully and healthily developed as if from itself 
out of constructive necessity: the iron style’. 184
This new development will encourage new applied arts to create ornament for these new
constructions that together will constitute a new style truly appropriate to modem times -
‘when this will be achieved cannot be predicted, but that it will be achieved, of that we can
be certain!’ 185
A challenge in a not dissimilar vein to the domination of the ornamental in 
architecture is provided by Fritz Schumacher’s ‘The Longing For the “New”’ (1897). 186
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The identification of what is new with what is original especially in contemporary
architecture and applied arts ‘has been transformed from an attestation of judgement into a
demand’. 187 In part, Schumacher sees this longing for the new as emerging out of ‘a
healthy reaction’ against a negative feature of present day circumstances, namely,
the excess of existing models....The incomparable development 
of the reproductive arts and the perfection of historical research 
today transposes us into the possibility of conjuring up for 
ourselves the culture of any epoch in our study, an excess of 
impressions surrounds us and fills out our fantasies, whether we 
wish to or not.188
The reaction to this proliferation and excess of pre-existing architectural models drawn 
from diverse historical cultures is a call to break away from ‘the language of forms of 
earlier historical periods’ and the creation of a ‘new style’.
Like Minkus, Schumacher recognizes that new tasks for architecture have arisen
out of technical and social developments:
‘Rapid technical development and social transformations of all 
kinds have given to our times an overwhelmingly large number of 
building tasks to solve, for which there were no pre existing 
models. The railway station, the palace of justice, the 
commercial block, the huge bridges, parliament buildings, market 
halls, and even the apartment house - these are all problems 
whose solution requires not merely an aesthetic but, above all 
else, as it were, an organic new creation’. 189
However, what can be achieved as a ‘new’ development may well be technical in nature but 
can just as well be at the level of ‘the complex spatial creation and the synthesis of spatial 
creations’. Hence it is possible for architecture to solve these new tasks and still produce a 
building true to an earlier stylistic form (such as Renaissance). That this may be possible 
arises out of the fact that ‘behind the aesthetic language of forms of an earlier period a new 
organism is already hidden, that has perhaps still not been fully embodied, and that it is 
shortsighted to take a persons clothing for the whole human being’. In this respect,
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Schumacher rejects the notion that the present situation is one of a revolution in 
architecture, not least because the rejection of the mass of earlier modes of ornamentation 
as revolutionary both over emphasizes the significance of ornament and fails to recognise 
that ‘ornament is not the melody but the accompaniment in architecture. Hence, ‘the 
longing..for what is externally visibly new, which therefore initially and above all makes 
contact with ornament, because it is most easily recognizable here for the fleeting glance, 
has nothing to do with the continuous developmental chain’. 190
Schumacher’s recognition of at least one dimension of the ambiguity of the 
relationship between construction and cladding points to an obvious pitfall not merely with 
a superficial preoccupation with ‘the new’ but also with future historical research of this 
late nineteenth century period which searches only for a predetermined modem movement 
and thus interprets this past as part of a unilinear development of the modem. The result is 
to ignore the majority of other architectural works or at least to overlook them as merely 
Historicist, in favour of those judged to be clearly part of the ‘modem’ movement. In turn, 
such an interpretation ignores the persistence of Historicist variants beyond the turn of the 
century. But, more significantly, it overlooks the large category of architectural work that 
is neither ‘modem’ or Jugendstil in this context nor Historicist. There is a considerable 
amount of work which at first sight appears to be a mixed category, one that Feldegg refers 
to with respect to the work of Friedrich Ohmann - after 1904 the incumbent of the second 
chair of architecture in the Academy alongside Wagner - as the ‘historical-modern’.191 
(1.15) Even to consider this categorisation superficially would be to call into question the 
rigid antinomy of the old and the new.
Perhaps unintentionally, this is the chosen theme for a competition in Der Architekt. 
whose results were announced in May 1898, on ‘The Old and the New Direction in 
Architecture, a parallel with special reference to Viennese artistic circumstances’. 192 The
x.lS
D er Roflm arkt oder S t. W enzels-PIatz in  P rae. G ezeichnet von F r i e d r i c h  O h m a n n .  Nach dem  O rig inal ftir das W e rk :  „Die oste rre ich isch -u n g a risch e  M onarchie in  W o rt u n d
B ild ."  V eriag d er k. k. Hof- u n d  S taatsd ru ck e rei in  W ien.
Historisch-'Modern.
D ie k iin ftige  K u n stgesch ich tssch re ib u n g  w ird , w en n  sie  b ei der 
S ch ild eru n g  u n serer  Z eit an langt, vor e iner recht sch w ierigen  A u fgab e  
s teh en . S ie w ird  ih re  gan ze B eson n en h eit u nd  O b jek tiv ita t n o tig  h aben. 
Es w ird  ih r  gehen w ie  e in em . der vor einer zan k en den  und  gestik u lieren d en  
M enge steh t und sagen  so il, w er recht, w er u nrecht h at. W en  so li er zu erst 
an h oren ?  W em  g lau b en ?  — O der es w ird  ih r gehen  w ie dem  A uge, das 
durch  eine G lasfacette b lickt. W elcher T anz der F orraen ! W elch es D urch- 
einan d ! O b en  und u n te n , rechts und link s — alles sch ein t vertau sch t! D as  
w ird , w ie  gesagt, d ie S ch w ier ig k e it  der k iin ftigen  G eschichte sein .
V or einer n och  v ie l sch w ierigeren , ja vo llk o m m en  gar n ich t zu losen d en  
A u fgab e steh en  aber w ir  ze itgen ossisch en  B eurteiler. W ir  stehen  n am lich  
nich t bloB v o r  der gestik u lieren d en  M enge — son d ern  in  ih r; w ir  b licken  
n ich t bloB d u r c h  die G lasfacette in  den R aum , son d ern  w ir  s in d  ein e  so lch e  
F acette  se lb st, in  der s ich  a lle  E in d riick e brechen, sp iegeln , v erw irren  und  
fast gar n ich t erganzen.
Leicht haben  es n u r  d iejen igen , die entw eder u n b ed in g t a lles N eu e  
verw erfen  oder es u n b ed in g t h in n eh m en . A u f d ie eine oder an dere W eise  
k ann  m a n  freilich  auch  h eu te  le ich t se lig  w erden, k an n  m a n  le ich t zu  jener 
R uhe einer gefestigten  M ein un g gelangen , die n u n  e in m al zu  den Be- 
d iir fn issen  des in te llek tu ellen  M enschen gehort — sein e S elb stzu fr ied en h eit  
bed in gt. A ber w ir  an deren ! W ir , d ie w ir n icht zu sagen  verm ogen : G em ach, 
d as N eue w ird  „ab lau fen  w ie e in  W ild w asser , b is  sich  der norm ale"  (d. i. 
der alte!) „Z ustand a llm a h lich  w ied er  herstellt"  (P ro fessor  J o s e f  B a y e r ) .  
W ir, d ie w ir  aber eb en so w en ig  zu  sagen  verm ogen : H eureka! D as, w as u n s  
n ot tu t, is t jetzt auch  gefu n den! D ie K unst unserer T a g e  ist auch  die K unst 
u nserer gesam ten  Z e i t ,  und w er d as n ich t g laubt, ist ein fach  ein  U nter- 
m en sch ! W ir a lso , die w ir  w eder jenes n och  dieses sagen  k onn en , h ab en  es 
schw er. A ber n ich t bloB sch w er; w ir  h ab en  auch k ein en  D ank zu  erw arten , 
w eder h iib en  noch  driiben. W ir g le ich en  a lso  au fs H aar dem jen igen, der — 
zw isch en  zw ei S tu h len  sitzt. A ber freilich  — und dies ist unser T rost — hat 
von  e in em  solch en  sch on  der A p oste l gesagt, dafi er dafiir einst an  der S eite  
G ottes s itzen  w ird .
Zu dieser Insch au  veranlaB t m ich  eine R eih e von  A u fn ah m en  alter  
P rager A rch itek tu ren  von  der H and unseres trefflich en  Fr. O h m a n n ,  die 
w ir nach den O rigin alen  w ied ergeb en . W elch er frische, d urchaus m odern  
an m u ten d e  Zug in  der v ir tu o sen  ze ich n erisch en  D a r s te llu n g — und zu gle ich  
w elche in tim e, ad aq u ate  W iedergab e des h istorisch en  C harakters des D ar- 
gestellten !
D iese B latter O h m a n n s  o ffen b aren  in  der T at die ganze, und  zw ar  
h och st m erk w iird ige  K u n stler in d iv id u a lita t ih res S ch opfers: E in e g le ich sam  
zw ei G lau b en sb ek en n tn isse  in  sich  verein igen d e, zu r ausgeglichenen  
k iin stler isch en  E in h eit v ersch m olzen e D opp elnatu r. Ganz au fgew ach sen  
in  der h istorisch en  S ch u le , ganz erfu llt v o n  den groBen m on u m en ta len  
E n d ergeb n issen  d erselben , zu m a l w ie  so lch e das Barock in sich  beschlieBt, 
fand O h m a n n  und  fin d et er noch  b estan d ig  einen  sub jek tiven , ih m  ganz  
allein  eigen tiim lich en  O bergang zu r  neu en  S ch ule. Er ist H istoriker und  
M oderner zugleich . D iese beiden  K u n stw eisen , die w ir  gew o h n t s in d , in  
ein em  fast u n versfih n lich en  G egensatze zu ein an d er zu  denken, h ab en  sich  in  
O h m a n n  m ite in an d er vertragen  gelernt, s in d , geb an d ig t durch sein e K iin stler- 
schaft, eine gluck liche V erb in d u n g  eingegangen , h aben  F ried en  in  A p o ll 
gesch lossen .
DaB dies m d glich  w a r  und a lso  m og lich  ist, setzt aber fre ilich  n ich t 
a llein  h oh e K iin stlersch aft d esjen igen  vorau s, der d iese V erb in d u n g  vo llzo g en  
h at, sond ern  auch  e in e  im  W esen  b eider S ch u len  b egriindete, nur n ich t an  
der O berflache, son d ern  in  der T iefe liegen d e, ich  w ill n ich t sagen : V er- 
w and tsch aft, denn die sch ein t w irk lich  a u sgesch lo ssen , aber doch Be- 
rtihrungsstelle . H ier lieg t a lso  ein  P rob lem  vor, e in  P rob lem , das sich  in  
die Frage bringen lafit: W ie  ist e in  A usgle ich , eine V erb in d un g , eine S y n th esis  
der h istorisch en  und  der m od ern en  R ich tu ng  in  der h eu tigen  A rch itek tu r  
m oglich ?  D enn, d aB  es zu m  w en igsten  in  e in em  ein zeln en  F alle  m oglich  
ist, dafiir sch ein t m ir  eb en  O h m a n n  den B ew eis zu  liefern .
N u n , ich g laube, d ieses P rob lem  ist im  G runde m eh r paradox als tief. 
E s w ird  u ns h eu te — b etau b t v o m  S ch lach ten getiim m el — nur s c h w e r  
gem ach t, derlei P ro b lem e einer ru h igen , b eson n en en  B etrachtung und L osung
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judges of this competition were Max Fabiani, Feldegg and Karl Henrici (and hence a 
Wagner student and supporter, an architect whose work did not stand close to the 
‘modem’ Wagner School but who, as editor of Der Architekt supported a variety of 
aesthetic and practical positions and, Henrici, an architect who, on the basis of his affinities 
with Camillo Sitte and his largely hostile review of Wagner’s Modeme Architektur. 
manifested strong opposition to the current Viennese modernism). The jury’s ranking of 
the brief position papers in descending order was Josef Freiherr von Dahlen, Adolf Loos, 
and Leopold Bauer. As indication of a further ‘fourth’ position the essay by Victor Hofert 
was published in the same issue of Per Architekt. Possibly associated with these Viennese 
contributions, an anonymous article on ‘The Old and the New in Architecture’ also 
appeared in the January 1898 issue of the Deutsche Bauzeitung. 193
Dahlen characterizes the present period as the ‘mask procession of styles’, arising 
out of an epoch with ‘a cultural idea without ethical content, whose roots did not extend 
into the depths of the people’s soul rVolksseelel but rather emanated from a notion of 
purely intellectual origin - the idea of rationalisation, of material utility rZwecklichkeitl’. 
Its structures remained, ‘merely materialisations of endless, diverse concrete purposes and 
‘whoever wanders with open eyes through the major modem cities marches past the 
illustrated history of past cultural phases in living awareness’. 194 That this Historicist 
epoch has reached its endpoint is signalled by satiation with rapidly changing styles, an 
architecture dominated by building speculation and the death of style serialisation with the 
Empire Style. This negativity announces, however, a positive ‘preparatory revolution in 
the mode of feeling of our age’. Yet, for Dahlen, this new artistic mode will still be 
grounded in the past, in the forms which have best suited modem purposes - ‘high 
Renaissance’. This gradual development is appropriate since ‘architecture knows no leap­
like development’. But this development will nonetheless be that of modernity, as
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exemplified in ‘the new Vienna School’, whose intention is ‘to create appropriate building
types for modem circumstances’. As well as in monumental structures, in the insertion of
modem iron constructions into stone architecture, ‘the reformist strivings of “modernity”
are openly revealed to us in rented apartment blocks and department stores’. The goal
that is aimed for here is ‘the greatest possible harmony between the given practical
purpose and architectural appearance’. Here the architect rejects the earlier predilection
for palace architecture and instead, ‘by treating wall surfaces partly as bearers of flat relief
decoration in plaster style, partly as broad pillars extending up to the roof, through strong
emphasis o f the broad unloaded roof securing the building safely, modem architecture has
undoubtedly created a new building type’. 195 However, the inability to vary extensively
this building type in turn creates the danger of creating ‘unbearable monotony in its
repetition in long rows of buildings’. Dahlen is less convinced of the validity of some of
the basic principles introduced by modem architecture. His critique of them is directed
specifically at Wagner’s Modeme Architektur. a critique which reiterates issues raised in
his own and Richard Streiter’s earlier review of Wagner’s volume. The basic criticism that
is levelled by Dahlen is that,
‘The “modem movement” fdie “Modeme”] replaces its artistic 
practice basically inspired by the ancient principle of stmcture 
fGestaltunel with another that is fundamentally opposed to it. It 
is not Semper’s ancient system of cladding rBekleidungl. hiding 
the building framework beneath the organic forms of ideal 
constructional structures that it theoretically terms its own but 
rather the absolute construction pure and simple’. 196
This assertion - attributed to Wagner - of construction determining form is erroneous,
according to Dahlen, because it overlooks the converse situation in which form determines
construction, and because the emphasis upon ‘the pure-mechanical-material principle of
construction’ ignores the development of new forms (Baroque, Rococco) that do not lead
to the creation of new materials and constructions. To accept this modem principle of
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priority of construction and a ‘construction style’197 would create a situation in which ‘in 
place of the art form in the ancient sense, here the changeable work form emerge, related 
merely to the respective purpose and what would remain of architecture would be merely 
exterior decoration’. Dahlen concludes with a plea to retain the ancient principle of 
creating an artistically unified structure over against attempts - which Dahlen maintains 
have always failed - to assert the primacy of construction as such and, with respect to the 
materials of construction, to unite iron with stone and brickwork.
As befits the totally different position paper by Adolf Loos, it bears the simple title
‘A-B-C’, compares with Dahlen’s ‘Veritas’. Loos’s outline of recent developments in
architecture commence with the role of craft work. After a period favouring the mental
labourer (presumably the architecture historian’s impact upon Historicism), Loos maintains
that ‘the hand worker is again being honoured’ in part as a result of the influence of the
English Arts and Crafts Movement. The architect, responding to this, must also spend
more time upon the practice of building:
‘In the studio itself, possibly even on the actual site, the master, 
after several sketches, will let the ornament fSchmuckl be 
modelled and himself, after precise study of lighting and distance 
from the observer, will take on the corrections. Of course, this 
will take up a good deal of his time. He will therefore build less.
The great architectural offices, major construction factories will 
disappear.
Yet how will these buildings look completed in this manner?
One can certainly assume that they will present themselves much 
more conservatively than our storm and stress followers dream 
of. For architecture connects to feelings and habits that will be 
influenced continuously from already existing buildings, that 
indeed emanate from thousands of years’. 198
In this sense and ‘despite all transformation in the spirit of the times, architecture will 
remain the most conservative of the arts’.
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Without explicitly naming him, Loos implicitly questions some of Wagner’s
assumptions on modernity and temporality. For Loos, ‘the architect not merely creates for
his time, but posterity also has the right to be able to enjoy his work. There one does
indeed require a fixed, unchangeable standard and this is contemporary and for the future,
until perhaps a great event calls forth a complete transposition, classical antiquity’. Hence
the future architect will be a classicist which will ensure ‘a much richer language of forms’
than ‘the Schinkel-Semper Schools’. On the other hand, the future architect,
‘in order to do justice also to the material needs of his 
time...must also be a modem human being. He must not only 
know precisely the cultural needs of his time but must himself 
stand at the pinnacle of this culture. For he has it in his power, 
through the construction of a plan, through the structuring of 
objects for use to give another stamp to specific cultural forms 
and useages. For this reason he never leads culture downwards, 
only upwards’. 199
In addition, the future architect ‘must also be a gentleman’, who does not lie, ‘even with 
regard to materials’. But since he cannot master all materials equally, there will be a 
division of labour between architects specializing in particular materials just as, previously, 
there was a division of labour amongst craftsmen (the stonemason, bricklayer, plasterer, 
carpenter). This plurality of participants in a single building work will reduce the 
monotony of the same ornaments and details.
Loos claims that his perspective on the future has not become lost in the fantasy 
world of utopia. Rather, these suggestions are valid for the present and the immediate 
future: ‘I did not find it necessary to investigate whether social transformations will call 
forth new forms and thoughts. For at the present time the capitalist world view still 
predominates. And my reflections are only valid for this one’. 200
The Wagner student Leopold Bauer - later successor to Wagner’s Chair of 
Architecture - commences from the two concepts that constitute architecture ‘constructing
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or building and beautification of these constructions’, the latter in accord with our 
sensibilities. But the recourse to past forms of construction to satisfy the desire for stability 
is being replaced by a new ideal, ‘not real stability but the appearance rScheinl of stability 
has its effect upon our senses’. 201 This appearance of stability, in turn, must have a real 
foundation, but where we begin to apply new materials for construction, such as iron, the 
latter ‘still impacts upon our present day concept of beauty in a perplexing manner’. We 
respond with difficulty to its new constructions because we are unaccustomed to them and 
they are not always presented in an artistic manner. Nonetheless, we will recognize in the 
future that ‘the monumental language of architecture can be read in the web of iron 
building’.
Viewing architecture from the second concept, as an art form, recent times have
witnessed a call for ‘our times, our own style’ without recognizing that ‘we already build in
the new style even though in an incomplete manner’. This new style is evident in the
modem metropolis in its streets and in its modem buildings:
Through transformed circumstances, through the dramatic 
expansion of a modem city even the house has been transformed 
under coercion into a new element. It is not the pillars or the 
window with the caricatured tympanon that are the foundation of 
our new architecture, but the house itself is an elementary 
concept: for the work of art is called - the street.202
Bauer’s logical extension of Wagner’s emphasis upon the metropolis transforming the
modem street - not merely through the activities of the architect but also the engineer, the
public health official, the lawyer and others - into a work of art is confirmation of the
impact of the new discipline of Stadtebau (literally building cities) upon both architecture
and aesthetic awareness in modernity.
Bauer insists upon the artistic transformation of the modem metropolis and its new 
individual elements. He recommends that
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‘in future an artistic rhythm of monumental and excellent buildings 
must break through the stereotype of the building line. Individual 
buildings must stand in artistic relationship to one another and 
subordinate themselves as is required by the new, higher 
organization. In Otto Wagner’s rented apartment block fZinshausl 
we have this new building element which corresponds to our present 
day circumstances. Since antiquity, it is for the first time the case that 
architecture has produced a new element of a higher order. It is from 
this standpoint that the idea of Wagner’s rented apartment block must 
be judged.203
In its structure, Wagner’s apartment block is ‘almost naively simple’ bom totally from its 
times, and from a ‘general need’. The apartment block is itself only part of the modem 
streets and, in order to avoid ‘the deadly boredom of modem street’, preoccupation with 
buildings’ adornments and artistic flourishes is not the answer but rather ‘an artistic 
composition of the image of the street’ itself.
The development of modem culture will transform the metropolis in such a manner
that
the city as dwelling places of human beings possesses a 
fundamentally different system than does for instance, an ant hill 
or a coral reef. The inner harmony of intellectually more 
advanced entities must also express itself through dwelling places 
that [are] independent of fortuitousness...Wagner’s rented block 
is the first type of such a future structure because it possesses all 
the qualities of a new architectural element, namely relative 
completeness and unlimited capacity for combination204
Bauer concludes with an extension of these reflections to a future where streets, cities and
even countries will be ‘subordinated to a great idea’ for the ‘creation of a harmonic freely
willed beauty’. In this respect, Bauer’s reflections conclude with a concept of the future as
‘progressive development’, the extension of the regulated city, indeed close to Wagner’s
later notion of an unbounded metropolis.
Hofert’s ‘Old and New Direction’ which was published in Der Architekt is largely 
concerned with the parallels and contrasts between the architecture of the extension of 
Vienna after 1857 and the most recent tendencies. Whereas the former emphasizes the
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monumental structure and completion in detail, ‘the new direction goes in the opposite 
direction, instead of from the large into the small, from the detail to the whole’. In part 
Hofert sees this as due to the new emphasis upon the applied arts and emphasis upon the 
architectural interior instead of the exterior. This new direction, Hofert argues, was 
influenced by English and American artistic traditions, which avoided the Historicist 
excesses in favour of comfort but which, in turn, hardly constituted a style in itself. Rather, 
after racing through the ‘repertoire’ of styles in the period from the 1860’s to the 1880’s in 
Vienna, a new direction was sought and many found in the ‘uninfluenced by style’ 
[dimension] of the Anglo-American “new style’” .205
Like Bauer, Dahlen and others, Hofert emphasizes the apartment house 
development by Wagner with its removal of the significance of storeys in the building, the 
emphasis upon construction and the surface of the facade. The contrast between Semper, 
Hansen and architects of this generation and the new direction may be seen in the following 
contrast:
Whereas Hansen, for example, emphasized the architectures of 
two or three windows one above the other and synthesised them 
into a unity, Wagner especially emphasized the strips of wall
between the windows, such that the latter lost their significance.
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This ‘materialistic trait’ contrasts markedly with the ‘earlier symbolic cladding’. However,
Hofert is not optimistic concerning a new direction being derived from outside (neither the
Anglo-American tendencies nor French ‘Empire’) but rather from within and on the
foundation of Viennese traditions (and against the ‘polyglott’ possibilities created by
movements of peoples). The modem tendency is to be found not in the monumental but in
the specific limits of a building type since,
The small scale in which the “modem” direction can work in 
architecture, its unboundedness in relation and detail, the large 
amount of latitude from the simplest to the most magnificent 
design secure it a rich application in the dwelling and commercial
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building, outside of which it will find stronger opponents.
Modem life develops too rapidly to give space for a unified 
style’. 207
The space for the modem is thus confined, in contrast to Bauer, in the single building type 
most often associated with Wagner’s work and on whose design Wagner’s students were 
to spend the first years of their training studying and perfecting.
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If the previous interventions on the theme of modernity have largely taken the form 
of individual reflections, with the exception of the 1898 competition in Der Architekt 
(whose individual contributions were radically different and produced no evident debate 
within the journal), the same cannot be said of the debate within the Association of 
Austrian Engineers and Architects from December 1898 to January 1899.208 The occasion 
was a lecture given by the architect Franz von Neumann on ‘Modernity in Architecture and 
in the Applied Arts’. 209 This was to be the only sustained debate on modernity as such 
within the professional association before the First World War. The discussion within the 
Association of Austrian Architects (very largely an association consisting of Wagner 
supporters) of 1910,210 however wide-ranging, focussed upon Wagner’s plans for a new 
city museum and can hardly be said to have constituted a debate, given the composition of 
this association. The response to Neumann’s lecture may itself perhaps not have been so 
great had not the Vienna Secession been established in the previous year and Olbrich’s 
Secession building been opened in 1898. The publication of the ensuing debate in the 
March and April 1899 issues of the official association’s journal is, as indicated, the first 
sustained debate on modernity in the journal. The Austrian Engineers and Architects 
Association had concerned itself in the preceding decade and earlier with the construction
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and expansion of the city of Vienna, in a sense with the practical manifestations of 
modernity without theoretical reflection upon them. And although, as we shall see, the 
debate on the modem was pursued in the context of expanding Vienna and creating a ‘new’ 
Vienna, this confrontation in 1898 remains the crucial instance of a general debate on 
modernity.
Neumann’s lecture commences by recalling an earlier one almost twenty years 
previously to the association on ‘Architectural endeavours of recent times’ which, in the 
Historicist context of the late 1870s , supplied the Historicist conviction that ‘the free 
utilization of earlier epochs of architecture signified a movement directed forwards and not, 
as a new academic opinion asserts, a fruitless beginning’.211 In this Historicist period, the 
study of a whole range of earlier stylistic modes fStvlweisenl was possible (e.g. Friedrich 
von Schmidt and the rediscovery of the German Renaissance), indeed made possible by the 
‘perfection of the reproduction of artistic works by means of photography and its 
application’. Neumann maintains that this Historicist programme in Vienna was confined 
to ‘the middle ages on the one side - and classical art and renaissance on the other’, a 
programme which nonetheless was made ‘to correspond to the views of the time, climatic 
requirements and the characteristic features of our people’.
In this period, architects were intent on creating ‘modem works....although this was 
not dominated by such intolerance as is exercised today against the adherent to the old 
tradition on the part of the leader and younger members of the modem school’.212 
Similarly, just as then ‘Vienna’s monumental buildings unmistakably bear the stamp of the 
city and reveal the distinctive features of its inhabitants’, so for Neumann these Historicist 
monumental structures are ‘much more modem than those attempts emerging under the 
flag of the new art. I mean that our monumental buildings stand much less in contrast to 
human beings and climate than do their rivals of today’ 213. Indeed, as far as the
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interpretation and goals of the Ringstrasse architects are concerned, ‘we find no basic
divergence between that which the modem school characterises as its programme, but a
divergence however with the latter as to how they are to carry it out’.
With respect to the modem school, Neumann fails to understand why ‘the domestic
art’ o f ‘our country’ is cast aside in favour of the ‘constructively undeveloped architecture
of preclassical peoples’. More generally, modem architecture should not be confused with
what is fashionable:
Certainly our buildings should appear modem, even though in a 
conditional sense and not in the changing manner in which 
clothes and hats are presented as fashion. Further, our works do 
not serve the fleeting uses of coats or skirts and breeches’. 214
After a digression on iron construction (which should have an aesthetic effect similar to
timber construction), Neumann returns to his main theme to claim that a new modem mode
of building can be most readily achieved by recourse to the Baroque and the examples of
‘our home art’ (1.16).
It is the task of architecture to serve ‘the diverse ramifications of the demands of
our cultural and social life’. These demands and Neumann’s selection from them are
instructive. They comprise the need for,
‘monumental buildings that serve public purposes, the needs of 
the dwelling from the palace and castle, from metropolitan 
dwelling to the country dwelling place; the tasks which worship 
places upon us, the building of churches and place of worship of 
all confessions and finally the other facilities for commerce and 
transport’. 215
The implicit hierarchy in this list from monumental public buildings, palaces and castles, 
urban and rural dwellings, churches and ‘the other’ fsonstigl facilities for commerce and 
transport reveals a conception of modem society that may in large part be rooted in the 
dominant social and political ideology of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, predominantly 
rural, agricultural and politically still dominated by feudal strata for whom industry and
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commerce is an ‘other’ world. This hierarchy is only confirmed by Neumann’s choice of 
examples from this list: ‘I select merely two needs, churches and country houses’. 216 In 
both instances, Neumann’s plea is for both building types to be constructed on the basis of 
pre-existing models of ‘home’ traditions. A Christian church should not have recourse to 
Egyptian or Indian models, a synagogue should be in its traditional style (‘to introduce a 
special kind of style for the temple structure is to my mind a form of unconscious 
antisemitism’) and the country house ‘which bears the label “modem”’ only appears 
‘grotesque’.
With regard to the applied arts, which are intimately connected with architecture 
and its development, it is the desire for what is new which drives its progress: ‘Furniture 
and implements follow changing needs all the faster, the easier is their creation, the lower is 
their price and thus they are subject to that which we term fashion’. 217 Historically, 
Neumann views the blossoming of the applied arts in conjunction with architecture in the 
major phase of the Ringstrasse development and laments many of their recent 
developments. Finally, with respect to both architecture and the applied arts, Neumann 
recommends greater state support, even a central commission to regular development as in 
the case of trade, commerce and the railways.
This by no means dramatic lecture on 3rd December 1898 generated an extensive 
and heated discussion after the lecture and then at the meetings of the Association on the 
17th December, 9th January 1899 and 23rd January 1899. Neumann then gave one of the 
addresses to the Association on 4th February 1899 celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of 
the Association’s existence. The title of this address ‘Vienna’s building history in the years 
1848-1898’ does not appear to have generated debate.218
However, the discussion of modernity is our present concern. The first discussant, 
Theodor Reuter draws attention to the validity of Friedrich Schmidt’s motto - and Schmidt
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was extensively praised in Neumann’s lecture - accompanying his plans for the Vienna 
parliament building “Saxa loquuntur” (The stones speak), and comments that ‘the 
observation of our modem building structures also indicates the appropriateness of the 
words of this motto. The character of our times, the strivings of human beings to appear 
more than they are is manifestly expressed in modem building structures’. 219 Reuter sees 
this as the reason why in almost all modem public buildings ‘architects devote particular 
attention exclusively to the spaces of representation, that are themselves hardly utilized, 
whereas the remaining spaces or rooms that exclusively serve the real purposes of the 
building appear neglected in an almost incomprehensible, often irresponsible manner’.
This critique of the inside/outside relationship is pursued further with respect to the
Viennese apartment block (1.17), where the
mismatch between the external appearance of the building and 
the inner divisions corresponding to its purpose is most 
crass...The architects unfortunately surpass one another in 
forming the facades of the dwelling block in order to deceive 
their observer, to create the impression to the lay person that he 
is viewing a palace. However, the internal installation of this 
building reveals that for its arrangement only the achievement of 
the greatest possible profit was the standard sought after and, in 
addition, to the limits, and often beyond them of what was 
permitted, without any concern that hereby the highest good of 
our fellow human beings, their health, would be damaged. 220
This preoccupation with the external (in effect a preoccupation with the circulation of
urban capital, though Reuter does not make this point) is confirmed in the competition for
the square and space around the Karlskirche (a regulation debate that was to continue for
several decades) since the terms of the competition were such as to focus upon plans for
monumental ‘interest barracks’ rzinskasemenl whose purpose was again profit
maximisation.
It is under such circumstances that young architects react against this preoccupation 
with facades and external appearances ‘in favour of functionality rZweckmassigkeitl’.
X.\7
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Whatever excesses they might display this younger generation of architects should be 
supported. ‘Go forth on the path you have begun; to you belongs the future!’ is Reuter’s 
final statement.
Helmer concurs with Neumann’s choice of ‘local Baroque’ as the most appropriate 
modem style since ‘this stylistic current best expresses our people’s character 
[ Volkscharakterl ’. 221(1.18) Yet without recognizing any contradiction between this 
predilection for Baroque and the city railway, designed by Wagner, Helmer goes on to 
praise the station buildings - although much of the elevated railway should have been 
constructed with iron - since ‘they made a welcoming impression and integrate very well 
into our street image’. However, the city railway, which will be massively utilized over the 
years, was built too cheaply with its plaster surfacing on the buildings. Especially 
unfortunate is the white colour of the plastering which could withstand electric but not 
steam locomotives. Finally, with respect to the Secession movement, Helmer notes that 
‘we can notice already in the applied arts and in modem sculpture a certain chastening, but 
this is not to be found in Secessionist architecture’. If the Secessionist tendency were to 
continue then it would corrupt rather than educate the artistic public and be an unfortunate 
development for ‘the future architectural shaping of Vienna’. 222
The Secession movement is also viewed by Lenz as deplorable, indeed ‘it seems as
if the Secessionist tendency has reached epidemic proportions, which I take to be
dangerous for it damages the reputation of our city’. With regard to the actual Secession
building itself (1.19), Lenz declares that
‘if someone comes from the Ringstrasse and views the building 
from the rear then it is of course totally impossible that the 
person could guess that this building is a temple of art; one 
would probably rather take it for a stand in the Prater where 
exotic animals are displayed’.223
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The response to this and other Secessionist excesses is that a ‘chief surveyor of buildings’
be established in the upper house of the parliament. This constraining bureaucratic process
is necessary since
‘instead of architects teaching through the beauty of their 
buildings, and having an artistically educating impact, the public 
is perplexed by Secessionist buildings. What kind of concept of 
beauty, for instance, is the public to receive if one shows the 
public such buildings in public streets; therefore we must fight 
this current direction’.224
Lenz’s is not alone in this and subsequent periods in Vienna in calling for direction from
above. The regulation of public taste where the public has been shown perplexing or
confusing structures in public streets and places is an additional element in the regulation
fRegulierungl of the city in the broadest sense.
The issue of modernity and architecture in Vienna in the period immediately 
succeeding the founding of the Secession constitutes for many of its opponents an 
identification of modernity with Secessionism. During the debate on Neumann’s lecture, 
one of the Association’s members, Pelser-Berensberg declares that since ‘the Vienna city 
railway and the Jubilee Exhibition [of 1898] have demonstrated how this [Secessionist] 
style is increasingly gaining ground amongst architects’, members of the Association should 
complete a questionnaire on ‘the position of the Association viz-a-vis the modem direction 
in architecture and the applied arts’. In the course of the debate this was rejected.
However, the debate returned to the issue of modernity more pointedly and more 
forcefully with the extensive contribution from Julius Deininger (whose son Wunibald 
entered the Wagner School in 1899) (1.20). Deininger strongly opposes Lenz’s 
recommendation for ‘a kind of censorship authority’ in architecture, and the questionnaire 
on modernity as merely a recording of diverse opinions that cannot rule on a new artistic
Dtirilti6E
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movement by majority decision. Rather the issues should be openly contested and debated, 
including those, like himself, who wish to express ‘a word for “modernity”’. 225
On the relationship between modernity and fashion, Deininger argues that just as
there are eternal laws of nature, whilst at the same time, nature is in a state of eternal
change, and can be conceived of as eternal transformation, so similarly in the realms of art
‘those who sin against the laws of nature and the laws of art are precisely those who wish
to arm themselves with the patent of immortality in a particular style, direction or, however
classical it might be’.226 Deininger is therefore opposed to those who maintain that there is
no relationship between art and fashion. It does appear as if there should be no relationship
between the two since ‘if one speaks of a fashion, then one thinks first of all of the tailor,
that is, of clothing fashion, and for our sensitive aestheticians there already lies in this
association of ideas a brutal disparagement of divine art’. However, art is subject to
fashion and art too ‘wears at one time broad and then later narrow sleeves again, except
that these changes are distributed across large time periods’. More significantly, however,
in fashion in clothing, parallel with the fluctuations in merely 
external transformations, whose origin is largely due to the 
general human need for change, there is present a second, 
constant striving that is directed towards adapting clothing to the 
gradual changing needs and activities of human beings and that, 
from this standpoint, almost every new fashion also signifies a 
new progress. Yes and have we, especially we, who live in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, any right at all to put on 
airs and to speak about the reprehensibility of fashion in art, after 
we have been striving for half a century to bring all kinds of old 
art forms again into “fashion”? 227
Thus, for Deininger, the eclectic fashionable sequence of the Historicist period ‘was the
genuine “fashion epoch” in art’.
In contrast, the newest or ‘most modem movement’ seeks to rid itself o f ‘the whole 
of this old decorative rubbish ‘, or at least to treat it as being of secondary importance and 
to turn to
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‘creating for us a clothing that, above all, suits us. And with 
regard to “suiting”, are we not in fact best served by that which 
concerns our metropolitan everyday dress, the exterior and 
interior of our rental apartment blocks, as well as all those 
building structures that should suffice for our everyday needs.228
And in order to illustrate further present day needs, Deininger highlights a number of
building types and interiors already mentioned in the discussion.
With regard to church buildings, Deininger maintains that their purpose has not 
dramatically changed over the centuries and whether it is best expressed in the style of the 
Middle Ages, Baroque or another style remains an open question. The same cannot be said 
for the modem metropolitan dwelling house block which does not have affinities with 
earlier structures. For ‘the “rental barracks” fZinskasemel just like the modem 
“commercial block” fGeschaftshausl is a totally newly emergent individual entity’, which 
has often been given a monumental character, a palace-like facade, inappropriate 
ornamentation, and so on. Here facades are not merely reserved for exteriors since, in 
internal decoration, ‘we see the same drama, [in which] the vestibule and staircase of many 
rental apartment blocks, cafes and bars are adorned with motifs that are derived from 
Roman imperial palaces, the luxurious salons of the Vatican and other palaces of the 
Rennaissance period’. The situation is not much better with regard to country houses ‘for 
here too megalomania predominates: each cottage is transformed into a villa, each villa into 
a castle’. Drawing on an image to be found in Wagner’s work and that of Loos, Deininger 
indicates parallels in modem adaption to architectural space: ‘just as in the villas and castles 
the city dweller appears in the country, often in full evening dress, so he enters the 
farmhouse with his loden cloak and naked knees. In turn this is not to everyone’s taste and 
thus opens up once more scope for a modem form of the dwelling house in the country, as 
the English have long ago discovered’.229
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But without disparaging the valuable work of previous talented architects, 
Deininger sees the search for an architectural expression of modem life as being 
increasingly active, indeed as a search that commenced twenty years ago in the other arts, 
except that in architecture fewer were convinced that a ‘new art’ was possible and 
desirable. Deininger discerns three responses to this search for a new architecture: that of 
the ‘conservatives’, the ‘friends of progress’ and the ‘radicals’. The conservatives regard 
the old historical styles (especially ‘Viennese Baroque’) as capable of being developed 
further. Deininger views the Baroque as a style that, like an organism, has already been 
fully developed and overlived its time and is now merely reproduced in more or less good 
copies. A ‘further development’ is not possible. The friends of progress 
rFortschrittsffeundel hope to transform the character of historical styles by the introduction 
of new constructions and materials such as iron in the hope that this might constitute the 
foundation for a ‘further development’. However, it is only the third group of architects - 
the ‘radicals’ - ‘who really earn the name of the “modems’” . 230 This group has many 
varied elements extending to those whom its opponents term anarchist, ‘for they deny all 
authorities, and if it must be, God and the world too, ie. Greek and Roman antiquity. They 
are the real revolutionaries, challenging even the architrave construction and taking up 
preclassical models from Assyrian, Phonecian or Egyptian structures.
Of the modernists, it is ‘Wagner and his school [who] stand quite close to this 
extreme wing’. Wagner, ‘aside from the formal elements, lays a major emphasis upon a 
good idea of construction, a meticulous choice of materials and great precision and 
integrity in the execution’. The majority of Wagner’s projects have been successful and 
have had the approval of the public. This is not the case of the Secession building designed 
by Wagner’s student Olbrich. Deininger’s critique of this structure is largely that it fails to 
follow Wagner’s emphasis upon construction, indeed in some aspects such as the covering
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above the entrance ‘a complete ignoring of construction’ is evident. Nonetheless, despite
his criticisms, Deininger maintains that the Secession building
‘is in no way a blemish in the streetscape of Vienna and indeed 
even possesses a cultural historical value for it is a monument to 
independent artistic thought. And independent thought precisely 
here in Vienna deserves a monument, since here it is one of the 
greatest rareties...Vienna is a major location for coining slogans 
and good bonmot. Public opinion then forms itself around both.
Our public takes itself to be much too discerning and city wise to 
make the effort of understanding a work of art that does not look 
like a dozen others’. 231
Vienna is little better served by professional critics, least of all in the field of architecture.
Its most prominent critic, Hermann Bahr, is a literary critic who has waxed overeloquently
upon the Secession building rather than having produced a critique of it.
In this context, it is worth noting that Deininger is the only commentator in the 
discussion to recognize that any consistent theory of modernity is simultaneously a critique 
of modernity. At all events, he is convinced that ‘the modem movement in architecture is 
at last revolutionary and a revolutionary movement requires a struggle. Turmoil is its life 
element, and nothing is more dangerous for it than deadening indifference....Perhaps 
Vienna is called upon to play once more a leading role in the realm of architecture’. 232
That we are approaching a new epoch is also attested to by Theodor Bach’s 
contribution with its emphasis upon modem requirements in architecture arising out of new 
technologies of steam, electricity and the transcendence of spatial distances. How these 
modem requirements are to be satisfied is conditioned by the struggle between ‘the art of 
tradition’ and ‘the art of the future’ that manifests itself in ‘the deadly boredom of our 
suburbs’, the destruction of valuable old buildings in the centre of the city, the creation of 
modem squares with contradictory intentions of their individual elements and the lack of a 
unifying concept, ‘a big idea’. The deleterious consequences of poor building are 
attributed by Bach to the ill trained members of the modem movement itself:
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Whoever today can do nothing...goes today over to the 
modernists. Under the cloak of originality [they create]...their 
unintelligible and undigested artistic products..and it is they who 
primarily bring modernism into discredit.233
These ‘artistic pirates’ produce an ‘immeasurable damage’ to the beauty of the city under
the name of freedom that is actually ‘boundlessness’, and liberality that is ‘the promotion of
anarchy’. A genuine modernity can only be striven for if we recognise under modernity the
longing for something new, for something that is not already there’. Under these
conditions, therefore, ‘there is nothing more modem for our public promotion of art than a
big idea’, one that represents ‘the ideal of beauty’. In passing, it is worth noting here that
the longing for a ‘big idea’ was not confined to the architectural sphere, but existed more
problematically in the political sphere as satirized by Robert Musil in The Man Without
Qualities. 234
The need for a historical perspective on modernity is indirectly called for by Camillo 
Sitte who reflects upon the debates in the Association fifty years earlier after its foundation 
in 1848.235 It was ‘a time that was moved in the same way and in the same sense as today 
and from the same roots’, with its call for ‘a new style, for a style of our times’. The call 
for ‘a new style of the future’ produced, however, ‘what has later been characterised as 
eclecticism. The most famous monument of this period is the Northern Railway Station 
fNordbahnhofl. which is constructed from 20% Baroque, 20% Renaissance, 20% Gothic, 
20% Romanesque and 20% Naturalism’. 236 (1.21) As a counter to this eclecticism, there 
emerged the dogma in the 1860’s onwards o f ‘the purity of style’, such that each style was 
‘brought into life’ once more. In Sitte’s view, the present day is once more a period of 
eclecticism and again with a call for ‘a new style of our times’. The difference is perhaps 
that ‘at the end of the 1840’s the new style succeeded as a countermovement to the 
fossilization of the period of the building official rBaurathzeitl. whereas today in contrast
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the building official is wished for against the craziness of the new style’. What can be 
drawn from the experience of history is ‘that precisely that which one represents as the new 
style, as the style of the future is not new’. 237 In this context, ‘history teaches that 
precisely the slogans always repeat themselves and that the core of the blunder does not lie 
in the slogans as such, and that evenly the slogans are only journalistic and everyday 
phrases, whereas the inner worth lies in the industrious self sacrificing work and real 
talent’.
Sitte’s historical reflections are followed by a further intervention from Lenz in 
support of a senior building official to prevent the excesses of the present. Lenz declares 
that he does ‘not understand what the Secessionists really want....For me, as a lay person, 
the Secession is thus far actually only negation. [...]. The Secessionists should show us for 
once a beautiful example, and insofar as this is not the case they should stay at home’. 238 
Deininger’s reply to this charge is that the modem movement is at its point of naissance and 
not a completed movement: ‘I do not believe that someone comes into the world as a 50 
year old, and so the modem movement must also pass through its child illnesses’. 239
In perhaps the only attempt to define modernity in this discussion, Ferdinand 
Berehinak argues that Neumann ‘understands by modernity something totally different from 
today’s broad public. The public understands by modernity not that period in which the 
Ringstrasse buildings were created...but, rather it understands by modernity rModemel that 
stylistic direction which has become noticeable since roughly the past 10-15 years and 
which is not to be confused with the concept of the modem [modem]’. 240 As an adjective, 
‘modem’ refers to the architecture and applied arts of the past 50 years ‘whereas for 
“modernity” rModemel the concept is in its emergence and we only grasp individual 
characteristics that decisively develop into a style which we characterise as modernist 
rModemel’. The modernist movement of the past 10-15 years ‘possesses a certain global
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character, is international with specific local nuances’. This ‘international modem 
movement’ fintemationale Modemel incorporates different elements in different countries. 
Since this new movement is only at the stage of its emergence, it would be premature to 
cast a decisive judgement upon it.
The question of the historical originality of the modem movement’s major 
tendencies are questioned by Neumann who views the emphasis upon constmction already 
prefigured by Semper and the replacement of pillars and pilaster by flat surfaces is 
anticipated by late Renaissance and Empire styles. From a similar perspective, Helmer 
questions the Secessionist rejection of all that has been built earlier in Vienna on the 
grounds that it ‘rests upon false presuppositions and teaching methods’. Rather, Helmer 
contends that in the past 40 years ‘individual artistic works in Vienna compares with the 
uniform London and Paris cultural schemes are better and appear more adapted and 
artistically stand on the same level as in these cities’.241
The contemporary state of modem architecture is the theme of Carl Mayreder’s
contribution to the debate. Mayreder acknowledges that the modem movement possesses
a valuable dimension which lies in
a healthy reaction against the “parvenue architecture”, against all 
material surrogates and false characteristics; it lies in an effort 
towards artistic economy, in a striving to help surfaces gain their 
rightful place, to return from all too indifferent wealth to 
simplicity with well-balanced elements; finally in a striving not to 
be ashamed of constmction, even the most modem one, indeed 
to make it as visible as possible.242
Such positive features are to be contrasted with modem architects’ tendency to introduce
‘preclassical motifs in architectonic experiments..without taking account of the location of
their buildings’. For Mayreder, ‘the object for the architectonic experiment up to now is
constituted by temporary architecture, ie. architecture for festivals and exhibition
buildings’. However, young modernists ‘have now transplanted the base of the
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architectonic experiment from the exhibition to the middle of the city’. In particular, 
Olbrich’s Secession building is grounded in a ‘misinterpreted individualism...For 
architectonic creations of lasting value have hitherto never been bom out of the arbitrary 
viewpoint of a single individual’ 243. In short, this modernist tendency fails to concern itself 
with local colour, with where its experiments are located. Indeed, ‘the majority of these 
buildings have no relationship to their Viennese environment, they are arbitrary 
experiments, that could just as easily be located in any other major city. They know 
nothing of the genius loci and hence they lack atmosphere, the inner relationship to their
i 244viewers .
IX
This overview of some of the main reflections on modernity and their relevance for 
the Viennese discourse on modernity has sought to demonstrate a number of theses. First, 
the crisis in Historicism in the 1880’s produced unsystematic but nonetheless significant 
attempts to be beyond the debate on historically appropriate styles in architecture in the 
direction of posing the possibility of a modem architecture manifesting modem, practical 
needs. Second, the discussion of modernity in architecture, as several contemporaries 
pointed out, emerged relatively late in Vienna. Why this was so may be related to the 
continuing strength of the Historicist paradigm which could point to its impressive - if 
varied - success with the Ringstrasse development. Third, the significance of the 
Ringstrasse to Vienna’s architectural discourse manifests itself in the claim, against the 
‘modem’ architects of the 1890s, that it was an equally ‘modem’ project in the 1860’s 
onwards. Neumann certainly asserts this against the new Secession movement in 1898. 
Four, after the Secession movement is formed in 1897 opposition to modernism in 
architecture becomes more apparent and, as Haiko has argued, more successful.
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Therefore, it is not the case that by 1900 modernism is victorious in Vienna, as is assumed 
by Wagner and others. Finally, the struggle over modernity and modernism in the late 
1890’s becomes increasingly specific to Vienna in architectural discourse and debate and 
away from general discourse on style, etc. The genius loci therefore becomes the contested 
terrain. Therefore, it is to the possibility of Vienna as a ‘new’ ‘modem’ metropolis that we 
now turn.
CHAPTER TWO
The Modern Metropolis: 
‘New Vienna’
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Why Vienna instead of an invented metropolis? Because it would have been more effort to 
invent one than a ‘crossed out’ Vienna.
Robert Musil 
Notes for The Man Without Qualities
It is self evident that the ‘genius loci’ must be taken into account, which is the reason why 
predominantly Viennese circumstances are covered.
Otto Wagner (1895)
The aroma of what is decaying fdes Modemdenl is sweet and dangerous in this city.
Hans Tietze, Wien (1931)
I
In his short monograph, Die Grossstadt (1911), Wagner declares that his reflections 
on the metropolis are of a general nature and are not directed towards a specific city. 
However, the three illustrations which it contains are all of Vienna. This is not surprising 
since some of his reflections are elaborations of earlier works on Vienna and his Modeme 
Architektur. What is significant is that in all these reflections, the development and 
expansion of the modem metropolis plays a central role. Since the modem metropolis 
which is most often cited is obviously Vienna, it is fruitful to examine the development of 
this modem metropolis in the period in which Wagner is working there. In particular, the 
two crucial phases of, first, the expansion of Vienna after 1857 and the development of the 
Ringstrasse zone and, second, the extension of Vienna after 1890, together with debates 
relevant to these enlargements of the city will be examined.
In addition, there are other features of the expansion of the city which should be 
highlighted. First, the manner in which the expansion of the city into a new and modem
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metropolis was undertaken reveals claims to modernity in both the first (post 1857) (1.22) 
and second (post 1890) (1.23) phases. Second, the post 1890 extension of the city 
coincides with the expansion of a relatively new discipline (Stadtebau (literally city 
building) and a heated debate on important dimensions of city planning. Third, this new 
discipline concerns itself with the aesthetic and practical aspects of the urban life form. 
Insofar as it crucially seeks to transform the lived environment of the city, its streets, its 
parks, its dwellings and its whole infrastructure and systematizes knowledge of this built 
environment, it should also be seen as an important contribution to metropolitan modernity.
If we regard the city as a text that can be read, in principle, and if we take a central 
aspect of the study of modernity to be an examination of the modes of experiencing that 
which is new in modem society, then the development of Stadtebau as a body of 
knowledge, analysis and reflection (both practical and aesthetic) should not be viewed 
merely as abstract city planning discourse but also as a discourse whose implementation 
fundamentally changes our modes of experiencing the modem metropolis.
The physical layout of streets and squares influences our bodily motion along and 
across them. The wealth of street furniture from advertising boardings, traffic signals and 
lighting to postboxes, waiting stands, kiosks and lavatories all require to be read and used 
in specific ways. The massive interventions beneath the surface in sewage systems, water 
supply, gas and later communication systems not merely made a vital contribution to public 
hygiene, comfort and access but had a fascination in the second half of the nineteenth 
century - as the underground world, the nether world - that encouraged their own tourist 
attractions. The streets themselves - at least their grandest versions - were often opened in 
sections as they were completed with elaborate ceremonies as befitted monuments (this was 
the case with Haussmann’s grandest projects in Paris). The street, its traffic and its 
populace required to be read in new ways, long before we were asked to learn from Las
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Vegas and be impressed by the plethora of street furniture in the late twentieth century. 
The transformation of the city in the late nineteenth century may just as significantly have 
affected all our senses and our bodily orientation and not merely our image of the modem 
metropolis.
n
The notion of a ‘new’ Vienna with respect to a new configuration of the city in the 
nineteenth century may be traced back to the Imperial Decree of December 1857 in which 
the Emperor consented to the destruction of the old fortifications of the city and, in effect, 
the unification of the old inner city core with the expanding suburbs outwith the 
fortifications.1 A crucial dimension of the ‘new’ Vienna was to be formed by the utilization 
of the substantial tracts of land which thus lay between the old city centre and the sub­
urban areas surrounding it. The competition for development plans for this considerable 
tract of land was to result in the subsequent construction of the Ringstrasse zone around a 
large part of the old city centre and the accompanying economic utilization of the 
substantial surrounding area.2
The very concept of a ‘new’ Vienna, that would compete with other major 
European capitals, was to be given a new poignancy by the fortunes of the Austro- 
Hungarian Empire and, especially, its army’s military defeat by Prussia at Koniggratz in 
1866, the separation of the Austrian and Hungarian crown lands with the formation of the 
Dual Monarchy in 1867 (and for some decades subsequently the more rapid growth of 
Budapest, now a capital city in its own right, compared with Vienna), the financially 
unsuccessful World Exhibition of 1873 in Vienna and, in the same month, the collapse of 
the Stock Exchange, inaugurating the depression of the 1870s.3 Nonetheless, the fact that
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the Ringstrasse development was largely complete by 1890 (1.24) testified to the intensive, 
though sometimes intermittent, building activities since the 1860s and into the 1880s, when 
effectively the discourse on the ‘new Vienna’ came to take shape in architectural and other 
circles. From the early 1880s onwards, both in contemporary guides and other surveys, 
and in architectural journals such as the Allgemeine Bauzeitung. discussion of the structure 
and features of the new Vienna intensified.4
If the concept of a ‘new Vienna’ was already being signalled in architectural and 
other discourses in the early 1880’s and was at that time associated with the completion of 
major phases of the Ringstrasse zone developments, then the announcement a decade later 
of a ‘new’, new Vienna - what Feldegg termed ‘Vienna’s second Renaissance’,5 the first 
being the Ringstrasse zone development - was associated with the debate on modernity 
and, more especially, the expansion of the city in the early 1890s and plans for aspects of 
this extension throughout the decade and beyond. These two phases are indicated, for 
instance, by the editor of the Allgemeine Bauzeitung. August Kostlin with his article 
written in the autumn of 1882 on ‘The New Vienna’ [Das neue Wienl.6 and subsequent 
article of the same title in 1885 referring to ‘New-Vienna’ [Neu-Wien]7 and Ludwig 
Hevesi’s article in the spring of 1895 on ‘Old Vienna- New Vienna’ fAltwien - Neuwienl8 
drawing attention to the contrast between the old city centre and the new developments of 
the 1890s.
Thus, just as in contemporary discussions of modernity in Vienna there were those, 
as we have seen, who associated modem Vienna with the Ringstrasse development (down 
to the 1880s)and those who identified modernity with the modem movement in architecture 
(and the other arts) in the 1890s, so too the discourse on a new Vienna exhibits a similar 
disparity. One reading of these two discourses is, in fact, to see them as actually a single 
expanding discussion of new Vienna from the early 1880s (if not earlier) onwards down to
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the First World War and succeeded by a ‘new’ discourse on the ‘new Vienna’ of the 1920’s 
(associated with public sector developments, especially in housing).9 The modernists of the 
1890’s, as with all avant-garde movements, by contrast, insisted upon a radical break with 
the Ringstrasse development.
But were there any new developments in the early 1890’s which would justify such 
a separation? The extension of the city in the early 1890’s, and the competitions ... plans 
and debates for its regulation, is certainly of significance and will be examined below. A 
further important factor must be the emergence of a new discourse literally on ‘building 
cities’ f Stadtebau] which, though it did not originate in Vienna, received a vital new 
impetus with the publication of Camillo Sitte’s Per Stadtebau nach seinen kunstlerischen 
Grundsatzen fCitv Planning According to Artistic Principles] in Vienna in 1889 10 and, from 
a different standpoint, the publication of Joseph Stubben’s Per Stadtebau in Parmstadt in 
1890.11 The significance of these two publications, the one emphasizing the aesthetic 
dimensions of urban planning and referencing Vienna extensively, and the other serving as 
an extensive compendium of urban infrastructural development, lies in the fact that they 
inaugurate a new discourse upon the nature of the city itself.12 The features of any 
putative ‘new’ city are to be seen in the context of an ostensibly new conception of the 
‘city’. In the framework of our present discussion, Sitte’s work is highly pertinent to both 
the shaping of debate on the new Vienna and to the persistent critique of Wagner’s 
Modernist position. Thus, the general significance of Sitte’s volume on city planning must 
be augmented by his extensive and often neglected critiques of contemporary developments 
in Vienna up to his death in 1904.13 Similarly, the general importance and impact of 
Stubben’s volume must be supplemented by his participation in the debate surrounding 
Sitte’s work of 1889 (and including its ostensibly obscure focus around a debate on straight 
or curved streets) and by the fact that Stiibben and Wagner were the two joint winners of
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the competition for outlining a General Regulation Plan for Vienna in 1894.14 In addition, 
despite the explicit focus upon aesthetic dimensions, the level of detail and orientation in 
Wagner’s submission to this competition is closer to Stubben’s than to the parameters of 
Sitte’s discussion of modem systems of city planning.
Thus, the exploration of ‘new Vienna’ as a modem metropolis requiring a new 
modem architecture cannot be confined merely to the emergence of a new architecture in a 
narrow sense of buildings. A new Vienna was predicted upon an expanding city, the 
extension of the city boundaries and plans for their development and regulation. In turn, 
this ‘new* city was created in the context of the old city’s transformation but continued 
existence. And, finally, the nature of new Vienna as a metropolis was developed in the 
context of new conceptions of the metropolis itself and its construction.
Here, the general notion of city building f Stadtebau! may be viewed as directly
relevant to the specific configuration of new Vienna. In his Per Stadtebau. Stiibben
declares that ‘in our times in Europe probably no new cities will be founded; in contrast,
however, this occurs, in other parts of the globe: in America, in Africa, in Australia.15 In
Europe, for its part, we create new connections between existing urban developments and
surrounding districts, new industrial areas, and other dimensions of the metropolis. In
other words, in Europe
‘The outline of the city plan deals specifically with, on the one 
hand, the new, the expansion of the city \Stadterweiterungl. and 
on the other, with what already exists fdas Bestehendel. the 
improvement of the old city. The correct solution to this dual 
task constitutes, as Baumeister appositely remarks, “a very 
significant component of all social reforms”.
The manner in which the task is approached, and may be solved 
is dependent upon local needs.’16
Stiibben here draws attention to the likely constellation of problems confronting city
building in Europe: the juxtaposition of the new with what already exists: the expansion or
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enlargement of the new and the improvement of the old; the association of both activities 
with social transformation and reform; and the socio-spatial and historical specificity of 
needs as shaping both the way in which such tasks are conceived and dealt with.
Viewed from this perspective, what is distinctive about the development of Vienna 
during the period under consideration is the claim to have created a new Vienna but in the 
context of the old Vienna. Vienna was not raised to the ground in toto and then rebuilt 
anew on the basis of a tabula rasa. Rather, like Paris earlier under Haussmann, it was 
significant sections of the city that were demolished and rebuilt as new in the context of 
what already existed. The comparison is a relevant one since, after Haussmann’s ‘creative 
destruction’ and reconstruction of large tracts of Paris centring on the grand boulevards 
system, it was the Ringstrasse zone in Vienna which, to contemporaries, was the closest 
comparable development in Europe. Furthermore, Paris and Vienna, as sites of modernity 
and discourse on modernity, have in common what for many contemporaries was the stark 
contrast between the old and the new. As Benjamin suggested, the opposition between the 
old and the new (both with respect to the city and the commodity) is crucial for the 
development of a dialectical conception of modernity.17 ‘Old Vienna-New Vienna’ may 
have been a similar productive constellation. In passing, it should be noted that 
contemporaries in Vienna often made another comparison, not with Paris but with Berlin, 
whose metropolitan expansion rapidly eclipsed that of Vienna, as was apparent in the 
metropolitan exhibition of Gross-Berlin in 1910.18 Wagner’s Die Grossstadt IThe 
Metropolis!, written in March 1911 and published in the same year, extended the notion of 
the permanently expanding city - a notion more real for Berlin than Vienna, even though 
Wagner and others continued to make optimistic projections for the expansion of their 
city.19
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All this should suggest a need to examine more fully the connections between 
Stadtebau. Stadterweiterung. Stadtregulierung and Neu-Wien. between city building, city 
expansion and regulation, and new Vienna, the modem metropolis.
m
The systematisation of knowledge necessary for building cities \Stadetbaul in
Germany and Austria-Hungary in the second half of the nineteenth century was predicated
upon two developments.20 The first was the practical evidence of creating new urban
configurations within existing cities. Here the model, and the possibility of its critique, was
Baron Haussmann’s transformation of Paris in the 1850’s and I860’s.21 Many of the
German contributors to the development of city planning in the last quarter of the century
perceived their interests to be the same as Haussmann’s: 
marshalling an enviable array of administrative powers, he had 
successfully modernized the conditions of hygiene and traffic 
circulation in an old but growing city. Haussmann’s overriding 
interest in improving circulation within central Paris fits nicely 
with his aesthetic goals, which drew on classical and baroque 
models. His fascination with monumental vistas or points de vue 
led him to insist on perfectly straight street alignments that would 
make certain monumental structures visible from great distances, 
regardless of the obstacles that had to be removed.22
The expansion of the city was made possible by the creation of new modes of circulation of
individuals and commodities. In turn, this very development was itself predicated on the
circulation of urban capital itself as David Harvey and others have shown.23
The second precondition for the development of a distinctive discipline or body of 
knowledge was the ordering of the mass of existing regulations relating to building in urban 
centres (height of buildings, width of streets, sanitation regulations, traffic ordinances, etc.). 
One of the first attempts to systematize this knowledge - and one of the most influential in 
Germany - was Reinhard Baumeister in his Stadt-erweiterung in technischer.
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baupolizeilicher und wirtschaftlicher Beziehung (1876).24 This compendium of knowledge 
on technical features, building ordinance control and economic aspects of the extension of 
cities, although it did not neglect aesthetic concerns, ‘did not consider aesthetic goals to be 
among the matters of pressing public interest that demanded the government’s guiding 
hand’.25
In contrast, the Viennese architect and critic Camillo Sitte in his Per Stadtebau
(1889) commenced his highly successful monograph (its first edition was sold out within a
month) with acknowledgement of the technical achievements in urban planning ‘in respect
to traffic, the advantageous use of building sites, and especially, hygienic improvements’.26
However, ‘artistically we have achieved almost nothing, modem majestic and monumental
buildings being usually seen against the most awkward of public squares and the most badly
divided lots’. Sitte later summarised the book’s main suggestion for city planning as ‘to go
to school with Nature and the old masters also in matters of town planning’.27 The
reference here to ‘the old masters’ is an indication of where Sitte draws the majority of his
good examples of city planning, in accord with Aristotle’s dictum on city planning, namely
‘to make its people at once secure and happy’.28 Most of Sitte’s historical examples
suggest that happiness was most felicitously secured in this regard prior to ‘our
mathematical century’. In fact, in the index to the volume it is Florence and Rome that are
most often cited in the text after Vienna. Our present urban arrangements can be improved
by recalling the aesthetic distance of memory of old cities:
‘Enchanting recollections of travel form part of our most pleasant 
reveries. Magnificent town views, monuments and public 
squares, beautiful vistas all parade before our musing eye, and we 
savour again the delights of those sublime and graceful things in 
whose presence we were once so happy’.29
This pastoral opening passage to Sitte’s Stadtebau suggests the need for us to recall the
past in our presently constructed memory. That present is one in which ‘the process of
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enlarging and laying out cities has become an almost purely technical concern’.30 It is a
present accustomed to ‘the already proverbial tedium of modem city plans’, but one in
which ‘something of value and beauty’ can be constructed, if we find
an escape from the modem apartment house block system, in 
order to save, wherever practical, the beautiful old parts of towns 
from falling prey to continuing demolition, and in the end to bring 
forth something in the spirit of the old masterpieces.31
Of particular importance for Sitte is open spaces and squares in cities (and it is Renaissance
and Baroque instances that dominate his text) (1.25) that facilitated active public life within
them rather than, as today, serving to provide ‘more air and light’ or ‘a certain interruption
in the sea of houses’. This is an ostensibly attractive argument except that, by focusing
almost exclusively upon the aesthetic dimension of the square and open spaces, it ignores
the social, political and economic reasons for the transformation of the public sphere in an
urban context since the Renaissance. The appeal to the ‘vital and functioning use of the
town square for community life’ and the ‘rapport between square and surrounding
buildings’ - like many of Sitte’s other recommendations on city planning - often suffer from
a degree of abstraction resulting from their detachment from the significant dimensions of
social change that can clarify the transition from the Middle Ages and Renaissance to the
late nineteenth century urban complex.32
Nonetheless, there are occasions when Sitte’s concern for ‘artistic effect’ does at
least confront contemporary modem life. Arguing for the total effect of enclosed public
squares that historically are often irregular and nonetheless effective (and thus running
counter of the modem ‘rage’ for ‘striving for symmetry’), Sitte maintains that a blank space
in the city is not yet a city plaza since,
‘just as there are furnished and empty rooms, so one might also 
speak of furnished and unfurnished plazas, since the main 
requirement for a plaza, as for a room, is the enclosed character 
of its space.33
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A decidedly enclosed quality o f ‘space’ is therefore required for a plaza to be aesthetically
effective. But there is another more modem reason, relating to modem metropolitan
existence, for the enclosed plaza. Sitte notes that
Recently a unique nervous disorder has been diagnosed - 
“agoraphobia”. Numerous people are said to suffer from it, 
always experiencing a certain anxiety or discomfort whenever 
they have to walk across a vast empty space ... Agoraphobia is a 
very new and modem ailment. One naturally feels very cozy in 
small, old plazas, and only in our memory do they loom gigantic, 
because in our imagination the magnitude of the artistic effect 
takes the place of actual size. On our modem gigantic plazas, 
with their yawning emptiness and oppressive ennui, the 
inhabitants of snug old towns suffer attacks of this fashionable 
agoraphobia.34
It should be noted here in this discussion of urban spatial pathology that Sitte assumes that 
those afflicted with this new disorder are those who migrate or visit the new metropolitan 
from small old towns. Significant here too is that, in this context, Sitte notes Baumeister’s 
objections to excessively large open squares as ‘bringing no benefit to health, but only 
causing heat, dust and occasional traffic jams’.35
In general, Sitte’s treatment of the pathology of modem urban spatial interactions is
predicated upon an often implicit distinction between the natural development of older
urban configurations and the abstract, artificial development of modem ones. Irregular old
square are aesthetically attractive, for instance, since they were not ‘conceived on the
draught board, but instead developed gradually in natura. allowing for all that the eye
notices in natura and treating with indifference that which would be apparent only on
paper’.36 In contrast, the set shape of modem squares, ‘laid out with a ruler ... is only ever-
so-many square yards of empty surface’.37 Modem planning and architectural practice
create empty surfaces, set shapes and mechanical reproductions. This arises out of the
architect’s abstract relationship to that which is commissioned since
often we have never in our lives seen the plaza for which a 
competition project may be intended. Should one be satisfied
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then to place this mechanically produced project, conceived to fit 
any situation, into the middle of an empty place without organic 
relation to its surroundings or to the dimensions of any particular 
building? “Manufactured product” is here as everywhere the 
trademark of modernity; everything is punched out by the same 
die; also in this field it is the trend of our time.38
What the modem city builder has to offer ‘to compete with the wealth of the past’ is merely
‘the precisely straight house-line and the cubic building-block’ and the result is that, of the
good artistic features of the past, ‘nothing is left of them, not even a memory’.
It is therefore Sitte’s task to reverse this situation in which city planning is ‘only ... 
a technical problem’ by recalling good exemplars of past planning - Renaissance but 
especially Baroque - that create a positive artistic effect in the cityscape. The particular 
modem features to be countered are, besides the cubic building block, the specific problem 
which the straight line and rectilinearity create. Modem streets, continually breached by 
wide cross-streets ‘so that on both sides nothing is left out a row of separated blocks of 
buildings’, fail to create a unified impression. This is also true of the modem arcades in 
front of separate building blocks (e.g. in front of the Vienna Town Hall), thereby denying 
any continuity. Such continuity is also lacking in the modem street ‘made up primarily of 
comer buildings. A row of isolated blocks of buildings is going to look bad, under any 
circumstances, even if placed in a curved line’.39 Sitte, arguing again Baumeister’s 
preference for regular building lots, favours irregular ones since they provide a challenge, 
often produce interesting architectural solutions, and ‘in the interior of such a building, 
wedge-shaped pieces are repeatedly left over and are splendidly suited for all sorts of little 
extra rooms (elevators, spiral staircases, storage rooms, toilets, etc.), a feature we miss in 
regular plans’.40
In contrast with the felicitous irregular creations of the past, ‘the artistic 
disadvantage of the modem’ is also revealed in the preference for the straight street, ‘the
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universal horizontal termination’ of buildings ‘all to the maximum allowable height, 
emphasizing the harshness of that line with a real roster of ostentatious cornices’, ‘the 
endless rows of windows of identical size and shape, the overabundance of small pilasters 
and continuously repeated curlicues ... and the absence of large, quiet wall surfaces’.41
The harshness and monotony of the building line must be viewed in the context of 
the modem technical approach to urban street layout dominated by traffic and 
transportation concerns. Most brutal of the three major systems - the gridiron, the radial 
and the triangular system - is the gridiron system, developed in cities such as Mannheim in 
the eighteenth century but widespread in North America. The irony of the gridiron system, 
recognized by Baumeister and others, is that this checkerboard system has major traffic 
disadvantages at street crossings. In passing, it should be noted here that traffic flow 
designs were a major constituent of the debate in architectural journals in the 1890’s on 
straight or curved streets.42
The disadvantages of crossing streets (compared with intersecting streets, for 
example), which Sitte highlights for carriage traffic, consists in traffic dramatically slowing 
down in modem city sections whereas ‘in the narrow alleys of the old part of town, 
crowded with traffic as they are ,.. [the driver] can proceed quite nicely at a t r o t ... [since] a 
street seldom crosses there, and even simple street openings are relatively infrequent’. In 
the case of pedestrians, they experience ‘every hundred steps they have to leave the 
sidewalk in order to cross another street’ and ‘miss the natural protection of uninterrupted 
house fronts’43 (as in medieval streets and where promenades exist).
The radial system creates even more traffic problems, necessitating police traffic 
control and the construction for pedestrians of ‘a small safety island on which a beautiful 
slender gas light rises like a lighthouse amidst the stormy waves of the ocean of vehicles. 
This safety island with its gas lamp is perhaps the most magnificent and original invention
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of modem city planning!’44 For the pedestrian, the effect of this system (an extreme 
example is the Parisian Place de l’Etoile with twelve intersections in a single radial system) 
is disorientation since ‘the traffic junction is also a junction of all lines of sight. As one 
circles the plaza he or she always sees the same panorama, so that it is never exactly clear 
where one is standing’. The overall result is ‘a complete loss of our bearings, a monotony 
of vistas and an architectural ineffectiveness’. More generally, the construction of ‘modem 
gigantic streets and plazas’ is typified by ‘the absence of pedestrians’.45
Just as there is a technical reason, in this case hygiene, for landscaping cities with 
treelined avenues and gardens, so the artistic effect can be ambiguous. Outside residential 
suburban areas, the effect of trees and parks in the context of monumental structures can be 
to the detriment of the cityscape insofar as lines of trees - if they are not trimmed as in the 
Baroque park - can detract or obscure architecture and sculpture. Sitte gives the modem 
instance of trees ‘on shabby, sickly boulevards’, which are always photographed in winter 
‘so that important architecture is at least partly visible between the bare branches’.46
For Sitte there is a problem, too, with many modem parks whose preference is for 
enclosed built-in green spaces. For him, the contrast is between ‘the old private garden, 
customarily connected with several adjacent ones, all of which are guarded from the wind 
and dust of the streets by the enclosing facades of high buildings’ and ‘the interior room of 
a modem apartment building - with its view into narrow, stuffy, dark and frequently bad­
smelling courts, so filled with stagnant air that the windows are forced to remain shut’. 
The latter is not compensated for by the modem public garden which is ‘surrounded by 
open streets, .. exposed to wind and weather and is coated with street dust’.47 For Sitte 
this state of affairs is due to the modem block system which, instead of the earlier ‘effective 
closure of space’ associated with the unbroken street front, displays the opposite tendency
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of dissection into separate blocks - building block, plaza block, garden block - each one 
being clearly circumscribed by its street frontage’.48
Such specific reflections serve to confirm Sitte’s view that earlier times were more 
conducive to artistic urban concerns than ‘our mathematically precise modem life’ in which 
‘man himself has become almost a machine’.49 Modem living conditions have transformed 
the range of possibilities for achieving an aesthetic effect by the diminution of the public 
sphere in which, for instance, market and consumption activity has been increasingly 
withdrawn into ‘inartistic commercial structures’ and artistic works ‘are straying 
increasingly from streets and plazas into the “art cages” of the museums’.50
But more spectacularly, the sheer size of urban expansion has been accompanied by
the parcelling of building lots, with their high price leading to their maximum utilization. In
turn, this has meant the disappearance of many external features - such as ‘projections,
porches, ornamental staircases’, etc. - [which have] ‘retreated from street and plaza into the
interior of buildings, yielding to the universal trend of the time - the fear of open spaces
fPlatzscheul’.51 What was originally exterior such as stairways and galleries and
constituted the charm of medieval structures (as in Amalfi and its ‘grotesque confusion
between interior and exterior motifs’), has given way to the modem design with stairs as an
exclusively interior feature. Indeed,
‘we have become so sensitive ... and so unaccustomed to the hub­
bub of streets and plazas that we cannot work when someone is 
watching us, we don’t like to dine by an open window because 
somebody could look in, and the balconies of our houses usually 
remain empty’.52
Again Sitte is indicating a significant retreat from the public sphere and a retreat implicitly 
into the bourgeois interieur. though his whole analysis of city planning makes no reference 
to the stratification of the capitalist city. Similarly, the earlier extensive examination of 
traffic problems in street design makes no reference to the possibility of other forms of
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transport than the horse carriage and the street car. The railway, in its city or underground 
variants, is not mentioned.
Thus, while recognizing some technical developments in engineering and sanitation, 
Sitte’s preoccupation with artistic effect and, despite his disclaimers to the contrary, his 
negative assessment of modernity, leads him to propose improvements in the modem 
system of city planning that rest upon the ‘imperative to study the works of the past’.53 He 
does recognize that any modem city planning must take account of population, traffic 
circulation and social structure projects to facilitate city zoning. At the same time, this is 
accompanied by a call to resist the tenement block which has ‘actually taken over modem 
cities almost completely’. Sitte further recognizes that, on the basis of the above 
projections, the ‘number, size and approximate form o f .. public buildings’ should also be 
assessed. The absence of attention to artistic effect in this and other spheres of the modem 
city leads to a lack of public attachment or identification with the city ‘as one can in fact 
see among the dwellers of the artless, tedious, new sections of cities’.54
The exploration of artistic effect, Sitte maintains, must deal with the modes of 
viewing space in the city. We must investigate ‘the act of seeing in general, .. the 
physiological manner in which the perception of space ... takes place’.55 Sitte’s argument 
here is that
objects observed are to be found on radii of which the eye is the 
centre, approximating more or less an arrangement which is 
concave with regard to the viewer. This is the perspective base of 
the focused designs of Baroque masters, and it is the form by 
which strong effects can best be achieved naturally because in 
this way a maximum of objects in space can be perceived and 
appreciated at the same time. The modem building block 
presents the exact opposite of this experience. Expressed in 
capsule form, then, art demands concavity, but exploitation of 
the building site convexity.56
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These two demands must be reconciled in city planning although Sitte’s commitment to the
modem metropolis is always mediated by his preference for the Baroque and aesthetic
distance in general. We modem city dwellers
pass our lives in formless mass housing with the depressing sight 
of externally similar apartment house blocks and unbroken 
frontage lines. It is probably the gentle force of habit that 
hardens us to them. We ought to consider, however, the 
impression we receive upon returning home from Venice or 
Florence -how painfully our banal modernity affects us. This 
may be ...why the fortunate inhabitants of those marvellously 
artistic cities have no need to leave them, while we every year for 
a few weeks must get away into nature in order to be able to 
endure our city for another year.57
Yet despite this negative judgment of cities, Sitte is optimistic with respect to Vienna 
where ‘a lucky star seems to hover over the city expansion project’.58 That this view is not 
maintained in the following decade must be explored later, not least because Sitte is a 
consistent critic of Wagner and his school.
IV
Joseph Stubben’s Per Stadtebau. which appeared in the year following Sitte’s 
publication, does not possess at first sight the same polemical content as Sitte’s volume.59 
Running to over 550 pages, it has the appearance more of a compendium or encyclopaedia 
of city planning that covers in detail city plans, streets, dwellings, parks, transport, traffic, 
lighting, water and drainage, telegraph networks, monuments, all the street ‘furniture’ of 
the late nineteenth century from public conveniences to street signs, and much more. (1.26) 
In this respect it can be seen as building upon Baumeister’s earlier major volume, itself of 
over 450 pages. However, this does not necessarily imply, as Daniel Wieczorek has 
argued, that compared with Sitte’s volume, ‘the texts of the German city planners are in 
fact not theories of urban planning but simply textbooks’.60 This is true neither for
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Baumeister’s major work nor that of Stiibben, since both are theoretically informed despite 
their compendium-like layout.
Indeed, in the context of the conflicts surrounding the establishment of a new 
discipline of city planning, Gerhard Fehl61 has argued that Baumeister and Stiibben 
constitute one of three contested traditions in the late nineteenth century discourse - 
Stadtebau in the sense of the art of city planning fStadtplannungl; in contrast with 
Stadtebau in the sense of dwelling construction fWohnungsbaul (exemplified by Rudolf 
Eberstadt, Theodor Goecke and Adolf Messel) and Stadtebau in the sense of the art of city 
planning fStadtebaukunstl (exemplified by Sitte, Karl Henrici and Theodor Fischer). 
Certainly in the ensuing debates in the early 1890’s Stiibben confronts both Sitte and 
Henrici on the nature of city building.
Nonetheless, it is the case that the guiding theoretical threads must be extracted
from Stubben’s volume and that they do not present themselves as a sustained theoretical
argument. If Sitte’s programme is one which focuses upon the monumental buildings and
squares of the centre of the city - as if the rest of the city did not exist, except as
monotonous suburbs - Stubben’s work encompasses the whole of the modem city, with
one significant exception: the industrial areas of the city. Whereas Sitte refers only to
machine-like construction of buildings and human beings reduced to machines and
completely ignores the development of an industrial society, Stiibben is more aware of the
importance of new technology in the city, but he too is uninterested in the actual industrial
sectors of the city. Stubben’s conception of city building is, however, wider in scope that
that of Sitte. Its object is
all these building constructions ... whose purpose it is, on the one hand, 
to make possible the provision of appropriate dwellings and workplaces 
for city dwellers, their interaction with one another and movement out 
o f the city, on the other, to make possible for the communality the 
provision of built structures for administration, religious service, 
education, art and science, traffic and other public purposes.62
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In other words, it creates the spatial preconditions for ‘citizens’ dwelling, city transport... 
public facilities’ - dwelling, working, moving (transport), communal public activities. At the 
conclusion of his extensive study, Stiibben seeks to expand upon the tasks and scope of city 
building further:
Stadtebau is not merely the totality of those constructions that 
make possible dwellings for the city population, and transport as 
well as for the communality the provision of public buildings;
Stadtebau creates not merely the ground and the framework for 
the development of individual building activity: rather, at the 
same time, it is a comprehensive social activity for the physical 
and mental welfare of the citizenry; it is the fundamental, 
practical, public hygiene; it is the cradle, the clothing, the 
adornment of the city.63
It is not the last of these which Stiibben emphasizes here but rather the social goal of city
planning whose ‘creations are as much for the poor as they are for the rich’. City planning
participates in ‘equalizing justice, a co-operation in the removal of social grievances and
thereby an influential co-operation in social appeasement and welfare’.64
This ethical and technical project is one which distinguishes Stubben’s (and
Baumeister’s) position on city planning from the aesthetic concerns of Sitte. Stubben’s
study is to be distinguished further by its focus upon modem city examples (if not a surfeit
of them) and their greater international distribution. The technical orientation to the city
and its whole necessary infrastructure is further accompanied often by socio-economic
reflections. Thus, the opening section on housing distinguishes between individual family
houses and multioccupancy apartment blocks and their distribution in Europe. The rental
apartment block offers ‘all too often a barrack-like uniformity’, at best ‘an enormous
illusory monumentally’. But unlike Sitte, for whom this artistic effect is paramount,
Stubben’s emphasis is upon the socio-economic foundation of such a structure:
The rented apartment block, above all else, fulfils the purpose of 
financial investments, resting upon the housing needs of others; 
its task is to extract the highest possible rent as is made obvious 
by the name “interest generating house ‘TZinshausl. ... The rented
Il l
apartment block changes its inhabitants and its owners just like 
the commodity its owners; it has no intimate or one could say 
inner relationship to its inhabitants. It must suit everyone, deny 
all uniqueness. The inhabitants do not love their house; they only 
take care of the part used by themselves. The entrance hall, the 
stairway are really an appendage of the public street and, as a 
rule, open to anyone.65
In terms of the development of modem society, Stiibben views the extent to which this 
mode of living (with 63 persons on average in such a house in Vienna and Berlin) to be ‘a 
sad shadowside of our civilisation’. Unlike many of his contemporaries, Stiibben is 
concerned with all modes of accommodation for all social strata - a concern that is not 
always reflected in the architecture journals of the 1890’s and in the period up to the First 
World War.66
In the debate on city planning in the early 1890’s, it was Stubben’s alleged emphasis 
upon city traffic which disturbed his opponents, summarised in the statement that ‘like 
country roads, city streets are in the first instance traffic routes; only in the second instance 
do they serve the extension of buildings’.67 The density of traffic serves to condition where 
the best commercial opportunities are located and increases the likelihood of substitution of 
commercial premises for dwellings. This ‘density of traffic on a city street is not fortuitous 
or arbitrary but rather a direct consequence of its position in the city plan’ and is less 
affected by the structures along it than those such as bridges, gates, etc. that influence the 
flow of traffic. Traffic is a dynamic factor in the city, as is its focal point ‘which is not 
something spatially fixed and unmoving’.68 Although at the centre of many cities the focal 
point of traffic is the ‘city’ itself, in some (such as Paris, Cologne, Budapest and Vienna) 
circular traffic on its ring street and sometimes inner ring street is also dense. It is circular 
traffic which was to exercise both Stiibben, Wagner and others in their plans for the 
regulation of Vienna in 1893/94.
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Stiibben is also concerned with the interaction between public buildings and
monuments and the circulation of traffic, beyond the ‘fully jammed narrow main streets and
dead adjacent streets’ found in many cities. The location of public buildings and
monuments should be governed by two considerations - ‘considerations of functional
appropriateness and considerations of beauty’:
Functional appropriateness \Zweckmassigkeitl requires easy 
access, ready locatability, much light and air. Beauty requires a 
distinctive location in comparison to the neighbouring structures 
and an artistically effective position in the whole section of the 
city. It is almost always the case that considerations of functional 
appropriateness and beauty mutually support one another; they 
seldom stand in contradiction to one another’.69
This issue is disputed by Sitte, Henrici and others and raised in a somewhat different
manner subsequently by Wagner.
What cannot be disputed is Stubben’s concern throughout his extensive 
comparative study with both utility and beauty, a concern which extends to 'all the 
metropolitan infrastructure down to its drainage, lighting, signposting systems as well as 
public toilets, advertising hordings, trees and plants, telegraph wire systems, etc. The 
comparative approach to all of these dimensions does not lead Stiibben, as some of his 
contemporaries approached city planning, to favour their own nation’s solutions to any or 
all of the issues. Rather, Stiibben sought to extend the new discipline beyond ‘street 
pavements and the building alignment line’ to the form ‘which the city offers to our gaze 
and which is represented for friends of humanity alike as one of the noblest works for the 
well being of fellow human beings’.70
An indication of the fact that Stubben’s Stadtebau volume was not merely a 
compendium of planning and building practices is the debate between Stiibben and Henrici 
that succeeded its publication. Most commonly interpreted and subsumed under the title of 
one of the articles in this debate ‘Straight or Curved Streets’, its actual context is wider
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since the confrontation between Stiibben and Henrici is also a debate with Sitte. However, 
this debate on modem city planning and preservation of artistic effect in city squares is, in 
turn, not a new debate in the early 1890ls.
Rather, the discussion, as far as one of its participants, Stiibben, is concerned, may
be traced back to the 1870’s. Taking up a then current debate in Brussels on the
realignment of the medieval street Marche-aux-Poulets and the defence of its existing
irregularity by the architect Beyaert, Stubben’s article ‘Straight or Curved Streets?’
(1877),77 whilst recognising the virtues of the curved street, defends the straight line of the
modem system of planning so long as it is aesthetically - as well as functionally - effective.
He concludes his argument by citing from - and recommending - the statement by the
Association of Austrian Engineers and Architects in the same year (from their ‘Statement
on the Future Building Development of Vienna’) that
‘No small sacrifice is created by builders and local authorities by 
the judgment that streets must always be straight. There can be 
no question that straight streets are most appropriate for traffic 
and that without specific grounds one should not deviate from the 
straight line. But in old parts of the city further to require a 
shortest traffic line or even in order to avoid steeper gradients, it 
is often much more practical to lay out the outline of the street in 
broken lines or curves than to insist upon a straight street; 
aesthetic considerations, which in such cases should largely be 
preserved, certainly do not stand in the way of such a 
beginning’.72
This early statement, to which Stiibben concurs, should be bom in mind in the subsequent 
debate.
This applies also to Stubben’s article ‘On the Construction of Public Squares’ (in 
the same place and year)73 which insist that ‘we are justified in requiring that the setting, 
the size, the structure and the division of squares should correspond equally to the three 
essential demands of functional appropriateness rZweckmassigkeitl. health and beauty’.74 
This early article, much of which in revised form is incorporated into his Per Stadtebau in
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1890 also contains an interesting reflection on the relation between outside and inside
structures - a theme which Colomina has associated with much later deliberations by Loos
and Corbusier.75 Stiibben seeks to classify squares in a manner that he more fully developed
later. Stiibben compares the forms of the square with rooms in a house:
Just as the different kinds of construction of squares with respect 
to their determination and location allow themselves to be 
compared in an appropriate manner with the room of a house, the 
traffic square with the vestibule, the market square with the 
office, the architectonic square with the ballroom or the drawing 
room, the English square, finally, with the bedroom or the 
secluded'family chamber, so this comparison equates almost 
completely with respect to the dimensions of size. The claim to 
the largest dimensions, accordingly, go to the architectonic and 
traffic squares, English and market squares require less space. In 
the case of the latter this should not be forgotten since on too 
large a market square the buyers feel themselves isolated and the 
public’s desire to buy is not executed; it is indeed a specific
confinement that is a necessary attribute of busy market
transactions. Just as the salon must stand in a correct relationship 
to its decor so the size of the architectonic square must stand in 
relation to the buildings upon it or around it.76
This analogy illuminates Stubben’s conception of the city in his Stadtebau volume in which
the whole infrastructure of the city corresponds to the furniture not merely of the streets
but also to a building. In this particular instance, his reading of the space of the square -
and its economic dimension - is clearly a different one from Sitte’s reading of space and
squares. More generally it is true that the city is a constellation of features and signs that
Stiibben reads seeks to order and read.
The debate surrounding Sitte’s and Stubben’s volumes, however, focus more 
narrowly upon streets and squares in the first instance. The starting point is Henrici’s 1891 
review of Stubben’s Per Stadtebau77 which he views as a work which does not represent 
‘something totally new’ but rather what has been observed as new in the last decade. In 
particular, Henrici juxtaposes Stubben’s technical standpoint with Sitte’s artistic 
standpoint, with Henrici’s assertion that ‘our present day architecture strives towards the
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picturesque fdem MalerischenT.78 Significantly - for the future - Henrici laments the 
modem urban planning system’s preference for the ‘unGennan’: ‘Is it really necessary that 
this striving, derived from the primal German essence and directed towards the picturesque 
square must make way for the unGerman. Italian or French type, because the latter adapts 
better to the equally unGerman modem system of ‘city planning?’ The attempt to preserve 
the original beautiful squares and streets should, of course not merely copy them in new 
constructs for it is impossible to copy such old originals. Rather this striving for copying 
the old is precisely what is recommended by modem city planning ‘with its classifications 
and with its squares and street figuration by means of circles and lines’.79 But Henrici sees 
the major defect of the modem system in the identification of streets with traffic flows. 
The linear grid crossing systems proposed by the modem system create significant loss of 
time at major intersections, thus contradicting the view that the straight line is the shortest 
way between two points since, such crossings are ‘conceptual [reflektiert] and unnatural. 
arbitrary’.80 Henrici therefore favours other solutions including curved streets and indirect 
linear street crossing.
Indeed, Henrici sees the straight street as associated in the modem system with
‘individual public buildings in a parade’ and parallel housing rows. Instead, the location of
public buildings should be interspersed with dwellings since it is from there that one should
be able to appreciate and achieve the beautiful perspective. However,
The average public is in fact alienated from the artistic vision and 
at present finds complete satisfaction for the enjoyment of a 
cityscape in the richly bedecked shop display windows, above 
whose huge reflecting glass the monumental facades swirl in the 
air and in the attire which on foot, in the coach or on horseback 
rush by and are reflected in the glass windows. But should one 
concede that this is a justified and justifiable taste?81
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Henrici’s intention is to educate the public in its artistic taste, but not by the adoption of 
foreign model such as Stiibben’s praise for Parisian points de vue but rather ‘by taking up 
again genuine, old, primal German [Urdeutsch]’ examples.
Stiibben rejects this identification of straight streets, and street crossing with 
modem city planning systems and their opposition to the old with a corresponding 
identification of curved streets and the avoidance of street crossings as the model for a 
‘genuine old primal German type’.82 Stiibben deconstructs the ‘modem city planning 
system’ which Henrici seems to abhor by pointing out, firstly, that his own Stadtebau 
volume drew on many historical and contemporary instances of good practice from many 
countries and, secondly, that ‘in my view, city planning in the last thirty years has still not 
been incorporated into a completed “system” .’83 The juxtaposition of this ‘unGerman’ 
system with the curved street as ‘primal German’ is illusory insofar as there are countless 
instances of ‘unregulated curving and crossing’ systems in French and Italian cities. 
Stiibben further notes that he himself discussed the distinction between straight and curved 
streets almost two decades earlier and certainly, more recently took account of valuable 
elements in Sitte’s study of city planning. In this respect, contrary to Henrici’s rigid 
opposition between the (old) artistic and the (new) modem system, Stiibben insists that city 
planning should be concerned with the reconciliation of the demands of traffic and of ‘the 
naked acquisitive interest’ with aesthetic interests.
With respect to this aesthetic interest, Stiibben argues that the fact that many 
medieval churches, town halls and the like were built on irregular plans cannot be adduced 
as a reason to follow the principle of irregularity in modem constructions in order to 
produce an artistic effect. Indeed, both modem life and modem technology no longer allow 
a true imitation of old city layouts’, and on public health grounds such crooked and 
irregular arrangements should not be favoured. Thus, although artistic considerations
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should be increasingly taken into account, ‘aesthetic “reflection”, and artistic temper
unfortunately have no right of precedence over consideration of technical traffic factors,
economic and health considerations’.84 We must recognise that
A city building plan is not just an ideal work of art but rather is 
something which decides upon important economic questions, 
upon mine and yours, upon the future welfare of many 
inhabitants.85
It has to comply with many building regulations, rules for loss compensation and many 
other factors.
Henrici’s reply to Stiibben, ‘Individualism in City Planning’ (1891)86 returns to the 
modem city planning system’s one-sided privileging of traffic interests, which in turn create 
traffic problems by favouring direct or unmediated street crossings. This arises out of ‘the 
modem mode of building cities [which], as I believe, does not really connect with historical 
traditions. It commences, in accordance with the new establishment of normal street 
widths, with the primitive rectangular or chessboard scheme’.87 In contrast to this system, 
Henrici detects the emergence of a new current based upon ‘a healthy individualism’, not in 
the sense of the planner’s or architect’s personal qualities being displayed in a city plan, but 
rather that ‘individualisation must be appropriate to the distinctive features of the place that 
is to be built upon’.88 It therefore follows that there can be no single universally valid 
system or scheme for this approach, but merely that account be taken of traffic, building or 
dwelling and beauty. Of these three it is the building dimension that ‘represents the bodily 
element of the whole city sector, the flesh which with the healthy content and in a beautiful 
form, is to produce the street. In contrast, streets - without building - in themselves form 
merely surfaces without content’.89 The variations in street formation should include 
irregularities and deviations from the rigid chessboard system.
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Henrici addresses the effect of ring roads in this context. Although without specific
reference to the Vienna Ringstrasse, his reflections are revealing. For him,
Ring roads are also mostly to be seen as auxilliary lines 
rNebenlinienl. and will probably only exceptionally and for only 
part of their length bear continuous commercial traffic. In most 
instances they are especially appropriate as promenade 
installations, because they bring with them, as one goes round 
them, rapidly changing images and impressions. Such promenade 
ring roads are largely walked upon or travelled upon by persons 
who have a great deal of time.90
The early images of the Vienna Ringstrasse and guide book accounts suggests that at least
significant sections of the street were viewed as for the purposes of the promenade, for
refined flanerie.91 Henrici’s concern here, however, is to argue for greater differentiation of
streets, for the dispersal of public buildings instead of their concentrations, for greater
individualism in city planning. To much of this Stiibben concurs since
It is indeed better to take into account some individual 
weaknesses and errors than to give over the formation of the city 
to schematism. Since the much repeated critique of the boring 
and barren nature of modem city areas is often only too true, so it 
is urgently to be desired that artistically trained colleagues 
concern themselves more than previously with the questions of 
city planning.92
But, once more, Stiibben defends his claim that his own Stadtebau volume reflected diverse 
demands upon city planning and did not forward a single modem system.
The debate took a somewhat different turn two years later in Henrici’s ‘Boring and 
amusing streets’, rLaneweilige und kurzweilige Strassenl.93 in which he terms a street 
‘boring if the wanderer along it gets the impression that the route is longer than it actually 
is; I term it amusing if the reverse is the case’.94 Henrici’s objection here is to the 
perspective of the straight street, his argument being that the more, one sees of the 
continuous ground surface and walls of the street the more boring will a street be. The 
more a street is denied the endless perspective, by giving it curves for example, the more
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changes of perspective are available and the more interesting it will be. In terms of 
landscape the difference is between two hours walking along a flat poplar avenue and two 
hours in the hills. Between the boring and the amusing street is the ‘normal’ street which 
has breaks in its walls and does not deceive as to its true length. Even the long straight 
street may be broken up by artificial means, such as planting of bushes and trees in the 
middle, lanterns or introducing curves into the street. The deliberate intervention of city 
planners gives the opportunity to reduce the amount of fortuitousness, which Henrici views 
as having had a more deleterious than beneficial effect with regard to the beauty of cities.
Stiibben’s reply ‘On the beautiful formation of urban streets’95 again points out that,
though coming from a different standpoint and based upon other foundations, he had
already indicated the beneficial effect of concave lines in streets and squares as preventing
boredom on the part of the wanderer and encouraging a changing perspective. But rather
than be preoccupied with introducing details to produce distractions, Stiibben insists that
the problem goes much deeper if we recognise that
Major traffic arteries are unavoidable in our times. It is our 
modem task to construct them in an artistically beautiful manner, 
a task that is perhaps more difficult but nonetheless equally 
important as the designing of an artistic detail according to 
models from previous centuries.96
The latter procedure hardly addresses the real problems faced by metropolitan traffic and 
the attempt to cater for it in an aesthetically appealing manner.
Although this debate continues further into the decade, it should already be 
apparent that at the heart of this debate lie different conceptions of metropolitan existence, 
even though a preoccupation by both parties with perspective in streets and a somewhat 
limited conception of urban space is evident. Further, Stiibben, in his contributions to this 
debate, does not draw out the fuller significance of traffic that is to be found in his
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Stadtebau volume and certainly to be extrapolated from it. The discussion of traffic 
rVerkehrl in its broadest sense involves the circulation of goods, mobile entities and 
individuals in a manner that is not merely increasing in density but also accelerating in 
speed in some instances.97 But, in addition, the facilitation of urban traffic requires a 
massive investment in and creation of a material culture for such transportation. It is not 
merely a matter of streets and squares and their configuration but the whole range of 
material artefacts that accompany traffic flows which Stiibben’s volume explores in 
meticulous detail: street signs, bridges, viaducts, vegetation planted along streets, 
advertising boards and columns, street lighting system, needs of those circulating such as 
public lavatories, street car stands, railway stations, and so on. All these are proliferating in 
the second half of the nineteenth century. Many of them are new and requiring 
classification for use. In part, this is Stiibben’s concern. It is a project which has crucially 
influenced our modes of metropolitan experience, and the space of the city with its urban 
furniture.
The impact of some of this debate, in turn, may be seen upon submissions and 
discussion of the plans for the General Regulation of Vienna. As Renate Schweitzer has 
demonstrated, ‘Stiibben’s compendium was ... totally oriented toward practical concerns 
and was thus widely received in professional circles. Individual design elements, such as, 
amongst others, examples for street crossings and laying down of squares were often 
copied, also in the Vienna General Regulation Plan’98 of 1894. Schweitzer also indicates 
that amongst the prominent issues on the debate between Stiibben and Henrici ‘the 
aesthetic superiority of “curved” over “straight” streets attributed to Sitte - [it was] more 
the influence of Stiibben that was evident in the General Regulation Plan ... . In the
Viennese General Regulation Plan it appears that Stiibben’s line of argument was to a large 
extent followed, since “curved” streets of any significant number were only planned in the
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hilly western border areas, whereas in the less strongly contoured southern area due for 
extension and in the flat areas on the left bank of the Danube predominantly straight streets 
were envisaged’.99 Thus, this seemingly obtuse debate had a real impact upon the ‘new’ 
Vienna of the 1890s.
V
When Feldegg announced in 1895 in the first article of the first issue of Per 
Architekt that Vienna was experiencing a second Renaissance, what he had in mind was a 
distinction between the development of the Ringstrasse zone from 1860 to 1890 as the first 
Renaissance and the new expansion of the city in the 1890s.100 His comparison was 
accompanied by the insight that ‘whereas the first Viennese Renaissance with its major 
palace constructions had a fundamental aristocratic trait, the second Viennese Renaissance, 
with its predominantly utilitarian constructions fNutzbautenl. reveals a democratic trait’. 
Feldegg characterizes the first Renaissance as one in which major individual structures, ‘the 
individual monumental works’, were built, where the second Renaissance must produce 
(by implication, collective) ‘complexes of buildings’.
For the moment, Feldegg’s recognition that both the first and second Renaissance 
were associated with plans for city expansion (in the first case beyond the inner wall, in the 
second the outer line wall of the city) must be more fully examined. The Ringstrasse 
development resulted from the Imperial Decree of 1857 to remove the medieval 
fortifications and in 1858 from the competition for its design. The often varied plans for 
the Ringstrasse envisaged a major ring avenue around the old city, the Danube riverside 
development along the Franz Josefs-Kai, an outer circle road to take extra traffic, the 
construction of a series of monuments along the main ring avenue, but little original
planning for large park developments and even less consideration given to the remodelling 
of the old city \l Bezirkl. The development of the Ringstrasse zone commenced with 
demolition of part of the fortifications in 1858. By 1890 the Ringstrasse development was 
complete with one significant exception.101 As Wolfgang Mayer points out ‘only the 
Stubenviertel with its Franz-Josef Barracks built between 1854-57 was first constructed 
after the turn of the century. Despite criticism ... it [the Ringstrassel was also copied by 
many cities such as Augsburg (1862), Stettin (1873), Mainz (1875), Cologne (1881) and 
Danzig (1895)’.102
Although the Ringstrasse development commenced during Baron Haussmann’s 
reconstruction of central Paris, and became recognized as one of the most significant urban 
reconstruction alongside Parisian developments, there were important differences. The 
Ringstrasse emerged out of a major architectural competition (as would later be the case 
with the second extension of the city in the 1890’s). In contrast to Haussmann’s grand 
boulevards which literally carved a straight line through sections of the old city, the 
Ringstrasse was horseshoe shaped or, more accurately sectagonal.(I.27) The full circle or 
ring was never fully completed architecturally, since the section adjoining the Danube canal 
failed to be developed in such a way as to form a harmonious part of the Ringstrasse itself. 
Unlike Haussmann’s boulevards, there was no single perspective along the whole 
Ringstrasse; rather, there were sections of the Ringstrasse with their own perspective and, 
socially, different publics who inhabited or enjoyed these sections. In contrast to 
Haussmann’s system, the Vienna development emphasized along some of its major sections 
an assemblage of monumental buildings in open spaces many of which were set back from 
the Ringstrasse. But like Haussmann’s plans, the Ringstrasse decisively influenced the 
future shape of the inner city with the old city cut off by the Ring from its surroundings, 
and had a crucial effect upon succeeding debates on the future of the city, either in the
Stadtptan der Wiener RingstraBe, 1914
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sense of outstanding areas not yet fully developed (notably the Stubenviertel and adjacent 
to the Ringstrasse zone the Karlsplatz), or, more generally in circular conceptions of the 
expanding city of the future.103
The major monumental structures located around the Ring104 (1.28,29,30) 
comprised the Arsenal (pre-Ringstrasse), the Military Museum (designed by Forster and 
Hansen in Moorish/Lombardy style), the Votivkirche (designed by Ferstel in French Gothic 
style), the University (designed by Ferstel in Renaissance style), the Town Hall (designed 
by Schmidt in Gothic style), the Burgtheater (designed by Hasenauer and Semper in 
Renaissance style), the extensions to the Imperial Palace (designed in various periods by 
Hasenauer, Semper, Ohmann and Baumann in Renaissance, Baroque and Imperial styles), 
the Parliament (designed by Hansen in Greek style) the Museums (designed by Hasenauer 
in Renaissance style), the Opera House (designed by van der Null and von Siccardsburg in 
Renaissance style), the Heinrichshof opposite the Opera - the most monumental of the 
Wohnhauser along the Ring - (designed by Hasenauer), the Academy of Fine Art (designed 
by Hansen in Renaissance style and set back from the Ring), the City Park, The Academy 
of Applied Arts (designed by Ferstel in Renaissance style), and the Military Barracks 
replaced in part in the first decade of the twentieth century by the Ministry of War 
(designed by Baumann in Baroque style) and, during the second Renaissance and set back 
from the Ringstrasse, the only Modem structure from this later period the Post Office 
Savings Bank (designed by Wagner in Modem style). The original start and finishing 
points of the Ringstrasse testified to a huge military presence in Vienna. The subjugation 
of the Revolution of 1848 left a legacy of fear of revolution in Vienna and elsewhere which 
manifested itself in extensive militarisation of what was still a quasi-feudal and relatively 
slowly developing industrial capitalist society. Further extensive military forces were 
located adjacent to the major railway stations.
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What is missing from the list of monumental structures along the Ringstrasse are 
building types which contemporaries saw as a manifestation of modernity. Notably amongst 
these are railway stations and department stores. None were situated on the Ringstrasse 
and none are located there even today. The most dramatically visible railway station - 
albeit the city railway - was to be Wagner’s Karlsplatz station in 1898, but this was not 
actually on the Ring although part of the Ringstrasse zone. Similarly, there is no building in 
the much debated ‘modem’ style completed on the Ring except Wagner’s Post Office 
Savings Bank - and this too is set back from the actual Ring. Symbolically it is located 
opposite Baumann’s Ministry of War building, which is on the Ring itself.
The whole Ringstrasse is sometimes referred to as a monumental 
Gesamtkunstwerk. Although it has become not uncommon to view a street as a work of 
art, or even a total work of art, the common features of the Ringstrasse are 
counterbalanced by features suggestive of differentiation. The case for the Ringstrasse as a 
Gesamtkunstwerk - predating that with which the concept is more often associated, the 
Jugendstil house, whose every element both externally and internally is in aesthetic 
harmony - is that it is a Historicist constellation of structures. As Schorske argues, the 
visual impact of the transformation of the city, given its concentration, was greater than 
that of any other major city at the time, creating the impression on the Ringstrasse of the 
massively new.105 What is also true is that the Ringstrasse zone - and not merely the street 
- came to dominate architectural consciousness for several decades, and especially a 
longing for monumentality.106 The Ringstrasse has also dominated historical research on 
Vienna to the extent of neglecting other developments outside the zone. To some of its 
contemporaries, such as Sitte, the Ringstrasse development was seen, despite some 
criticisms, as a largely felicitous achievement, substantial evidence of the artistic effect of 
planning and architecture, of the beautification of the cityscape.
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However, the Ringstrasse as symbol and indeed realisation of Vienna’s First 
Renaissance (to which incidentally Wagner made significant contributions) ,107 and as a 
Gesamtkunstwerk requires further analysis. Feldegg’s identification of the Ringstrasse with 
an aristocratic impulse is partly correct insofar as its monuments are directly or indirectly 
architectural and social representations of the domination of state institutions control of 
which remained aristocratic and bourgeois. The forms of leisure enjoyed within this 
dominant culture (theatre and opera) were the subject of state censorship. The local state 
was represented in the town hall, the imperial state in its Imperial palace, its military 
presence and in its parliament which can hardly be said in turn to have fully represented the 
Empire, either nationally or socially. The university was and remains a state institution in 
which its permanent academics were and are civil servants. Only the stock exchange stands 
as a capitalist monument, through even here, as Benjamin pointed out, ‘the stock exchange 
can represent anything’.108 A culture dominated by the aristocracy (and monarchy), the 
church (a state religion) and, very much in third place an emergent bourgeoisie, placed its 
emphasis upon the first two of these groupings - for the bourgeoisie had not proved 
unequivocally reliable in the Revolutions of 1848 (and nor had some of its architect 
participants such as Semper).
The differentiation of the Ringstrasse with respect to the diverse Historicist styles of 
its major monuments represents one dimension of its contradictory constellation. Socially, 
the extensive studies of the Ringstrasse by Elizabeth Lichtenberger and others (and this is 
by far the most researched street in Vienna, if not in any European capital) reveal that 
different sections of the street zone were populated by specific social and economic 
interests. The Ringstrasse viewed from above (the bird’s eye perspective), and at a 
distance, may be seen as a totality but it does not express all the social groupings of society 
to the same extent in the cultural context of Vienna. As a symbol of the ‘first’ ‘new’ Vienna
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and as the focal point of the capital of the Austro-Hungarian Empire - the largest land 
empire in Europe outside Russia with over a dozen different languages and ethnic/national 
groupings within it - the representation of the Empire posed specific problems.109 In the 
context of what Hobsbawm has called ‘the invention of tradition’,110 which traditions and 
whose traditions were to be represented was problematical with respect to contemporary 
Vienna. Perhaps this made the sometimes extravagant and varied recourse to monumental 
Historicism all the more necessary (in the confines of a single street) since recourse to past 
traditions/styles could give expression to specific building types and avoid reference to the 
present and the future. (How contentious this ‘invention of tradition’ was is indicated by 
the Hungarian Parliament where, with the establishment of the Dual Monarchy after 1867, 
Budapest’s architectural representatives were often deliberately at odds with those in 
Vienna. The successful Parliament building project design in Budapest was thoroughly 
neo-Gothic - like the British Houses of Parliament - and deliberately not Greek as in 
Vienna).
Thus, the Ringstrasse as a total work of art even at its inception was problematical, 
not least in the context of an accelerating process of modernisation that is accompanied by 
increased economic, social and political differentiation. Under the circumstances, the 
architecture of the Ringstrasse zone, unlike the often aesthetically unappealing suburbs, 
could, as Schorske puts it, be ‘screened in the decent draperies of preindustrial artistic 
styles’111 but could hardly be said to represent fully this process of modernisation. Hence, 
both the monumental building types and their preindustrial stylistic cladding served to mask 
modernisation rather than display it. And, for the reasons described above, the creation of 
what Benedict Anderson - with reference to nationalism but applicable to other forms of 
representation of the state - has termed ‘the imagined community’112 was a flawed project 
in such an ethnically and linguistically divided empire. Most of all, the not infrequent calls
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for a national style begged the obvious question as to which nation was to be represented in 
a particular style.
But the Ringstrasse zone on either side of the actual street was the site of a huge 
expansion of dwellings for the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie, high state officials and higher 
professionals (including architects). Wagner himself lived in most of the buildings which he 
constructed in this zone (a practice not always favoured then or subsequently by 
architects). The prospects for urban capital accumulation in the Ringstrasse zone itself 
were immense, not least since highly favourable tax advantages were provided in the early 
years and, after the 1873 financial crash, in order to stimulate a continuous building 
programme. Within the zone, highly profitable court blocks were built (the new Hofe) as 
well as representatives of Vienna’s dominant building type in this zone, the Nobelmiethaus. 
the Zinshauser. Miethauser and the Wohn-und Geschaftshauser. The commercial and 
residential blocks could be quite differentiated structures as far as the profit differentials 
from their various floor levels were concerned. Again, the Ringstrasse as a street may have 
been a spectacle for those who promenaded along some of its favoured sections but it was 
not the monuments along it which were the actual dominant building type in the 
Ringstrasse zone - the interest bearing apartment and commercial block was the dominant 
building type. Outside the Ringstrasse zone, and away from the centre it was ‘Miethauser 
in the form of Zinskasemen’113 - rented apartment blocks as interest bearing dwelling 
barracks - which contemporaries recognized as an expanding building type.
The domination of this particular building type and its variants was not a foregone 
conclusion and did not, even in the first years of the Ringstrasse development, go 
unchallenged. As Klaus Eggert has demonstrated, there was already in 1860 a proposal by 
Eitelberger and Ferstel for an alternative to the rented apartment block.114 They maintained 
that this structure was characterised by countless windows destroying the mass effect of the
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outer wall, maximization of number of rooms and neglect of auxilliary rooms and 
minimalization of space in the rooms. Their alternative (having travelled in England, 
Holland and Belgium) was the family house. Its positive features were the claim to 
individuality, for ‘one’s own possession, one’s own house is the palladium of the family’.115 
Not only would the family house avoid the worst excesses of endless apartment blocks but 
also ‘this enclosed nature of the private dwelling is not merely an aesthetic requirement in 
order to distinguish private houses from all types of public buildings but it is also a moral 
requirement ... of their own accord there emerges there in dwelling the separation of the 
sexes, the separation of domestic servants from members of the family, the parlour and 
drawing room from the actual living room ... It is equally necessary that ... in an 
appropriate manner the work rooms are connected to the living rooms’.116 Such arguments 
for the family house, later supported by Trzeschtik and others, was opposed by Fellner 
(senior) on the grounds that the apartment block in Vienna, despite the speculation 
associated with such studies, could fulfil all the requirements of Eitelberger and Ferstel.
In the event, it was the rented apartment block which became the dominant 
dwelling type, not merely in the Ringstrasse zone but in the adjacent districts too. The 
experimentation with cottage developments was confined to a few areas (such as Wahring 
from 1873 onwards as a result of Ferstel’s initiative and the Turkenschanzpark 
development in the 1880s) and the villa districts remained very much in the prosperous 
suburban areas. Indeed, the various projects in this first enlargement of the city paid little 
attention to the suburban areas of Vienna. In the outlying districts away from the 
bourgeois dwellings the utilitarian structures for an emergent industrialization of Vienna - 
factories, power stations for gas, slaughter houses, storage buildings and the like117 - were 
located with little concern for city planning norms. Nor were they to be especially 
highlighted in the plans for the second extension of Vienna in the early 1890s. For its part,
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the original old city was designated for incursions as a result of the Ringstrasse 
development and the widening of streets in some areas. But in general, the inner core of 
the city did not experience a dramatic increase in new buildings, with few exceptions until 
the mid-1890s and, after 1900, with the completion of the last section of the Ringstrasse in 
the Stubenviertel (1.31).
In the old inner city, its commercial development was increasingly at the expense of
dwelling space both horizontally and vertically (the expansion of commercial space to the
second and even third floor of buildings. According to Lichtenberger,118 the solution to
this particular problem was the creation of a new building type in the period of high
Historicism (1870-1890) which resolved the tension between space for commerce and
space for dwellings:
In fact it was not until in the period of high Historicism that this 
ambivalence of the inner city house was taken into account by 
architects themselves and the new building type of the dwelling 
and commercial building fWohn-und Geschaftshausl was created.
Its first instance is to be found in the Kamtnerstrasse from the late 
1870’s and early 1880s.
The vertical division of the elegant rented apartment block 
rNobelmiethausl in which, above the ground floor, the raised 
ground floor and mezzanine were to be found before the actual 
first floor, the elegant floor, was now reproduced in the dual 
separation of the dwelling and commercial house in a lower part 
serving commercial purposes and an upper part originally at heart 
reserved for dwelling purposes. Viewed from outside both were 
distinguished mostly by a horizontal cornicing and markedly 
elevated part and already also by the fact that in the commercial 
part glass fronts replaced the masonry and only small masonry 
pillars remained. Steel girder constructions made this building 
method possible. Several individual variations existed, although 
in general two or three storeys were reserved as the commercial 
section from the upper dwelling section. In particular instances 
there was also a tripartite architectonic separation of commercial 
tract, office tract and dwelling tract.119
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Once established, this new building type was no longer confined to the inner city but spread 
to other districts where appropriate. As we shall see, this building type together with 
variations on the rented apartment block were to be especially emphasized by Wagner, 
whose students were trained in their first year of architectural study to develop designs for 
such types. As Lichtenberger comments, it was ‘Jueendstil in particular [which] created 
extraordinarily interesting architectonic solutions and in no period since the Baroque in the 
inner city is the kind of individual building to be found as in the decade before the First 
World War’.120 (X .'SO
The whole development of the Ringstrasse zone up to 1890 has been seen as ‘a 
Gesamtkunstwerk (total work of art), a glittering via triumphalis symbolic of the capital. 
No longer was any distinction drawn between Inner City and suburbs, the whole being now 
divided into nine districts, excluding, however, the outer suburbs’.121 Although this 
judgment has been questioned, for many contemporaries this was already the ‘new Vienna’. 
This was the view of the editor of the then leading architecture journal in Vienna, 
Kostlin,122 who in an extensive article written in the autumn of 1883 praised recent 
Ringstrasse developments and the building activity in the western suburbs ‘which already 
now excel the city almost in new building activities’ which will in turn only be accelerated 
by the introduction of the city railway (in fact this did not occur until over a decade later). 
In a subsequent article on ‘Our New-Vienna’ in 1885,123 Kostlin recognizes that the rapid 
level of social, political and economic development prevents the emergence of a specifically 
‘national’ style such as the Baroque in Vienna. Somewhat prophetically Kostlin maintained 
that ‘the final resulting building style of the nineteenth century will be a different one, a new 
one and, despite the paroxysm of nationalities will not be a national one; it will be formed 
out of the giant constructive advances which the new building material of the nineteenth 
century has brought us, “iron” .’124 This will be ‘the modem Renaissance’, ‘a specific new
VsfoV\v\ - iaaaA o \ CLf^WiV■yU)<tytt* C
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Vienna style’, ‘a specific Viennese modem Renaissance’.125 For the present, however, 
Kostlin denounces the artificial palace architecture of both exterior and interior. But by 
1890 Kostlin’s regular review of architectural developments in Vienna came to focus upon 
the creation of another ‘new-Vienna’ - ‘Gross Wien’.126 which means ‘a second, spatially 
and materially much more significant enlargement of the city of Vienna’, an expanding, 
unmeasured extension outwards’.127 This second expansion of the city would require a 
regulation of development in the new and old areas. This extension of Vienna into a 
Greater Vienna was, thus, both the second new Vienna and the foundation for a second 
Renaissance. The Greater Vienna concept was already two decades ahead of Berlin, even 
though the latter had already dramatically exceeded Vienna in population expansion. When 
‘Gross-Berlin’ was created in 1910 (and expanded still further in 1920), Wagner’s Die 
Grossstadt of 1911 may perhaps be seen as a response from a city that had long been 
overtaken in reality as the dynamic capital of central and middle Europe.
VI
What were the major features of this second extension or enlargement of Vienna? 
Despite the somewhat uneven economic development during the previous two decades, and 
because of the effects of the agrarian depression in many areas of the Empire, the migration 
to Vienna had been significantly increasing.128 In turn, this had stimulated building in the 
outer districts of the city (the eleventh to the nineteenth, the twenty first and twenty second 
districts). The incorporation of the outer districts of Vienna in 1890 trebled the physical 
extent of the city from 5,540 hectares to 17,812 hectares. This was to be succeeded by a 
further extension in 1904 by which the city’s physical size extended from 17,812 hectares 
to 27,308 hectares (hence a further 60% enlargement) .129 But in the opinion of many
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contemporaries this was not accompanied by the development of a real world metropolis, 
partly through the lack of adequate transport systems. Alongside the incorporation of 
former outer districts into the city boundaries in 1890, there was a call to regulate building 
in those areas and a call for a General Development Plan for Vienna. In addition, the 
pressing issues of the provision and regulation of transport systems in the enlarged new 
Vienna would have to address the Danube canal and, in particular the provision of a city 
railway system (which included regulation of the Wien river with a view to extending part 
of that railway along it or over it).
The incorporation of Vienna’s former suburbs on 19th December 1890 now divided 
the enlarged metropolis into nineteen districts: I old city, II Leopoldstadt, III Landstrasse, 
IV Wieden, V Margarethen, VI Mariahilf, VII Neubau, VIII Josefstadt, IX Alsergrund, X 
Favoriten, and the new districts of XI Simmering, XII Meidling, XIII Hietzing, XIV 
Rudolfsheim, XV Fiinfhaus, XVI Ottakring, XVII Hemals, XVIII Wahring, and XIX 
Dobling. The first district, the old city around which the Ringstrasse zone had been 
developed was to experience a decline in its population even in the decade from 1890 to 
1900, from 65,750 in 1890 to 58,503 in 1900. In passing it is worth noting that for Vienna 
as a whole the number of military personnel rose in the same period from 22,651 to 26,622, 
(thereby suggesting another interpretation of regulation of the city \ Stadtreeulierungl - 
regulating the citizenry - that was not the result of architectural or city planning intentions 
but social and political ones).
Of greater significance, however, is that in terms of populations in the metropolitan 
districts, the largest numbers by 1900 were in Ottakring with 148,652, Leopoldstadt, 
Landstrasse, and Favoriten.130 Although much of the debate on city planning in the decade 
1890 to 1900 and into the next decade still focused upon areas within the Ringstrasse zone 
(notably the Stubenviertel) or adjacent to it (Karlsplatz), it should again be emphasized that
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the Ringstrasse development (with the exception of the Stubenviertel) was largely 
complete. This meant that new building activity was taking place elsewhere. The 
implications of this for locating the debates on the city are that building activity in the old 
city centre, although often prestigious, was never responsible for the largest proportion of 
new building activity after 1890. The focus upon the Ringstrasse zone, in this respect at 
least, is therefore misleading and neglects the remainder of the city. According to the 
annual building statistics,131 the highest number of new buildings from 1891 to 1895 was in 
the second district, Leopoldstadt, close to the old city. From 1896 to 1904 the highest 
number of new buildings completed were in Hietzing, Leopoldstadt, Favoriten, and 
Simmering. Industrial building was also concentrated in this period in Leopoldstadt, and, 
above all, Favoriten. The major building project in the 1890’s in any way comparable to the 
Ringstrasse development was the city railway (Stadtbahn). Given its unified architectural 
design by Wagner (and with the assistance of his students) it has as great a claim to be a 
Gesamtkunstwerk.
It should not be assumed that the districts outwith the Ringstrasse zone, and not 
merely the city railway project, were without architectural significance despite being 
outside the most obvious areas for representation of the capital and imperial residence city 
in the Empire. Further, aside from the still contentious areas of the Ringstrasse zone, 
discussion in the architectural association at least shifted to new transport systems, 
(including an underground railway), and to the periphery of the city, but noticeably, with 
relatively little discussion of worker housing. The latter is mirrored in the relative paucity 
in designs for mass worker housing in the period up to the First World War, with the 
exception of extensions of plans for cottage estates (which in fact benefited largely lower 
middle class strata). It is also reflected in the near absence of designs amongst Wagner’s 
students in this period (although in the post First World War period, the majority of
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architects working on the new mass housing projects in Vienna were Wagner’s students) 132 
and with very few exceptions in the avant garde journal Per Architekt (where Hubert 
Gessner - a Wagner student - was one of the few to have worker housing designs published 
there) .133
The extension of the city in 1890, as we have seen, did bring about calls for 
regulation of the whole new city, but the issue of mass housing was not required to be 
specifically addressed in the competition for the Development or Regulation Plan for 
Vienna in 1893. Nonetheless, it was of necessity an issue for the new municipality and 
many o f the ‘new districts’, already overstretched by inadequate resources and increasing 
population demands. The relationship between the working population in some of the 
former outer districts and the inner city illuminates the increasing significance of the urban 
circulation process. Whereas the Ringstrasse could be a manifest symbol of circulation of 
individuals and goods, it was in its most elegant sections a venue for leisured circulation 
and refined flanerie. And if, in turn, the Ringstrasse was symbolic of the separation of the 
old city from its adjacent districts, so there was also a real separation formed by the next 
‘ring’ o f the old outer fortification walls (the Linienwall). of the working classes from both 
the lower middle class and prosperous artisan strata in the areas immediately surrounding 
the Ringstrasse zone and the inner city. Again there is revealed here another dimension of 
the inside/outside dichotomy.
As Wolfgang Hosl and Gottfried Pithofer134 argue, this pre-1890 separation of the
working population from the centre and ‘the increasing problem of “wandering” from and
to work in the city’ was dysfunctional for ‘the circulation of capital, urban growth and
(mass) dwelling building’. In the outer non-incorporated districts before 1890 their growth
in relation to ‘inner’ Vienna was characterised by:
disproportionate growth in completely overstretched small urban 
districts; (danger of) slum formation; uncontrollable relationships
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(of registration); disproportionate rapid industrialization, since 
many industries moved into the outer districts because of cheap 
land/raw materials/means of production/labour force; partial 
flight of capital out of Vienna and loss of tax revenue for the city; 
chaotic destruction of nature and endangering of the classical 
aristocratic bourgeois summer resorts as well as the city through 
increasingly polluted streams and rivers; finally a threat too to the 
areas reserve for an ordered future extension of the city (ideally 
the “cottage”) .135
The city extension of 1890 therefore brought with it not merely formal problems of 
city planning and an architectural response to this extension but also new social, political 
and economic problems within the new city boundaries. The ‘circulation’ of the working 
population had to be facilitated by extension of old and provision of new transport systems, 
of which the renewed call for an integrated city railway was symptomatic. But as indicated 
earlier, the provision of mass housing by new means (other than the extension of the 
Zinskasernen), became a growing issue but one that can hardly be said to have been dealt 
with in this or the succeeding decade, except by occasional private and state initiatives.
The causes of the growing crisis in mass housing provision and consequent 
dramatic overcrowding casts an interesting light upon this and other sectors of the building 
industry in Vienna in this period. In his study of housing in Vienna in this period, Peter 
Feldbauer136 concludes that ‘the housing scarcity in the rapidly growing Vienna of the 
nineteenth century was in fact not so much a problem of income or taxation but rather 
predominantly a question of land, building costs and finance’. In the case of the cost of 
land, as Feldbauer points out, ‘in the suburbs and in the outer district areas a maximum of 
12-15% of the building costs of a rented dwelling block could be attributed to acquisition 
of building land’ It is even possible that the costs of land as a proportion of total costs was 
declining since mid century. However, one of the main reasons for the housing scarcity 
was,
compared with other branches of industry and commerce, the 
extremely high costs of production in the building industry ....
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The extraordinarily rapid rise in production costs which increased 
by around 38% along between 1877/78 and 1893/94 and, during 
the inflationary phase of the last pre war years, rose more quickly 
than the prices for all other goods, were directly connected to the 
low organic composition of building capital, or expressed 
differently, with the above average wage costs of the building 
sector, i.e. the absence of industrial modernisation of the building 
trade. It was thus less the material costs than the rising wages of 
building workers which, as a result of the specific organisation 
and technical structure of the building industry, made the 
erection of dwelling blocks more expensive. The most important 
explanations for the retarded modernisation of this branch of the 
economy are the above average strong trade cycle and seasonal 
fluctuational dependency, the lack of elasticity between the 
supply and income available demand in the housing market and, 
between 1848 and 1914, the almost stationary strong 
fragmentation and small-trade structure of the building trade. It 
is worthy of note that the Viennese building trade was still split 
around 1900 into twenty different lines ... Mechanisation and 
serialized production was almost totally absent until the First 
World War, although the appropriate technology was already 
known for some considerable time.137
Although Feldbauer’s argument is with reference to the housing sector, his remarks on the
structure of the building trade and its lack of applied technical advance is applicable more
generally to the building industry as a whole, as is substantiated by other studies of the
building industry in this period.138 The implication of this absence of ‘rationalisation’ - a
term not used in this period - of the building industry is that where major projects were
undertaken, as in the public sector with substantial transport system construction the full
cost would have to be bom with little or no technological cost advantages. Hence there
was an inbuilt tendency to save on production costs since they were relatively inelastic.
The prospects for a new monumental architecture that could compete with the Ringstrasse
development were constrained by the inability to raise substantial funding in the same
manner. The horizontal concentration of the building industry that was especially evident
before the financial crash in 1873 and the effectiveness of the building financing companies
remained weak up to 1914.
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In this respect, the submissions for a General Development Plan for Vienna are 
significant not merely for what they are referencing but also for what are submerged but 
nonetheless important issues for the expansion of the Vienna metropolis. The discussion of 
housing reform did intensify as a result of the 1890 city extension, but it did not have a 
major impact upon the outlines for the new metropolitan Vienna that its significance 
warranted; especially since some of the submissions were already suggesting what proved 
to be unrealistic projections of the future growth of the ‘new’ Vienna metropolis.
But even before the competition for the General Development Plan was announced 
in 1892, there were those who saw the significance of the enlargement of the city for the 
future o f Vienna. In an anonymous article on ‘The new public works in Vienna’ (1891),139 
the author outlines the more general context within which the new developments must be 
seen:
For a considerable time it has no longer been a secret that for 
some years now the economic development of Vienna has been 
at a standstill, a standstill that in no small part can be traced back 
to the remarkable structure of the internal political circumstances 
of Austria. It has been emphasized quite correctly that the 
agreement between Cisleithania and Transleithania and the 
dualistic structure of the Empire in 1868 has acted like an 
amputation for the lands this side of the Leitha. And hardly had 
Cisleithania recovered from the blows of this political fate, there 
came the slavic-federalist system to dominate internal politics, 
which in particular contributed to major damages to the capital 
city of Vienna, which, in contrast to the rapid development of the 
Hungarian capital could not keep pace with the latter. [...]
Today, where with the opening of the new art historical royal 
museum the last of the works then [since the great artistic rebirth 
of Vienna’ - the Ringstrasse development D.F.] undertaken - for 
the completion of the Hofburg cannot be expected in the 
foreseeable future - the artistic resurrection of Vienna now 
connects with its technical and economic resurrection. And the 
former requires the latter as absolutely and urgently necessary.
Vienna requires the rapid circulation of blood in its economic
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This may be a view of Vienna from a distance since it is published in Berlin but, as so often 
in the Viennese discourse, the economic context hardly comes to the fore. This is 
particularly true, perhaps for obvious reasons with Sitte’s reflections on the new Vienna 
that is to emerge as a result of the 1890 city extension.
In his ‘The Vienna of the Future’ (January 1891),141 Sitte contrasts the two 
extensions of the city from the late 1850s, in the present day, and for the future. Prior to 
the first city extension, the Ringstrasse development, the annual average number of new 
buildings in the whole city was only around 22 and reconstructed buildings around 27 on 
average ‘whereas a few years after the city extension had commenced, the number of new 
buildings had risen to more than 300 per year, a number which for both new and rebuilding 
structures can be seen at least as constant since 1883, and in fact referring exclusively to 
the suburbs’.142 In general, the first development must be viewed as largely positive in its 
outcome. But at the present time, the dangers for future development of the city extension 
can be seen, theoretically at least, from Sttibben’s Stadtebau volume which recognizes the 
huge technical progress in questions of transport, administration and hygiene as well as fine 
monumental structures that have been erected. However, Stiibben’s work also reflects and 
praises the recent domination of the land ‘parcelling system’, ‘the checker board-like line 
up of almost equally large building blocks, and, the ‘mechanical rastering of all our modem 
city plans’.143 For Sitte the obvious defects of such a rigid parcelling system are the lack of 
regard to natural circumstances (e.g. terrain) for transport, permanent traffic blockages in 
countless grid crossing streets, lack of protection against wind and weather, wastage of 
building space, wastage of architectonic effect for public buildings (in the centre of squares 
instead of being set back from the square), lack of enclose of all squares, the surrounding of 
all public gardens with streets, impossibility of introducing diverse building groupings (e.g. 
horseshoe development), difficulty in erecting picturesque monuments and fountains, and
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lack of means of orientation for traffic. These ten defects are all attributed to the parcelling 
and checker board (grid system), producing whole city districts that are ‘prosaic and 
mentally deadening’.
For the future city extension plans Sitte insists upon an open competition for 
projects that are able to take into account the whole terrain, culture, existing structures, 
social needs, etc. in the form of an official collection of data on all these and other relevant 
materials that would be available to competitors. The availability of such data would avoid 
the illusion that modem city plans be confined to outlining the major traffic arteries. In 
contrast, Sitte insists that the structure of old cities was ‘basically a product of their 
historical development under, one might almost say, instinctive cooperation of age-old 
artistic traditions’ whereas ‘the modem growth in city planning brought us the geometrical 
square network of street lines’.144
A plan for the future of Vienna would, in Sitte’s view, have to respect the historical
nature of the old inner city as well as recognize the economic potential derived from the
completion of the regulation of the Danube. In this context, Sitte anticipates that
the long projected railway connection between England and the 
continent and ... the bridge over the Bosphorus at Constantinople 
will some day be carried out .... Then, however, an unbroken 
railway line will run from England to India and Vienna will form 
the gateway between East and West on this most important 
street in the world145
Although this might take a half century, a city plan for Vienna must take account of this 
future possibility and construct ‘a major elegant commercial quarter on the Danube at the 
Reichsbriicke’ (complete with fine squares and monuments) with a central railway station. 
In addition, ‘upstream a villa district can be conceived of and downstream, following the 
mind direction, a factory district’. This new Danube city ‘in conjunction with the old town 
would surround the Prater as the most beautiful and greatest city park the like of which
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would be nowhere else to be found, and would equally close the outer ring of the second 
city enlargement, just as the majestic palace with its huge square and its monuments formed 
the dazzling completion of the first city enlargement’. Such a vision must replace the 
spread of ‘settlements with rented apartment blocks of the meanest sort’. A future plan 
should therefore have a vision of the future that is not confined to an extension of existing 
‘inferior needs of the present day.
Although Sitte conceives of a new Vienna (1.33) that will be a major commercial 
centre, his reflections here and elsewhere still rest upon a somewhat simplified contrast 
between on the one hand, the ‘natural city’ as ‘a piece of living nature, like the mountain 
and the forest’, ‘a piece of history, like an old cathedral’, and ‘a big family house’ handed 
down from generation to generation and, on the other, the ‘modem city’ with its ‘beautiful, 
straight street*, ‘with beautifully equally tall houses’ and ‘the naturalism of city planning’.146 
The modem city cannot compete with a pedigree from nature, history and the family. The 
modem city is governed by abstraction, mathematics and levelling. To ‘the geometry man’ 
everything must be precisely measured and repeated endlessly, including the regulation of 
nature itself. The product is ‘such a monster of regulation of the level’ of nature, buildings, 
streets in the name of necessity. Yet ‘all these disembowelments of the city and straight 
lines in accordance with breadth and height are not merely a necessity but often too they 
are merely a fashionable illness of out times’.147
Yet despite this insistent negative contrast between the ugly new and the 
aesthetically attractive old in the city, it is Sitte who raises an important dimension of the 
metropolis prior to the competition for the general regulation of Vienna, namely its external 
representation. In an article devoted to the major railway stations in Vienna - and the first 
impression and representation of the city which they offer - Sitte insists that ‘a metropolis 
must also be capable of representing itself outwards’. Just as a palace makes much of its
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entrance rooms, so ‘representation for a major city it is also important for it to possess a 
favourable entree alongside public elegant spaces (so-called artistic or architectural 
squares)’.148 This issue of representation of the metropolis is of primary significance in the 
second enlargement of the city since, ostensibly it already possessed imposing monumental 
structures (and a picturesque old inner city) constructed during the first city extension 
(above all the Ringstrasse development). This is one reason why the second enlargement of 
the city and its aftermath in terms of new architectural developments was so contested. The 
city’s ‘second Renaissance’ which Feldegg detected was, like the modern movement, 
deeply contested at the time and in the succeeding decade. In this respect, too, the often 
neglected relationship between the consequences of city planning and architectural 
developments should be given due attention.
vn
The international competition for a General Regulation Plan for the whole of new 
Vienna was announced in October 1892, with a competition for the disputed Stubenviertel 
(the last section of the Ringstrasse) preceding the general competition by several days. The 
Stubenviertel competition generated 30 submissions from the Mayreder brothers, Wagner 
and others and the initial winner was the plan submitted by the Mayreders. However, after 
considerable political activity and conflict in the city council, it was eventually Wagner’s 
plan for the Stubenviertel that was accepted in 1894 after Wagner (together with Stiibben) 
had won the competition for the General Regulation Plan. Mayer postulates that the 
reason for this change in decision ‘lay, on the one hand, in the fact that Wagner, in the 
course of the general competition was able, through information derived from unofficial 
channels, to obtain detailed wishes that he could take into account in the reworking of his
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project and, on the other hand, perhaps also his very influential personality’.149 The 
parcelling of the Stubenviertel was subsequently agreed in July 1895 but only after the 
demolition of the Franz-Joseph Barracks in 1898 was new building commenced which 
continued until the outbreak of war in 1914. Within the Stubenviertel, Wagner was able to 
build his Post Office Savings Bank, but it was Ludwig Baumann who built (against 
competition from Wagner, Loos and others) the larger Ministry of War on the Ringstrasse 
itself.
The general competition resulted in 15 submissions, of which in February 1894 the 
prize committee unanimously chose as joint first prizes Wagner’s project titled ‘Artis sola 
domina necessitas’ and Stiibben’s project ‘Die Wienerstadt’ (‘the Viennese city’). Like 
many of the other submissions, Wagner’s and Stiibben’s plans for the expanding city were 
conceived as a series of ring roads on the west bank of the Danube, with the difference that 
Stiibben’s was more practical ‘since his suggested ring roads (Ring, Giirtel, suburban ring, 
hillside ring) was adapted to the terrain conditions and therefore could be carried out 
technically without particular difficulties. His recommendation to lay out a part of the 
hillside ring as a panorama road according to the model of the viale dei colli in Florence 
was later taken up in the form of the Hohenstasse in the Wald-und Wiesengiirtel (Forest 
and Meadow Belt)’.150
Other proposals which did not come to fruition were the Mayreders’ plan for a 
worker’s district of small rented blocks and workers’ hotels, or (for many decades later) 
their proposal (along with Wagner and others) for an underground railway and 
Fassbender’s proposal for a ‘people’s ring road for Vienna’ fein Volksringl. a ‘green 
meadow common’ (which was taken up in the 1910 competition for Gross Berlin).151
Two years later Karl Mayreder won the competition for the regulation of the inner 
city and his plan remained in force until the Second World War. The adverse economic
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circumstances ensured that his plan would lead to a minimum of disturbance of the 
historical centre of the city, thus, in part at least, keeping within the framework of the 
competition: ‘The regulation of the inner city must take into account the satisfaction of 
modem traffic needs, but in so doing where possible however to preserve historical or 
artistically valuable objects’.152
The response to these competitions, as far as Sitte was concerned, was largely 
negative. With respect to the Stubenviertel competition, Sitte lamented ‘the lack of 
concern for old Vienna, this lack of concern for the world famous Viennese cosiness 
rGemutlichkeitl ’.153 His judgment of the two winners of the general competition was even 
more cynical. These two projects ‘excel one another by their specific manifest one­
sidedness ... Wagner’s project in its architectonic decorative relationship, that of 
Stiibben’s in the direction of transport technology and constructive aspects’.154 With 
regard to Wagner, ‘one could term O. Wagner, with his broadly constructed facades and 
his extraordinary talent for architectonic decoration as perhaps the Viennese Makart of the 
rented apartment palace fden Wiener Zinspalast - MakartV. Like his earlier exhibitions and 
publications, his project is ‘purely illusory city plan fantasies’, full of pompous squares that 
are actually ‘as it were flattened huge street(s)’ as envisaged for the area around the 
Karlskirche.
In addition and still remarkable is Wagner’s relationship to 
Stiibben, whose book he has apparently taken to be authoritative 
... with [its] precise knowledge of the metropolitan building 
office ... [its] reference book on everything possible is very useful 
... but not at all appropriate for extracting principles from it since 
Stiibben himself does not have any at all.155
Sitte was not alone in holding such views. Another competitor Goldemund (later a
significant figure in city planning in Vienna), claimed that
Otto Wagner appears to be a fanatic of the straight line in 
humpbacked nature, as if on a street directed in a straight line, it 
must be directed uphill and downhill with broken lines of
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evenness must appear misunderstood and ugly through this 
unnatural constraint .... A great architect is not always also a 
city planner in the broader sense, where it is not a matter of 
partial solutions to predominantly architectonic formation.156
Such judgments of Wagner’s competence as a city planner are not confined to his
contemporaries. Schweizer also judges Wagner’s submission to the competition
to possess the least value as planning, although it is characterised 
by high aesthetic quality in details (elevated construction of the 
city railway, the Stubenviertel regulation with the Post Office 
Savings Bank). Otto Wagner saw in the competition, as he 
himself emphasized and as was confirmed by his critics, primarily 
an architectural task. Constraints resulting from the existing 
political, economic and social situation were as little taken into 
account by him as the specific planning problematic of the 
temporally realisability of his recommendations.157
Whatever the verdict on such a judgment, there are nonetheless other reasons for looking in
greater detail at Wagner’s project for the competition. It is only Wagner’s second
significant publication after the 1889 presentation of his works with a very brief
introduction. It provides the most detailed outline of Wagner’s conception of the
metropolis prior to his Modeme Architektur and his much briefer outline in Die GroBstadt
(1911). It also constitutes the key text upon which Wagner was to build for the publication
of his Modeme Architektur in 1896. For all these reasons it is worthy of further analysis,
even leaving aside the fact that it was a project which won first prize in a crucial
competition for Vienna’s future formation. It was, in turn, not irrelevant in the choice of
Wagner to succeed Hasenauer as Professor of Architecture at the Academy of Fine Arts in
the summer of 1894.
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Wagner’s preparation of his submission to the competition for a general plan for 
Vienna was preceded by a significant outline for the regulation of the area around the 
Karlsplatz and the Elizabethbriicke (Elizabeth bridge) (1.34,35) in June 1892, significant 
not least because the Karlsplatz proved to be the most contested area of Vienna’s ‘second 
Renaissance’. The Karlsplatz was to be the site of one of Wagner’s more striking city 
railway stations (originally Akademiestrasse, now Karlsplatz), a cafe (Cafe Museum) by 
Adolf Loos and, at its boundary with the Wienzeile, Olbrich’s Secession building, but not 
any of Wagner’s other plans for a museum, department store, hotel or variants of his 
general design for this square.158
In the form of an open letter in June 1892, following the city council’s rejection of a 
project for the city railway along the river Wien since it did not fully consider the aesthetic 
requirements of such a project especially in the area of the Karlsplatz, Wagner argues for a 
railway project subject to careful aesthetic considerations. How such a project may be 
carried out requires first a rejection of ‘an inheritance of tastelessness .. which we have 
indulged in with remarkable consequences since the period of the 1850’s. Namely, it is the 
planting of all free squares with so-called “English parks”.’159 Instead of picturesque trees 
and bushes, we should consider ‘the shortest way and on a straight asphalt path through 
colonades, rows of trees, arcades, arbours etc.’ to our destination. The aesthetic effect of 
modem open squares (as in Paris, London and other major foreign centres) as well as 
Renaissance squares (as in Rome) should be encouraged in Vienna, especially in front of 
‘the Karlskirche, Vienna’s most beautiful building!’ However, the buildings in such open 
squares must stand in proportion to the squares themselves (and not be too large as in the 
case of the Rathausplatz or the Votivkirche Platz). Furthermore, the building structures in
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the vicinity of the Karlskirche (in the Obstmarkt, and Heumarkt areas) are especially ugly
and therefore the whole Karlsplatz area should be regulated by separating it into specific
spheres (the outer Schwarzenbergplatz, the Karlskirche Platz, the Technische Platz, and the
Kaiserin-Elizabeth Platz). Wagner pays particular attention to the restructuring of the
market areas, especially the Naschmarkt at the northern side of this area (where the
Secession building was constructed); to the restructuring of the Karlsplatz with a small
railway station, colonades and monuments parallel to the Technical University; electric
lighting in the major square areas and gas lighting only in the market halls and other
detailed recommendations. In general, Wagner insists upon the principle that
Appropriateness to ends fZweckmassigkeitl indeed always 
remains the main object according to the viewpoints of the 
present and in all periods this was how building was undertaken, 
as the period required and as it was capable of achieving.
Hence, these new constructions should connect both reverently 
and aesthetically to our old architectural structures, but should at 
the same time nonetheless reveal fzeigen) and represent our 
period.160
Wagner here announces one of his central themes in his Modeme Architektur. namely the 
problem of representation of the modem period, modem life and the modem metropolis. 
His conception of the modem metropolis is itself revealed more fully in his submission to 
the general competition of 1893.
Wagner insists that the general plan requires that the architect, railway engineer and 
waterways engineer should work together on such a comprehensive project, but that, as an 
architect, he has ‘obviously placed the main emphasis upon the artistic side of the question’ 
of the future of Vienna, not least because ‘without the aesthetician, without the artist the 
question is insoluble’ if we do not wish ‘to deliver to our Vienna, as in recent years, almost 
complete tastelessness’.161 The recommended mode of building is one which does not 
dramatically contrast building block heights and where as in radial streets and main arteries
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there are broader streets and higher buildings, the latter should not exceed the breadth of 
the former. In turn the breadth of the street should be broken up for our eye contact with 
street lamps, quays, etc.
If  we contrast the developments elsewhere, Wagner maintains that Paris in the past 
two centuries has owed part o f its prosperity to its art and Germany too has made 
significant advance on the past two decades, whereas in Vienna ‘we must concede with 
true shame [that this aspect] is registering a constant regression’.162 Although genuine 
architects do exist in Vienna, there are many instances of lack of artistic sensibility and 
tastelessness that ‘hourly celebrate new orgies’, often in the ‘style of engineers and stone 
masons’. The poor quality of buildings may be attributed partly to the fact that, although 
there are 2,360 persons actively engaged in carrying out building work, there are 360 
ostensible architects but, Wagner contends, there are hardly 60 architects worthy of the 
profession.
The beauty of the city is not fostered either by the preference for ‘picturesque
streets’. It is true that
Our times demand large scale traffic arteries; that a beloved 
comer must fall is indeed self-evident; but it is just as equally 
certain also that what is new can be created beautiful [...]
The straight, clean practical street, occasionally broken by 
monumental structures, squares of appropriate size, beautiful, 
significant perspectives, parks, etc., that leads us in the shortest 
time to our destination is also by far the most beautiful’.163
Concurring with Stiibben’s arguments for the straight street, Wagner insists that ‘our
realism, our traffic, modem technology today imperiously require the straight line’. Such
traffic systems are therefore necessary in order that building streets and human beings can
fit together in the modem metropolis. When Henrici argues that there is nothing more
boring than the straight line, Wagner’s reply is that there is nothing more beautiful than the
straight line of the Parisian boulevard ‘filled with a surging crowd with all the countless
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vehicles. If this street line had breaks in it then it could only lose in its effect’. Wagner’s
image is, significantly, that of a richly populated street and not the empty straight street.
This is also how Wagner drew most of his streetscapes in his designs.
Vienna has been overtaken by Paris and Berlin with regard to ‘cleanliness of streets,
attractiveness and general mode of building’. Nonetheless,
‘the basic conditions for making Vienna one of the most beautiful 
cities in the world are present: situation, picturesque
surroundings, a large number of quite unequalled beautiful and 
interesting architectural monuments, these jewels of Vienna 
merely await a beautiful setting’.164
How this can be achieved requires that no public building development be left in the hands
of bureaucrats, that the architectural profession’s designation of ‘architects’ be protected
| by the state, and that traffic systems not be left solely to engineers.
i
Wagner’s proposed regulation plan is divided into two sections dealing with the 
future external formation of the city and the improvement of the existing inner city with 
regard to ‘beauty, traffic and hygiene’. ‘The future extension of the city should be
i
facilitated by the simultaneous fixing of radial and ring lines (instead of merely along radial
lines, producing what was later to be termed ‘ribbon development’, and achieving a
building density not conducive to building ring roads). The radial systems is to be
connected with a diagonal system
‘which allows us to reach our goal by the closest way and in the 
shortest time and removes from the world the bad chequered 
board building mode. Parks, churches, public buildings, 
monuments, viewpoints etc., in conjunction with the solution 
outlined above, will remove any boredom from the cityscape, 
ease orientation and assist us in saving the two most important 
modem factors “time and money”!165
For its part, the inner city must be assured of its beauty, traffic and health according to
modem requirements. This involves the maintenance of symmetry where possible and the
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avoidance of the illusions of the small town idyll within the metropolis. In this context,
Wagner points to a number of contradictory tendencies:
Although the distinctiveness of a city never allows itself to 
disappear, [it is the case] that the mode of building dwellings 
must sink down more and more to a schemata, since the 
conditions of existence of human beings in metropolitan centres 
are daily becoming more alike.166
This levelling or formal equalizing tendency becomes a recurrent theme in Wagner’s
conception of modem life and its impact upon architecture and the built environment. The
schematic similarity posited here, however, is qualified by the fact that
the future cityscape cannot at all be precisely indicated, since a 
catechism of city planning does not exist. Much must be given 
over to ‘look at what has arrived!’167
On the other hand, Wagner by no means favours complete arbitrariness here since
Whoever hopes to find in a city regulation plan the replica of 
many people’s image of small towns, with their acknowledged 
picturesque colours and light effects and their beloved nooks 
succumbs to a powerful error.168
But in the context to some of his critics’ caricature of his position, Wagner does not favour
Haussmann’s radical city planning solution either since
Radical regulation, such as Haussmann carried out in his times in 
Paris, is for us neither required by general needs nor by the 
conditions of traffic and, over and above this, would consume 
such sums of money ... whose granting cannot even be 
contemplated.169
Indeed, again, although Wagner’s position is often seen as a plea for the straight line 
development, it is ring road development which first receives his attention amongst the 
detailed aspects of his development plan.
Wagner envisages four ring roads for the Vienna of the future (down to 1930): the 
existing Ringstrasse which is incomplete in its present horseshoe shape and which must be 
given a definite beginning and end (with monuments); the Giirtelstrasse (which follows the
line of the earlier outer fortifications) which is an aesthetic disaster and lacking in 
completion over the Danube canal and a terminus on the left bank; a new 80 metre wide 
outer ring road projected by Wagner; and a fourth external ring road (which would become 
significant in 30-40 years time) that should commence from the first Giirtelstrasse. The ring 
road, already acknowledged to be effective in the recent competition for regulating 
Munich, has a more general advantage for Wagner, as ‘a rational Irationellel method of 
modem metropolitan planning’, one which - together with the linking diagonal streets - is 
repeated in his outline for the future expanding city in his Die GroBstadt in 1911.170
The second detailed proposal is for the regulation of the Wien river flowing from 
the Stubenviertel to Schonbrunn and beyond. In the Stubenviertel section (1.36), Wagner 
recommends replacing the existing Danube bridge - the Aspembriicke - with a new bridge 
aligned with the axis of the Ringstrasse and a new location of the existing building blocks, 
in which the existing trade ministry covers a land area large enough for a new trade 
ministry, a post office and post office savings bank. This restructuring should be 
undertaken without the ubiquitous purchase of expensive land and the building of cheap 
structures - interest bearing blocks fZinskastenl - that ‘involve an architectonic lie’. The 
second section of the Wien river in the Karlsplatz sector should remove the bushes and 
trees obscuring Fischer van Erlach’s Karlskirche in order to create a fitting open square. 
The third section along the Zeile should be an imposing avenue for traffic, pedestrian 
promenades with an arbour planted with wild vines, in short an avenue comparable to 
Berlin’s Unter den Linden. It requires monumental constructions creating an elegant 
avenue above the regulated river and underground railway that would terminate at the 
Schlossplatz in Schonbrunn. If completed in this manner (only the regulated river and the 
semi underground city railway were completed), then it would be an avenue the likes of 
which would be possessed by few cities.
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In more general terms, the future Vienna must take greater account of the
significance of monuments. In this context, Wagner provides a revealing outline of the
reasons why monuments are important to the modem metropolis:
The major transport facilities, politics, trade, industry, art etc., 
the conditions of life in general, have structured fdimensioniertl 
our modem metropolitan centres in a manner that was not the 
case in any other period. Since the rental arrangement has taken 
the place of one’s own home, this characteristic trait has also 
been displayed in the mode of building, which is why it is not at 
all surprising that the building structure for this arrangement has 
largely become quite uniform and hence also extremely boring.
Many such buildings place alongside one another must therefore 
as a consequence be significantly more boring.171
Again Wagner places great emphasis upon the levelling and uniform features of modem
living that manifest themselves in architectural representations. What is unusual in this line
of argument is the conclusion which Wagner draws from this increasing uniformity
I
associated with modernity, namely the desire for the monumental as a transcendence of this
I
| levelling process. In passing, there is a certain affinity here with Max Weber’sI
i
characterisation of modernity as a process of progressive rationalisation and one of the
| ways out of this uniformity is conceived as charismatic leadership.172 The argument for
|
! monuments as producing a ‘charismatic’ effect could easily be made. Wagner’s conclusion
is more modest, namely that
The demand of human beings for beautiful distraction is therefore 
already conditioned by our modem building mode.
Art has access to very powerful means in order to achieve this, 
indeed it is even in a position to assign to such rows of buildings 
a square in the modem cityscape as a desirable resting place for 
the eye. Amongst these means available the major role is 
ascribed to architectonic and figural monuments; they are, as it 
were, the focal point of art in city construction.173
Unfortunately, Wagner maintains that monuments that are effective through their
perspectival impact as a symphony in relation to other building structures do not exist in
Vienna, which has so often commenced from the false premise of first creating a personal
monument (eg. to Radetsky, Mozart or Goethe) and then seeking an appropriate square. 
The population increases in major metropolitan centres should not imply an excessive 
proliferation of monumental structures (even a city of one or three million inhabitants ‘can 
have only one royal residence, one parliament, one university, one town hall, etc.’).174
One of the monumental structures to which Wagner significantly devotes attention 
is the military barracks. His view is that in keeping with the increasing population the 
Vienna garrison would have to be raised to accommodating 50-60,000 troops by 1930 (a
correlation which does reveal Wagner’s concern for the configuration of existing power
structures and the problem not merely of regulating the space of the city but also the 
masses who inhabit it). The anonymous, uniform mass of individuals in rented 
accommodation as consumers of often constrained urban and architectural space could also 
become a threatening mass movement. Wagner maintains that whereas ‘from a strategic 
standpoint’ their exercise squares should be distributed throughout the city, the modem 
barracks (which Vienna does not possess) could, as a result of the new means of transport 
and communications, be located in the city periphery.
The barracks are often located on prime building land and therefore some existing 
garrisons (eg. on the Heumarkt, Alsergrund, Meidling) could be relocated on the city 
periphery. However, this leaves a special problem of modem military life to be solved by 
Wagner:
The relocation of barracks to the outer reaches of the city on 
financial and spatial grounds is made possible today by the 
modem achievements of the telegraph, the telephone, railway 
connections, etc. and indicates only the single grievance that the 
Imperial and Royal officers are too removed from the life of the 
metropolis. A redress for this could be offered by the long 
desired Officers Casino in association with a self administered 
officers’ Hotel. The specific building block which I have found 
for this purpose is in the Josefstadterstrasse in the VHIth 
district.175
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The military as a significant sector of ‘modem life’ is presented by Wagner as an 
unquestioned feature of modern urban life. Later, during the First World War, in search of 
a symbolic monument to the multinational empire Wagner was to choose the shell of the 
long-range guns that produced their own levelling on the battlefields.
There are two remaining areas in Wagner’s general plan that illuminate his
conception of modem urban life: public health and transport systems. Wagner notes that
Vienna is at the bottom of the league of cities with a million or more inhabitants in Europe
with regard to sanitation, though new water supplies from the mountains have reduced the
death rate. With respect to parks and gardens, Wagner maintains that there are good
hygienic reasons for large public parks given the impossibility of providing small house
gardens (a feature of Sitte’s urban plans). The two public health provisions which Wagner
goes on to examine are hospitals and cemeteries and their location. Wagner proposes that
hospitals (with the exception of isolation hospital) should be well distributed in the city
ideally between two radial arteries (with the exception of a proposed extension of the main
teaching hospital, the Allgemeine Krankenhaus in the Alserstrasse, and a mental hospital to
be located in the forest - to which, subsequently, his Kirche am Steinhof was a
contribution). However, he notes a general shyness with regard to hospitals which his
proposals cannot take into account:
There is no denying that a certain shyness towards these 
institutions exists on the part of the major park of the city 
population. Whether this only derives for the poorer classes as 
their probably last resting place, for the well off sections in 
relation to fear of infection or in general is brought about 
through empathy is really not decisive.176
Wagner’s own later design for a hospital indeed suggests that he was unable to address this
issue. The location of cemeteries also exercises Wagner’s concern. Although three or four
on the periphery of the city would be better than a single central cemetery, the most
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appropriate terrain in Vienna is in the southeast of the city, 8 kilometres from the city 
centre. Therefore the question of the transportation of corpses is an important one even 
though ‘it is certain that in the short or long term cremation will be approved’. Wagner 
proposes a series of mortuaries throughout the city (he also conceives of more general 
collection places fStellenl distributed throughout the city) (1.37) from which corpses may 
be transported by the local rail network to the central cemetery. But this is, of course, not 
the main purpose of his proposals for a public transport system!
Wager recognizes that the siting of proposed rail lines and stations will have the 
greatest effect upon the future structure of the Vienna cityscape. The proposed existing 
lines leave some districts uncovered (X and III Districts) and others (such as I District) 
with too much transport. Wagner maintains that the planned underground railway is not 
desirable for the inner city, nor is a Ring line which would destroy ‘our most stylish street 
line’. Taking account of the difficulties with tramway systems in Paris and Berlin, and 
recognizing that the electric tram will be the city transport of the future, Wagner favours 
for the present time a combination of omnibus and rail connections. These must be laid out 
not merely for the present but with the future in mind when, on present projections the 
population of Vienna will have reached 3 millions by 1930. But, given the impact which 
Wagner’s designs for the Stadtbahn system had upon the Vienna cityscape, his general 
proposals for traffic systems are here largely unimpressive.
IX
In contrast, the appointment of Wagner as artistic adviser and architect for the city 
railway and agreement on his sketches for the railway in April 1894 in ‘simple Renaissance 
form’177 led to the construction of what was, in effect, Vienna’s second ‘ring’ road, a city
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railroad with around 30 railway station, viaducts and bridges all designed by Wagner and
his students with variations but a consistency of style.178 More appositely than the first
Ringstrasse, the Stadtbahn may be termed a total work of art \Gesamtkunstwerkl. Wagner
insisted that he had completed around 2000 plans and designs for the Stadtbahn. some of
them in co-operation with his students. The city railway was officially opened in May
1898, though not fully completed until 1900. It consisted of four (effectively three) lines:
the suburban line rVorortliniel from Unter-Dobling (June 1895) to Penzing (November
1896); the Danube Canal-Wien river valley line from Hiitteldorf (November 1896) to
Brigittabriicke (Friedensbriicke 1900); the Gurtel line from Heiligenstadt (October 1895) to
Nussdorfstrasse (August 1896); and a fourth (dismantled line), in the second district with
stations at Radetskyplatz (February 1899) and Praterstem (March 1899).179 (1.38)
If the aesthetic impact of the (renovated) Stadtbahn is what most impresses us
today, it should not be forgotten that, for Wagner, it had a practical significance aside from
its role in the circulation of individuals around the city. As Hermann Czech has noted,
The stations of this railway, according to Otto Wagner’s General 
Regulation Plan, were to have been important centres for the 
surrounding district. Alongside personal transport, they were to 
serve the distribution of coal and building materials, the removal 
of refuse and snow, and in addition to contain fire stations and 
mortuaries.
If this conception was in fact not realised, nonetheless its 
expression is indeed to be found in the imposing elevated railway 
stations of the Gurtel and suburban line’.180
This manifestation of ‘a grand optimistic conception of the metropolis’ possessed
significant defects which Czech identifies:
The state as the major financier neglected, for strategic reasons, the radial lines 
that would have led directly to the centre. There thus emerged a system of 
rings with contact with one another, but the city centre remained 
unincorporated.
In the course of this, even this planning was only partly carried out. What was 
left out were the lines from the Praterstem to Nussdorf along the Danube and 
from Karisplatz to the Schottenring’.181
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Here, Czech’s reference to ‘strategic reasons’ might lead one to conclude that, although the
earlier fortifications along the Ring and the Giirtelstrasse had been removed, their new
transport networks served still to preserve the inner city from rapid direct access.
If the claim is made that the Stadtbahn is a Gesamtkunstwerk then it is one which
constitutes not merely an aesthetic but also a practical totality. Again, to cite Czech, who,
with some exaggeration, maintains that,
The major elevated and underground railways of the turn of the 
century were purely engineers’ constructs even though on 
occasion artists were also included for their fitting out. As the 
achievement of an artist, as a key work of a great architectural 
pioneer, the Vienna Stadtbahn stands alone in the world. The 
requirements of technology, through Wagner’s confident 
language of forms, were not merely not adversely affected but 
fulfilled in the most complete manner - and made visually 
immediately intelligible’.182
Wagner’s contract to design the railway buildings itself reads like a total project which
included stations, bridges, tunnel entrances, doors, iron work and all aspects of the spatial
configuration of rail travel such as lifts, ticket office, toilets, luggage office, etc. The city
railway became an essential total element of the Vienna cityscape, a single complete
network, ‘not merely because .. it created an endless environment of friendly flying roofs
and kiosks, but because, on the contrary, it is an autonomous work, a totality of manifest
decisions’.183 Indeed, it remains a total work of art. (1.39,40,41,42)
In terms of city planning, the Stadtbahn introduced a new communication network
that significantly influenced not merely the flow of traffic but also building activity,
especially in the suburbs. It was, at the same time, an incomplete network if taken in
isolation from the tramway and omnibus networks (with which it was connected). The
Stadtbahn. however, not merely did not cover the requirement for radial traffic directly to
the centre of the inner city, as Czech points out, but also it did not at all serve the
expanding working class housing and factory developments in the south of the city.
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Contemporary studies of traffic flows on the tramway system reveal a massive flow to the 
south of the city (Simmering, etc.) along the Danube where new industry was located, 
compared to other areas.184 Similarly, the system did not serve the expanding population in 
the Second District of Leopoldstadt and areas further east of the inner city. At the same 
time, the line along the Wien river to Hiitteldorf, via Schonbrunn with its special Imperial 
station (Hietzing), combined with the regulations of the river itself did create an avenue 
from the city park rStadtparkl on the Ring to Schonbrunn, but not the grand avenue that 
Wagner, Mayreder and others had conceived of. A similar fate, though for different 
reasons, befell the Gurtel line, whose most imposing building work remains the Stadtbahn 
which runs elevated along much of the road and contrasts with the often poor quality of 
building on either side of the roads which flank the railway. As soon as the Gurtel began to
I
take the burden of heavy traffic, as the outer ring road, from the inner Ringstrasse whichI
| was hardly conceived for such purposes, the problems of heavy traffic use came into
I play.185
|
Amongst contemporaries, there was a somewhat diverse response. The engineer, 
Anton Czepelka, in a review of city railway systems in London, Paris, New York, Chicago, 
Glasgow and Liverpool, declared that the Vienna system ‘in its total conception and 
placement of lines is fundamentally flawed’.186 He argued that the task of any city railway 
system is
to provide rapid personal transport for greater distances between 
the most populated parts of the metropolis, to offer mass 
transport as speedily and cheaply as possible, to serve the most 
fragmented squares and main streets, to connect the most 
important points with one another and from outside to advance 
as closely as possible the city and commercial centre.187
The Vienna Stadtbahn is alone in having created a system which ‘sneaks around the ten real
districts of Vienna, like the cats around the hot porridge’. All other city railway systems
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‘naturally gravitate and converge towards the core of the city’ whereas in Vienna the lines 
travel their separate ways, only to terminate in Hiitteldorf or Heiligenstadt on the outskirts 
of the city. Thus, Czepelka declares, ‘We therefore have no city railway for Vienna but for 
Hiitteldorf and district!’188 A more appropriate system would have created a line from the 
west railway station along the Mariahilfestrasse, under the old city to the riverside station, a 
diagonal line from the south railway station under the city to the Schottentor, as well as 
other possibilities. The realisation of the possibility of an integrated rail system (with an 
underground system in the inner city) had to wait another seventy years.
In Hevesi’s view,189 however, the Stadtbahn was greeted positively by the local
population: ‘The majority of Viennese has made friends with it immediately and have had
no art historical objections to make against it’. ‘This “secessionist” railway’ compares
favourably aesthetically with the Berlin city railway, built at a time which ‘merely
demanded a utilitarian railway with utilitarian railway stations’. In contrast
The Vienna Stadtbahn .. displays the modem amiability, the 
white beauty, partly in granite, as in the magnificent bridge on 
the Gumpendorf line, partly in plaster .. In fact, the 
Gumpendorf bridge has transformed the inhabitants of the 
western district into Wagnerians ... But the rest of Vienna has 
become quite accustomed to modem forms through the 
Stadtbahn. It is an pleasing railway, just like the underground 
one in Budapest’.190
A.S. Levetus, in her account of contemporary Vienna, also recognised the modem forms 
incorporated into this city railway and its stations system) ‘which are essentially modem, 
especially the one in the Karlsplatz, which shows up bright and new against the old 
Karlsplatz - almost startling is the contrast. (1.43,44) The “Court Pavilion” of the city 
railway is ornamented with a cupula, but the decorations and forms are modem’.191 (1.45) 
The latter reference is to the station built especially for the Emperor with his own waiting 
room complete with a wall size, bird’s eye view of Vienna. The gaze of power could be
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enjoyed during one of the most infrequent uses of this station. The Emperor also enjoyed
this view from above when he officially opened the railway (as then completed) in May
1898. Commencing at the Michelbeuren station, the Emperor wrote that
The railway journey began that went first of all on the ring line 
[Gurtel] as far as the large and beautiful station at Heiligenstadt.
Then the journey was continued to Hiitteldorf to which end we 
took the Wien valley line through Hietzing, Schonbrunn,
Meidling and travelled additionally on the ring line to the 
Alserstrasse station where the round trip was completed. The 
whole railway is built very attractively with beautiful bridges and 
elegant and practical station buildings. Along the whole route, 
which largely passes through worker’s districts, the buildings 
were decorated and flagged out and thousands stood in the 
streets, gardens, at the windows and on the open squares, calling 
out and waving handkerchiefs. It was a beautiful ovation of the 
lowest classes.192
But for any who had the price of a ticket, the view from above - a new panorama of the
I city - was available, even though lacking the ovation of onlookers.
The commission approving Wagner’s plans for the Stadtbahn in April 1894 was
i
!
I impressed by the ‘simple Renaissance forms’ throughout the railway system and including
i
! the ‘slim horizontally placed railings’ on the bridges ‘without hindering the free vision from
the railway coach windows’.193 In contrast to some other cities, Czech maintains that ‘it is 
no coincidence that in Vienna the reading of newspapers in public means of transport has 
not taken hold. The Viennese “look out”, even in the tunnels’.194 All classes of beholders, 
including tourists, could experience new panoramic views of the city without ascending the 
Stephansdom steeple, the Prater great wheel, or the Kahlenberg.
X
This panoramic view of Vienna - in a different context - was also to have been 
attained in the General Regulation Plan and subsequent plans for Vienna. Which 
dimensions of this panorama of the new Vienna should be emphasized - the practical, the
aesthetic, the socio-economic, etc. - was not apparent in the original terms of the 
competitions. Sitte, who commented extensively on this whole development, already 
asked.
Does one wish to allow the new city to emerge as a work of art 
or merely as a human warehouse f Menschenmagazinl?195
If the former is not desired in all seriousness then ‘the object will for ever remain a
patchwork, a prosaic bungled job’, but if this desire is taken seriously then the question is
not merely that of the plan but ‘how such a plan can be accomplished and who can carry it
out’. Although Sitte hoped that the new Vienna would be a work of art, he nonetheless
realised that practical considerations had to be taken into account, including significant
social factors such as the empirical study of traffic density (of vehicles and persons - ‘to
count on a single day the total number of passers by fPassantenl on all streets in a single
major city’).
But the social concerns remained at a general level and insufficiently differentiated 
in the General Regulation Plan. As Mayer - following Schweitzer’s earlier overview - 
concludes
The insufficiency of planning theory around 1890, which, on the 
one hand, had not yet advanced beyond a functional crude 
outline and, on the other, still hardly took into account 
economic considerations and failed totally to consider social 
problems led to a situation in which the competing projects could 
hardly bring forth major new ideas, but rather limited themselves 
basically to formal structural recommendations, since aesthetics 
was only gradually taken up in planning and taken into 
consideration through Sitte.196
It was, however, increasingly aesthetic concerns - supported by powerful material interests
- which often came to the fore in subsequent attempts to restructure the emergent ‘new
Vienna’. This was true of the competition to regulate the old inner city. Various projects
were submitted for the regulation of the inner city such as Riehl’s 1895 project for a major
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new avenue - Avenue Tegetthof later known as the plan for Riehl Avenue - from the 
Stephansdom through the old city across the river and continued along the Prater Strasse to 
the Praterstem. This project, which never came to fruition was probably the most disputed 
option for the inner city. Had it been carried out it would have been the closest instance to 
a Haussmann boulevard in Vienna. A more modest plan, but still involving major 
restructuring was Karl Mayreder’s plan of 1896 ‘which left almost none of the old streets 
unchanged’,197 and which was accepted in principle and remained in force until the Second 
World War. Mayreder’s plan succeeded because, unlike Riehl’s or Lotz’s (1.46) (likewise 
proposing major avenues through the old city), it did not fundamentally challenge the 
historical core of the inner city. As was to be expected, Sitte vigorously opposed the major 
restructuring plans of the inner city. Wagner does not seem to have participated publicly at 
all in these debates.
Subsequent plans for an underground railway beneath the inner city (1.47) did not 
come to fruition. With the growing interest - signalled not least by Sitte in a lecture on 
metropolitan green spaces rGroBstadt-Grunl - in a metropolitan environment not merely 
with many park areas but also easy access to a green belt around the city, the Forest and 
Meadow Belt IWald und-Wiesengiirtell (1.48,49) or the People’s Ring rVolksringl was 
discussed extensively in the first decade of the new century,198 but it was not until the 
1930’s that the then (and now) termed Hohenstrasse was built under very different 
circumstances.199 In 1905, however, when this project was once more advanced - this time 
by Goldmund - its raison detre was to make Vienna one of the greenest metropolitan 
centres and to cater from the future expansion of the city from 1.8 million in 1904 to more 
than 4 million inhabitants by 1950. Although the ‘green’ ring road had the support of the 
mayor Dr. Karl Lueger and although some land was purchased for the project in 1907, the 
first section of the Hohenstrasse was not opened until the end of 193 5.200
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1. Allgcmcine Beschreibung des geplanten Linienkreuzcs.
Um das Verkehrsbediirfnis der iiuberen Bezirke nach der 
Inneren Stadt sowie um gekehrt und auch das Bedurfnis zum 
Zwecke der Zeitersparnis quer durch die Stadt hindurch zu 
fahren, befriedigen zu konnen, soilen nach Ansicht des Ver- 
fassers zwei einander ungefahr rechtwinkelig kreuzende Untcr- 
grundlinien gebaut werden, und zwar die Linien:
1 . Sezession— M orzinplatz;
2 . Votivkirche— Stubenbriicke.
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Abb. 1 U n t e r g r u n d l i n i e n  du rch  d ie  Innere  S t a d t
Abb.  2 b  L a n g s s c h n i t t  du rch d e n  Tunne l
Diese Linien sind in dem Ubersichtsplane Abb. 1 ein- 
gezeichnet und soilen derart gebaut werden, dab die verwendeten 
Betriebsm ittel unm ittelbar auf die Strabenbahngleise iibergehen, 
so dab die Untergrundlinien eine Fortsetzung und Verbindung 
der bestehenden radialen Strabenbahnlinien bilden.
Die geplanten beiden Untergrundlinien, soilen abgesehen 
vom Endpunkte Morzinplatz, auberhalb der Ringstrabe beginnen,
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It was, however, in the inner city that the greatest conflicts took place around 
projects for the new Vienna. In a survey of current developments in 1903, Hans 
Schmidkunz argued that ‘compared with the extensions of the city that can proceed in open 
areas independently of historical tradition, the treatment of old inner cities is recognized to 
be increasingly difficult’.201 This was especially true in Vienna, whether the project be 
Bode’s ‘electric tramway on the Stephansplatz’ (an ‘attack on our city’, ‘brutality’ with 
regard to the city), Hochenegg’s proposal for an electric underground railway beneath the 
inner city, or proposals for specific sections of the inner city, including the Stubenviertel.
But, as Haiko and others have demonstrated,202 the architectural controversy was 
greatest in relation to the Karlsplatz area and the projects for a new museum to be sited in 
proximity to the Karlskirche. Again, the idea of a new museum to be sited there emerged in 
1899 but the Historisches Museum was only completed in 1958. As Haiko has carefully 
documented, the controversy surrounding the prospect of a new museum in proximity to 
Fischer von Erlach’s Karlskirche was not merely the most vitriolic but, between 1900 and 
1912 was directed most often against Wagner (1.50,51,52,53), even though other ‘modem’ 
architects entered designs for each new competition. The critique of Wagner’s modernist 
position and the presuppositions about modernity are worthy of separate treatment on 
‘modem life’ in Vienna. Suffice it to say here that projects for the Karlskirche area 
continued after 1912 and were being produced during the First World War by architects 
such as Friedrich Ohmann (since 1904 Professor of Architecture, along with Wagner, at 
the Academy of Fine Arts). Although Ohmann favoured what was termed ‘historical- 
modern’ style, his project was not carried out either.
The forum for the debates on the new Vienna and the detailed specific projects for 
its transformation included the Austrian Engineers and Architects Association and its 
journal. Compared with the number of articles dealing with traffic in Vienna arising out of
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the doubling of its population in the 30 years down to 1910, for instance, and proposals for
mass transit systems to cope with this increase203 and the - unrealistic - projections for
future traffic density consequent upon equally unrealistic population increase projections,
the articles dealing with mass housing were much more infrequent. Earlier proposals for
cottage developments since the 1880s and earlier, which actually addressed lower middle
class housing, were supplemented after the turn of the century with projects for garden city
developments, emulating developments in Britain, Holland and, by then, Germany. But the
problem of mass housing could not be dealt with by these means. Similarly, the General
Regulation Plans for Vienna in their various guises seldom, if at all, addressed this issue.
As an indication of this, as Schweitzer suggests,
The unplanned structural transformation of the areas on the edge 
of the city at the end of the First World War through the 
construction of allotments and allotment estates that undoubtedly 
represented the result of the war, also forcefully indicated that 
vital needs of the majority of the population were not satisfied by 
the General Regulation Plan .... In the interests of the dominant 
stratum between 1894 and 1920 the real needs of the population 
were overlooked in planning’.204
Not surprisingly, therefore, there are few instances of articles in the official architects’
journal dealing with mass housing before the First World War. In the years just before the
World War and especially ‘in the years from 1908 to 1911 the situation on the housing
market deteriorated dramatically, which expressed itself in increasing overcrowding, rising
rents and increasing homelessness’.205 The norm of working class housing in Vienna up to
1914 was the ‘Bassena House’, with small rooms and kitchens (effectively living rooms
since they were the only heated rooms) in the corridors of the rented apartment blocks.206
The small family dwelling was put forward as an alternative and built by communal building
co-operatives in ‘worker colonies’ \Arbeitercolonienl. in the first decade of the new
century. But these developments failed to address the majority of the working population.
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The fundamental problem in the provision of mass housing of good quality was economic. 
Many saw it as a problem of taxation on profits or on land speculation. Wagner, in Die 
GroBstadt (1911), proposed that municipal authorities buy or appropriate land surrounding 
the metropolis and sell it back to the private sector in order to finance the expansion of the 
city, prevent land speculation and construct public buildings or dwellings with the resulting 
profits. In the post 1918 period, it was the local state, the Municipality which provided 
mass housing, a mass housing the large majority of which was designed by Wagner’s 
former students. The irony of this, as we shall see, is that their training under Wagner had 
concentrated upon the Wohn-und Geschaftshaus or the Miethaus and not upon any other 
form of mass housing. The mass housing blocks that were built in the post 1918 period and 
which remain the most manifest symbol of the architecture of Vienna in the interwar period 
belong to another third ‘new Vienna’ and a ‘new Austria’.
They were anticipated neither by official outlines for ‘Vienna after the War’ such as 
were published by the Austrian Engineers and Architects Association in 1916,207 nor by 
Wagner’s intended critique of this document. Although the latter was not published, its 
outline did appear in the Neue Freie Presse in 1917.208
Wagner there declared that in the post war period, the encouragement of the city’s 
further social and economic development must come in part ‘from culture, from goals and 
from the soul of the people [Volksseele]’. His recommendations for building projects that 
would provide such encouragement comprised on Arts Forum in conjunction with 
exhibition halls, a monument to the loyalty of the central powers ITreubund-Denkmall. a 
Victory Church (1.54), a Heroes Monument, master studios associated with art galleries, 
the Modem Gallery (a project put forward unsuccessfully by Wagner for 17 years), a 
Gateway to the Danube - Oder Canal (anticipating greater trade amongst the Central 
Powers), People’s Department Stores, two middle class sanatoriums, a hospital for women,
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the Emperor Franz-Josef Memorial and a Hapsburg Museum.209 What all these
recommendations have in common (except the artists studios) is that they are monumental
public structures. The continued commitment to modernity is a continued commitment to
the monumental in architecture for Wagner. All these monumental structures and other
building projects recommended by Wagner were to be built in the modem style, a
modernity now encouraged by the war experience:
The war as educator will also teach us to avoid the aberrations of 
a kind of overcultured state rUberkulturl and to advance that 
useful style [Nutzstil], which seeks its salvation in purposeful 
fulfilment in beautiful conditions, in the correct allocation of 
building materials, in avoiding outrageous application of material 
and in the typical mode of building, a salvation that flows from 
life, only creates what is real and reproduces the spirit of our 
times (expressed twenty five years ago).210
A modem architecture that ‘reproduces the spirit of our times’ is one that manifests the
features of modem life. The monuments recommended by Wagner together with an
airport, stadium and other structures are all part of that modem life. However, none were
built in the manner conceived by Wagner in the ‘new Vienna’ of the post First World War.
CHAPTER THREE 
Modern Architecture - for Modern Life
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CHAPTER THREE
Modern Architecture - for Modern Life
The most modem of that which is modem in architecture are 
indeed our present day metropolitan cities.
Otto Wagner (1896)
I wish you many more Post Office Savings Banks and other 
monumental buildings, but hope that they will not again be the 
cause of shortening your time with us here.
Albert Hofmann (Berlin) to Wagner
(27.11.1903)
I
iiiI
j In his first Preface to Modeme Architektur. Wagner already makes the connection
|
| between modem architecture and its new starting point in modem life:
f
‘One idea inspires the whole volume, namely that the basis of 
presentday predominant views on architecture must be shifted 
and we must become fully aware that the sole starting point of 
our artistic endeavours should be modem life’.1
This key axiom for Wagner’s programme for a modem architecture rests upon the
delineation of modem life, its features, its goals and its dimensions in diverse areas. Two
years later, in the preface to the second edition (September 1898), Wagner makes a further
claim that identifies the modem in its authentic form with the possibility for the creation of
a beautiful architecture:
‘Not everything that is modem is beautiful, yet our senses must 
tell us that today the truly beautiful can only be modem.2
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By 1898 Wagner is already asserting that what is modem creates the possibility for the
beautiful. That this possibility can now be realised is supported by the confidence that is
apparent in the 1898 Preface with regard to the victory of modernity over tradition.
Whereas the Preface to the first edition does not mention modernity, merely modem
life, and although modernity/modernism appear still in parentheses in 1898, Wagner is
confident that it is now largely victorious:
‘Almost everywhere “modernity” has entered as the victor. The 
opponents came shuffling like deserters into our camp, their best 
fighters were shaking when they recognised that the shield of 
tradition and intimacy which they held up against the charge of 
the ’’modems” in fact was only made of glass.’3
This overblown military rhetoric is perhaps testimony to the extent and intensity of the 
conflicts in which Wagner participated. As far as Wagner’s own version of modernism was
f
I concerned the announcement of victory was premature. The unusual ascription of the
1
! defence o f ‘tradition and intimacy’ to modernity’s opponents reveals, on the one hand, the
it
polarisation of tradition and modernity and, on the other, an implicit duality of intimacy and
| anonymity. As we shall see, for Wagner, anonymity derived from the levelling processes of
| modem life is a feature of a democratic, mass society. The reference to intimacy may also
be a reference to Sitte’s defence of the historical inner city and its cosiness.
The indications of the success of the modem movement are the Secession, the
architecture exhibition at the Emperor’s Jubilee in 1898, and new journals open to the
publication of modem works. Retaining the military analogy, Wagner declares that,
An army of art journals appeared on the battlefield, and all have 
opened their columns to the “modems”, in deed and word
“modernity” is celebrated. The success of the Secession and of
the architecture in the Jubilee Exhibition in Vienna4
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all contributed to the progress of modernity. Amongst the journals to which Wagner refers 
here are certainly Per Architekt and Ver Sacrum.
The relationship between modernity and tradition has also been transformed. On 
the one hand,
Art has again emerged from the ashes of tradition as “modem” 
fModemel. brilliant like a phoenix, and has displayed anew its 
eternal creative power.5
But, on the other hand, this modernism has not totally destroyed tradition. Rather,
Tradition has retained its true worth through the advance of the 
“modems” and lost its excess value fUberwerthl. archaeology 
has sunk back into being an auxiliary discipline of art and will
I hopefully always remain so.6
I
| The value of genuine tradition has been retained by the modernists and the Historicist
[
| surplus or excess value provided by endless recall of the past has been removed. The fact
|
that the struggle against tradition is ‘an embittered one’ is readily understandable. But the 
victory of the “modems”, conversely, should not imply that ‘everything blossoms with 
healthy fruits which “modernity” undertakes’, but it does create the possibility for the truly 
beautiful and modem.
i
Wagner’s third Preface of October 1901 is even more confident about the volume’s 
success since its initial publication because ‘its then so numerous opponents have been 
rendered silent’ and because ‘despite all prophecies to the contrary and despite the 
reprehensible weapons of its opponents, modernity has become the victor and will always 
remain so’.7 The ‘reprehensible’ weapons of Wagner’s opponents may have included their 
contacts with the various government ministries involved in architectural competitions and 
contracts and, aside from Hevesi and a few other sympathetic critics, access to the major 
newspapers of the period. Again, it can only be underlined here that Wagner’s judgments
i
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as to modernity’s victory in the light of his own increasing lack of success in completing 
major projects, was somewhat premature. However, for the moment, the substantive theses 
of his Modeme Architektur - and in particular, those of the first and second editions - are 
our main concern. The volume is divided into five sections on the architect, style, 
composition, construction and artistic practice.
Wagner’s discussions of the architect commences with a contrast between the ideal
and the reality of architectural practice. On the one hand,
The architect is praised as the crown of modem human beings in 
his happy unification of idealism and realism. [...]
Amongst the fine arts, architecture alone is really creative and 
fruitful, that is, it alone is capable of creating forms which appear 
beautiful to humanity without their finding their exemplary in 
nature. [...] in architecture the highest expression of human ... 
capacity is revealed. [...] Hence, architecture must be 
| characterized as the most powerful of all the arts.8
i
| However, the general response to the work of the architect is not matched by architecture’s
I
ideal. The architect must cope with ‘the indolence and eccentric views of the majority in 
relation to architecture’ and the lack of praise for most architectural work. Indeed, such 
acclamation
i!
‘seldom reveals itself in the architectural climate, only the eternal 
| greyness of practice and the uncanny darkness of general
indifference’.9
Faced with such indifference, the architect can only be satisfied with ‘inner satisfaction’. 
Indeed, the situation of the architect is so serious that Wagner argues for the state to 
support and preserve architecture, for the (local and national) state to demonstrate positive 
initiatives in architecture. Hence, ‘the sale and use of old apartment blocks fZinshauserl 
for public offices must cease, the pure utilitarian standpoint must yield to the artistic- 
practical one’, and the state must positively encourage monumental art if Vienna is to be
able to compete with Berlin, where ‘between 1871 and 1890, thus in 19 years, monumental 
buildings costing around 250 million Marks have been exclusively erected by the state’.10
However, the architect’s lack of standing has deeper causes. In particular, Wagner
highlights a factor which has many significant implications:
The main cause of the lack of full appreciation of the significance 
of the architect lies in the world of forms employed by him up to 
now, in his language directed to the mass of the people which in 
most instances remains completely unintelligible to them.11
The unintelligibility, that is, the legibility of the ‘world of forms’ and its ‘public’ language is 
what Wagner seeks to address as his main task in Modeme Architektur. To anticipate, the 
implication of Wagner’s position is that if a modem architecture that is appropriate to 
modem life can be created, then architecture will once more become intelligible and legible. 
It is not enough to attribute the present unintelligibility to ‘the indifference of the masses 
for architecture’. Rather, once the architect has been formally trained in their discipline, 
amongst the most important abilities which they must possess is ‘the capacity to perceive 
needs fBedurfhissel .... It is well known that the contemporary world fMitweltl sets the 
tasks and it is the artist’s duty to solve these tasks and to find the form for them’.
Although there are ‘thousands of things .. which influence this form’, they include
‘modes of dwelling and living, fashion, etiquette, climate, spatial location, materials, tools
etc. and finally the financial means’. To train architects for ‘our modem circumstances’, it
is no longer necessary to send them for a one or two year study period to Italy since what
they might accomplish there (with regard to drawing, perspective, form, etc.) could be
undertaken in 3 to 5 months. And then, Wagner proposes,
after roughly a month’s rest, the young artist should visit the 
metropolitan centres and those places where modem luxury is at 
home, and there he should fundamentally study through 
observation and perception the needs of modem humanity.13
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That is was Wagner’s advice to his students is confirmed by one of them, Aloys Ludwig, 
who recalled Wagner’s recommendation: ‘Don’t look so long at the old trash; rather go to 
Paris and look around there’.14 However, the focus upon ‘where modem luxury is at 
home’ is also indicative of Wagner’s programme for architectural studies, if the social 
locations of the majority of the student projects illustrated in Per Architekt are exemplars 
of their orientation to villas and predominantly bourgeois and aristocratic leisure facilities.
If the modem architect should be capable of observing ‘modem needs’, is there an
appropriate style in which they may be satisfied? Wagner argues against the view that
architects choose a so-called style for all their projects and discounts the claim made
against himself that he makes us of ‘the so-called “Empire-style” ’ because of the
significance of the slab and straight line in his work. Rather, style should refer not to this
subjective preference but to the style of an epoch. And here Wagner makes three claims.
The first is that great styles emerge out of one another. The second is that ‘major social
transformation have always given birth to new styles’. The third is that art and its style
‘was ... the total apodistic expression of the ideal of beauty of a 
specific time period. The artist of all times had the sharply 
defined task of creating new forms out of that which had been 
handed down and inherited which in turn represented the art 
forms of his period. It may thus be taken as proven that art and 
artists indeed represent their epoch. How then did architects 
represent their epoch in the recent past?15
The rapid transformations in the second half of the nineteenth century produced an 
equally rapid search for appropriate artistic expression, but the result was a ‘rush through 
all stylistic tendencies. Who does not recall then the electrifying effect which, after the 
major political events in Germany, were called forth by the words “old German style” ’, or 
the endless ‘fanfares of styles and Philippics’ greeting each new style? The resulting 
“works of art” were, however, merely ‘the fruits of “architectural” studies’, producing
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styles that were all equally valid. The result has been attempts to produce copies of earlier
styles as accurately as possible (whose accuracy then becomes a criterion for its
effectiveness as a work of art). Such contiguous development of earlier ‘forms of art’
alongside one another in the modem world must be countered by the task of ‘seeking ..
another expression for our modem period’. For Wagner, therefore,
The task of art, including the modem, remains, however, the 
same as it was in all times. Modem art must represent our 
modernity, our capabilities and our actions through forms created 
by ourselves.16
The architect’s relationship to modernity and the problems of its representation lead 
Wagner to reflect upon the relationship between taste, fashion and style - in a manner that 
proved abhorrent to many of his critics, but which has again become a topic of recent 
architectural theory.
The neglect of the inner relationship between taste, fashion and style has obscured
the actual relationship between fashion and art forms. In particular, Wagner takes as
readily and historically demonstrated that
the external appearance, human clothing completely corresponds 
in form, colour and decoration fAusstattungl to the prevalent 
artistic viewpoints and artistic creations.17
This homology is indicted by the comparison of ‘pictures of costumes with contemporary 
architectural works’ or with ‘painting that depict both together’.
Fashion’s and costume’s expression of the ‘forms of their own epoch’ in the past
contrasts with the present situation where we are confronted with
A jumble of styles, everything is copied and even pastinated; and 
this is supposed to accord with our external appearance? [...]
Where then is the error in all this? Whence this disharmony in 
fashion and style? Modem humanity has certainly not lost its 
taste, it notices more so than previously the smallest error in 
fashion and this is today certainly more difficult than in earlier
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times. Our clothing, our fashion is dictated by the general public 
rAllgemeinheitl and found to be correct.18
The lack of harmony in fashion is not generated by fashion itself. What Wagner does not 
recognise here, however, is that acutely status conscious upper strata (including many 
architects themselves) would not wish to admit either to an affinity between art forms and 
something as ‘low’ as fashion or to the fact that fashion might be dictated by the ‘general’ 
and not the ‘refined’ public.
However, Wagner’s reflections on fashion and architecture are directed towards 
modem life. For him,
I
| Things which spring from modem viewpoints ... accord
| completely with our appearance, whereas what is copied and
| imitated never does so.
! A man in a modem travelling suit, for example, will accord very
j well with the railway station entrance hall, with the sleeping car,
| with all our vehicles, but with what surprise would we greet him
I if, for instance, we were to see him utilizing such things dressed
| up in the clothes of the Louis XV period.19
There exists therefore a radical disjunction between ‘the astonishing sensitivity of the 
general public with regard to fashion’ on the one hand, and the ‘indifference, and even 
stupidity’ with respect to artistic works. Again, it is worth noting here that it is male 
fashion which is Wagner’s example; the identification of fashion with female (which was 
probably the much more common reading of fashion) would have been more threatening 
with respect to its affinity with art forms.
Wagner provides three reasons for the disparity between the response to fashion
and art works. The first rests upon a distinction between fashion and style (and taste):
Fashion is the more obvious, easier to understand, easier to be 
influenced, the preparatory dimension of style, whereas style 
itself represents the ossified, difficult to influence and chastened 
taste, whose judgement already demands absorption.20
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Fashion is thus both popular rLeichtfasslichl and accessible. Its ready appreciation 
contrasts with the second and third reason for mass indifference to the work of art, namely 
that ‘the language of art is unintelligible and that what is on offer is not a work of our 
times’. Wagner had already maintained that the unintelligibility of architecture accounted 
for the lack of respect for the architect.
The art work’s lack of contemporaneity also afflicts architecture. The morbid recall
of past (dead) style has brought about a situation in which
the lay public and, unfortunately, many architects too are of the 
view that a parliament building should be Greek, a telegraph 
office or a telephone centre should not be built in Gothic style 
whereas they require of a church that it be built directly in the 
latter style. In so doing they all forget ... that the human beings 
who frequent these buildings are all equally modem.21
What Wagner fails to consider in the latter respect is that individuals in these buildings are 
not necessarily all modem or contemporaneous in terms of their world view. This is one of 
the important incongruities which Loos later highlights.
Wagner gives two examples of this desire to ‘cut up the dead’ ‘with magnifying glass and
lancet’. The first is a town hall competition seeking to integrate it into its ‘picturesque’
surroundings without realising that it would require the rebuilding of adjacent buildings so 
that eventually the ‘old’ town hall was surrounded by new buildings. Secondly, Wagner 
cites another competition for a town hall in which ‘of 53 designs no less than 52 were 
Gothic or Old German’.
In contrast, a modem architecture can only emerge out of the self conscious
creation of modem forms that will be intelligible to modem people and which will deviate
from ‘the broad path of imitation and conventionality’. This means that,
All modem forms must be in accord with the new material, the 
new requirements of our times if they are to be appreciate to 
modem humanity. They must make visible our own better,
democratic, self-conscious ideal essence and take into account
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the colossal technical and scientific achievements as well as the 
permanent practical traits of humanity.22
Precisely how new modem architectural forms will render our democratic and self 
conscious modernity visible remains unclear. Nonetheless, Wagner is convinced that a 
genuine, dynamic social transformation is under way, one so powerful ‘that we can hardly 
speak of a Renaissance of the Renaissance. [Rather] a completely new birth, a Naissance’ 
would be more appropriate. A new style representing ‘ourselves and our times’ will 
emerge that creates new forms (and no longer copies of the old), that is conditioned by 
‘our social circumstances’, ‘the power of our modem achievements’ and the transformation 
of our existing sensibilities. This new style rNeustill in 1898 is termed “die Modeme”. in
I October 1901 die Modeme without parentheses. How massive this transformation is
!
|
conceived of by Wagner is indicated by his conviction that ‘today between Modernity and 
the Renaissance a greater gulf already exists than between the Renaissance and 
Antiquity’.23 The scale of this present qualitative leap - which, by implication, implies the 
destruction of the existing order - is similar to that which Marx had posited with the
!
i
emergence of the capitalist mode of production. For many the rhetoric at least of Wagner’s 
text could be conceived as dangerous.
[
Modem architectural creation, like that which preceded it, commences with 
composition. In turn the task of ‘correctly recognising the needs of human beings is the 
first prerequisite of the architect’s successful creation’. Composition is related to 
practicality, so much so that ‘something unpractical can never be beautiful’.24 It follows 
from this that the architect should not sacrifice the interior structure to an external motif. 
Similarly,
An apartment house that for no reason parades projections, 
towers and domes or that swaggers under the mask of a palace, 
so-called stylish furniture upon which one sits uncomfortably all 
produce the foolish stupid effect, and all are thus artistic lies’.25
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Instead of a preoccupation with creating illusions and ‘artistic lies’ the composition should 
concern itself with practicalities (financial, locational, materials used, etc.) and should 
conform to them rather than following the converse.
As far as modernity is concerned, Wagner maintains that ‘our modem epoch prefers 
grand effects, which have their origin in the requirements of the hitherto unachieved 
concentration of human beings in large cities’, and which have hardly been faced hitherto in 
the history of architecture. Composition as the ‘strategy’ of architecture must concern 
itself with the modem monumental, it must bring monuments in harmony with squares, for 
example, and not vice-versa. Similarly, ‘artistic economy also belongs to composition’. 
Indeed, here
The simple, practical, one might almost say, military aspect of
j  our mode of viewing things must be fully and totally be
expressed if the emergent work is to be a true reflection 
rSpieeelbildl of our time’.26
j
[ In the third edition (expanded in 1901), the interaction between ornament and architectural
i
I form is dealt with in this context, in a manner that possibly prefigures some of Loos’s
I
i
! discussion:I
In the application of figural and ornamental adornment, 
modernity proceeds impressionistically and adopts only those 
lines whose certain effect for the eyes can be reckoned with.
From this, there emerges in the new style [Neustill the passing 
over (flowing together) of the techtonic form in the figural, the 
least possible application of figural ornamentation as such ,.27 
It should be noted here that Wagner gets no closer to identifying the modem style than the
notion of the ‘new style’ - and not Jueendstil. even in its constructivist versions.
This concern for architecture’s effect upon the observer and the appropriateness to 
modem times is continued in Wagner’s rejection (in the second edition of 1898) of old 
styles (especially ‘old German’) for particular objects and the rejection of attempt to create
‘what is ‘ “intimate” or “intimacy” in the architecture of the metropolis’ since this ‘can only 
be expressed in the interior construction, for in public interaction rVerkehrl it does in fact 
no longer exist’.28 Interaction in the modem metropolis lack intimacy and it would 
therefore be creating an illusion to seek to artificially construct what no longer exists.
The major part of the aesthetic effect of an architectural composition Wagner 
reserves for symmetry and perspective. The asymmetrical should be used only where it is 
absolutely necessary. Perspectival effects can sometimes be obtained from ‘two viewing 
distances’ - of the facade from the street or square and at a greater distance (for towers 
etc.,) for the skyline. Here Wagner particularly commends the Baroque. There are a whole 
range of factors which heighten the sensuous effect of buildings, squares and streets and the 
observer’s horizontal and vertical angles of vision. This is particularly important in ‘our 
modem epoch which... especially values all large dimensions’ - and the monumental.
The construction of a building and the activity of construction has its origin in both
utility and a sense of beauty:
Need, purpose, construction and idealism are .. the primitive 
germs of artistic life. United in a single notion they form a kind 
of “necessity” in the emergence and existence of every work of
art, and hence the meaning of the words: “Artis sola domina„20necessitas
Semper’s conception already indicates the unity of realism and idealism, such that the pure
principle of utility could never displace art completely. This leads Wagner to insist upon
the proposition that ‘every architectural form has emerged out of construction and has
successfully become an art form’. And following from his earlier statement that forms of
art change (in response to needs, materials, etc.), Wagner proposes that,
new constructions must also give birth to new forms. Our most 
modem epoch, like no earlier one, has brought into existence the 
largest number of such constructions (think merely of the success 
ofiron).30
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It was Semper who recognised the significance of this development but, according to 
Wagner, stopped short at ‘symbolic construction’ instead of naming construction itself as 
‘the primary cell of architecture’. It is the architect who develops the art form out of 
construction. But conversely, the engineer who is concerned with construction and does 
not consider emergent art forms will also contribute to the unintelligibility of buildings since 
the language of engineering is unsympathetic to human beings. Given the necessary 
specialisation and division of labour in modem society, both engineer and architect must 
work together in a unified manner.
If construction is so significant, what are the factors which influence it? In the 
modem period these include production time (labour time), the application of new materials 
(e.g. new exterior cladding materials reduce the volume of stone required), the application 
of machinery, the application of local building materials to give a ‘local character’ to the 
structure, etc. Amongst the most important of new materials is iron, and its artistic 
formation can create ‘new forms’ and ‘thereby give one of the greatest impulses to the 
emergence of the new style [Neustil]’.31
A less positive factor is the value of time which is so important to modem human 
beings. This has a number of consequences. One is the (for Wagner) erroneous 
conception that ‘our modem building method, because it is rapidly accelerated, must also 
be very unsolid’. The actual reason for this misconception lies in speculative building which 
is inimical to artistic creation. This is especially true of the rented housing block 
TMiethausl:
In the case of our rented apartment blocks, which indeed owe 
their existence only to the tendency for “capital accumulation”, 
the time allotted to the architect for the completion of his work is 
always measured very frugally.32
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In contrast, monumental structures require greater time and the production of a model. It 
is, of course, the rented apartment block which is the focus of the first year of Wagner’s 
teaching programme and the monumental, public building in the second year.
Greater insight into Wagner’s conception of modem architecture - often drawing 
upon his earlier contribution to the General Regulation Plan competition - is provided in his 
discussion of artistic practice. Although Wagner’s text has often been criticized for its 
unstructured content and although Wagner himself acknowledges that he wishes to 
‘emphasize individual important aspects of artistic practice that particularly touch upon 
modem architecture’, his procedure does possess a quite general order. The aspects that 
are emphasized move from outside to inside, from the city and its planning to the interiors, 
from city planning, through streets, squares and parks, dwellings, transport systems, outer 
city districts and villa, factory and dwelling districts, monuments to interiors. Notably, 
monuments do not fit easily into this sequence.
Aside from some remarks on how architectural projects are to be presented
(‘Secessionist, ornamented with symbols’), Wagner’s opening proposition is that
The most modem of that which is modem in architecture are 
indeed our present day metropolitan cities. Their unprecedented 
size has given rise to an immense number of new questions that 
require their solution in architecture.33
Architecture in the modem period is thus confronted with new practical problems in the 
modem metropolis arising out of a quantitative expansion (‘unprecedented size’) in 
urbanisation. The planning or regulation of the metropolis therefore must respond to 
‘urgent needs’ requiring a ‘rational solution’. In turn, any satisfactory solution ‘according 
to modem views’ must be in term of the unity of art and purpose [Zweck], although in city
planning the purposive rZweckmassigel element must have precedence (whilst at the same
time avoiding artistic ‘vandalism’).
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Any metropolitan regulation itself has two independent parts: the one dealing with 
‘the periphery of the city that is still to be created’, and the other with the inner city ‘that 
must accommodate the desire for a new configuration to the sea of houses, the artistic 
monuments, pre-existing structures and spaces’.34 Wagner maintains that it is a mistake to 
concentrate on the latter (perhaps a reference to Sitte in this respect) and to treat the 
periphery as secondary, since ‘some things required in the future (roads, parks, food 
provision, sanitation and snow removal, supply of materials, transportation of corpses, the 
distribution of railway stations, the grouping of district buildings, etc.) are easier, more 
beautiful and cheaper when the city is planned on a general scale’. In particular, the 
periphery has been seriously neglected in Vienna; indeed its ‘periphery cannot be excelled 
by the proverbial Hungarian village’.
Wagner’s discussion of streets and squares largely repeats his earlier remarks from 
the Regulation Plan with specific recommendations for lengths of streets, squares without 
the ubiquitous gardens. On public buildings in squares, Wagner detects an excessive regard 
to utility, an antipathy towards the monumental and a general lack of finance, all of which 
have combined to produce ‘a lie that attempts to cover the error’ that is visible in ‘the 
overdone apartment block facade’, and ‘the stuck on facade type’.35 All this produces ‘the 
swindle-like dimensions abounding in lies reminiscent of Potemkin villages’ - a reference 
later taken up by Loos in his ‘Potemkin City’ essay in July 1898.36
With regard to dwellings, a feature of modernity is that ‘people’s modes of living 
are daily becoming more alike’, a process strongly suppressing the individual dwelling and 
creating ‘our present day uniformity of apartment house blocks’. Hence, compared with 
London, Paris or Berlin, ‘in no other city than our own does the modem apartment rental 
block rMiethausI play such a large role’.37 Wagner highlights a number of distinctive
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features of this Viennese building type with regard to their economic foundation, their
reflection of a levelling tendency and their illusory facades. In Vienna,
objects of rent rMiethobiektel correctly termed “interest houses” 
fZinshauserl not infrequently extend 6 and 7 stories above street 
level. The similar, multistorey building types with a larger 
owner’s dwelling on the main floor, emphasized in its outer 
appearance are dying out. Department stores and the single 
family house are eliminated from this category. Our 
contemporary apartment houses, conditioned by the economic 
situation, pursue no other purpose than to achieve the greatest 
possible yield on invested building capital through the piling up 
of small, easily rented dwellings in a single building.
Once the rental value of the individual storeys becomes relatively 
equal as the result of introducing an elevator, a natural 
consequences of this must be that the external artistic design as a 
means of distinguishing storeys can no longer be conceived of 
and that architectural designs that seeks their motifs in palace 
architecture can be characterised as completely misguided 
precisely because they contradict the internal structure of the 
building.38
Wagner therefore recommends that modem apartment block facades consist of flat surfaces 
broken by many equally proportioned windows. This levelling process and formal 
equalisation (never complete) of living spaces is only part of the standardisation that is a 
feature of modernity. A principal impulse for this process is economic and, in Wagner’s 
view, it is not the task of the architect to struggle against economic trends nor ‘to cloak 
them in a lie’ but rather to do justice to them artistically. This means, for Wagner, that ‘the 
simple corresponds best to our present views’, whereas ‘the viewpoints of pure utility and 
overloaded tastelessness are .. to be opposed under all circumstances’.39
Simplicity and practicality should be considered when appraising the street and
cityscape. Wagner detects an important new physiological change in this context, namely
the transformation of the observer’s capacity:
the modem eye has lost the small intimate scale, and become 
accustomed to fewer often changing images, to longer straight 
lines, to more extended surfaces, to larger masses.40
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Applied to the ubiquitous apartment blocks, this requires decorating the surface with 
contrasting images and simple details, deliberate highlighting of structure and avoiding wild 
designs. What Wagner does not consider in the context of ‘the modem eye’ is modem 
transport systems, some of which, such as the elevated railway (and much of Wagner’s own 
Stadtbahn), ‘offer the traveller some pleasure through free and rapidly changing outlook’.41
The ‘modem eye’ needs to become accustomed to the modem: the larger scale, 
straight lines, flat extended surfaces, larger masses. Rapidly changing images, contrary to 
Wagner’s view, are a feature of metropolitan observation. However, the emphasis upon 
the modem implies that ‘a modem metropolis cannot and should not have the appearance 
of ancient Rome or of old Nuremberg’. The picturesque effect is to be avoided in the 
streetscape. Wagner favours the straight line of the street where possible because ‘a person 
always goes in a straight line’ and because for the person in a hurry the shortest distance 
takes the least time in an age where the phrase ‘time is money’ has become commonplace. 
Where necessary, the curved street does contribute to the variety of the cityscape and may 
be appropriate for traffic too. But the concern for breaking down the monotony of the 
straight line and making the cityscape richer in variations \abwechslunesreicherl again 
contradicts Wagner’s delineation of the ‘modem eye’ or at least seeks to introduce 
compensations for its.
With respect to transport systems, Wagner maintains that all forms of streetcar 
transport disfigures the image of the city street. When confronted with the choice of 
elevated or underground railway, the latter is seen as unpleasant for the travelling public 
(perhaps only steam engines are envisaged). As has been indicated, the elevated railway 
provides a view of the city - a moving panorama (although Wagner does not use this term) 
- but may conflict with city dwellers’ desire ‘to retain as beautiful as possible cityscape’.
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The extension of urban transport systems is accompanied by the expansion of the 
suburbs and periphery of the city. One modem development is the detached suburban 
dwelling, taken over by building speculation and creating a new city and street type, the 
cottage or villa design’. Duplicated endlessly as single types they are popularly condemned 
as creating ‘villa cemeteries’ rvillenfriedhofl. an ‘aesthetic boredom’.42 In general, there is 
a need ‘to eliminate that revolting, gingerbread-like, ornamental jumble o f our suburban 
buildings’.43 Still less aesthetically appealing is the effect of our pollution creating smoke 
and rust whose alleviation may be aided by locating factories on the periphery of the city 
(Wagner’s only reference to factories in the volume) and introducing technology to reduce 
emissions.
Of the social, political and economic influences upon the modes of building in the 
metropolis, and aside from Wagner’s plea to build neither totally through utilitarian 
impulses nor the desire solely to create the picturesque, there are no specific social factors 
that are highlighted (aside from the putative levelling process) and politically it is 
democracy which is seen as having given a new impulse to modem architecture. This is 
manifested on the one hand in the decline in sovereign will, in major individual initiatives 
and in intimacy and on the other in ‘our colossal buildings (exhibition, railway stations, 
parliaments, etc.)’.
In a telling contrast between outside and inside, Wagner in effect juxtaposes the 
‘uncertainty’ in the external appearance of the city in the 1901 version a chaos of disorder 
on the street) on the one hand, and ‘modem humanity’s desire for an architecture of the 
interior’ that provides ‘the greatest possible convenience [although Wagner uses the term 
Bequemlichkeit explicitly to counter the false contemporary associations of Comfort - 
D.F.] and the greatest possible cleanliness’ on the other.44 In the 1901 additional passages 
on Vienna, Wagner refers to open street markets with their ‘outrageous piles of dirt,
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bacteria cultures’, an ‘unmatched shabby appearance of streets’, and other areas with their 
‘much to strongly cambered street surfaces’, ‘the awful “disorder” of our building 
alignments’, our ‘telegraph posts standing in all wind directions’, the ‘totally arbitrarily, 
located masts for overhead current of electrically drived vehicles’ - in short, ‘a really 
chaotic total image’45 of the streetscape.
For its part, the traditional interior has also been full of ‘stylistic rubbish’ often 
displaying an ‘unspeakably depressing eclecticism’, used ‘to drag in the inappropriate 
architecture of palaces to solve the problems of profane and monumental building’, but also 
apparent in interiors full of impractical things, difficult to clean, oriental carpets and the like 
(a Makart interior would be an exemplar here). The impulse for a new artistic form for 
useful objects emerged out of artistic innovation rather than the artistic needs of the public. 
In particular, the new applied arts movement became so successful that mass copies of such 
articles stamped as ‘Secession’ entered circulation.
But of equal significance is the artistic form of the interior itself which should
accord with its inhabitants, and specifically the notion that
‘the appearance and function of the inhabitants should harmonize 
with the appearance of the room. It is really an artistic absurdity 
that people in evening dress, in lawn tennis and bicycling outfits 
in uniform or checkered breeches should spend their existence in 
interiors that appear executed in the styles of past centuries. The 
room that we inhabit should be simple, like our clothing.46 
Instead of the earlier heavy rooms, modem interiors should be light, well aired and well-lit
with electric lighting.
The ‘thousand upon thousand of things’ invented by modem culture require a 
modem form or at least one which translates existing forms in accordance with our present 
needs up to the point at which ‘that ideal of beauty has been reached which corresponds to 
the totality of the epoch’.47 This requires us to observe and recognize clearly modem 
human needs ‘but not in order for we modernists to copy what exists in an inappropriate
manner or to dish up what already exists with minor changes as new and good’. The arts’ 
genuine accommodation to modem needs should reveal that ‘the task of art is to serve 
human beings and not that human beings are there for art’.
In his conclusion. Wagner admits that his intention has only been ‘to give
expression to his convictions merely in the briefest form’.48 Although the intention is ‘to
approach the path ... to a modem architecture’, and even though a full answer to the
question ‘How should we build?’ cannot be given, Wagner in effect offers a number of
suggestions for the future relating to the following: design, stmcture and materials; artistic
expression of modem human beings; the rejection of copies of past forms; the creation of
an intelligible architecture appropriate to modem times; and a genuine appropriation of the
past. For design, stmcture and materials ‘the horizontal line of antiquity, the tabular
perfection, the greatest simplicity and an energetic advancement of construction and
material in the future extended and newly created art form will dominate strongly; it is
conditioned by modem technology and by the means that are offered to us’. On artistic
expression, ‘the expression of beauty which architecture will give to the needs of our time,
must correspond to the views and the appearance of modem human beings’. With regard
to copies of past forms, we must reject ‘all best intentioned and erroneously defended
doctrines concerning the application of stylistically pure and well copied forms of previous
centuries which no longer stand in any relationship at all to modem human beings.’ On the
creation of an intelligible, modem architecture, those who follow the recommendations of
Wagner’s text will be,
what the architects of all epochs were, children of their time; 
their works will carry their own stamp, they will fulfil their task 
as progressive developers and will have a truly creative effect: 
their language will be intelligible to humanity, in their works the 
world will recognize its own mirror image, and self 
consciousness, individuality and conviction ... will fill their 
breasts’.49
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On the appropriation of the past, modem architects will ‘wish to avoid the error ... of 
irreverently ignoring or destroying the works of their own predecessors and bring the work 
handed down to us like jewels in appropriate setting, in order that they are retained by us as 
graphic illustration of the history of art’. All this will be undertaken in the context of ‘a 
fresh, pulsating life* of modem society.
n
Wagner’s Modeme Architektur. for all its theoretical ambiguities, had a major
| impact upon modem architectural practice in Vienna. It was not received with uncritical
i
I acclaim, as might be expected from a work which attacked architectural practice of recent
i
| decades (including, by implication only, Wagner’s own earlier work) in Vienna. However,
i|
before examining the critical contemporary reaction to this work, it is worthwhile exploring
the nature of the text itself
li
| It has been suggested by Schachel that the text is merely a reworking of student
[
lecture notes taken in Wagner’s first year of teaching at the Akademie der bildende Kunste
and that these notes probably emanate from Max Fabiani.50 Schachel does not present
definitive evidence for this view and, even thought such notes may have been a point of
reference for Wagner, the rhetorical nature of the text accords with Wagner’s other written
interventions on architectural affairs in Vienna. The text proved to be one to which
Wagner added on three subsequent occasions in 1898, 1901 and 1913 (with the latter
version published in 1914 as Die Baukunst unserer Zeit. in response to works by Muthesius
and Scheffler utilizing polemically the concept of Baukunst (art of building) instead of
architecture.51
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However, recent interpretations of Wagner’s text by Tafuri52 and Czech53 have
pointed to some of its problematical features. With reference to Wagner’s texts in general
and his language, Czech maintains that they are not theoretical in nature but rather
arguments on architectural practice:
With objectivity against the banal dimension in art; with art 
against the banality of objectivity. These are the two basic
parameters of the Wagnerian polemic. Wagner does not
communicate their dialectical connection; his writings offer no 
theory, but rather arguments about practice.54
If this argument is accepted then the contemporary response to Modeme Architektur
becomes more transparent. Its critics could readily attack its often slender theoretical
underpinnings whilst actually being more concerned with its often aggressive rhetoric 
| against architectural theory and their opposition to modernity.
The problematic status of Wagner’s theory or weak theoretical argumentation canj
be viewed also in relation to Wagner’s practice. This is the perspective taken by Tafuri 
when he maintains thatii
| it is impossible to deduce from Wagner as theorist the
| implications of his “compositions”. Neither Modeme
Architektur nor Die Grossstadt. nor Wagner’s articles can 
| “explain” his architecture. Those writings say only what verbal
language can say about the conditions for meaning in another 
language. Hence, they can only assert the need to start from 
words which have not been contaminated by ambiguity: not from 
observation that is shackled by linguistic prejudices nor 
observation that attempts to see beyond itself.55
There are a number of points to be made about Tafuri’s argument here. First, there is the 
suggestion that the language of architecture and the language of texts are discrete separate 
entities lacking the possibilities of translation. Such a view perhaps accords with Eco’s 
argument that architecture does not ‘communicate’,56 but runs counter to Benjamin’s 
intertextual interpretation of the city and the text.57 Second, even if this critique is rejected,
I
there remains a consistent attempt by Tafuri to devalue Wagner’s textual explorations of 
architectural practice and its problems. Third, the reference to starting ‘from words which 
have not been contaminated by ambiguity’ or by ‘observation’ surely runs counter to the 
nature of Wagner’s Modeme Architektur. Wagner proposes acute observation of the 
modem metropolis and modem needs in order that the architect (and the architectural 
theorist implicity) may adequately relate to them. But more importantly, the whole text is 
‘contaminated’ by ambiguity, not least in Wagner’s whole usage of the term ‘modernity’, 
whose status is transformed in the 1895, 1898 and 1901 variants and which, as die 
Modeme. refers both to an object, a reality (modernity), and an aesthetic response to that 
object, that reality (modernism). As we have seen earlier, the ambiguity and contradictions 
were apparent to those who had followed recent architectural discussion in Vienna in
previous decades. Although Tafuri cites Semper, Riegl and Simmel in his argument on 
modem architecture, he does not refer to contemporary discussion of modernity. For the 
moment, the contemporary reviews and discussion of Modeme Architektur. neglected by 
Tafuri, deserve analysis, especially with reference to their examination of modernity. The 
contemporary response to Wagner’s manifesto is explored in some detail since, as so often 
in the study of modernity, the opposition to modernity often articulates some of its features 
more clearly than do the texts of its supporters.
m
The first major review of Modeme Architektur (written in December 1896 and
published in the Deutsche Bauzeitung in January 1897)58 is by the architect and planner
Karl Henrici. Henrici detects in Wagner one who is convinced that,
he alone as architect and teacher is a modem person who has 
correctly recognised the spirit of the times and who alone strives 
to fill this spirit of the times with ideals of beauty and to allow it 
to be mirrored in art. [However] others too have confronted this
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task but have turned to other ideals of beauty, because they 
believe they are able to gain quite different sides of the spirit of 
the times, which they take equally to be just as appropriate for 
art as those which O.W. holds to be exemplary.59
At several points in his review, Henrici returns to the onesidedness of Wagner’s perspective
on modernity and an appropriate modem architecture. In particular, this is manifested in an
almost exclusive concentration
upon the technical achievements of the modem period, on the 
anticipated ever increasing perfection of modem means of 
transport and upon metropolitan life. But...this part of the spirit 
of the times with its tendency towards uniformity, penetrating 
through all the pores of the life of the people in such a manner 
that hardly any place for other things remains which lies outside 
that of world transport and the life of acquisition and which I 
wish to indicate with the term soul of the people 
[Volksgemuth]60
The kind of modem life to which Wagner refers and the tasks of modem architecture ‘are 
already solved in a practical sense in America’, and although modem metropolitan life will 
receive an appropriate architectural expression we do not need merely to welcome this. 
Rather, ‘artists of all countries’ should take as their most important task ‘the cultivation of 
a distinctive national art’.61 Wagner’s references to the genius loci makes no reference to 
the notion of ‘national consciousness’. With the decline in the church’s power and the 
increase in materialism, some ideal is all the more necessary in art and ‘the love of the 
Fatherland’ should be such an ideal.
Wagner’s ideal image of the modem city is one that favours ‘horizontalism’ and the 
straight line whereas Henrici maintains that ‘we in Germany (but not in Berlin) are 
beginning to breath again as a result of active progressive works delivering us from the 
yoke of traffic lines’. Here Henrici repeats his arguments against the straight line. 
Similarly, Henrici questions Wagner’s emphasis upon the simple, practical and almost
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military modem perspective, which he sees as appropriate for public buildings, barracks, 
schools, etc., but ‘with respect to the remaining part of architectural work I would rather 
be reminded of the diversity of human interests and the moving poetry of life, which springs 
from the freedom of thoughts and feelings and which follows no orders, than be reminded 
of the military parade’.62 No less authoritative appears to be Wagner’s imputation of 
power to the academic teacher which, for Henrici, fails to take account of non-academic 
paths to artistic achievement.
In more general terms, with regard to Wagner’s conception of modernity, Henrici
points to a plurality of possibilities, arising out of the fact
that different “modem human beings” view the dominant spirit of 
the times in a diverse manner and can read from it different 
things, and that in accordance with the same viewpoint, remain 
progressively true to the spirit of the times. Hence, the future 
images of architecture must turn out differently.63
This important differentiation of the modem not taken up by Wagner, is reflected upon in 
different contexts by Loos and Ernst Bloch as the problem of the ‘non contemporaneity of 
the contemporaneous’.
Henrici’s review makes no reference to the anonymous critical attack upon 
Wagner’s volume that appeared early in 1897, and was published anonymously in Vienna 
as a twenty eight page brochure under the title ‘Modem Architecture, Professor Otto 
Wagner and the Truth Concerning Both’ {Modeme Architektur Prof. Otto Wagner und die 
Wahrheit uber beidel 64 (1.55) There has been much speculations as to authorship but no 
firm conclusions have been reached. At all events, the author was someone well acquainted 
with Viennese circumstances.65
The sharply worded critique of Wagner’s ‘new gospel’ from ‘the Viennese 
architectural popery’ is viewed by its author as necessary since, ‘it would be unwise to
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ignore this announcement, and more foolish to tolerate it’.66 This is not least because ‘at
present many young, and some promising talent is rallying around the flag of “modernity”;
of modernity in all spheres, in architecture too’. In Vienna its sole rallying point is
Wagner’s architecture school, and its head Wagner himself who, upon his appointment to
the chair of architecture, disappointed those who knew his earlier work:
Out of the fully matured artist there emerged an artistic 
experimenter, a devoted sensationalist addicted to originality, a 
train-bearer of fashion, a devotee of affected, brutal, gallic 
architectural materialism.67
The products of this school at the last annual exhibition (of 1896)
to some extent gave the impression of architectural anarchism.
What brutal licence alongside totally conscious degeneracy 
rEntartungl! What unworthy concessions to the tiresome 
originality - dilettantism!63
Beyond this initial denunciatory rhetoric - unchecked experimentation, sensationalism, 
fashion, foreignness (French), anarchism, degeneracy, dilettantism - of the anti-modem 
world view, the author’s critique of Modeme Architektur is somewhat more tempered.
Wagner’s assertion that the starting point of contemporary artistic creation can only 
be modem life is either a platitude or ‘a colossal error’, as well as begging the question as 
to the nature of this modem life. If by modem life we mean the whole of the contemporary 
historical phase with which art must accord then this is merely ‘an impoverished tautology’. 
I f ‘modem life’ refers only to a specific group of phenomena then this too is suspect insofar 
as art is held to be dependent upon ‘specifically unartistic’ phenomena.
On the question of the creation of a new style, Wagner seriously underestimates the 
contribution of outstanding generations of recent architects (such as Schinkel, Semper, 
Hansen, Schmidt, etc.) in order to present his call for a new style as based on a tabula rasa. 
The earlier generations in the century also represented the modem in their works rather
than Wagner’s view that in contrast ‘all his predecessors were consciously unmodem artists
who consciously created anachronistic works’.69 To accept Wagner’s argument is to
identify the ‘“modem” as a creation or discovery of precisely our present day..[and] equally
“fashion” as the solely present-day “modem”.’ Therefore,
Otto Wagner will never be able to convince us that a full half 
century, that the whole of modem architecture before and 
alongside it signifies a pure flop fNietel in art history, that on the 
contrary all the major and often splendid work in this long time 
period decisively and without question also belong to modem 
art, despite the fact that in their so-called style they lean more or 
less strictly upon past discoveries that, as it were, express 
themselves in it.
Wagner’s fundamental error, however, is that ‘he views modem architecture in its 
emergence and not as having occurred, that he views it prospectivelv and not 
retrospectively (which at the present time is of course still totally impossible)’.71
Viewed retrospectively, Wagner’s own works have been produced in ‘a historical 
artistic style strictly tabooed by him today, in the style of so-called Florentine Renaissance’ 
which many view as his best work. Logically, Wagner should place them too alongside his 
‘index of artistic errors’. As for the association of modem architecture with fashion and 
Wagner’s examples of the ‘man in the modern travelling outfit’ is concerned, one may say
of his appearance ‘for instance in a Tyrolean inn: simultaneously pitiful and laughable’.
Such responses running counter to Wagner’s assertions can be made at many points in his 
text. So too the inconsistencies within Wagner’s text are all too apparent, as when in one 
section he plays with ‘a certain cosmopolitan nuancing of our modem world view’ and 
elsewhere appeal to ‘the times and fashion’ and then see both in the service of nationalism.
The most decisive weaknesses are to be found, however, in Wagner’s treatment of 
construction in architecture. In particular, Wagner’s use of Semper’s views on 
construction and the latter’s putative excessive departure from a materialist position is seen
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as inappropriate and erroneous. What is revealing in this critique is the critic’s assumption 
that Wagner is a materialist and that this materialism has now been transcended and, we 
have shaken off ‘the shackles of this world view’ and escaped from its ‘unworthy 
enslavement’. The current situation is one of ‘a natural and powerful reaction against 
materialism’, against the ‘dry empiricism’ of the natural sciences, against ‘economic 
materialism’ and replacement with ‘ethical values of life’, and ‘finally art has almost 
completely overcome the phase of so called Realism, which is nothing other than 
materialism’. In the arts, this materialism has been replaced by a ‘totally new direction’, 
one that is a ‘striving for intellectual value,...anti materialist, anti realist tendency’.72 The 
author of Modeme Architektur. however, seeks to keep architecture within ‘the yoke of 
materialism for all future time’.
Wagner’s misreading of architectural history is thus complemented by his 
misreading of the present. His statement that ‘the architect always has to develop the art 
form from construction’ is in fact, an ‘obsolete platitude deriving from a previous artistic 
error’. Similarly, Wagner should recognise ‘how double-edged..the appeal is to that which 
one terms fashion or spirit of the times, how rapidly and often unnoticed this concept 
transposes itself into its opposite’.73
The critic is especially exercised by Wagner’s prioritisation of construction as the
creative, formative principle on the grounds that
our whole engineering constructions, our iron bridges and 
tunnels, even perhaps the “machine in itself’ have arisen only 
through the power of this principle of formation; yet although 
they are many things they are not for this reason works of art.
And precisely because such a state of affairs especially in our 
times, with its highly developed absolute-technical building 
methods, has developed almost to perfection an absolute- 
constructive language of forms, as it were, precisely for this 
reason we are also in a position to recognise with greater 
certainty than any period before us...that the likes of this have 
absolutely nothing directly in common with art, that art...is not
“democratic” conviction but rather quite genuinely and in the 
good sense” aristocratic” conviction 74
It is therefore all the more erroneous to cast art ‘into the arms of this monster “fashion”’.
Although much of what Wagner says of artistic practice is true it is often badly 
expressed. Wagner’s contribution to city planning whose foundation is ‘antihistorical’ and 
contrasts poorly with Sitte’s purely historical artistic interpretation. In general, Wagner’s 
volume is a tendentious text which runs the danger of creating serious disorientation ‘in the 
quiet progress of modem artistic development’.
That this anonymous critique of Wagner’s Modeme Architektur was rapidly 
circulated in architecture circles in Vienna is indicted by its own referencing and review in 
March 1897 in the Wiener Bauindustrie-Zeitung (anonymously)75, by Josef von Dahlen in 
the same year76 and in 1898 in the most detailed confrontation with Wagner’s volume by 
Richard Streiter.77
The reviewer in the Wiener-Bauindustrie-Zeitung claims that Wagner’s volume has 
already generated a ‘lively agreement’ and ‘even more lively contradiction’ from the 
anonymous pamphlet of which, it is generally assumed, ‘that if not authored then at least 
has been inspired by an architect of no less a reputation than Professor Wagner’.78 Many of 
Wagner’s recommendations are praised in the review, including his explicit call for 
architectural training to focus upon the metropolis - a ‘viewpoint that has certainly never 
before publicly and openly expressed’. The reviewer is less impressed by Wagner’s 
contribution to ‘the most modem of modem tasks of architecture, .. city planning, the 
question of urban regulation. Yet it cannot be claimed that the author brings anything 
especially new here’,79 in contrast to Sitte’s, Stiibben’s, and Wagner’s own earlier 
contribution to the Vienna regulation plan competition. The reviewer in the Wiener- 
Bauindustrie-Zeitung concludes with a reflection on the forum to which the architect’s
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work is directed - to posterity. Genuine works belong to no temporal epoch but to
humanity. The assertion of their relevance for modem times raises the question: ‘who will
step forward and be the judge of the concepts of his age and of his contemporaries?’80
Dahlen’s more extensive review commences with problems facing the historian of
modem architecture, especially in a context in which for the appellation ‘modem
architecture’, ‘we do not possess a style in the sense of a specific unified artistic mode’.81
For this and other reasons, Dahlen claims that
The future historian of modem architecture will undoubtedly 
have no easy task to master. He will have to be both artist, 
philosopher and sociologist alike in order to discover from our 
epoch the changes, transformations and contradictions in all 
| material and intellectual areas those factors that have exerted
I their influence, be it constraining or facilitating, upon our whole
art and imprinted their distinctive stamp upon it.82
i
;
| As this perspective makes clear, Dahlen offers a valuable general contextual review of
i
j  modem architecture as well as a detailed critique of Wagner’s volume.
i
For Dahlen, the context for understanding Wagner’s text lies in the recent 
| developments in Vienna. These include the earlier domination of ‘the mechanical
' interpretation’ of the world which, ironically, created a positive path for art and
architecture. It was materialism which ‘caught up in the external appearance of things, 
negating a suprasensual essence of the world of appearances, necessarily sought and finally 
found its goal in the material welfare of individual elements’.83 The mass of commodities, 
wealth and surplus and the dramatic expansion of cities all stimulated architectural 
expansion. But architecture, ‘the most conservative of the arts’, in Vienna and elsewhere 
had ‘slumbered too long or only managed an illusory existence’ and failed to generate its 
own new ‘language of forms’ or style, in part because it lacked ‘artistic tradition’. The 
consequence was that, influenced too by ‘the building companies and patrons’ and the
‘longing for really new, crude effects grounded in the materialist current of the times’, 
modem architecture ‘achieved a sample card of all possible styles but could not attain a 
style of its own’.
Thus, when the impulse came to extend the city with the Ringstrasse development, 
Vienna had its ‘Semper and Hansen, Schmidt and Ferstel’, each of whom was an ‘artistic 
individuality’, but none of whom could create the ‘artistic unified collective effort’ which 
the ‘Italian high Renaissance’ could have created. Instead, monumental structures 
appeared by architects who ‘each sought to realise each of his works in their purity and, 
where possible, isolation’, leaving dissonant neighbouring structures in conflict with one 
another.
In the present time, however, Dahlen maintains that ‘artistic life in Vienna finds 
itself in a kind of fermentation, a fresh, happy current makes itself felt, the conflict of 
opinions has become livelier and more fruitful and has recently even culminated in an 
interesting literary duel’ between Wagner and the ‘author in the closed helmet’s visor’84 - 
that is, the author of the anonymous critique of Wagner’s volume.
Dahlen counters Wagner’s assertion that architecture must take as its sole starting 
point modem life with the argument that the recent period in architecture also viewed itself 
as equally ’modem’ and serving modem needs. The recent period was even creative 
‘insofar as it first brought the principle of “inner spatial structure” of the exterior to 
monumental expression’. Semper’s theatre design is itself modem and, Dahlen asks, ‘was 
not Hansen’s Heinrichshof a template exemplar for a modem rented housing block 
[Zmhaus]?’85 Dahlen therefore maintains that only the future will teach us ‘what is 
common to the diversity, what is the specifically unique, in our times’.
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Wagner’s association of the modem with fashion is also found to be highly
questionable. Indeed this is viewed by Dahlen as ‘the major error’ of Wagner’s argument,
especially where he
uncritically compares the confrontation of architecture and 
costume of our times with past cultural epochs, when he simply 
sets our times against the standard of vanished times. The latter, 
which he holds before us as a mirror image, stood more or less 
under the dominating influence of a unified cultural conception.86
In contrast, when we observe our present times, a totally different image presents itself,
however lively we might view contemporary artistic development. Its products
lead an isolated existence, they obviously did not grow out of the 
broad basis of the people, no common impulsive trait of the times 
has creatively enriched them, they penetrate into industry 
gradually from school confronting a sheer overpowering enemy, 
factory production; thus they present themselves as mere 
fragmentary phenomena of our total culture.87
Today, in place of religion as a formative cultural influence, ‘rationalism predominates, that 
which can be measured by reason, that which is instrumental’. But this rationalism does not 
positively impress itself upon the totality of external phenomena. Rather, ‘what is formally 
common to it is something negative. It is the absence of a formative principle 
fGestaltungsprinzipl’. This rationalism possesses ‘no other content than that of the 
particular practical purpose’ in all its diversity. It should be the task of art to bring this 
fragmented diversity together again as a totality (as in the Hellenistic world).
Wagner’s conviction, however, is that architecture should ‘cling to the phenomena 
of specifically modem life, subordinate itself in a formal relationship to it and thereby 
nonetheless - remain art’.88 Dahlen’s reading o f ‘rationalism’ in the modem world (with its 
affinities to Tonnies, Weber and Lukacs - whose early work addressed the absent totality of 
the present) provides him with a foundation for a critique of Wagner’s response to
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modernity. To ‘cling to’ the fragmentary modem life is to abandon the attempt to create a 
totality. Indeed, Dahlen suggests that one can follow Wagner’s argument here ‘ad 
absurdum’ with reference to fashion, modem life and architecture and the putative desired 
harmony of architecture with clothing, the modem traveller in tourist costume with the 
railway waiting room and the sleeping car.
Clothing in modem times has adapted itself to a multitude of specific purposes,
including costumes for every sport (directed more to maximizing ‘movement’ and creating
‘records’ than bodily harmony). Wagner’s elevation of fashion into ‘the forum for the
judgment of architecture’ calls into question the foundations for the evaluation of art. It is,
The same fashion that in our fast living times, indeed lusting for 
what is new, leaving no time for quiet comfort, more than ever 
the playground for wild day dreams, female caprices and tailor’s 
fantasies? More than that, architecture should follow fashion, 
which is “the obvious, readily assimilable, easier to be influenced 
preparatory stage of style”! ... the author wishes to reduce 
eternal art to fleeting fashion.89
This modem conjunction of the fleeting and the eternal in what is trivial, feminine and 
fantastic is all the more questionable for Dahlen (and other critics) since for all 
contemporaries the reference to clothing fKleidungl in fashion simultaneously recalls 
Semper’s theory of clothing or cladding in modem architecture. If we ask ‘from what 
elements of modem life modem style develops’, then Wagner’s answer is ‘construction and 
its new materials’. This recourse to Semper’s view ‘that purpose, construction and 
material technology, working together with the moulding impulse, allows the emergence of 
the architectural work of art’ is accepted by Dahlen, but not that ‘materials and 
construction’ - which do influence the art form - are that which make a work of art into a 
work of art. The ‘art form’ is, for Dahlen, to be fundamentally distinguished from the 
‘work form’ IWerkforml. just as Semper maintains that art forms do not emerge directly
out of construction but are mediated by the ‘so-called clothing principle’. Hence, contrary 
to Wagner’s view, ‘new constructions and new materials do not necessarily lead to new 
styles and “new forms”.’90 New materials such as iron, which is a constructive auxiliary 
means of a subordinate kind, cannot themselves be a formal element of modernity.
A similar confusion pervades Wagner’s identification of modernity with the striving
for truth, which fails to distinguish ‘between real and artistic truth’:
If we allow the former to penetrate art, then this real truth leads 
to that crass realism which has pervaded the spheres of literature 
and art in the very recent past. But these arts are already on the 
path to reversing this situation.91
Like the anonymous reviewer earlier, Dahlen detects a realist and materialist in Wagner’s 
polemic.
The most extensive critique of Wagner’s manifesto appeared in 1898 from the 
architect (who had worked in Paul Wallot’s atelier for over five years), academic and critic 
Richard Streiter. Yet a number of Streiter’s critical essays from 1896 on other topics 
already address themes in Wagner’s volume but without reference to Wagner himself. 
Although it is not clear whether Streiter was already reading Wagner’s Modeme 
Architektur immediately upon its publication, some of these earlier issues raised are worthy 
of brief mention.
In an article on ‘German Applied Arts and the English-American Movement’ 
(1896)92, Streiter examines the relationship between style, fashion and modernity. The 
question as to which new style should we follow can no longer be answered by recourse to 
the next historically sequential style. It is slowly dawning upon some at least that ‘despite 
this fashionable style or stylistic fashion we are actually quite styleless, that we will remain 
equally styleless the more we concern ourselves with being stylish and “genuine” by 
adhering as closely as possible to past historical periods’.93 Despite the persistent
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preference for stylish interiors, their present form is often contradictory. Indeed, in
interiors fitted out in the apparel of previous epochs (1.56), does not ‘a sharp dissonance
exist, the dissonance between the features of the room and the people who circulate in the
room?’ In fact, Streiter - more clearly than Wagner - explores this dissonance further:
As long as we modem human beings in our modem clothes move 
around in Renaissance, Roccoco or Empire rooms, just so long 
does the total impression remain unstylish. And even if we were 
decked out in costumes matching the style of the rooms, this 
disjunction would not be transcended; then we would really 
appear as masked, we would really feel the sharp divide that 
exists between our whole humanity, our thought, feelings, and 
desires and that style which surrounds us. Modem homes strictly 
dressed in the stylistic character of a past age appear like theatre 
decorations, in which the acting persons do not belong ....
Periods have indeed existed when in certain circles a kind of 
developed costume festival was celebrated, e.g. in the Roccoco 
court society. But our present day life is certainly no costume 
festival; it is serious, often bitterly serious, it is a life full of 
restless work in all spheres, a life full of practical demands that 
with equal inexorability are made on almost all of us. These 
practical demands require their rights in art too; but they are not 
enemies of art, as many believe. They only oppose themselves 
against an art that is not truthful, that is not rooted in the life 
conditions of the time.94
As long as we continue to create interiors that are like ‘sophisticated decked-out antique 
stores’ we will never achieve ‘an independent artistic expression for our present day 
circumstances of life, a modem style’.
Modem art must create motifs, therefore, that rest upon ‘the phenomena of the
day’:
Indeed art must be a mirror image of life, and this is all the more 
true of the applied arts that stand in an innermost relationship to 
everyday life .... As long as the chairs on which we sit do not fit 
in with our clothes, as long as our books do not stand in 
bookcases whose artistic appearance equally accords with the 
basic impulse of our intellectual life, ... as long as the artistic 
adornment of our modem conditions of life do not accord with 
the needs, the conditions, the whole intellectual atmosphere of 
our life, then just so long will we not have any style of our times, 
but instead only individual “stylish” pieces.95
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Streiter maintains that those who argue that our modem clothing is unattractive and lacking 
in artistic appeal should look to modem trends in female fashion in England with their 
greater simplicity or in men’s fashions and ‘the modem English sports costume’ (1.57). 
Indeed the dramatic increase in imports of English and American furniture, carpets, textiles 
and clothing can be traced back not to their having become fashionable but rather to ‘the 
collective effect of factors that have a general, international validity, that are directed 
towards an independent artistic formation of our modem life circumstances’.96 
Furthermore, in those countries the economic factors shaping our modem life - ‘industry, 
world traffic, all the products of modem technology in the service of trade and commerce’ 
- have been most fully developed. The concern for practicalities - Streiter cites the English 
shoe with broad lower heels, the English washbasin and the lavatory - is a concern for ‘the 
useful, objective, comfortable, hygienic’, all of which are appropriate for our modem life. 
Our modem interiors should reflect these and other requirements of modem life. The need 
for ‘greater lightness and mobility’ is justified since ‘we modem human beings, as a result 
of the massively expanded transport systems, are much more mobile than were the majority 
of people in previous centuries’.97
It is in this context that Streiter seeks to clarify the contemporary situation in the
applied arts. For him, as for Semper and Wolfflin - both of whom are cited by Streiter - the
change in architectural styles is prefigured in the applied arts, and architecture should not
isolate itself from modem developments in the latter. Streiter - like Wagner - calls for a
shift in the parameters of the contemporary conflict in the arts:
Slogans such as “the old ones”, “the modernists”, “Renaissance 
or Baroque?”, “English or Gothic?” should switch to higher 
standpoints, such as the questions: corresponding to ends or not 
corresponding to ends? Appropriate to the material or 
inappropriate to the material? Genuine or untrue? Artistic or 
not artistic? In accord with the times or not in accord with the
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times? ... The juxtaposition of the most diverse styles, that we 
now see around us, is a natural consequence of the cultural 
conditions of our times ... What we can and should do is this: to 
place at the forefront a regard for the particular conditions of life, 
the spatial location, the materials and the technology, the utility 
and genuineness.98
We should also preserve ourselves from ‘the “modem” insofar as it is unartistic!’
When this assessment of the contemporary situation is applied to architecture, it
reveals Streiter’s opposition to the ‘architectural lies’ in his own city of Munich, and
especially ‘the odious buildings in the Maximilianstrasse’ whose ‘new style’ was ‘nothing
but a totally superficial humble of pseudo monumental phrases’.99 In contrast, the current
modem style in architecture is often referred to as Naturalism, although, as Streiter points
out, ‘architecture is not an art form that imitates nature’. The more appropriate term is
Realism (Wagner’s term too):
Realism in architecture is the most comprehensive 
acknowledgement of the real emergent preconditions of a 
building, most complete as possible fulfilment of the demands of 
usefulness, comfort, requirements of health, in a word: 
objectivity rSachlichkeitl. But this is not all. Just as Realism in 
fiction takes to be one of its main tasks to keep sharply in view 
the context of characters within their milieu, so the 
corresponding direction in architecture sees one goal above all to 
be striven for, namely to develop the character of a building not 
only out of its defined function rZweckbestimmungl but rather 
also out of the milieu, out of the uniqueness of the particular 
building material available, out of the atmosphere of spatial 
location that is conditioned by landscape and history.100
The previous ‘orgies of forms and colours’ have now been replaced by ‘the longing for 
simplicity, plainness, even severity. The over-excited stomach lusted for black bread’.101
Streiter’s extensive coverage of the issues raised by Wagner’s Modeme Architektur 
and his location of these issues in the context of recent and contemporary architectural and 
aesthetic discussion is critical but ultimately sympathetic to Wagner’s notion of
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architectural realism. A close reading of Streiter’s critique (which neither Schachel102 nor 
Kolb103 take up in their critical reception of Wagner’s book) reveals his sympathy with 
Wagner’s goal, whilst being highly critical of the foundations of Wagner’s programme - ‘an 
extremely progressive programme’, aimed at shifting the present day predominant view of 
architecture’, and presented in a manifesto that ‘took his colleagues by surprise’. The form 
of his manifesto ‘recalls that of an extreme political progressive party’ and was therefore 
likely to generate a hostile response. What Streiter does not mention in this context is the 
fact that, whatever Wagner’s own political beliefs, his manifesto was published in the 
political context of the victories of the Christian Socialist Party in Vienna in 1895 and 1896 
ending thirty years of Liberal rule in the city.104 To some of his contemporaries, Wagner’s 
text may well have read like a political tract in the field of architecture.
Be that as it may, the impact of Streiter’s extensive contextualisation of Wagner’s 
text is to indicate that many of its central theses were not merely formulated in the 
architectural discussion of recent and not so recent decades but were often presented in a 
more theoretically consequential manner than by Wagner himself. Thus, Wagner’s theses 
on style are located in the context of the debate under way since at least the 1840’s in 
Germany on present day style (many of whose contributions have already been examined 
earlier) in order to demonstrate that the critique of Historicism was already articulated 
before Wagner’s manifesto. Aside from earlier lamentations that ‘we have no monumental 
style of our own’ (Goller),105 Streiter explores the implications of the Historicist ‘labyrinths 
of viewpoints’ (Wagner). Not merely for artists but also for the public ‘the sequence and 
juxtaposition of styles must have something permanently disturbing, confusing, tom out of 
every enclosed mood’. Indeed, contemporaries such as Karl Neumann have maintained, 
with reference to the diverse languages of Historicism, that ‘it cannot be the last word to 
express our thought in a foreign, past and, as it were, dead language. In artistic life it
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would be as in a museum, where the compartments for all periods of art history and for all 
schools are arranged in a row one after the other’.106 However, against arguments by 
Wagner, Newmann and others that this plurality of languages makes the public’s 
understanding of architecture more difficult, Streiter counters that ‘techtonic art forms, 
unlike spoken language, are grouped not by intellectual understanding but by immediate 
feelings. Their enjoyment thus requires no special training’.107 Nonetheless, the recent 
rapid change in the fashion for styles has destroyed the public’s trust in its own judgments 
of taste. Wagner is therefore correct in not blaming the public for the public’s lack of 
participation in modem architecture. This lack of an acquired feeling for style is most 
evident in the applied arts as a result of ‘the transformation of the relations of production 
(machine-based industry)’ and ‘the absence of a unified sense of style’, an absence felt most 
in the erection and decoration of monumental structures.
Several features of modem society have contributed to stylistic disorientation and a 
‘disrupted present’ (Hiibsch). Walter Crane and others have condemned the ‘express train 
speed’ with which ‘hyper industry’ operates to produce ever-changing ‘currents in fashion 
that do not correspond to the wishes and needs of public but rather to the market 
speculations of the manufacturers, whose machines cannot be allowed to stand still’.108 In 
turn, this rapid sequence of stylistic fashion in the applied arts and decoration consequent 
upon these changes in the mode of production, has been accompanied by a situation in 
which
the multi-language usage and colourful anarchy in architecture 
has not merely been asserted but also towards the end of the 
century has been accelerated. With the progress of art historical 
research and the dissemination of its results, which were 
achieved by the extraordinary increase in means of transport and 
- through photography - the huge mass and ready availability of 
undeniably accurate reproductions of artistic achievements of all 
times and countries, there developed from one day to the next 
the wealth of impressions, from which the modern architect 
could not escape.109
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This was the context in which the demands for genuine reproduction of earlier styles can be 
understood.
In more recent years, however, with the emphasis upon clear practicalities and ‘the 
restructuring of modem conditions of life banishing all poetry from it’, a reaction set in 
signalling ‘the turn away from theatrically arranged history, from the costumed pose’. This 
reaction was generated by the increasing role of science, the domination of ‘the social 
question’ and a concern with ‘the real life conditions of human beings’. This interest in 
truth, the nature of things and their ‘pure nature’ focused upon ‘modem human beings, 
modem life’.
This was the foundation for a new ‘architechtonic Realism’ in which ‘the goal of 
“modernism” was to gain from modem life its own distinctive artistic dimensions and to 
represent it with new, more refined means that totally corresponded to its material’.110 This 
new movement, randomly termed Naturalism and Realism, is also called Verism in Italy, a 
concept which Streiter argues can most accurately be transferred to describe architectural 
Realism. The latter’s most vocal though contradictory programme is proclaimed by Wagner 
with his striving for truth in art - ‘the slogan of Realism, of Verism, the so often heard 
battle cry of “modernism” in the past 25 years has now also in architecture fired a young 
generation to new liberating deeds!’111
Yet those who were opposed to Wagner’s Realist programme saw in more recent
developments another artistic movement towards neo Idealism, symbolism and the like as a
possible counter to Wagner’s position. Streiter, however, maintains that although such free
fantasies might be possible in literature and fine arts, the architect’s works are
not enjoyed in solitary isolation, in peaceful hours as are a 
painting or a book, but rather in the bustle and din of everyday 
life that flows around them. Architectural works form the artistic 
frameworks for the total image of the life of both the individual
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and the masses. They must correspond to the basic impulse of 
this image. Yet, undoubtedly a strong realistic current passes 
through our public and private life ... [Hence] a reawakened 
artistic romanticism ... cannot be the characteristic mode of 
expression of our total external forms of life.112
Our modem everyday life is increasingly influenced by modem technologies dominated by
the principle of ‘the greatest possible achievement with the least possible means’.
Analysing this dimension of practical life much more fully than Wagner, Streiter draws
attention to the effect of this new technology upon our senses:
If, through the continuous viewing and usage of these products, 
our eyes and our sense of touch have now increasingly grown 
accustomed to structural-technical objectivity and 
correspondingly influenced our techtonic sense of form, then 
through the extraordinary increase in the means of transport, our 
body sense has become very receptive to a greater capacity for 
movement and as a result made it very sensitive to all restricting 
and burdening ballast. This psychological fact, namely the 
influence of our whole circumstances of life - totally transformed 
by modem technology-upon our bodily sense, thereby also our 
static sense and our sense of form as a whole - this fact alone can 
offer the key to knowledge of the specifically modem mode of 
interpretation of techtonic tasks.113
Thus, the ideal of beauty in modernity must contain ‘realistic features’ if it is to correspond
to the changes in modem society, everyday life and our sensory responses to such changes.
Taken in association with Wagner’s reflections on the modem eye, Streiter’s more
perceptive remarks here could form the basis for a phenomenology of changing perception
and relation to things in the late nineteenth century. They also anticipate Futurist
reflections on the city and its modem dynamic a decade later.
Wagner’s support for the social-practical, levelling (“democratic”) tendency of 
modem life’ - which presumably include the new technologies of transportation and 
machine production - may be understood in the context of the less advanced social and 
economic development in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and in Vienna too.114 Streiter does
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not make this argument but, insofar as he suggests that the British modem movement has 
gone much further in realising Wagner’s ideals, it is certainly implicit in Streiter’s 
references to the more backward situation in Germany and his rejection of the popular ‘old 
German stylish fashion’ and ‘the predominance of “parvenue taste” .. in Germany’.115
Instead, Streiter maintains that it is ‘an indisputable service of the supporter of
architectural Realism* to have countered the taste of the ‘philistine petit-bourgeoisie
rphilistrosen SpiessburgertumT. ‘the ostentatious plutocracy of dubious origins’ and their
architecture that is characterised by ‘impoverished exhibitionism, false idealism,
dissimulated illusion of monumentalism in the wrong place’. Nor is Streiter (in contrast to
Henrici, for example) a supporter of a national style. Indeed, Streiter, again more
articulately than Wagner, detects signs of the emergence of an international style:
An astonishing network of iron rails and wires encompasses the 
globe facilitating the transportation of human beings, the 
exchange of thoughts and commodities with a really increasing 
rapidity. The effects of world communication extend even into 
the most distant, quietest comer of the world. An international 
trend is passing through modem culture, even though individual 
peoples come together with an increased self-consciousness and 
even though the notion of an idealistic world citizenry no long 
dominates major minds as at the start of this century .... A more 
sophisticated and deeper Realism, a symbolism of objectivity 
increasingly liberating itself from an inherited schematism, will 
probably spread through the future development of the applied 
arts and the art industry and then also through architecture as an 
international fundamental feature.116
Streiter here unwittingly highlights one of the contradictory tendencies within the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, namely the tendency towards internationalism both within the Empire
itself with respect to some of its artistic avant gardes and outwith the Empire and, on the
other hand, an emergent nationalist tendency within many parts of the Empire and the
development of national arts. Thus, an international language of forms co-existed,
occasionally converged and often can into conflict with a national language of forms.
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Streiter assumes that the accelerating material and social transformations will lead to the 
emergence of an international style. But since he makes no specific reference to the 
situation within the Austro-Hungarian Empire, he fails to recognize the extent to which 
economic development, although accelerating, was extremely uneven within the Empire 
and lagging behind other economies in western Europe. Like Wagner, Streiter avoids a 
social analysis of the resistance to modernising developments in a society with an extremely 
powerful landed society and aristocratic culture.117
The possible bases for the emergence of a new style are reviewed by Streiter. A 
totally subjective experimentation is rejected as a foundation for a new style, as is the 
assimilation of the plurality of historical styles, and the possible for an agreement on a 
single historical style. A fourth alternative would be connection with no historical style. 
whilst a fifth possibility (which Streiter had outlined earlier in his article on English and 
American applied arts) would be a Realism tempered bv its milieu. With some 
qualifications, this is close to Wagner’s own position, although Streiter cautions Wagner 
that ‘no modem art or modem style is still not gained with Realism, with objectivity, but 
rather only a healthy, natural foundation for it’.118
The practical foundation of a new style raises the contentious issue of the 
relationship between construction and art form. Streiter formulates the question as follows: 
‘How can the formal expression of a constructive function be aesthetically valuable - 
“beautiful” - for the observer, where everywhere uncertainty and discord predominate?’119 
Wagner’s emphasis upon the priority of construction is significant but, argues Streiter, 
erroneous ‘when he wishes to declare that construction is the primal cell of architecture 
[Baukunst]; for one can indeed characterize construction as the primal cell of building 
IBauenl but not, without qualification, of artistic building as well, that is, architecture’.120 
In this context, technology ‘can never create a style’ of its own. Although Wagner refers to
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iron as a new building material, although its significance was long recognized by Semper
and others and even though there are many instances of major iron structures (including
Vienna’s Exhibition Rotunda of 1873), Streiter maintains that
Iron constructions can and must influence future modes of 
building but not to the extent that, through their visible 
emergence “a new realm of art forms” is opened up, but rather 
that they raise the possibilities for spatial formation and thereby 
indirectly influence the sense of structure and form.121
The influence of new materials and technology should have been evident and should 
have revealed the ‘new style’ at the Chicago Columbia World Exhibition of 1893, but
lI
instead it was full of Historicist structures. This indicates that the ‘new style’ cannot 
emerge merely out of new materials and technology. Rather, Streiter contends, it is more 
likely to emerge out of the sphere of the applied arts where ‘despite the strong dependency 
upon the practical demands of daily life, a new sense of forms and colours can develop 
most freely and easily’122 - a view Streiter finds supported by Semper and Wolfflin.
i
Streiter’s final detailed analysis of Wagner’s volume is of the connection between 
the spirit of the times and architecture and, in particular, Wagner’s assertion that ‘the new
i
style must be the true, unmistakable expression of the “spirit of the times”. Wagner finds 
that spirit in the modem metropolis’.123 For Streiter, Wagner’s conception of the modem 
city accords with that of present day Paris and its grand avenues. Streiter is concerned that 
Paris not be elevated to the ‘general norm’ of a modem city and that grand avenues, these 
‘long, broad avenues without human and traffic bustle are a contradiction in themselves; 
they necessarily create the impression of megalomania and yawning boredom’.124
On the other hand, Streiter is more sympathetic to Wagner’s and others critique of 
Historicism and the seemingly endless reverence towards the past which fails to ask ‘the 
question as to how far the historical sense of our times, and historical reverence in
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particular, stands as an impediment in the way of the development of an independent 
modem mode of building’.125 Such reverence has produced a ‘cool resignation’ towards, 
and tolerance of, all historical styles, whilst at the same time ‘shying away from 
investigating in a critical manner which language of forms could bring to the living 
sensibilities of modem people the greatest capacity for expression’.126
Unlike Wagner, Streiter explores more deeply the problematic of Historicism, and 
in particular since mid-century its confrontation with the natural sciences. Indeed, there has 
been ‘an open struggle between the powerful, aspiring natural sciences and the historical 
sciences’, in which the application of the results of natural scientific development appeared 
| to have created a ‘new world .. separated by an unbridgable gulf from the past’. Streiter
Ij
outlines its contradictory contours as follows:
Theoretically, through the Darwinian principle of evolution there 
occurred a significant rapprochement between the historical and 
natural scientific world views. Practically, the sharp division of 
then and now in all social conditions of life was frequently 
experienced as a painful split. The new circumstances came too 
j quickly, too directly; dangerous shifts in forces caused deep
[ shocks to the balance of economic forces. A powerful pressure
| and haste, an agitating unbalance made itself felt everywhere; the
| interpretation of life as a struggle for existence, as the war o f all
! against all, emerged more sharply than before; a strong
I materialistic current made itself felt both in practical life and in
| the intellectual sphere. The “fourth estate”, social democracy,
| combined into a new force threatening the overthrow of all that
existed and confronting an industrialism and capitalism that 
recklessly followed its own interests’.127
Out of this apparent ‘confusing chaos’ of modernity much that was valuable was
created in the intellectual and artistic spheres. But, at the same time, there were those who 
‘looked back with envious nostalgia at the “good old days” brought closer through 
historical research ... [who] sought in fact to retain the old with growing reverence to 
cherish and defend it against the assault of the new’.128 Of decisive significance in ‘the 
assault of the new’ Streiter highlights again the fundamental transformation in dwelling
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conditions and transport facilities: ‘Only think of how slowly in earlier times the 
physiognomy of cities changed, almost unnoticed in a human lifetime, and in contrast how 
rapidly, how noticeably it has changed in this century!’129 Hence, the reverence for the past 
is not only intelligible, it may also be a necessity. In this context, Streiter questions 
whether Wagner has seriously considered the implications of his recognition of a reverence 
for the past in modernity. In this respect - not mentioned by Streiter - Ohmann’s project of 
a ‘historical-modern’ style would be worthy of greater recognition.
Wagner’s concept of the modem, however, is associated with a democratic, 
levelling tendency - a significant feature which he fails to develop in any detail. Streiter 
maintains that alongside this tendency today there exists an opposing ‘strong aristocratic- 
individualistic counter current’, typified by Stimer, Nietzsche, Ibsen and others that is 
equally conducive to artistic development. More importantly, Streiter seeks to clarify the 
nature of the putative democratic tendency by contrasting Walter Crane’s views - the ‘most 
modem’ of the ‘new English Renaissance’ - with those of Wagner. Streiter concurs with 
Crane’s designation of contemporary political conditions as not so much democratic as an 
‘oligarchy of capital’. Crane’s ‘artistic socialism’ and defence of craft work contrasts with 
Wagner’s recognition of the latter’s demise: ‘In Wagner’s opinion, the architecture and 
applied arts of the future will move forward to a new life not in the struggle against 
industrialism and commercialism, as W. Crane believes, but rather in association with these 
modem great powers’. Crane, too, seeks a modem art reflecting modem conditions but 
not in a ‘metropolitan art, that in the hands of capitalism and industrialism is subordinated 
to rapidly changing vagaries of fashion’ but rather in ‘a genuine people’s art’130 opposed to 
capitalism.
Yet despite Streiter’s substantive and theoretical critique of Wagner’s position, he 
too concludes in favour of ‘archetechtonic Realism’ and asserts that ‘Realism [may] have
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its deep inner foundation as a counterweight against a false, simulated, uncontemporary 
Idealism’.131 If Mallgrave is correct in describing Wagner’s Modeme Architektur as the 
first modem architectural manifesto, then it is somewhat surprising that Streiter’s critique 
constitutes the only major contemporary criticism of that work. All the subsequent 
contemporary reviews are much less substantial. The responses to the later editions of 
1898, 1902 and 1914 are much briefer than to the work’s first edition.
Brief mention should be made here of a review by Moritz Dreger (in fact reviewing
a work by Charles Buis) on ‘The Aesthetics of Cities’132 which contrasts Sitte’s and
Wagner’s manifestos.
In terms of form a world separates the two of them. The one is 
absorbed in the beauties of old cities especially Italian ones ...
But the general standpoint is in fact an outmoded one, that of the 
happily transcended “historical” styles. A city constructed 
according to these ideas will contain a wealth of picturesque 
individual elements, but really only be a conglomerate of small 
towns; no larger, unified compelling concept lies in it. Four 
thousand troops still do not constitute a regiment; but four 
batallions do. If one merely piles one small entity on top of 
another than this will produce ant hills, but not a well organised 
centre of world transport.133
This alternative Wagnerian conception of the city ‘corresponds to the practical
standpoints. And if this inner truth is expressed in an overwhelming manner, then it too
will be artistically effective’. The new conception of the city must avoid the
break up and fragmentation of motifs as, for instance, in our 
Ringstrasse, as well as the “style” of the buildings that almost 
never allow an autonomous, unified effect to be realised. The 
buildings forming the main lines must naturally not be 
ostentatious, with each shouting out loudly for prominence or 
bore one to death through endless repetition of the same 
pretentious fake decoration; they must be retained as simply as 
possible, in order to permit the street and the square as major 
form to be effective as part of the whole city.134
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The reader of Wagner’s volume will ‘at once view his or her own city through 
totally difference eyes and learn with surprise that much more is still to be done but also 
can be done; he or she will not be pessimistic’.
A brief anonymous announcement of the second edition (1898) of Wagner’s 
manifesto135 - ‘one of the most instructive guides for school and family’ - concludes with a 
cautionary note on the very success of the modem movement: “‘Not everything that is 
modem is beautiful”, says Wagner, “and this should encourage our endeavour to ensure 
that only the truly beautiful can be modem”. The fact that “modernism” is as little safe 
from imitators as were hitherto the masters of tradition, is something we can see hourly. 
God preserve the “modems” from these friends, for they will know how to preserve 
themselves from their enemies’.
A fuller, if totally uncritical, review of the second edition by Hermann Bahr136
suggests that Wagner has created ‘a revolution’ in our notion of architecture:
For a couple of years now we don’t wish to know anything more 
about the old architecture. Yesterday’s fashion doesn’t suit any 
more; those palaces, that are like decorations out of the 
Renaissance or out of the Baroque don’t have their effect any 
more. We want to live in our manner, according to our needs, 
just as we dress ourselves in our manner, according to our needs.
We don’t want any costumes any more, therefore our houses too 
shouldn’t have them any more. If we go along the Ring then it 
looks to us like a very cheap carnival. Everything is masked 
everything is disguised, everything is wearing masks. Yet really 
life has become too serious for such things. We want to look life 
in its face. This is expressed with the catchword a “realistic 
architecture”. What is meant by this is that the building serves its 
purpose and that this should be expressed openly and not at all 
hidden .... To hide it beneath alien forms seems to us to be 
foolish and ugly. In the past it was required of a building above 
all that it should “look like something”. We require that it should 
be something. We are ashamed as present day working people to 
live like princes or patricians of yesterday or the day before 
yesterday. We experience this as a swindle. We should look at a 
house for what it is, what occupation it has, who lives in it and 
how they live in it.137
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In other words, our present day architecture should be modem. Bahr asks ‘What 
does it mean, however: modernity, forms created by ourselves? Which will they be? 
Forms that coincide with our sensibilities, our appearance, and whole manner - coincide in 
such a way as those old forms earlier coincided with the whole manner of its people’.138
Such an answer to this question reveals what many critics realised, namely that this 
new modem architecture also sought to endure through time, and in such a manner as did 
earlier forms. Indeed, Max Eisler, reviewing the fourth edition of the work139 - by then 
titled Die Baukunst unserer Zeit - declares that although Wagner’s volume had been 
expanded (with two additional sections on ‘Artistic Support’ and ‘Artistic criticism’) its 
basic theses not only remained the same but ‘the work in its core .. deals with .. eternally 
valid and necessary aspects and therefore it cannot age, in its findings it will have 
continuous legitimation’. In this manner, the longing for the eternal reveals itself in the 
desire to represent our transitory ‘times’.140
This problematical temporal dimension in the claim to represent modem times
through architecture is also revealed from a different perspective in Joseph Lux’s review of
the 1902 third edition.141 Lux refers there to the two tactics employed in the ‘desperate
struggle’ to denigrate Wagner’s achievement (most recently within the debate on the
proposed museum on the Karlsplatz). The first is that critics
seek to contrive a contradiction between Wagner’s views from 
his earlier period and his contemporary views. They deliberately 
overlook that these presumed contradictions are conditioned bv 
the demands of the time and that to the times development is 
contradiction. The other, more cunning tactic is that they seek to 
recognise Wagner merely as a historical phenomenon who has 
already been extensively overtaken by his famous students. If the 
effect of this is, on the one hand, curious that they now play off 
the maligned students as “extreme revolutionaries” against the 
pioneer so, on the other, they reveal a failure to recognise the 
specific spheres of creation ... It m ust... be emphasized that the 
monumental, the striving for the great in size and simultaneously 
for the festive is where Wagner’s major significance lies, which 
one must in no way overlook in evaluating him.142
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It should be added here that Lux, in his supportive and uncritical review, does not himself 
recognise the full implications of the relationship of the times to contradictions for Wagner’s 
manifesto. For it is Wagner himself who, in insisting on architecture’s (true) representation 
of modem times, fails to observe that they are contradictory. Modem development as 
contradiction raises further problems for its representation, not least how to capture these 
contradictions in artistic forms. The second tactic employed by Wagner’s critics refers to 
his relationship to his students. Having examined extensively the critics’ response to 
Wagner’s manifesto, the broader issue of the nature of his teaching programme and student
i
i
response will be briefly investigated.
IVi
i
When he succeeded to Hasenauer’s chair of architecture in 1894, Wagner 
immediately introduced a new three year training programme whose orientation was around 
practical solutions to specific building problems.143 The problem for the first year was ‘a 
simple Viennese apartment house’ whose intention was to make students ‘quite proficient,
|
first and foremost in construction and the understanding of needs’. Then, time permitting, 
students ‘can then proceed to the solution of the “individual dwelling” since our traffic 
planning will push this question to the fore and we can certainly anticipate a corresponding 
upheaval in our style of living’. The second year was to focus upon a public building with 
all its complicated interior planning and characteristic exterior organisation. In the final 
year, students would be required to solve a problem they might never face, one ‘whose 
design will help to fan the divine spark of imagination’. The three problems faced in the 
design of the Miethaus. the monumental building, and the fantastic structure were all those 
which had preoccupied Wagner earlier. The prominence given to the Miethaus. Zinshaus
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and Wohn-und Geschaftshaus in the first year of study suggests an affinity with urban 
capitalist needs. Indeed, the whole issue of building types favoured by the Wagner 
programme is worthy of fuller treatment later.
For the moment, it should be emphasized that this programme was a significant
departure from earlier learning requirements. The stress placed upon modem urban needs
was amplified by Wagner’s insistence that the then ubiquitous year in Italy be curtailed in
favour of ‘the great cities and those places where modem luxury may be found’. The
contrast with the previous teaching programme is related by Josef Hoffmann, who began
study at the Academy of Fine Arts in October 1892 under Hasenauer, and whose
programme comprised design of a country residence in the first year, a city residence in the
second and a public building in the third. However, the mode of teaching was itself
different. As Hoffmann relates,
Work was carried out in the following manner: every day an
assistant discussed the plans with the individual students, and the 
professor now and then looked at the results .... To arouse any 
interest, to pose any problems was not their concern ... One 
studied the projects of one’s predecessors and made something 
similar.144
When he transferred to Wagner’s programme following Hasenauer’s death, Hoffmann 
relates that ‘under Wagner matters really improved. This artist at least knew how to instil 
enthusiasm into his school... there was a real life and search for form’.145
This enthusiasm is apparent even in those who looked at Wagner’s work from a 
distance. Joseph Urban, for instance, having studied under Hasenauer, regretted not 
studying under Wagner. Nonetheless, Wagner’s ‘radical departure from all previous work, 
his fantastic and interesting plans for monumental and domestic building, museums and 
churches inspired me to try and get on my own feet to work independently in my own 
style’.146 Many gifted students would be asked to work in their teachers’ studios. Urban
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worked under Ludwig Baumann (the conservative, official architect of the Emperor) who
recalled of Urban that
continuously I had to suppress his simplifications, as the city of 
Vienna at that time ... demanded the richness of Hasenauer’s 
tradition. [ ] I put up with his fantasies’.147
In contrast, some of Wagner’s students were able to work subsequently on major projects in
his atelier. Hoffmann’s vita (21.3.1899) relates that he ‘was accepted into the studio of
Oberbaurat Wagner and worked there principally on the great Gumpendorfer bridge
complex with the granite obelisks, the Lobkowitz Bridge station, and various other
stations’.148 This participation was extended to Olbrich and others.149 Damjan Prelovsek,
drawing on Joze Plecnik’s papers, outlines the work situation for those such as Plecnik who
worked in Wagner’s studio in 1894-95:
Work in his studio made good progress, because all the workers 
there were paid by the hour and the conditions were clearly set 
out. Wagner arrived every morning at 8.00 am from his villa in 
Hutteldorf and corrected the plans in the atelier until midday. At 
1.30 pm he returned from lunch in his town residence and went 
on working until 5.00 pm. He had eighteen workers, to whom 
Plecnik was the youngest addition.150
Plecnik subsequently completed his architectural study with Wagner.
Returning to the master class, there are other dimensions of the work environment in 
Wagner’s teaching programme that are worthy of note. August Samitz draws attention to 
the discussions of other architects work (to which we have already alluded) and their 
significance.
Wagner used to give studio critiques and discussed with his 
students new book and magazine publications. These discussions 
were part of the architectural training, since it was here that 
students were confronted with Wagner’s opinions of other 
architects’ work. It must have been during these discussions that 
Wagner talked about Frank Lloyd Wright. Referring to Wright’s 
work, Wagner told his students, “Gentlemen, this is an architect 
who is better than I”. To fully appreciate this statement ... one
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has to remember that Wagner ... was also a member of the art 
committee of the cultural and educational department of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire which represented the official 
Kulturpolitik.151
The importance of Samitz’s reference to Wagner’s membership of the growing bureaucracy 
expanded to regulate art lies in the fact that Wagner had access to bureaucratic - political 
forums through which he could advance his views on modem architecture and training (in a 
context in which such commissions contained both ‘old’ and ‘modem’ representatives).
Although a ‘permanent art commission’ fstandige Kunstkomissionl had been 
established since 1890, there is evidence that spheres of the local state bureaucracy were 
expanded considerably after the political transformation in the mid 1890s and the coming to 
power of the Christian Social Party under Karl Lueger.152 By the close of the decade, ‘the 
enlargement of the state administration through a central art commission opened up to the 
bourgeoisie broad possibilities for participation in the state politics of art and culture ... 
directly into the Ministry’.153 The art commission in principle supported all possible artistic 
currents and ‘no direction in art should [be] excluded’ from any artistic competition - an art 
politics which some, such as Loos, viewed as too great an intervention of the state in art 
and the ‘defence and appropriation of elite aesthetic codes’. As Gottfried Fliedl has shown, 
in the context of the School of Applied Arts IKunstgewerbeschulel in Vienna and the bitter 
debate on its teaching programme and director in 1899, Wagner could have a significant
154impact.
In the meetings of the curators of the School of Applied Arts in January and 
February 1899, Wagner attacked existing plans for both the School and the Modem Gallery 
of Applied Arts. The rhetoric is that of Modeme Architektur - against the influence of the 
past, archaeology and science of art, and copies of the past in favour of a ‘naissance’ of the 
applied arts. The School should produce that which is ‘the beautiful expression for its
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“present senses’” , since its task is ‘through art to raise trade and thereby welfare in the
state’.155 To neglect this
I must indeed characterise as criminal... in fact, I go so far as to 
require that the School... just as trade so energetically demands, 
should clearly express itself for modernity rdie Modemel ... Art 
requires of its practitioners a new birth, a new creation, whose 
seeds find in modem human life their fruitful ground. If art sinks 
down to the level of laborious weighing and copying as has 
hitherto been in large part practised, then it actually ceases to be 
art.
This rhetoric could also contain, as Fliedl argues, a ‘patriarchal arrogance’ as when Wagner 
insists that ‘a break must finally be made with the system of allowing [in] every woman 
| fFrauenzimmerl who wishes to paint little flowers on the cups’.157 Wagner’s self
j
|
j  consciously rhetorical manner could itself create opposition to his position. In the
I
| discussion for a new director, the secretary of curators Max von Millenkovich-Morold,
i
whilst recognizing everyone’s right to express their views, laments that
; On the other hand, it really pains my soul when Otto Wagner, the
j  architect preaching revolution fUmsturz]. who only admits Klimt
| to being creative in Vienna, and whose “scathing” judgments of
| the majority who were treasured and loved were taken up as a
rule with amazement and mirth, when this sharp-tongued and 
pugnacious gentleman in the meetings of the commission is the 
same one who spends a good hour and gives his blessing to the 
most pedestrian products of an antiquated art exercise in order 
that subsequently, with the same pleasure, the others can be 
pleased to have supported Ms proteges.158
Later in 1899, Hoffmann, Kolo Moser and Alfred Roller - former Wagner students - were,
in fact, appointed to the School of Applied Arts Institute.159
This partiality and selectivity in Wagner’s position may well have had a more 
ominous dimension in relation to Wagner’s Master Class at the Academy of Fine Arts. The 
major alternative architectural training was offered by the Technical University and Karl 
Konig160 in particular (with whom notably Rudolf Schindler initially studied, but also Josef
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Frank, Oskar Stmad, and Oskar Wlach amongst many others). After 1904 at the Academy, 
students were also drawn to the Master Class of Friedrich Ohmann who had taught in the 
previous decade in Prague.161 (1.58,59,60) Little research has been undertaken on the 
relationship between Wagner and Ohmann (whose own works were described by Feldegg 
and others as ‘historical-modern’), though Ohmann’s later statements suggested a degree of 
hostility to Wagner’s particular modernist credo.162
In this context, the composition of the various student bodies is worthy of further
investigation. The Academy did not admit female students in this period. Hence, all
Wagner’s students were male. It has been suggested by Christopher Long,163 for example,
that one reason why Josef Frank did not transfer from the Technical University to Wagner’s
Class - as others such as Schindler did - was ‘the anti-Semitic atmosphere of the school’.
Long goes on to maintain that
whilst perhaps as many as one third of the students in the 
architecture programme of the Technische Hochschule were 
Jewish - among them Stmad, Wlach and Richard Neutra - 
apparently only 1 of the 190 students who studied in the 
Wagnerschule between 1894 and 1914 - Ernst Lichtblau - came 
from a Jewish background. The two schools were also 
characterized by a marked difference in approach. Though a 
strict adherent of late historicism in his own work, Konig showed 
a remarkable tolerance for other approaches. By contrast,
Wagner, although his own work was at the cutting edge of 
developments at the time, was much less open to other styles and 
methods.164
In terms of ‘atmosphere’ in the Wagner School, it is certainly the case that from the mid 
1890’s after the coming to power of the Christian Socialists in Vienna, Wagner actively 
sought the support of Karl Lueger (proponent of a decidedly anti-semitic political ideology) 
for his projects. Wagner’s own political position is less easy to detect and would be worthy 
of further research.
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The approach of Wagner’s students to their own work and projects has been 
characterised by Samitz - though more true of the later students than the earliest entrants -
as:
1) geometric reduction of formal elements; and 2) structural 
elaboration and significance. Looking at the projects of the 
students, it is evident that geometric reduction is the leading 
design principle. The use of “pure forms” and formal 
composition goes beyond a stripped-down classicism, but creates 
new formal abstractions without any reference to the Beaux-Arts 
tradition.165
The structural articulation required in the ambitious projects (for huge monuments, airports, 
exhibition buildings etc.) which students undertook in their third year required the use of 
new technologies (such as concrete). The optimistic expansion of forms in modem 
architecture fully accorded with ‘this modem spirit of permanent progress’166 - as one of 
Wagner’s students, Kemdle, puts it - which Wagner’s conception of the expanding modem 
metropolis and modem life seemed to justify.
If students were encouraged to develop the fantasies of modem life in their third 
year of study, then they had already been schooled in the design of public buildings and the 
‘simple’ Viennese rented apartment block.167 The focus upon specific building types as 
indicative of modernity and modem needs in the metropolis reveals a distinctive conception 
of the development of modem urban society.
V
The goal of producing a modem architecture for modem metropolitan life is 
predicated upon the delineation of features of modem life that must be addressed by modem 
architects. The architects themselves are required to advertise and sell their expertise in this
respect. One of the ways in which this is done is to make portfolios of completed or 
projected works available. In order to reach as large an audience as possible access to 
media is necessary. In the 1890’s, one of the most accessible mode of presenting one’s 
work was in architecture journals. The mid 1890’s and later saw the emergence of a number 
of journals ostensibly representing the artistic avant garde such as Ver Sacrum. Per 
Architekt and Das Interieur. Of these journals, Per Architekt may be taken as an instance 
of an architecture journal which rapidly gained the reputation (though this was not the 
editor, Feldegg’s original intention) as the leading avant garde journal in Vienna (the much 
older Allgemeine Bauzeitung. which had earlier carried general articles on style and modem 
aesthetics, came increasingly to concentrate upon technical aspects). The journal carried 
supplements from the Wagner School, and later, on occasion, Ohmann’s School and others.
A survey of the full page illustrations appended to each issue of Per Architekt in the 
period 1895 to 1914 (and excluding the Wagner Schule supplements) (1.61) provides some 
indications of general tendencies in representation of ‘modem’ architectural works 
projected or realised throughout the Empire (though the majority were probably produced 
by architects in Vienna).168 When broken down into building types, the largest numerical 
category is that of Miethaus. Zinshaus and Wohn-und Geschaftshaus. i.e. rented apartment 
block and apartment and commercial block. (1.62,63,64) This is the key building type 
produced not merely within the Wagner School but also more generally (a type which, as 
Miethaus. had already beea extensively built in Vienna since at least the 1860’s). Another 
significant building type is the villa (1.65,66,67), both in its urban form and as a country 
residence rLandhausl. Here it should be noted that the Empire, despite its localised 
industrial capitalist developments, still had a huge rural economy. As in other societies in 
the same period, the haute bourgeoisie, who may have secured their capital in an urban 
milieu, sought to emulate landed society through the purchase of a rural residence. The
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commercial building type (office, bank or large store), (1.68,69,70) even given the 
economic expansion in the mid 1890’s onwards, is not well represented (only two years 
when its representation achieves double figures). In the public sector (1.71,72,73), where 
a social sector of schools, hospitals and libraries and a political sector of central and local 
government buildings and military installations should be distinguished, there are few 
instances where this sector exceeds the apartment block category. This may be accounted 
for by the fact that public sector buildings were subject to ‘open’ competition so that 
several entries for the same competition might be represented. As a sector of the economy, 
(outside housing), the largest represented is the leisure sector. (1.74,75,76,77) This sector 
is, in general, indicative of the expansion of bourgeoise leisure forms and includes 
categories such as spa and Kurort, parks and gardens, hotels, theatres, sport facilities 
(including riding school, rowing club, hunting lodge), restaurant, tavern, cafe and exhibition 
and museum buildings. Religious structures (churches, chapels, graves, mausoleums) 
remained significant in number although, with some exceptions (and Wagner’s Kirche Am 
Steinhof is a prominent one) (1.78,79), religious structures were no longer at the forefront 
of architectural activity.
There are a number of building types which are not well represented. Very 
noticeably, few buildings for industrial purposes are illustrated. Although there are a few 
instances of small production units (such as a carriage making factory, located within an 
existing structure in 1899, and designed by Ludwig Baumann), the first instance of a 
modem factory receiving full page illustration is a textile factory in 1909. (1.80,81) 
Wagner’s Modeme Architektur makes mention of factories only with reference to zoning 
and not as building type, even though factory production was expanding in the decade up to 
1914. Given the predominance of the rented apartment block, the terraced house as
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Kein kultur- oder kunstgeschichtlicher U m schw ung ist das 
Produkt erst jener Tage, in denen er. uns bewuBt, in Erscheinung  
tritt. Seine Anfange liegen vielmehr so m anche Jahrzehnte, ja 
selbst viel leicht ein Jahrhundert weit  zuriick. So ist auch die 
m oderne  Kunst keineswegs ein Produkt etwa der letzten knappen  
anderthalb Dezennien, sondern  fuBt auf  den Endergebnissen jener 
groBen Aufklarungsperiode, die in die W ende vom  i 8 . zum  1 9 . ja hr ­
hundert fallt. Damals drangte sich den Denkern starker als je zu-  
vor die Erkenntnis auf, daB die Welt  nicht bloB eine auBere, ob-  
jektive, sondern  auch eine innere, subjektive Seite habe. Man erkannte  
zu m  ersten Male klar, daB der naive Realismus oberflachlich urteilt, 
w enn er in der W ah rn eh m u n g  der Dinge des subjektiven Faktors  
vergiBt. w enn  er vergiBt, daB jedes auBere Ding zugleich auch das 
Produkt unseres eigenen Geistes, unserer Art, es zu sehen. es wahr-  
zunehm en  und som it  das Produkt unseres subjektiven Wesens ist.
Nach Im m anuel Kant, dem Begrunder dieses wissenschaft-  
l ichen Subjektivismus, folgte Schopenhauer, dessen Lehre be- 
kanntlich in dem Satze gipfelt: Die W elt  ist m ein  Wille  und meine  
Vorstellung. Nach Schopenhauer kam, seinen FuBstapfen folgend, 
doch als Begrunder m oderner  Kunstauffassung weit  liber sein  
Vorbild hinauseilend, Friedrich Nietzsche. Er verdichtete Schopen­
hauers Begriff vom  „Wil!en zum  Leben“, der in jedem W esen  
wirke, ja es ausmache, zu dem Begriffe „WiIIe zur Macht". Ohne  
Zweifel fand Nie'zsche dam it  die knappste und scharfste Formel  
fur eine subjektive. das menschliche Individuum  in den Mittel- 
punkt stellende W eltanschauung. W en n  m an  dcshalb, nebenbei  
bemerkt. das Kopernikanische W eltensys tem  als heliozentrische  
W eltanschauung  bezeichnet. indcm es die Sonne als das Zentrum  
unseres Planetensystems erkannte, so kann m an  Nietzsches Philo-  
sophie  mit  dem gleichen Rechte als egozentrische Kulturanschauung  
bezeichnen, indem sie das Ich, das m enschliche Individuum, das 
kraftvolle,  selbstbewuBte Subjekt z u m  Kulturzentrum erhebt. 
Nietzsches „t)bermensch“, seine ..Herren-Moral", die im Gegensatzc
zu der bis dahin giiltigen Sklavenmoral.  wie er dies ausdriickt. 
den Sieg des Starken und Schonen uber das Schwache und HaB- 
liche verkiindete; seine Geringschatzung aller ethischen Forderungen  
sind nur verschiedene Ausdriicke fur ein und densclben Grund-  
gedanken: den Sieg des Subjektiven. des Individuellen liber das
Objektive.  das Allgemeine.
Es ist nicht schwer. von dieser rein gedanklichen. philo-  
sophischen Auffassung der W elt  zu einer analogen klinstlerischen  
Auffassung zu gelangen. Befriedigte Nietzsches Lehre doch vor 
allem die A nhanger  eben einer asthetischen W eltanschauung,  
wahrend sie die Moralisten durch ihre letzten peinlichen Folge-  
rungen. durch ihr „A ntichr istentum ‘' vielfach abstoBen muBte.
Die Lossagung der Kunst vom  Objektivismus. die Vcr- 
kiindigung des klinst lerischen Subjektiv ism us, war also damit voll- 
zogen. Auch die Kunst erkannte jetzt. daB die objektiven Dinge. 
seien sie gegenwartige der Natur oder vergangene der Geschichte. 
nicht die e inwandfre ien  Werte sind. die sie bis dahin in ihnen zu 
erbiicken glaubte. Auch die Kunst sah ein, daB z. B. ein Baum ..an 
sich", daB. wieder z. B., der . .Tr ium phzug des Germanicus" odor 
sonst  ein geschichtl iches Ereignis in se inem bloB auBcren Verlaufe  
noch k e i n  Objekt der Kunst sei. v ie lm ehr in W ahrheit  erst dann  
z u m  Objekte der Kunst werde, nachdem es im innercn Auge. in 
der Seele eines Kiinstlers sich widergespiegelt hat. nachdem es 
m it dem E m pfindungsinhalte ,  der ..Seelennote" eines Kiinstlers 
versehen worden  ist. Nicht also gilt es heute  noch als Kunst. die 
Dinge so zu geben. wie sie an sich sein oder se lbst bloB gewesen  
se in mogen. sondern  sie so zu geben, wie ein ganz bestimmtes  
kiinst lerisches Individuum  sie sieht. Nicht objektive,  sondern sub-  
jektive Werte hat die Kunst zu licfcrn. Nicht die logische. die all- 
gemeine Auffassung der Dinge ist klinstlerisch. sondern ihre gefuhls-  
maBige. besondere, personliche.
W en n  wir nun  diese kunstphilosophischen  Begriffe auf die 
Architektur anwendcn. so miissen wir zunachst  fest im Augc be-
a v i t w '  a W X -
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building type is first illustrated in 1902; more interestingly, a portable house is illustrated in 
1904; whilst in 1911 and 1913, the appearance of villa colonies, i.e. villa estates are 
indicative of new forms of estate [Siedlungl development. Most infrequently are instances 
of worker housing (1.82,83). This is in keeping with the emphasis upon private means for 
solving mass housing problems. In the post 1918 period, however, it is Wagner’s students 
above all others who produce the public housing blocks of the 1920s and early 1930s.
It should be emphasized that this brief overview is of representations of building 
types in a single, though influential journal. More speculatively, an even more problematic 
classification by architectural ‘style’ suggests that public buildings at local and central 
government level continued to be predominantly in a Historicist style (in part associated 
perhaps with the representation of power as rooted in tradition and not subject to fashion, 
i.e. fragility). With the exception of Wagner’s Post Office Savings Bank amongst a few 
others, this was also true of banks for similar representational reasons. Under Feldegg’s 
editorship, Jueendstil and Historicism designs commence as roughly equally balanced in 
number, with Jugendstil in the majority by 1905 and then around 1908-10 such 
classification becomes more difficult except that a decline in Historicism is apparent. Of 
interest here is also the frequency of a ‘mixed’ style indicated by Ohmann’s ‘historical- 
modern’ style.
VI
We are now in a position to explore in more detail Wagner’s features of modem life 
to which a modem architecture should respond. One way into these characteristics is 
through an examination of a building type. From amongst these somewhat simplified 
groupings of building types, there is one which is of particular significance for Wagner. As
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we have seen, the first year of his architectural study programme was to be devoted to the 
rented apartment block, not least because as he declared in Modeme Architektur. ‘in no 
other city does the modem rented apartment block play such a major role as with us’ in 
Vienna. This building type, in its developed form as Wohn und Geschaftshaus. has been 
critically analysed in detail by Roland Schachel, who outlines its features as follows:
The city rented apartment block stands between the department 
store and the dwelling house as far as its function is concerned 
but is distinguished from both by its division into enclosed, 
rentable units. Hence it is more accurately to be located between 
these and the hotel and its mixed types: palace, rented apartment 
block, commercial block, that are to be distinguished from the 
normal city rented apartment block by the predominance of the 
dwelling and commercial rooms of the owner, by the 
predominance of the rented apartments or by the predominance 
of the rented commercial spaces (offices).
The actual purpose of the city rented apartment block is not the 
creation of dwellings and commercial entities, but rather the 
generation of interest for capital by renting. The terms 
“Zinshaus” or “Miethaus” clearly express this purpose, to which 
all other functions are subordinated. [...] Since the rented 
apartment house had no humanitarian purposes to fulfil, but 
rather its attention was directed towards acquiring renters for the 
house, this viewpoint would be fulfilled when it could offer 
encouragement to rent an apartment or to sell the house.169
As a building type, it can be further differentiated as: the elegant apartment block 
[Nobelmiethausl (1.84) to be found especially in the Ring zone; the apartment and 
commercial block fWohn-und Geschaftshausl (1.85) to be found in the inner city, the Ring 
zone and in the main streets of some of the outer districts; the apartment block itself, found 
in most districts of the city; the mass rental blocks offering small rooms and maximizing 
interest in the poorer districts; and the Bassenahaus. (1.86) the earlier variant of the cheap 
apartment block with a single kitchen in the passageway for several families. Wagner’s own 
constructions from the 1860’s down to his last apartment house block took the form either 
the elegant apartment block or the apartment and commercial block.
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What are the features, therefore, that Wagner seeks to transform and highlight in 
this building type? Wagner recognizes their economic significance: ‘In the case of almost 
all rented objects the building precondition, of achieving as large as possible interest return 
on the invested capital, plays the major role’.170 The architect ‘must completely master the 
economic side’ of this construction, which is why this particular building type became the 
task of his students in their first year of study. They were to be trained in this task ‘in 
order that, through complete mastery of all new human achievements, that do of course 
change in the nature of things, the artistic viewpoints can be fully expressed’.171 In his 
outline for the Neustiftgasse apartment block for 1909 (1.87) - from which this is drawn - 
Wagner expands upon the relationship between actual conditions and artistic expression:
The political, economic and climatic circumstances, the mode of 
life, taxation, building regulations, land prices, inventions, the 
available building materials, workers’ wage levels etc. etc. 
influence in every county and especially in every city the type of 
building.
These factual circumstances must therefore be expressed in art.
Since these factors are more or less different in all countries and 
cities, the artistic appearance of buildings must also be different 
in all places.
In this sense, we may speak of a domestic or national art 
rHeimatskunstl.
The attempt to derive the word “domestic art” from tradition to 
make it palatable to the general population through the
reintroduction of a stylistic architecture and to represent it as
reverent must be characterised as foolish, artistically damaging 
and empty rhetoric.172
Such passages in Wagner’s writings give a very concrete, if not materialist, interpretation of 
the architect’s task in relation to the genius loci of his or her activity.
They do not reveal a fundamental contradiction in the material basis of the
‘economic side’ of the rented apartment block and its ‘architectural expression’. The
economic foundation of the rented apartment block is the maximisation of interest on
Neustiftgasse
\bb. 837,148 Neustiftgasse, Aufrifi Doblergasse, D etail
capital invested. The manner in which this is produced in turn depends upon the type of 
rented block. Viewed as a commodity or, in units (expressed in a square meter price), as a 
set of commodities, what must be realised is the exchange value of these units. As equal 
units, they are all equally interchangeable. Insofar as the ‘architectural expression’ accords 
with this state of affairs, it too must manifest this exchangeability.
However, there are two aspects of this architectural expression which at first sight 
do not accord with one another. The first is Wagner’s emphasis in the early 1890’s upon 
the development of a Nutzstil. a utility style. Although this does not fully accord with the 
notion of a use value, it appears to stand in contradiction to the principle of interest 
maximization, which is indifferent to use values. However, viewed more closely, the utility 
style can be interpreted differently as indeed being a style that accords with the real 
usefulness of the rented apartment block as an investment.
What disturbed some of Wagner’s contemporaries was not the need for apartment 
blocks to provide maximum returns on capital invested (since noncapitalist production of 
dwellings was hardly developed, and even when it did occur there was much debate as to 
whether the state in the form of the city - the local state - was itself merely acting as a 
capitalist). Rather, what did give rise for concern in a society that was highly status 
conscious both with respect to class divisions and to fine differences in rank (given the 
continued power of the aristocracy and the aristocratisation rVeradelungl of significant 
sections of the bourgeoisie) was Wagner’s identification of modem life with a process of 
levelling. Thus, when he argues that the introduction of the electric lift in the apartment 
block enables the individual units to have the same status and that the exterior of buildings 
need no longer reflect the differentiation and hierarchy of its inhabitants, then this was 
indeed a threat to acutely status conscious classes of renters and owners. Similarly, the 
assertion that in our way of living we are ‘becoming similar to one another daily’ gives
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further justification to Wagner’s treatment of the apartment block and further concern for 
the status conscious bourgeoisie and aristocracy. Whether Wagner’s assertion is an 
accurate one would have to be examined empirically. At first glance, it would be more 
likely that the working classes were of necessity acquiring similar life-styles, even though, 
at the time of Wagner’s statement, this class was itself highly differentiated.173 It would 
perhaps be more plausible to argue that different classes of people were developing similar 
life styles within their particular class. What is important here is Wagner’s assumption of 
levelling and the consequences he draws from this for his architectural practice.
As Haiko has pointed out, this levelling process within the rented apartment block 
became more apparent when, in the 1902 edition of Modeme Architektur. Wagner referred 
to the modem apartment block as a ‘conglomerate of cells’ rZellenkonglomerat].174 Such 
objectivity - and Wagner specifically demands of the architect that he or she take full 
cognisance of the Sachlichkeit of modem circumstances - suggests total interchangeability 
of elements. Indeed, such concepts not merely accord with putative levelling tendencies in 
modem society, but also indicate that, in one sense, it is an abstract mass that is being 
created. Wagner does not explore the processes by which levelling tendencies, such as the 
reduction of value to money value, create only one possible mode of evaluation - a purely 
formal one. If an individual has the money available to rent an apartment, then where this 
is the sole criterion for entry into the apartment block, it is the only differentiating factor 
amongst those seeking rented accommodation. This same levelling principle is at work in 
the Post Office Savings Bank, the city railway and the museum - the sole formal 
prerequisite for entry is the necessary money payment. It is abstract individuals, indeed an 
abstract mass of individuals, who enter these structures. This logic of abstraction also 
applies - though not through the medium of money - to the Am Steinhof church in the
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grounds of the mental hospital complex (where the principle is prior classification as 
mentally disturbed).
The objectivity of Wagner’s standpoint is, of course, not fully realised in all his
architectural projects. Wagner’s last apartment block at the junction of Neustiftgasse
(1909) and Doblergasse (1911) comes closest to expressing the conglomerate of cells, with
the exception of two apartments, in one of which Wagner himself lived. More ambiguous
are the two houses on the Wienzeile (1898) (1.88) which, as Haiko argues,
with their stereotyped rows of windows do not deny the 
character of the modem dwelling blocks as a “conglomerate of 
cells” postulated by the architect; they do indeed pass on the 
purposive form to the architecture’s observer, but really only 
repeated as metaphor, for the one with the aesthetically exquisite 
majolica cladding, the other with the equally materially exquisite 
gold stucco elevates both buildings from the profane sphere of 
base capital accumulation into that ideal of the one and only 
“truthful” artistic production.175
Haiko goes on to suggest that it is the ideal reflection of modem life rather than the real
reflection which is Wagner’s aim, since for him, ‘the true modem architect, as the crown of
modem humanity, represents the unification of idealism and realism. In so doing, idealism
is only propagated by artistically thinking architects, realism as the demand and task which
the building engineer rBautechnikerl has to accommodate’.176 Yet it is precisely this unity
of idealism and realism that even the most sympathetic of Wagner’s contemporary critics,
such as Streiter, founding wanting. At all events, this aesthetic claim does not immediately
provide a way into a fuller understanding of the modem life which Wagner’s modem
architecture was to express, except to provoke questions as to the need of modem human
beings to seek ideal representations of the real, to seek the real masked as the ideal, to
transcend the real, and so on.
It is possible, however, to provide some indication of why the emphasis upon 
usefulness fNutz] and purpose [Zweck], individual differentiation and levelling may have
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been threatening for those opposed to modernity’s consequences and to Wagner’s work in 
particular. The cultural critic of the influential Neue Freie Presse. A.F. Seligmann devoted 
several articles in the first decade of the twentieth century to an attack on Wagner’s 
presuppositions concerning modem life. In ‘Art for Use’ fZweckkunstl.177 Seligmann 
reverses Wagner’s dictum that ‘something unpractical can never be beautiful’ with the 
assertion (directed at Wagner, Hoffmann and the Secession movement) that ‘just as little 
can something for this reason already be useful because it is beautiful, so just as little is 
something beautiful because it is useful’.178 The modem architect’s ‘fundamental error 
rests on the fact that the concept “beautiful” is a variable and dependent one’. The 
variability and contingency of modernity is here juxtaposed to a timeless ideal sphere. For 
Seligmann this is borne out by the emergence of the concept of a ‘false secession’, whereas 
a ‘ “false” Gothic’ or ‘ “false” baroque’ was never spoken of because in the past ‘a canon, a 
language of forms existed that was fully confirmed ... by rules’.179
Unnecessary differentiation and recourse to what lies outside the ‘accepted’ canon 
(such as oriental style), in modem architecture and applied arts has a deeper, more 
disturbing origin - for Seligman, ‘the misunderstood slogan of “Individualism” is 
responsible’. Individualism is confused with arbitrariness’ producing ‘complete anarchy in 
art and applied arts’. This excessive individualism will continue as long as ‘a kind of logical 
grammar of forms’180 that is associated with a particular ‘tradition’ does not exist.
Elsewhere, Seligmann hints at what is socially disturbing about the Secession 
movement. Although there had always existed ‘Frondists’ and individual artists struggling 
against the dominant tradition, in the 1890’s such artists became organised in a Secession 
movement that ‘formed formidable battalions and compact minorities’ transforming issues 
of ‘personal taste’ into ‘questions of party membership fParteizugehorigkeitl’. The
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material success of this movement can in part be attributed to social circumstances and, in 
particular,
As a result of the economic upturn broad strata of society 
appeared on the surface who, without any kind of connection 
with the past, without respect for the achievements of the epoch 
that had no command over them, ignored all tradition, reached 
for everything that was new, supported it [the Secession - D.F.] 
for no other reason than that it was indeed new and thus 
appeared to them to be homogeneous. [...] It is interesting that 
at present [1907-D.F.] in the very best circles, in which a tasteful 
tradition was indeed always at home, in Paris and London as well 
as here, it is more “the old” that is valued, purchased and 
collected.181
The emergence of new social strata onto the ‘surface’ of society (but lacking real roots in 
it) interested in what is new is contrasted with the old, rooted strata whose taste is for the 
old. This semantic dichotomy presumes that what is only on the surface will eventually 
disappear and that the established, rooted strata will remain. This is the rhetoric not so 
much of a class society but an aristocratic rank society fStandestaatl.
This taste for the new and the practical is fully epitomised in Wagner architecture, 
in the new post office savings bank (1.89,90,91), for example - ‘one of the most miserable 
constructions of all times’, in which ‘all beauty lies in its purpose’.182 Like Wagner’s plans 
for the city museum ‘obtrusively modem, in railway station and palm house style’,183 his 
own description of the savings bank emphasised ‘construction and choice of materials 
appropriate to purely practical needs. Here the walls with a white cast glass mass, there the 
desks and writing desks covered in hard rubber: no dirt, indestructible! Everywhere 
aluminium, a metal that does not oxidize, so that it does not require to be specially 
cleaned’.184 The sheer nakedness of the usefulness of everything inside the building is 
matched by the ‘appalling idea’ on the exterior of ‘securing marble plates on the wall like 
weather tiles with nails or screws’. Such a building has affinities with a ‘purely purpose- 
built construction’ that has nothing to do with architectural form.
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Whoever wishes to build a locomotive in Renaissance or Gothic 
or any kind of “style” at all events belongs in the lunatic asylum.
But a machine and a work of architecture are precisely two 
fundamentally different things. What is unpleasantly disturbing 
about the external appearance of the building is not the 
conjunction of purpose and architectural form but rather, in 
contrast, the contradiction between them. Here an obtrusive 
emphasis on naked construction ... elsewhere a profusion of 
ornament.185
Wagner’s description of the rented apartment block as a ‘conglomerate of cells’ already 
anticipates Corbusier’s concept of a ‘dwelling machine’. His emphasis upon construction 
and its open presentation is precisely that which would offend those who prefer elaborate 
I masking and for whom ‘naked construction’ is not art.
| Of course, the significance of the exterior of the savings bank is not revealed by
i
Seligmann’s perspective. It can be argued, as does Haiko, that the representation of the
constructive dimension has a deeper significance.
The aim is not the visualisation of construction in itself but rather 
the remembrance of it. For all future time, the economic, time- 
| saving element remains manifest in the construction chosen. Each
I of the fifteen thousand nails on the facade of the Post Officei
I Savings Bank thereby acquires a memorial character. It does not
make its appearance in a real function but rather in a semantic 
| function [Sinn-Funktion].186
Again, Haiko seeks to reveal the representational dimension of Wagner’s realism.
The response of Seligmann and others to Wagner’s representation of modem life 
indicates the threat that is posed by putative features of modem existence with respect to 
utility, purpose, individual differentiation and levelling. There is a further dimension of 
metropolitan modernity which Wagner intimates but does not fully develop - the 
transformation in our perception of the city.
When Wagner lays emphasis upon the architect’s need to respond to the economic 
requirement of modem life, then this may also refer to the speed of construction as well as 
other economic constraints in the building process. At the same time, however, his
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reference to ‘time is money’ (in turn unwittingly recalling Benjamin Franklin) points to a 
more general acceleration in modem economic transactions, not merely in production but 
also in circulation, exchange and consumption. In turn, the circulation of commodities is 
accompanied in the metropolis by an acceleration in the circulation of individuals qua 
individuals but also as commodities. As we have seen, the Ringstrasse is a powerful 
symbol of circulation, even though its individual monumental elements lack a common 
language of form and even though, as Sitte pointed out, they exist ‘without any relationship 
in a spatial medium whose sole stablising element is a thoroughfare of human beings in 
motion feine Verkehrsader beweeter Menschenl’.187 Sitte, of course, does not wish to 
examine fully the implications of ‘human beings in motion’ as the unifying link in this 
thoroughfare since he seeks to argue precisely against those city planners and architects 
who he sees as preoccupied with traffic [Verkehr], and against those who would see the 
modem metropolis as consisting precisely of people in endless motion with little time for 
the old city and its squares.
Wagner, in contrast, draws attention to our perspective of the city when we are in 
motion. His contemporary, Simmel, drew different conclusions from the bombardment of 
our senses with every crossing of the street, the overwhelming multiplicity of impressions, 
our inability to cope emotionally with the myriad of interactions and intersection which the 
modem metropolis offered. For Simmel, the result was a ‘dramatic increase in our nervous 
life’ and the need for the individual to acquire a protective mechanism, an intellectual or 
mental reserve over against the bombardment of our senses with endless stimuli.188 
Wagner’s focus is a visual one, drawing attention to the fact that ‘the modem eye has also 
lost the sense for small intimate scale’. The loss of attention to detail may be a function of 
economically and spatially accelerated circulation, the result of our own tempo on the street 
(time is money) or in the new means of transport (such as Wagner’s Stadtbahn). A feature
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of our modem practical life is that we are in motion. The modem eye ‘has become 
accustomed to less varied images, to longer straight lines, to more expansive surfaces, to 
larger masses’.189
There are a number of features being highlighted here that are relevant to modem 
metropolitan existence. The reference to the loss of a sense of small scale presumably 
applies to the exterior features of the metropolis, but it remains an open question as to 
whether this is also true of interiors. The reference to less varied images is contradicted by 
Simmel’s conception of the metropolis and the bombardment of our senses with external 
stimuli of increasing variety. It is also about to be contradicted by the technology of 
viewing and representing the city itself with the development of the moving image, the 
cinematograph. As a proposition about architectural representation, the repetition of 
motifs and their simplification is one which Wagner is applying to many of his buildings 
(though what looks like an instance of this, the Stadtbahn development, is characterised by 
both repetition and variation).
The ‘longer straight lines’ to which we have become accustomed are partly a 
function of scale (as are the ‘expansive surfaces’ and ‘larger masses’). More directly, this 
reflects Wagner’s conception of much of the metropolis as a constellation of continuous 
terraces of rented apartment blocks and his commitment - following Stubben - to the 
straight line in street development. The new ‘road’ of the railway also leads to the 
proliferation of longer straight lines.
The ‘more expansive surfaces’ and ‘larger masses’ derive from the monumental 
nature of metropolitan dwelling in the continuous rows of apartment blocks (of 5 to 7 
stories) and the scale and number of public monumental buildings. At the same time, like 
the other features which Wagner highlights here, they are all, at the same time, intimations 
of Wagner’s architectural response to the modem metropolis.
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As a summation of some of the implications of the change in perception and its
implications we may take Esther da Costa Meyer’s overview of Wagner’s position - but
with some important qualifications.
Wagner understood that the metropolis had brought about an 
irreversible psychological mutation: it affected the modes of 
vision and therefore applied a new beholder-subject. Motorized 
transportation, a prerequisite of the new urban scale, entailed a 
swiftly moving eye with aesthetic demands of its own. It now 
became necessary for the human eye to take in vast panoramas at 
a glance, and these could no longer be made up of highly detailed 
buildings that demanded a more contemplative attitude. ... This 
new form of urban vision was no longer mediated by the sense of 
touch, as Jonathan Crary has shown. A world of increasing 
abstraction was slowly coming into being, and architecture 
responded by simplifying facades and diminishing the richness of 
ornament and symbolism.
Otto Wagner was among the first to take speed into 
consideration in designing buildings and to tailor the aesthetic of 
the city to the needs of the new fast-moving subject, 
accommodating rapid changes in perspective and foreshortening.
The car had rendered the time-honored “tactile” dimension, so 
important for Riegl, an anachronism. From this point on, 
architecture loses the richness of detail and ornament 
characteristic of close-range vision: henceforth the spectator’s 
response to architectural form will be impressionistic, involving a 
swift scanning of the surfaces of the city without any regard for 
depth. The old capillary urban tissue with picturesque piazzas 
and meandering streets, dear to theoreticians like Camillo Sitte, 
was no longer possible or desirable. It was necessary to make 
city space intelligible to pedestrians and automobiles alike.
Space and Time are no longer absolute categories, as in classical 
physics: the metropolis telescopes them into a new entity, Space- 
Time.190
The reference to motorized transport is not one which Wagner takes up in his 1896
statement on the modem eye. But nor is it a feature of his 1911 essay Die Grossstadt. even 
though there is a passing reference to ‘automobile garages’.191 In the retitled and expanded 
version of his modem architecture volume, Die Baukunst unserer Zeit in 1914 the preface 
does make disparaging reference to those who long for a metropolis with ‘cosy squares and 
crooked streets (in the age of motor vehicles, aircraft, super-dreadnoughts, field guns with
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a 16 kilometer range, armies of millions, etc.).’192 But even in this later, expanded edition, 
the implications of motorized transport are confined to the railway and the street car but 
not the motor car. Da Costa Meyer’s summary should be qualified in this respect.
There are, however, other aspects of Wagner’s proposition to be considered. The 
first is that Wagner’s contribution to rethinking experience of modem metropolitan life is 
largely confined to vision and perspective. The transformation of our experience of time is 
viewed with reference to the demands for acceleration of economic activity (‘time is 
money’). The changes in experience of space - ostensibly the most significant changes for 
consideration by architects - are not directly theorized. This contrasts with Wagner’s own 
architectural practice, which is extremely sensitive to experience of building interiors in 
particular.
The second aspect relates to the reality of metropolitan streets at the time when 
Wagner is writing. When Venturi, Brown and Izenour, in Learning From Las Vegas.193 
draw attention the mass of information provided by street hordings, traffic signs and the 
like, we should ask whether this was already the case at the turn of the century, if not 
earlier. The ‘large-scale traffic arteries’, the boulevard ‘filled with a surging crowd with all 
the countless vehicles’ (Wagner writing in 1894)194 are populated not merely by crowds 
and traffic but also by that mass of street furniture, whose variants are so lavishly displayed 
in Stiibben’s Der Stadtebau. The metropolitan eye, even on the trottoir as well as in the 
street car, is confronted by a myriad of objects.
Third, we should not forget the importance which Wagner gives to the architect’s 
own display and representation of that which they are presently as sketches and plans for 
building projects, be they villas, rented apartment blocks, bridges, etc. An examination of 
Wagner’s - and his students’, since they often drew for him - visual representations of 
metropolitan life in the context of sketches and complete illustrations of his building
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projects would go well beyond the confines of the present study. A comparison with his
contemporaries such as Ohmann - probably one of the best graphic architects of the time -
might reveal a more historically stylized populace in Ohmann’s illustrations of his projects.
One of the few commentators to have addressed the significance of Wagner’s
‘perspectives’ in his architectural projects as ‘images’ of the modem metropolis is Gunter
Kolb195 with respect to Wagner’s submission for the regulation of the Stubenviertel in 1894
which was accompanied by four illustrations (two of them by Olbrich) and the subsequent
illustrations for the city railway (1.92,93). As Kolb comments,
To a very high degree the “perspectives” ... make concrete 
Wagner’s image of the modem metropolis, in that the Stadtbahn 
as a self evident, more or less determining element is 
incorporated into it. Of course, they illustrate selective situations 
in the built city environment that nonetheless stand as exemplary 
for Wagner’s general conceptions of a modem metropolis and 
therefore always represent selected buildings, streets and squares 
as parts of a metropolitan milieu that is being used and mostly 
also from the perspective of the user. As a rule, therefore, the 
eye level is chosen that is only slightly above that of the street 
pedestrian. The observer seems to move about on broad, 
architecturally composed arrangement of streets and squares like 
a passer-by and yet to experience his or her environment at a 
distance from the attitude of the flaneur. The unintentional 
nature of the effect that is emphasized rests upon the chosen 
vanishing point of the perspective that is always decentred and 
avoids of the arrangement of buildings as parallel images so that 
they are constituents of the open space of the street.196
Most of the illustrations to Wagner’s projects for presentation are peopled with modem
individuals in the open space of the street. Occasionally there is an illustration of the city
from a distance, a bird’s eye view, notably of the quay along the Danube canal between
Augartenbriicke and Franzensbriicke, but again this is of populated streets with traffic.
(1.94,95) In general, this is a neglected aspect of Wagner’s representation of the
metropolis, but one that is important.
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Nr. 32.
iii Auspruch neb men konnen. W ie soli man dann einen eudgiltigen Plan 
zustande briugeu?
Ieh bin in der Lage, auf die Concurs-Aussehreibuug hinzuweisen, 
die vor einigeu Jahreu in Miinchen erfolgt ist and sicli auf den gleiehen 
Gegenstaud bezogen hat ; eine Coneurs-Aussclireibuug, die damals all- 
gemeineu Beifall gefuuden hat und an der selbst Camillo S i t t e  niehts 
auszusetzeu hatte, was schon etwas sagen w ill. In derselben hat es im § 9 
geheillen: „Die preisgekrbnten Plane gehen in das f r e i e  E i g e n -  
t h n m der Stadtgemeinde Miinchen iiber. Der Stadtmagistrat erlaugt 
das Recht der Veroffentlichung und f r e i e  n V e r w e r t h u n g  der 
P lane.“ Niemand hat sicli dariiber aufgelialten, die Herren haben con- 
currirt, und mit dem Erfolge dieser Aussclireibnng war man allgemein 
zufriedeu. Die Bestimmung, die jetz t bemiingelt wiril, war in der Aus- 
schreibuug fiir das Stubenviertel ebenfalls euthalten, aber jetzt erst wild 
sie beanstiiudet!
Endlich muss ich darauf hiuweiseu, dall laut § 11 folgeude Be- 
stimuiung euthalten w a r : „Den Preisrichtern sind auch die gesammten
kein Grund vorhanden, in B ezug auf die W iener Aussclireibnng eine 
Bemangelung vorzubringen.
W as weiterhin die Verwerthung und was deu Ausfall auf die 
stadtischen Behilrden hinsichtlich der bureaukratischen Fiihrung betrifft. 
so kaun ich versicheru, dall sicli das Stadtbauamt gar uicht herandriingt, 
urn bei den weiteren Arbeiteu die erste Rolle zu spieleu, dall 
vielmehr vom Stadtbauamte Autrage gestellt wurden, in welcheu den 
Kiinstlern bei der weiteren Bearbeitung des Regulirungsplanes ilas 
freieste Feld eingeriiumt werden soli und dall die Herren in dieser Be- 
ziehung vollkommen beruhigt sein konnen.
* *
Prof. M a yved er:
Ohne auf die persdnliche Anspielung des hochverehrteu Herrn 
Vorreduers einzugehen, mochte ich mir uur erlauben, auf dessen 
Bemerkungen zu erwidem, daC ich in meinen Ausfiihrungen weder 
die Mdglichkeit voraussetzte, ein einziger Kiinstler werde imstande
Fig. 8 . Entwurf W agner's fiir die arch itektonische A u ssta tfu n g  der S tadtbahn-V iadu cte .
auf die Preis-Ausschreibung Bezug nebmenden Vorschriften und Behelfe 
vorgelegt wordeu, und haben sich dieselben in jeder Beziehung damit 
eiuverstanden erkliirt.“
Ich fuhre dies nicht an, urn uach Mitschuldigen zu suchen; 
sachverstandige Preisrichter konuten aber nicht auders handeln. In 
diesem Preisgerichte sind auch die Vertreter der Kiinstlergenosseuschaft 
und Vertreter unseres Vereiues gesessen und konuten die Herren, wie 
es in der Natur der Sache liegt, nach genauer Priifuug der Sachlage 
uicht auders vorgeheu. Sie haben einstimmig der Ausschreibung ihre 
Zustimmung gegeben, ich war bei alien Verhandluugeu zugegeu und 
es ist in dieser Beziehung niemals eine Bemangelung gemacht worden. 
Ich lialte es nicht fiir zutrelfend, weun hinterher aus Griinden, die ich 
nicht weiter zu uutersuchen babe, die Ausschreibung bemiingelt wird.
Ich bitte. man hat, um wieder auf Miinchen zuriickzukommen, 
diese Ausschreibung als eine hoehst geluugeue bezeichnet. Man hat dort 
fiir die Preise 15.000 Mark bewilligt, die Stadt Wien hat dem gleiehen  
Zweck 64.000 Gulden zur Verfiigung gestellt, sie hat keiue schwereren 
Bedinguisse hinausgegeben als Miinchen, und so ist denn.’ glaube ich,
sein, ein in alien Punkten brauchbares Concurrenzprojeet zu schaften, 
noch dafiir eintrat, die Gemeinde moge mit der ganzen Schaar 
von concurrirenden Kiinstlern verhandeln. Ich sprach nur gegeu  
die Hiirte des § 12 und es hat ja die Verlesung des ihm eut- 
sprechenden § 9 der Miinchener Concurrenz bewieseu, dad dieser viel 
milder verfasst ist als jeuer, indem er die scharfe Verwahrung, mit 
irgend einem Verfasser in Uuterhandlung zu treteu, nicht entbn.lt. D iese  
Verwahrung m usste den Glauben erwecken, die Gemeinde wolle den 
Regulirungsplan auf Grund der gewouiienen „Ideeii und Anreguugen'1 
durch das Stadtbauamt selbst aufstellen. Hiedurch wurde eine Reihe 
iilterer Kiinstler vou der Preisbewerbung zuriickgeschreckt und so ist 
der Gemeinde die Wahl eines solchen erfahreueu und bedeutendeu 
Kiinstlers sehr ersclnvert. Ich meinte dabei nicht, dall man einen Preis- 
bewerber berut’e, damit er sein Concurrenzprojeet unveramlert zur 
Ausfiihrung bringe, sonderu dall er mit Hilfe des durch die Concurrenz 
gewouneneu Materiales einen fiir die Ausfiihrung geeigueteu Plau verfasse 
— eine Arbeit, die, w ie ich erwahnte, nur eine ganz hervorrageude 
kiinstlerische Iudividualitiit zu losen im Staude ist.
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The extensive discussion of the ‘modem eye’ can be justified on the grounds that it
is a significant instance in which a connection can be made between sense experience in the
modem metropolis and its aesthetic consequences. The problem of extracting the features
of modem life from Wagner’s texts is accentuated by the fact that there are no sources
cited for such features. In many instances, it is difficult to reconstruct such features from
the generalities contained in the texts. At one level, these generalities contain too much
hidden meanings. This is more true of some dimensions than others. As Friedrich
Achleitner has argued,
Everything is subsumed under modem life that can be carried 
over from the realm of technical innovations, scientific progress 
but also aesthetic knowledge into architecture. In this way we 
can also explain why Wagner’s architecture reveals revolutionary 
elements more in the aesthetic-technological realm than in the 
political-societal realm, without even mentioning the social 
realm.197
This may well be true of Wagner’s architecture, though some contemporaries certainly 
detected social features that were viewed as revolutionary.
The utopian and naive belief in unlimited progress and the unlimited expansion of 
the metropolis is associated with a desire to take up technical innovations in a positive 
manner - unlike some of his contemporaries. The application of this new technology and 
new materials is a feature of some of Wagner’s major structures such as the combination of 
glass, iron and aluminium in the Post Office Savings Bank and the aesthetic attractiveness 
of major technical structures such as the Nussdorf Sluice the and Danube canal water 
regulation structures. (1.96,97) What is relevant in this context is the significance which 
Wagner attaches to technical developments in facilitating the emergence of a modem 
architecture. In a short essay on ‘Architecture’ (1898),198 Wagner describes the emergence 
of the modem movement, some of whose achievements were displayed in that year in the 
Imperial Jubilee Exhibition to celebrate fifty years of the Emperor’s rule. For Wagner,
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Modem viewpoints, the needs of life, the achievements of 
technology, supported by similar currents abroad help to prepare 
and finally brought to fruition that artistic revolution in which we 
find ourselves today.
This upheaval had to be an explosive one for us because art, long 
lying dormant, abruptly obtained a place for its development 
through the repeated new formation of Vienna and through the 
Jubilee Exhibition.
The unavoidable demands of traffic and hygiene that were 
pressing ones in our city gave the “modernists” the opportunity 
to justify themselves.199
For Wagner, therefore, it was the demands of modem life and the practical need for a
modem metropolitan infrastructure that contributed substantially to the modernist
revolution. This combination of technological achievement and urban infrastructure bring
together the crucial role of the engineer and the city planner in the putative modernist
revolution. Both have been critically neglected in many interpretations of the development
of the modem movement.200
At the same time, Wagner emphasized the impact of artistic endeavours upon
engineering practice (The Nussdorf Sluice and the city railway are evident examples from
Wagner’s own work). This is to counter what he takes to be ‘the unsympathetic language’
of the engineer who ‘does not have regard for the emergent artistic form but rather only the
calculation of stress and the expense involved’.201 It is the task of Wagner’s modem
architecture to transpose this purely purposive or functional dimension into an artistic
representation. As Michael Muller has argued, Wagner’s conception of architecture is ‘to
transpose the abstract concepts of modem life through architecture into images’.202 In this
respect, his intention is ‘to reflect the current technical - natural scientific and societal
modernisation with architectural-immanent linguistic means and not to compensate for it,
as was conceived by Sitte’. This particular interface of technology and architecture for
Wagner, is to be found only in modernity. As he states it,
The penetration of art into engineering, a stronger influence upon 
industry and trade, a more accurate grasp of ends and means are
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the highly pleasing results which ... emerge and demonstrate that, 
despite the absence of any monumental commissions, art in 
Austria today does not lag behind, and that it is precisely 
‘modernism’ fdieModemel which has conquered all terrains204
As well as stressing the technical, economic and practical (end-means) dimensions of
modernity that are represented in modem architecture, Wagner here also draws attention to
the lack of monumentalitv in current architectural projects.
This should not imply that for Wagner monumentalism has no role in modernity.
On the contrary, Wagner sought to give modem life and the metropolis itself a new
monumental representation. In the second year of Wagner’s architectural training
programme, having mastered the rented apartment block, students were to concentrate on
major public buildings, in effect monumental buildings. For Wagner, both the rented
apartment block as a uniform series and the public building could be monumental. As
Haiko points out, the fact that this interpretation is possible rests upon the meaning of the
term monumental in architectural theory in the second half of the nineteenth century where
the term ‘ “public building” and “monumental building” were used synonymously. These
structures were characterised a) as monuments, memorials “that carry over the testimonial
of the cultural level into posterity”, and b) as such, those which “in themselves posses the
character of being public [Offentlichkeit]’.205 Their representational value as monuments is
in part created through the materials used and their symbolic value:
The aura of specific, expensive materials should ennoble the 
building as well as guaranteeing its immutability. Like 
Historicism ... Otto Wagner also understands the monumental 
building as the bearer of specific ideas, as a vehicle for the 
documentation of political and/or cultural claims to power that 
are to obtain their legitimacy through the reference to history.
[ ....] What is new in Otto Wagner’s work is that monumentality 
no longer emerges merely through the deposition of a higher 
“meaning”, or merely through the intention of allowing the 
building to act as the bearer of meaning to the public sphere, but 
rather also through uniformity. “The art of our time has ... 
elevated this uniformity to monumentality”. [...] Just as with the 
monumental buildings, so also in the case of the dwelling blocks,
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the specific choice of a material with a high aura - majolica, gold, 
amongst others - not merely ennoble the building but also 
guarantees immutability and eternal permanence.206
Thus for Wagner, the claim to monumentality could be made for the Majolica House, for
the Post Office Savings Bank and for the Church Am Steinhof. The claim can also be
made for ‘the aesthetic fiction of a city landscape elevated to serialised monumentality’207
(Muller) in Wagner’s vision for the twenty second district of Vienna in Die Grossstadt.
where building blocks are repeated (with variations) in a grid system. (1.98,99)
Monumentalism’s search for guarantees of ‘immutability and eternal permanence’
here recall one dimension of Baudelaire’s ‘definition’ of modernity as ‘the transitory, the
fleeting, the fortuitous, the half of art whose other half is the eternal and the immutable’.
For Baudelaire, it was the task of the painter, the representer of modem life to capture the
eternal and the immutable in the transitory, fleeting and fortuitous elements of modernity
itself. It has been suggested by Achleitner, however, and without referring to Baudelaire,
that Wagner was not seeking to elevate the transitory and fleeting elements of modem life
into the eternal and the immutable. Rather,
Wagner reacted .. in a more general, valid form within a complex 
system and with typological means to the fortuitous elements 
rZufalliekeitenl of a city culture and its history and rejected 
reacting merely punctually, individually and thus fortuitously and 
thematically. Hence Wagner maintained more a traditionalist, 
universal and classical understanding of architecture. Everything 
fragmentary, open, indefinite and questioning or even 
problematising was alien to him. Of course, associated with this 
was a formal or stylistic absolutism that could only distance itself 
cynically from the relativizing, psychologizing or literary 
transpositions in the Viennese climate.208
Such an interpretation certainly seems to accord with Wagner’s stand on monumentalism.
But it seriously downplays Wagner’s crucial, and contested, role - apparent in the Majolica
house which Haiko views as monumental - of that most transitory and fleeting element of
metropolitan life - fashion. For Wagner insists in his Modeme Architektur upon a ‘hitherto
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ignored inner connection between taste, fashion and style’. It is style which is the 
‘rigidified’ rerstarrtenl dimension and fashion which captures the spirit of the times as it 
were, with its rapid transformation. In turn, it is modem architecture which must represent 
our modernity in its forms.
Yet if we return to monumentalism for the moment, there are two aspects of its 
contemporary historical context that should be taken into account here. The first is to 
understand why, for Wagner, there are too few possibilities for the monumental in the 
1890s. And here we must return also to the political context of architecture. When Haiko 
maintains that Wagner took one important dimension of the monumental structure to be 
‘the bearer of specific ideas, .. a vehicle for the documentation of political and/or cultural 
claims to power’ then, if this is true, there is a basic problem for Wagner in the 1890s and 
later. By 1890, with the exception of the Stubenviertel, the Ringstrasse development as the 
most dramatic constellation of monuments, and perhaps itself as a collective monument 
taken as a whole, was complete. The publication of Wagner’s Modeme Architektur in 
1896 coincides with the political victories of the Christian Social Party in Vienna under 
Karl Lueger. The massive collapse of the Liberal Party and, more menacingly, of political 
liberalism, created a new political context within which architects, amongst others, had to 
operate. The new victorious Christian Social Party ‘had no opportunity to create a second 
Ringstrasse and thus to emulate the Liberal Party’s strategy in the 1870’s and 1880’s ... 
[Indeed] the few attempts of the Christian Socials to sponsor large, representational 
structures ended up producing heated conflicts in which the divergencies of taste and 
aesthetic sensibility among various party leaders were set before an amused public’.209 As 
Boyer goes on to note, although Wagner secured reluctant agreement for his Steinhof 
project in 1903, ‘no consensus could be found in the City Council for any of Wagner’s 
several designs for a monumental city museum’210 (the heated conflicts around which have
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been extensively covered by Haiko).211 Similarly, Karl Lueger personally supported 
Wagner’s 1902 Karlsplatz project but was opposed in the City Council and more widely. 
Boyer’s apposite comment on this is that ‘in their divided sympathies about modernist 
architecture Christian Social politicians simply reaffirmed the extraordinary difficulty of 
assigning fixed and consistent co-ordinates to “traditional” and “modem” in Vienna after 
1900’. Where the new ‘political and/or cultural claims to power’ were represented was in 
fact in ‘more dynamic and utilitarian forms of symbolic representation - street railways and 
electrical works [and] ... the “garden belt” around the city’.212 In terms of public 
monuments in this context, Wagner’s city railway (although commenced prior to the 
Christian Social victory) is a good instance of a municipal socialist project. However, as 
we have seen, Wagner and most his students did not concern themselves with other public 
utility or production units. The much applauded municipal electrical works constructed in 
1901-2 was not a Wagner project. In this respect, Wagner’s problem lay in seeking the 
culturally prestigious monumental (1.100) in the context in which the opposition to the 
modernist movement had become stronger and the political context had dramatically 
changed.
A second historical aspect worth noting here, indeed a feature of modem life which 
Wagner identifies, is the democratic nature of modernity. Yet it is not the symbols of a 
democratic society that specifically concern Wagner, suggesting that the democratic 
tendency for him is a further dimension of formal participation and levelling in modem 
society. What is true is that Wagner spent considerable time seeking support from Lueger 
and the Christian Socials (including designing a mayorial chair for Lueger in 1904) for his 
projects, in a context in which Lueger was strengthening his own political support with 
openly anti-Semitic ideology. Wagner’s emphasis upon uniformity as a source for a new 
monumentalism has its counterpart in his (and the Secession’s) rejection of both a universal
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civilizing language of Historicism and the localising tendencies of calls for a national style. 
In 1915, during the First World War, Wagner continued to oppose the notion of a national 
style as an impossibility (the tensions within the Empire would have made a Deutsch- 
national style problematical) and even suggested as a war monument a smooth canon shell 
(transnational and technically modem).213
There is, finally, a feature of modernity and modem life which preoccupies Wagner 
throughout his period of assertion of a new modem architecture, namely the expanding 
metropolis itself. Like the other features of modem life which Wagner highlights, the 
modem metropolis is dealt with in general terms in his most fully developed monograph 
Die GroBstadt (1911).214 There, Wagner claims that his observations do not refer to ‘a 
specific city but to metropolitan cities as such’, even though much of what he has to say is 
repeated from his 1894 submission for the Regulation of Vienna competition and Modeme 
Architektur from 1896. The three illustrations to this essay (two plans and one illustration 
of a projected XXII district of Vienna) are all of Vienna, and the only city discussed in the 
text is Vienna.
It is the task of the architect to respond to the needs of the modem metropolis: 
‘art.. has to adapt to the image of the city of present day humanity’. In turn it is ‘the 
“physiognomy of the city” [which] has the greatest influence upon the image of the city’.215 
What Wagner therefore already postulates is the role of art, of the architect in creating a 
beautiful and expanding city. Fulfilling the needs, the purpose fZweckl of the city means 
for Wagner that it ‘can only be totally fulfilled when the metropolis is also beautiful which, 
however, is only to be achieved through art’.216 In this respect at least, Wagner, like 
Baudelaire before him, is going in search of the beauty of our modem cities - a theme 
articulated more poetically at the same time by August Endell in his Die Schonheit der 
grossen Stadt.217 Wagner’s metropolis emphasises ‘the modem, broad street’, avoiding
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‘deliberate, unmotivated curved streets, uneven solutions to streets and squares’. In this 
context, is Vienna itself ‘a beautiful metropolis’? For Wagner, this goal has yet to be 
achieved since,
in the last 60 years, despite the presence of favourable 
preconditions, no metropolitan image at a high artistic level 
emerged other than Semper’s outer Burgplatz ... and the by no 
means faultless Schwarzenbergplatz (the squares before the town 
hall and the Votivkirche can be characterised as failures), whilst 
the Ringstrasse exists thanks to a happy coincidence.218
It falls to art and architecture to render the metropolis attractive, to create the beauty of
‘the physiognomy of the city’, to make ‘the first impression as pleasing as possible’.
What is remarkable about this aspect of Wagner’s characterisation of the modem 
metropolis is that it is directed not merely towards its inhabitants but also to its visitors, to 
those who migrate to the city, to its tourists. The metropolis is not merely a site of 
economic and political activity, nor merely a conglomeration o f  dwellings and other built 
structures. It is also a spectacle, the first impressions of which Wagner judges to be 
crucial. If the artistic quality of the physiognomy of the city can be assured then both the 
urban dweller and the stranger fder Fremdel. as visitor will be ‘better disposed and less 
moved by hypocritical artistic pretence in setting out on the “martyr’s path” to the existing 
beauties and to the artistic memory warehouses rKunstspeichem - Wagner is ironically 
referring here to art museums: D.F.] of the city’.219
There is a problem with the first impression of the metropolis - and not merely that
it depends upon the life of the city itself. The first impression is
dependent on the “mimicry” of the metropolitan physiognomy, in 
this case the pulsating life in the image of the city. Here it must 
be emphasized, as far as the first impression of a city is 
concerned that the general public and including visitors, in their 
great majority - and this is what is at issue here - lack an 
understanding of arts.220
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For this reason, Wagner suggests that art (and architecture) should be active where it can 
create a favourable impression. In contrast to the dominant high culture, the relevant areas 
for this enterprise are quite mundane. Art must be located in modem life itself. Thus, for 
Wagner, ‘industry, trade, fashion, taste, comfort, luxury, etc. are in fact means for the 
expression of art’.221
It is therefore the task of the artist and architect to invest their efforts in these areas 
in order to create a favourable impression of the metropolis to ‘the artistically indifferent 
general public’. If successful, this will be manifested in the streets (and squares) of the 
metropolis, in
The uninterrupted chain of a main thoroughfare adorned with 
attractive stores (from which artistic products of the country and 
the city beckon) through which the crowd rushes in haste; other 
streets th|it make themselves ideal for sauntering along and 
satisfying the strollers’ reciprocal stare, as well as testing luxuries 
to the extent of one’s purse, a sufficient number of pleasant and 
good restaurants that bring bodily satisfaction and repose, 
squares upon which buildings or monuments of a high artistic 
standard afford themselves to the surprise of the onlooker, and 
many other things too numerous to mention. These are the main 
features which give to the city its captivating physiognomy. To 
these one can add the best means of transport, faultless street 
cleaning, accommodation providing every comfort and 
appropriate to every social level.222
This image of the city (with the possible exception of accommodation and monuments) is
one of facilitating and encouraging the circulation of individuals and commodities. The
areas in which the artist/architect should concentrate (industry, trade, fashion, etc.) are also
those which are connected with the circulation process. Furthermore, the implication of
Wagner’s argument is that this is an image of modernity, a part of the modem physiognomy
of the city that must be developed in order that the general public is able to appreciate
modernity itself in the public sphere of the streets and squares.
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Such an image of the city as satisfying our needs is also - albeit somewhat restricted
- a social one of individuals interacting with one another, even if only through staring at
one another. It is, further, a visual rather than a spatial conception of the city. There is,
however, another and different dimension of the experience of the metropolis to which
Wagner draws our attention, namely our ‘general mode of dwelling’. This aspect of the
physiognomy of the modem metropolis does possess significant spatial dimensions. Wagner
ascribes ‘the uniformity of our dwelling blocks’ to ‘our democratic essence’ and the call for
‘cheap and healthy dwellings’ whose individual elements possess the same cubic content
and the same floor plan’.223 Wagner decisively rejects ‘the longed for individual dwelling in
the still longed for garden city’ as unable to satisfy the needs and the ‘constant change in
desires of a population of millions’. The fact that the individual dwelling ‘will not
disappear from the image of the city is self evident; it will, however, owe its emergence to
the wishes of the upper ten thousand’. For the rest, the rented apartment block will
provide ‘healthy, attractive, comfortable and cheap’224 accommodation. Any other
presupposition for mass dwelling is inappropriate:
The recourse to tradition, the heart, picturesque appearance, etc., 
as the foundation for the dwellings of modem people is simply 
absurd in the light of our present day experience. The number of 
metropolitan inhabitants who prefer to disappear into the crowd 
as a “number” is significantly greater than the number of those 
who wish to hear a “good morning” or “how did you sleep” from 
their carping neighbours in individual dwellings.225
This anonymous mode of dwelling (which Simmel argued provides greater individual
freedom in the metropolis) does not exclude future developments such as ‘the mobile
house’ or ‘the assemblable houses’ on public land. However, this aspect of metropolitan
physiognomy highlights the anonymous retreat into the private sphere, a preference for
distance from immediate others, a mode of dwelling that presupposes mass housing.
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Mass housing on public land is only one instance, however, in which the political 
economy of the metropolis is crucial. For Wagner, the city as local state - though he does 
not use this concept - in co-operation with architects can counter the present threats to the 
autonomy of the big cities in their efforts to improve their physiognomy: ‘allow art and 
artists to have their say in order to break once and for all the beauty - negating influence of 
the engineer and to reduce to a minimum the power of the vampire “speculation”, which 
nowadays almost renders the autonomy of the metropolitan cities illusory’.226 As a counter 
to the latter tendency, Wagner proposes the intervention of the city administration itself 
into the acquisition of public utilities (and praises Lueger for taking over public control of 
gas and electricity plants, reservoir water supply, tramways, and burials) or, by making an 
economic virtue of the expanding metropolis, and purchasing undeveloped land on the 
outskirts and subsequently leasing it as the city expands and land values rise. Public 
intervention in the regulation of the city could be facilitated by an expropriation law (for 
condemned properties) and the creation of a city heritage or reserve fund. The local state 
could use its funds to further both the expansion of the city and the improvement of 
existing city districts. Alongside improvements in ‘administration, traffic systems, hygiene 
and art’, funds would be available for ‘community clubs, people’s dwelling houses, 
municipal sanatoriums, structures for trade fairs and warehouses, promenades 
fWandelbahnenl. monuments, fountains, observatories, museums, theatres, water barrages, 
valhalla, etc.’227 This eclectic assembly of building types, to which Wagner adds structures 
not yet conceived of, reveals the transitory nature of conceptions of modernity itself. Eight 
of the building types mentioned relate to the leisure sphere, to display, to a historically 
specific conception of what contributes to the attraction of the metropolis.
At all events, the political intervention of the local state authority and the extent of 
its powers, was to preoccupy leading figures in the post First World War period. Their
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conception of the expanding metropolis dealt specifically with the political economy of 
public housing. As Tafuri has shown, the manner in which this was undertaken, and the 
architectural outcomes too, was very different in Vienna compared with Berlin.228 For 
some, such as Martin Wagner in Berlin, the issue of socialised housing was intimately 
connected with the process of rationalisation. For Otto Wagner this increasing role of the 
local state was in no way associated - as was the case with his namesake Martin Wagner 
and many others in the 1920’s and 1930’s - with a conception of the socialist city. A belief 
in social paternalism (as a supporter of Karl Lueger’s politics) would be more appropriate 
in Otto Wagner’s case.
VII
If we return now to the features of modem life which Wagner highlights in his 
various texts and enquire as to their common features, then one factor stands out. It has 
been argued that Wagner reveals only general features of modem life. These general 
features are expressed more specifically perhaps in his architectural projects. But the 
features themselves possess one common characteristic. The expanding metropolis, 
progress, technology, money, the rented apartment block, fashion, democracy, the levelling 
process, the monument, the change in visual perception of the city are all features of 
modem life that could well be added to and further nuanced as to their specific 
characteristics. But they all have one feature in common - none of them is specific to 
Vienna.
When Wagner declares that ‘the sole starting point of our artistic endeavours 
should be modem life’ and that architecture should be a mirror of modem life, then one of 
the crucial issues is surely what are the features of this modem life. What is not at issue 
here directly is Wagner’s actual reflection of modem life in his architecture. In his detailed
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discussion of some of his special architectural projects there is evidence of a kind of 
architectural ethnography with respect to site, building type and purpose. In the case of his 
presentation of features of modem life in more general texts such as Modeme Architektur 
or Die Grossstadt. these are all of a general and often universal nature with respect to 
modernity. This should not imply, necessarily, that such features of modernity as Wagner 
identifies - opposed as he is to the fragmentary and incomplete, which might tie themselves 
to the genius loci - exclude him from producing a modem architecture that is related to 
specific tendencies in Vienna. Rather, with reference to Wagner’s texts on modernity, 
architecture and the modem metropolis, the only feature that reveals Viennese 
characteristics lies in the texts themselves, in that their mode of expression makes frequent 
use of Viennese German terms.
Why is the fact that the features of modernity are general and not specific or 
peculiar to Vienna a problem? What does it tell us of the relationship between modernity 
and Vienna in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? One of the ways in which 
the issue of modernity can be approached is clearly to seek to understand what modernity 
as concept and mode of experience means for those supporting its aesthetic representation 
in modernisms. In this context, it is fruitful to investigate how contemporary critics 
responded to modernity as transformation of modes of experiencing that which is new in 
modem society and to its aesthetic representations. At various stages in the present 
investigation an attempt was made not merely to outline the critiques of modernity within 
architectural discourse, in the discourse on city planning and with reference to Wagner’s 
Modeme Architektur volume, but also to examine the reaction to modernity in 
contemporary Vienna as a process, movement, etc. that should be opposed. And here there 
are a number of dimension that are specific to Vienna and to its location as the capital of 
the Austro-Hungarian empire.
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This extensive land empire, the largest outwith Russia in Europe, had experienced a 
relatively late transition to a capitalist economic formation. In many respects, the traces of 
earlier precapitalist forms associated with feudalism remained particularly strong in an 
empire still predominantly agrarian and with a still powerful aristocracy and landed society. 
There was also a considerable impetus for the bourgeoisie in such a society to seek to 
incorporate themselves into a ranked, estate hierarchy not merely through gentrification in 
its economic and social aspects but through the purchase of titles, effectively an 
aristocratisation of the bourgeoisie. This widespread process of Veradelung often carried 
with it a commitment to a status conscious high culture, a commitment to church and state. 
In passing, though we will return to this point, architecture clearly belonged to this high 
culture.
Although the process of capitalist development and modernisation varied in 
European and other societies, when confronted with precapitalist formations it seriously 
transformed or destroyed them. The ‘traces’ of precapitalist formations remained evident 
in the Austro-Hungarian empire. But if there was a complex vertical stratification of the 
empire and its cities, and social class differentiation confronting status or rank 
differentiation, there was too an equally complex horizontal integration and stratification of 
ethnicity, language, religion and culture. An empire with over a dozen different 
nationalities each with their own language and traditions presented specific problems 
associated with internal colonialism, mass migrations (to Vienna in particular, at various 
historical junctures) and, more general, integration as ‘imagined community’ within the ‘K. 
und K. Reich’. The problems of horizontal integration were often reflected upon, not least 
in Ludwig Wittgenstein’s reflections on the nature of language and linguistic 
communication.229 In his later philosophy, the rootedness of language (and language 
games) in forms of life was explored in which the language game consists of boundaries
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and a set of rules that are public in nature (there being no private language). If translated 
into the discourse on architecture, the language of forms rFormensprachel - to which many 
of the participants, including Wagner, in the modernity debate referred - has its roots 
ultimately in forms of life rLebensformenl. Although they cannot be explored here, the 
issue of the language of forms in architectural discourse would have to address the nature 
of the rules of this language, the nature of its boundaries (when does rule-following 
cease?), the nature of the public able to play or communicate in this language and whether 
there are special problems concerning the intelligibility of architecture’s language of forms. 
What is evident here is that the integration of forms of language and forms of life was 
highly problematical in the Austro-Hungarian empire. In the context of Wagner’s work the 
free Renaissance stylistic ‘language’ enabled him to appear to bridge a range of styles, 
though not as successfully - in appearance, at least - as Historicism. More effective in this 
respect was Wagner’s development of a Nutzstil (Wittgenstein’s claim that the meaning of 
a term is the use made of it is relevant here) and a broader commitment to a new style, the 
modem style. Although the notion of a transcendental language game above all language 
games is impossible, Wagner does assume that the generalities of modernity constitute a 
form of life that is general and capable of universalisation. Modernity as a supra-life-form, 
however, confronts the differentiating tendencies of nation, language, class, status, ethnicity 
and gender.
If there is a problem of integration in the Austro-Hungarian empire which, in a 
mediated manner, contemporary architectural discourse was forced to confront, what was 
the specific problem in the Viennese context? In general it is that modernity is confronting 
tradition, capitalist modernity is confronting precapitalist forms of domination, modem 
monumentality is not respecting the state and church, modem society is confronting a 
traditional high culture and New Vienna is confronting Old Vienna230 (with some
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exceptions, such as Schonbrunn, Old Vienna architecturally is largely identified in debates 
on its preservation as confined to the first city district and immediate surrounding area).
In order to grasp more fully what is at issue here it is necessary to examine what is
specific to Vienna in the context of Old and New Vienna, the historical development of
which was investigated earlier. Writing in 1907, Werner Sombart explored this specific
question from a Berlin perspective. Crucially, he argues,
One can condense the judgment concerning Vienna into a single 
word: Vienna has culture. I do not even say “old”. Culture as 
such. Or if one wishes to add an epithet to the word then: 
artistic culture.231
This artistic culture is located in its composers, its fine old architecture, and so on. It is 
Old Vienna - ‘ “Vienna does not advance”. One should not reply to this: it does. But 
rather: unfortunately - and much too much!’232 Sombart sees Vienna threatened by 
progress, by those who wish to make it efficient and, above all, modem. Sombart refers 
neither to modem architecture nor Wagner but his contrast with Berlin and its modernity is 
illuminating:
Do the Viennese wish to invest their greatest pride in being 
“Berlin-American”? To have traffic? A “nightlife”? To be 
“efficient”? It will never be possible for them to totally achieve 
these things. For the old cultural tradition fKulturboden] 
remains intact for them. And to advance totally into “modernity” 
rModemitatl. in order to be absolutely enthusiastic about the fact 
that 6000 people can eat in a single restaurant, that every two 
minutes a city railway train departs: For this one has to be 
absolutely devoid of all tradition, all culture, all quality, like the - 
New Yorker.
What is Vienna for us? For we who live in the desert of modem 
technical culture?! [...] Vienna is for us - to speak in a Kantian 
manner - the regulative cultural idea. If we wish to know what 
culture is then we orientate ourselves towards Vienna and the 
Vienna way. In Vienna we gain strength again when we are 
filled with disgust at modem human development.233
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However ironical Sombart might sound, his identification of Vienna with culture (and it is
largely a high culture) and cultural tradition is precisely that which opponents of its
modernisms sought to defend.
All Wagner’s characteristic features of modem life - including the modem city with
its ‘traffic’, sewage system, etc. - are not specific to Vienna. His vision of modernity,
however untheoretical and unsystematic, was viewed by many a threat to Viennese culture.
The levelling processes that Wagner identifies in modem life are anathema to those whose
commitment to established high culture requires a status differentiation grounded in
tradition. This high culture largely identifies with Old Vienna, with the preservation of
culture. How intense this activity of preservation could be is indicated by a letter from
Furstin Pauline Mettemich to Seligmann in 1909 praising him for his attack on Wagner’s
city museum project:
I thank God that this terrible Otto Wagner is once more sent 
packing labgeblitztl but fear that he will rise again since he is a 
favourite of Lueger. Of course your article against Otto Wagner 
is a masterwork! It has greatly impressed me, greatly pleased me 
and made me happy. This arrogant, tasteless cad has deserved 
nothing better than that A.F.S. chop him into pieces.234
More theoretically grounded criticism and equally outraged rhetoric surrounded the debate
on the city museum and the regulation of the Karlskirche area and culminated, according to
Haiko, in the failure of modernism in Vienna.235 Wagner’s judgment in the late 1890’s that
modernism had achieved victory over its opposition was most premature.
CONCLUSION 
Contradictory Modernity
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Contradictory Modernity
A labyrinth of alleys and small squares, of old and new houses, in more recent times 
enlarged dwellings, the whole surrounded by countless suburbs with straight lined streets 
on which uniform houses stand.
Ludwig Wittgenstein on language
TO CIRCULATE
It is an important modem word. In architecture and city planning, circulation is 
everything.
Le Corbusier, Precisions (1930)
... your reference to the ... eruptive nature of Viennese modernity. I wished to express the 
same with the words revolutionary tendency. Thereby also connected with this is the actual 
headstart that you ascribe to Viennese modernity compared with other modem strivings 
[...]
... your perfectly true statement that “the present generation of architects suffers from 
having no monumental tasks”. And the assurance is thus in no way necessary that this 
generation also grew up with monumental tasks. The monumental trait is indeed the most 
noble feature of your school!
von Feldegg to Wagner 27.11.1900
I
The present study has sought to contextualise three dimension of Wagner’s writings 
largely in the period up to 1900. First, Wagner’s conception of modernity has been located 
in the broader historical context of the discourse on a modem style in architecture journals 
in Vienna in the late nineteenth century and the debate surrounding the concept of 
modernity in the 1890’s in Vienna. Second, his claim that the most modem aspect of 
modernity is the modem metropolis has been approached through examining the 
development of Vienna into a modem metropolis in the second half of the nineteenth 
century and, more specifically, in the attention given to the ‘new’ discipline of city planning
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(Stadtebau) in Vienna and in the broader German context. Third, his claim that a modem 
architecture must reflect modem life and its needs was investigated through both a detailed 
examination of the critical response to Wagner’s Modeme Architektur in particular and 
through extracting from this and other writings his delineation of the major features of 
modem life. The specificity of these features of modem life was examined in part in the 
context of the opposition to Wagner’s conception of modernity in Vienna.
The conclusion drawn from Wagner’s delineation of the features of modernity was 
that none of them was specific to Vienna, and therefore likely to produce opposition from a 
high culture that was firmly rooted in the local context of the city. The contrast between 
Old and New Vienna and the literary, artistic, and architectural and ideological dimension 
of this opposition were already present in Vienna at least since the post-1857 extension of 
the city, but became much sharper in the 1890’s after the second extension of the city in 
1890 and especially after the foundation of the Secession movement in the late 1890s, 
symbolised by Olbrich’s Secession building (1898). It was this dramatic tension between 
the old city and its historical traditions (in architecture and other arts) and the new city and 
the claims to reflect modem life which contributed to the distinctive nature of Viennese 
modernism and reaction to it. As Sombart later indicated, Vienna was not yet Berlin and as 
far as he was concerned, should not become more similar to Berlin. Many contemporaries 
viewed Berlin as a new, modem city (with justification since its dramatic and massive 
expansion only took off after German Unification in 1871), and in large part unencumbered 
with a powerful historical cultural tradition in architecture that could compete with that of 
Vienna (and its substantial Renaissance and Baroque architectural inheritance). For its 
part, this meant that the modem dimensions in Vienna’s architecture were embedded in or 
imposed upon a major historical inheritance. The nature of this embeddedness is well 
expressed by Tietze in a comparison of Berlin with Vienna:
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Berlin is instinctively drawn to what is new, desirous of change, 
j  always prepared to go along with the new, whereas Vienna’s
immediate feeling is to remain with the old and thus to abide with 
the old; Berlin’s danger is snobbism, that of Vienna philistinism.
I Even as metropolis rGrossstadtl. Vienna remains what it had
j  been as a small city [Kleinstadtl.
The metropolis as small city means having a stronger bonded 
essence to what has been naturally given. For in the essence of 
the metropolitan trait lies a propensity for the abstract which robs 
[ concrete preconditions of their value: the metropolis as
! theoretical formation has something of an end in itself
rSelbstzwecklichesl and something autocratic about it, it creates 
its terrain according to its needs and, with its large scale activity 
stamps the human beings that live in it with a common 
I  physiognomy ... If this is the essence of the metropolis ... then
! its contrast with Vienna is evident; for, more than any other city
| of a similar size, the latter remains naturally grown together
rNaturverwachsenl and historically conditioned.1
Tietze concludes that Vienna creates the impression of ‘a natural city’. However, of
I
specific importance to Wagner’s conception of modem life and the attempt to establish a
I
modem architecture in Vienna, is the ‘propensity to abstraction’ in modernity, robbing
[
!
existing cultural traditions of their value. The contrasts between the modem and the 
abstract and the traditional and the historical are ones which lay at the heart of the 
confrontation of Wagner and Stiibben with Sitte and Henrici with respect to city planning. 
A culture rooted in tradition does not respond well to having its ‘concrete preconditions’ 
devalued or relativised, but such a response does illuminate the nature of some of the 
opposition to Wagner’s manifesto for modernity and to some of his architecture. To make 
the contrast more pointed, it is not, as Sombart argued, that Vienna should not be Berlin 
but rather as Tietze maintains that Vienna is not Berlin.
However, the substantive identification of modernity with abstraction is only one 
facet of Wagner’s delineation of modem life. The mode of presentation itself has also been 
viewed as abstract by Tafuri and others. Tafuri, for example, with some justification, 
maintains that
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Wagner’s words about the form of the modem are utterly 
ingenuous: the straight line, flat surfaces, functions, materials, 
metropolitan uniformity constitute items in a piecemeal and 
unenlightening list from which all significance is excluded and 
which does not contribute to any synthetic design 2
All this may be true, but must be viewed in the context of Wagner’s text itself, namely, as
most probably a reworking of his lectures to the first cohorts of students and with no claim
to be a theoretical work on modem architecture. As a manifesto - and contemporaries such
as Streiter viewed it as such - it posseses that lack of coherence which was to characterise
many subsequent ones. For Tafuri, this is its major weakness:
It is this abnegation of the conclusive word - both of that of 
eclectical scepticism as well as that of the Avant-Garde - that 
involves Wagner in a piecemeal and elementary listing of the 
features of the “modem”. It is only the surfaces of the modem 
that are describable for him - and only vaguely at that.3
What such a judgment overlooks is first, the resonance of Wagner’s manifesto within the
architectural community. The statements by many of his students, as members of the
‘Wagner School’, testify to their sense of belonging to an avant garde movement that was
articulated, however incoherently, in Wagner’s text. Second, the reduction of Wagner’s
contribution to ‘only the surfaces of the modem’ surely ignores a wealth of interpretation
and experience of modernity as precisely the surface and nothing else. The everyday
‘surface’ experience of modernity may well serve to hide significant modes of
differentiation - an interpretation that is elaborated in diverse ways by Simmel, Bloch,
Kracauer, Benjamin and others and one that turns away from viewing modernity as a
historical ‘project’.
However, what does remain the case is that the features of modernity outlined by 
Wagner most often remain much too general and hide too much meaning that remains to be 
extrapolated. This is one reason why it has been fruitful to turn to Wagner’s critics for
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their sense of the implications of that which he failed to elaborate. In particular, the social 
dimensions of modernity for Wagner are not his primary concern.
Clearly this implied a different conception of the modem from the one which
explores explicitly the surface of modem life. It is a more conventional conception of
modernity that is identified with progress. As Achleitner has argued, in Wagner’s
conception of the modem,
The emergent or dominant concepts of progress, as well as 
science, logic, hygiene, economy, technical perfection and 
achievement were embedded in the illusion of the unlimited, 
practicable modem world. For Wagner, progress was a 
perspective of the bourgeois principle of performance.4
Nonetheless, it can be argued that, despite the ideological predominance of this conception
of modernity, Wagner’s texts often unwittingly reveal doorways to the analysis of the
surface of modem life, to modernity as interpreted in this other tradition of interpretation
and analysis. At the very least, his texts provoke a consideration of Wagner’s relevance to
this alternative tradition.
If we return briefly to the features which Wagner ascribes to modem life then there 
are three aspects of metropolitan modernity that reveal the tensions and contradictions of 
modernity: abstraction, movement and circulation, and monumentalism. In their different 
ways, they all relate to one of the problems which Wagner insists upon addressing - the 
intelligibility (legibility) of the modem metropolis and its architecture.
The element of abstraction pertains to almost all of Wagner’s characteristics of 
modernity life, be it the unlimited metropolis itself (a quantitative extension of the city in 
proportion of population expansion and in radial segments), progress conceived as a 
permanent, quantitative feature of modem life, democracy as abstract participation and the 
levelling of life forms, the rented apartment block as a ‘conglomerate of cells’ appropriate 
to this levelling, the significance of money in time calculation and purposive action (as
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Simmel demonstrated, money is the most abstract measure of values),5 transport in the 
sense that interchangeable individuals as part of a mass are able to use it (subject to 
possession of the fare), and the street as monument which can only be achieved by 
removing superfluous facade ornamentation and, simplifying it with abstract designs. What 
do not immediately succumb to the principle of abstraction are Wagner’s emphasis upon 
technology and the differentiating movement of fashion. On occasion, this abstract 
dimension takes on telling characteristics as with the unlimited metropolis, whose 
expansion is to include a corresponding increase in troops stationed within it - and thereby 
giving an added nuance to the task o f ‘regulating’ the modem metropolis.
The dynamic movement of the modem metropolis is represented both in some of 
the features of modem life and in some of Wagner’s architectural projects. And here the 
crucial dimension of modernity is circulation. The very concept of the unlimited metropolis 
and Wagner’s treatment of it is indicative of a dynamic spatial configuration in which 
commodities and individuals enter the circulation process. The emphasis upon traffic and 
social intercourse in the widest sense is one of Wagner’s major concerns. This applies to 
the regulation of the Danube at the Nussdorf sluice and the water level regulating building 
on the Danube canal in the centre of the city and to the city railway project. These built 
structures are complemented by Wagner’s unfulfilled projects for the expanding metropolis 
and, earlier, the regulation of the city. Theoretically, the straight lined street as facilitating 
the speed of circulation is significant here. The concern for straight streets and an 
infrastructure beneath these new streets (sewage, water, etc.) also indicate a connection 
between circulation and hygiene. In both his submission to the Vienna Regulation 
Competition in 1894 and in his Modeme Architektur mention is made of the problem of 
transportation of corpses in the expanding metropolis, suggesting that even in death we are 
still in circulation.
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Wagner is also concerned with a more abstract dimension of circulation, namely 
that of money and capital. The recognition that the rented apartment block constitutes a 
significant element - and Wagner claims that this structure is more important in Vienna than 
in other cities - of urban capital and capital accumulation leads him not merely to insist 
upon the precise calculation of its costs (as he also provides for other projects) but also to 
construct the rented apartment block in such a way as to facilitate the sale (rent) of its 
constituent elements with profit maximization in mind. The more general circulation of 
money is given a symbolic representation on the exterior of the Post Office Savings Bank, 
with its bolts as coins and its plates as banknotes. In the case of both money and the 
apartment block, circulation is facilitated by abstraction and levelling.
This levelling process and increasing similarity and exchangeability of elements can 
be contrasted with two different dimensions of circulation which seem to support an 
opposing tendency towards differentiation. The first is the not fully developed discussion 
of fashion and contemporary sensitivity to its changes. Fashion consists both of a tendency 
towards differentiation (uniqueness) and imitation (identity). It is the differentiating aspect 
to which Wagner draws attention, along with its dynamic properties compared with style. 
But the turnover time of fashion - i.e. the circulation of fashions - is contingent upon 
successful imitation. It is a tension between these two aspects of fashion that Wagner does 
not fully explore. A reference to fashion is also to be found in remarks on contemporary 
interiors that should contain modem (fashionably attired) individuals. The circulation of 
individuals in interiors (including their use and the circulation of furniture - as moveables) is 
a process to which Wagner devotes considerable attention. Access, comfort, hygiene and 
circulation are all considered in his interiors be they villas, banks, hotels or rail stations.
Circulation and abstraction are both central to Wagner’s assumptions concerning 
the transformation of experience in modernity. The increasing speed of circulation of
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individuals generates an inability for the modem eye to cope with details, thereby 
encouraging less and more abstract ornamentation. The freedom of individuals to circulate 
in the metropolis is secured by the greater anonymity of apartment block dwellings. 
Similarly, the lack of intimacy in the straight lined street (in terms of the absence of closed 
squares, crooked streets, etc.) means that the sphere of intimacy can only be secured in 
interiors. In the public sphere, therefore, distance is preferable to cosiness. Our circulation 
in the metropolis is increasingly that of an abstract mass, whose units are interchangeable.
This growing abstraction can lead to pathological formations. It is Sitte who refers 
to the new modem disease of agoraphobia in broad open squares and long straight streets. 
By implication, Wagner would treat Sitte’s closed squares and narrow crooked streets as 
conducive to claustrophobia. The construction of such pathological states and their 
recognition (and medicalisation) is part of a wider crisis in relation to time, space, things 
and the self in the late nineteenth century. Christine Boyer6 has argued this for memory and 
remembrance (theorised by Freud, Bergson and others) and pointed to the pathology of 
loss in relation to the past as manifested in amnesia (where the destruction of the city may 
be a relevant factor, including the case of ‘Old Vienna’ and Kraus’s reference to the 
disappearance of ‘the last pillars of our memory’). To this could be added the spatial 
pathologies of agoraphobia and claustrophobia, a pathology of loss in relation to things in 
the form of hyperaesthesia (discussed by Simmel in connection with an aesthetic 
withdrawal from the world of things, in relation to the money economy but also the 
increase in the world of things in the modem metropolis)7 and monomania as a pathology 
of loss of self in obsessions (which Sitte ascribes to Wagner’s preoccupation with straight 
lines and a metropolis for ‘geometric man’).
As we have seen earlier, Wagner is also preoccupied with ‘the tourist gaze’ upon 
the metropolis in the streets and squares and at the monuments of the city.8 He insists that
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the attraction of the metropolis must be located in the streets themselves in the 
constellations of its architecture, in the physiognomy of the city and not confined or locked 
away in artistic memory museums (and here Sitte would concur with his disparaging 
reference to ‘artistic cages’). Such reference to the physiognomy of the city suggests 
Boyer’s broad characterisation of the city in this period as panorama9 - derived from 
movement and new images, panoramisation of space in rail travel, and a perspective from 
above - to be relevant to Wagner’s conception of the city and for some of his projects (such 
as the city railway). However, a consistent theme in Wagner’s physiognomy of the city is 
the significance of the monumental. It too accords with an image of the city as a 
constellation of monuments for the tourist gaze, arranged hierarchically in Murray’s but 
above all in Baedeker’s guides.
However, the monumental has a much greater significance in Wagner’s work. 
There is a persistent complaint since at least the 1890’s that Vienna is no longer the site of 
monumental architecture, for example in comparison with Berlin. Yet the conception of 
the monumental in Wagner’s writings is ambiguous, if not contradictory. Monuments as 
public buildings are an object for Wagner’s efforts and for his students. At the same time, 
Wagner emphasizes that the predominance of the rented apartment block and the increasing 
similarity of life forms creates a tendency for the straight street lined with apartments to be 
itself a monument. Both of these conceptions are frequently confronted in Wagner’s 
writings, although both are not realised in his completed projects. The street as monument 
is a persistent theme in Wagner’s confrontation with the modem metropolis. However, 
neither the completion of the Ringstrasse along the Danube canal, nor the avenue from 
Karlsplatz to Schonbrunn, nor the avenue from the Stubenviertel towards the Stephansdom 
recommended by Wagner and others was realised during his lifetime or subsequently.
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Indeed, the striving for monumentality in a project to create a modem architecture 
that reflects modem life can itself be contradictory. To be consistent, monumentalism must 
itself be a feature of modem life to which architectural expression should be given. But 
aside from the street as monument (deriving from the levelling process in life 
circumstances), it is difficult to find in Wagner’s characterisation of modernity the source 
for monumentalism. Rather, there is a tension between an architecture for use and 
monumentalism, unless we see the latter as emerging out of claims of power and forms of 
cultural domination. Their use is then to legitimate social, cultural and political formations. 
If we leave this aside for the moment (though Wagner has a telling design for a monument 
to culture sited in front of one of his museum designs with a dedication to Karl Lueger),10 
the tension in Wagner’s position may be deeper. This tension is present in Feldegg’s letter 
cited at the outset of these concluding remarks. The ‘eruptive’ or ‘revolutionary tendency’ 
in Viennese modernity - and both descriptions refer to a dynamic process - stands over 
against the putative absence of ‘monumental tasks’, despite the ‘monumental trait’ being a 
(‘noble’) feature of the Wagner School. If the experience of modernity is one of dynamic 
movement, disaggregation, discontinuity and disintegration of traditional modes of 
experience, then the function of the monumental can only be either to reflect or express this 
dynamic or to celebrate the victory of modernity over tradition. In passing, we may also 
conceive of the monumental as the transcendence of the levelling process in Wagner’s 
sense. In the absence of a new Ringstrasse, which was no longer feasible, Wagner’s city 
railway came closest to being a monument to the dynamic, circulatory aspect of modernity. 
As a total work of art it had no competition in cities such as Berlin, Paris or London. The 
next rail system as total work of art may well have been the Moscow underground system 
in the 1930’s.11 It is not at all evident that Wagner viewed his own city railway project in 
this way, rather than as a project fulfilling an essential use HNutzl or purpose fZweckl.
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What is striking, however, is his premature assessment of the victory of modernism over its 
opponents. In this sense, Wagner sought to secure acceptance of modem monuments that 
could express this victory. In the political and culture context of Vienna this proved 
impossible. None of his Karlsplatz and other monumental projects came to fruition (the 
exception being the Post Office Savings Bank - but not the War Ministry opposite - and the 
Kirche am Steinhof). The bank is an economic ‘monument’ and the Kirche am Steinhof on 
the outskirts of the city is part of a mental hospital complex. Monumentalism can be 
effective where it is most visible in the dominant culture - usually in the centre of the 
metropolis. It was left to his students to make a major contribution to the most dominant 
feature of many suburbs - the public housing block in the 1920’s and early 1930’s as 
monuments. (1.101,102,103) Wagner’s own plans for the repetitive housing block in the 
twenty second district of Vienna were not realised. Wagner did have an influence upon the 
likes of Ludwig Hilberseimer, whose 1924 plans for a highrise city (1.104) were later 
viewed by its designer as ‘more a necropolis than a metropolis’,12 and upon Sant’ Elia 
(1.105), some of whose futurist projections in turn may have provided inspiration for those 
intent upon an ultra- modernist programme.13
Finally, an overview of Wagner’s aim to produce a modem architecture appropriate 
for modem life should address the issue which Wagner raised as one of the reasons for 
developing his modem architecture - to render architecture and the modem metropolis 
intelligible. This issue lies at the heart of all conceptions of the metropolis and its 
architecture as text. This textuality presupposes features of language, at their most basic a 
set of hieroglyphics but also syntactic (the ‘grammar of styles’ is relevant here, as is 
SimmeFs refinement of this notion: ‘each style has its own syntax’) and semantic 
properties. It presupposes legibility in principle, not necessarily at the moment of 
production but in the future, the possibility of erroneous readings and readers (including the
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stratification of readership according to access - conditioned by power relationships - and 
features of the readership - conditioned by class, status, gender, ethnicity, etc.). As 
Wittgenstein pointed out, participation in all language games is a public activity (a private 
language game is impossible).
Clearly these are dimensions of textuality and language that Wagner does not 
directly address but which are nonetheless relevant to the issues that he raises. For 
Wagner, the issue is ostensibly more basic: the language of art (including architecture) is no 
longer intelligible to the mass public, since it is either expressed in engineers’ unintelligible 
language or in eclectic Historicist styles; and, further, what is offered to the public is ‘not 
the work of our times’, i.e. does not ‘correspond to modem human beings’ and is therefore 
unintelligible. Modem architecture therefore urgently requires a new ‘language of forms’ 
or ‘world of forms’ that is intelligible. In turn, this language of forms must fully reflect or 
express modem life. Recourse to the language of forms of previous periods is inappropriate 
since it does not stand in any meaningful relationship to modem human beings.
Let us examine the implications of this argument more closely. The dramatic 
expansion of Vienna in the latter half of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries created 
an extensive new field of signs and symbols in the metropolis, not merely in its architecture 
but also in terms of street furniture and traffic constructions. Although Wagner is not 
directly concerned with the latter in terms of intelligibility, it is clear from the work of some 
of his students that kiosks and the like are also the subject of architectural design. 
However, Wagner’s focus is not upon the quantity of signs to be read and interpreted but 
rather their nature. The symbolic language of the engineer is unintelligible for Wagner 
because it has not yet been given an artistic expression. Insofar as one of the features of 
Wagner’s architectural practice is the incorporation of structural engineering into 
architectural form - and often its open display as with the city railway and the Post Office
Savings Bank - then this may be seen as his contribution to rendering its language, through 
translation, into an intelligible language of forms. The argument against Historicism relates 
to the historically bounded nature of its plurality of language forms, their attempt to hide 
the function of built structure (as an artistic ‘lie’), and their inappropriateness for modem 
human beings and modem life. Historicist structures and especially their facades are not 
works ‘of our times’.
The solution to the problem of intelligibility therefore lies, for Wagner, in giving 
aesthetic, architectural form to the features of modem life in such a manner that 
architecture will reflect the needs of modem human beings. This argument is applied both 
to individual built structures and constellations of structures as well as to the modem 
metropolis as a whole. In the latter case, the image of the city rests upon its physiognomy, 
which must be rendered attractive for its inhabitants and its visitors. And here Wagner 
insists that art must be in/on the modem street if it is to succeed in attracting a public 
untrained in reading its language. Again, however, Wagner does not bring this argument 
into conjunction with his earlier argument for the development of a Nutzstil. a style for use. 
However problematical in other respects, Wittgenstein’s argument that the meaning of 
terms in language is related to the use to which they are put is, in the context of the 
language of forms or the world of forms in architecture, another way in which to approach 
the latter’s meaning.14 The use made of architecture’s spatial configuration and, more 
generally the modem street and city, would provide some indication as to the intelligibility 
of its forms.
But Wagner’s insistence upon architecture reflecting or corresponding to modem 
life, in the context of the issue of intelligibility, raises the issue as to the intelligibility of 
modem life itself, which can only be abstractly separated from its spatial, architectural 
forms. In other words, architecture is itself an important dimension of modem life.
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Leaving this problem aside (which is associated with reflection theories of truth), it is still 
necessary to ask whether the features of modem life identified by Wagner that are to be 
expressed or reflected in a modem architecture (and the metropolis) will render this 
architecture intelligible. Does abstraction (associated with the modem eye, the straight 
lined street and other aspects) render modem architecture easier to read? If it increases its 
legibility (on the grounds that it is not burdened by a plethora of Historicist referents, for 
example), then what is this abstraction saying or communicating to us? If a modem 
architecture reflects the modem life of modem human beings, then does this not depend 
upon them being increasingly alike (as Wagner presupposes)?
There is one assumption which Wagner makes that raises other issues in the context 
of intelligibility, namely that ‘we are all modem human beings’. This would be a minimal 
presupposition for assuming that those ‘traversing the forest of symbols’ (Baudelaire) and 
living in the ‘spatial cosmos’ (Benjamin) of the modem metropolis read the language of 
forms in the same, or at least a similar, way. What Wagner does not raise, but which was 
apparent from the critical confrontation with those who opposed his modem architecture, is 
the possibility that we are not all modem, and that our recognition of a ‘modem’ language 
of forms presupposes a knowledge of past forms.
The problem of our ‘stock of knowledge at hand’ (Schutz),15 that is the prior 
knowledge that we bring to what is new and modem, raises significant issues. Must we 
discard or at least disregard our previous readings in order to understand what is new? Is 
it necessary to educate and socialize the public in the modem? Does what is modem only 
appear in opposition to what has passed?
The issue of ‘the non-contemporaneity of the contemporaneous’ (which is analysed 
in the context of generational consciousness by Karl Mannheim)16 is raised by Adolf Loos 
in his ‘Ornament and Crime’ and in a Viennese context. He maintains that,
The rate of cultural development is held back by those that 
cannot cope with the present. I live in the year 1908, but my 
neighbour lives approximately in the year 1900, and one over 
there lives in the year 1880. It is a misfortune for any 
government if the culture of its people is dominated by the past.
The farmer from Kals lives in the 12th century, and on the 
occasion of the Jubilee Procession [of 1908 - D.F.], tribes 
walked past which even during the period of mass migration 
were thought to be backward.17
Despite the disparaging reference to ‘tribes’ - which should have included sections 
o f the landed aristocracy - Loos highlights the issue of the temporal differentiation of 
readings of the modem in contemporary Vienna. By prematurely presupposing a victory of 
modernism over other tendencies, Wagner failed to recognise the strength of a 
consciousness of the present that was still rooted in the past.
The issue of intelligibility is thus one which is dealt with in a contradictory manner 
by Wagner, also in respect of the mass of the population’s ‘stock of knowledge at hand’. 
At times, Wagner maintains that the mass of the population has little or no knowledge of 
art, thereby implying an inability to read its signifiers and a need for modem architects to 
simplify (abstract) their use of the language of forms. Elsewhere, Wagner claims that the 
public possesses a considerable degree of sophistication when it comes to reading the 
nuances of the latest fashions. If fashion is a crucial feature of the modem, and if fashion 
plays a significant role in architectural development, then the ability to read fashion 
indicates a capacity to read one of modernity’s most important systems of signifiers. Again, 
if we were to focus upon how architectural structures (and the wider built environment of 
the metropolis) are used, then the issue of intelligibility could be advanced in a different and 
probably more productive direction that would indicate that ‘the public’ knows how to use 
modem architecture and the modem metropolis in however differentiated a manner. Such 
a perspective might wish to differentiate this usage not merely according to social class,
gender, ethnic and other social factors but also in terms of exteriors and interiors. The 
increasing abstraction of exteriors (advanced by Loos and others) and abandonment of any 
intimacy in the public sphere (though Benjamin, Hessel, Kracauer and others argued that 
this is socially differentiated) does not preclude a different response to interiors. Although 
this goes beyond the confines of the present study, the contrast between Wagner’s exteriors 
and his considerable contribution to interior design (including furniture) might reveal 
significant affinities and oppositions.18 The system of signifiers in the interior may well be 
differentiated from those in the exterior. At the same time, in neither the exterior nor the 
interior did Wagner abandon ornament (despite its increasing abstraction). Such 
ornamentation, including the diverse Jugendstil languages of forms, creates - as Asendorf 
has suggested - universal correspondences between things, between lighting, domestic 
objects, street furniture, and so on, thereby providing a unity of separate things. The 
plethora of things in a world in which, as Simmel stated it, we experience ‘the culture of 
things as the culture of human beings’ raises the problem of giving meaning to this 
expanding culture of things.19 A significant dimension of this culture of things is 
constituted by architectural structures and the built environment. For all the weaknesses of 
Wagner’s project to create a meaningful modem architecture for modem human beings, his 
manifesto for a modem architecture raised issues that remain to be confronted in a different 
manner today.
APPENDICES
Appendix 1
BUILDING ACTIVITY IN VIENNA BY DISTRICT (1891-1904 )
1891 1892! 1893 1894 I 1895 1 1896 i 1897
New Building Largest II i i  : X3II II II —"x XIII
Lowest VIII V VII I VII XV XV
Industrial Building
Largest II II II II - - X
1898 1899* 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904
New Building Largest II II XIII XI !x m " X .... x f f f
Lowest VIII VIII VII VII VIII VIII VII
Industrial Building
Largest X X X X X X X
Districts
I Altstadt 
11= Leopoldstadt 
111= Landstrasse 
V Margarethen
VII Neubau
VIII Josefstadt
X = Favoriten
XI Simmering 
XIII Hietzing 
XV Fiinfhaus
Distribution
Building activity was highest in the expanding second district, both in 
terms of housing and commercial development(Leopoldstadt contained 
two major rail complexes as well as the exhibition area in the Prater), 
together with the overwhelmingly working class and industrial districts 
of Favoriten and Simmering. The exception is the development of the 
middle class residential district of Hietzing.
(Souce: Wiener Bauindustrie-Zeitung and Zeitschrift des 
Oesterreichisches Ingenieur- und Architekten-Vereins )
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)age illustrations in ‘Der Architekt’ by building type
Miethausj Villa ! Commercial Leisure Religious1 Industry
6 1
1
8 4 11 4
i
11 14 3 11 . 9
!
16 9 4 10 7
12 1
12 ; 9 18 9
25 ! 8 11 10 14 1
21 !i1
8 4 11 9
l
17 ;i
8 4 11 6 1
8 ! 17 ' 3 5 11
6 !
I
17 13 14 13
17 9 6 6 17 1
13 9 6 13 10 1
13 9 5 10 11
20 9 4 12 8
1 4 3 3 4
5 2 4 9 13 1
9 5 5 4 7 3
13 7 6 7 ,
5  1*
1
Public l Miethaus | Villa Commercial Leisure | Religious | Indust
1912 11 12 7 8 6 11
1913 16 19 7 9 8 4 1
1914 9 i 7 1 5 . 2 9 3
Analysis
1 Public: Even though this category combines public buildings in the central, 
local and military sector with .those in the social sphere such as schools, 
hospitals and libraries, the total only exceeds the Miethaus in five years.
2 Miethaus: The largest single category of building, confirming its importance 
not merely for Wagner and his students but also for other architects too.
3 Villa: A substantial category which includes not merely villas in the 
countryside but also urban villas.
4 Commercial: Including office,shop and banking structures, this remains a 
relatively neglected category. Given the expansion of the economy after 1895, it 
is somewhat surprising that there are only two years when its representation 
achieves double figures.
5 Leisure: A large category comprising overwhelmingly bourgeois leisure 
structures such as spas,casinos,racetracks,etc.
6 Religious: Still a significant category associated with the development of new 
urban districts, but no longer at the forefront of architectural endeavours.
7 Industrial: Although the industrial sector was expanding, it was not a category 
of interest to avant garde architects. Factories were being built but not attracting 
architectural interest. In fact the first independent factory structure in a modem 
sense is displayed only in 1909.
8 Other building types: Worker housing is not represented. Terraced housing is 
first displayed in 1902. A transportable (prefabricated) house is displayed in 
1904.1n 1911 and 1913, villa colonies (as standardised middle class housing 
estates)are displayed.
2 1 1
Otto Wagner, um 1915
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Vienna: Bohlau, 1996.
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op.cit., pp. 1-51
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Verlag, 1914
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Oerley in Per Architekt. XXII, 1919, pp. 1-26; Albert Hofinann ‘Otto Koloman 
Wagner’, Deutsche Banzeitung. 52, no.44, 1918, pp. 189-90, 197-199; Othmar 
Leixner, ‘Otto Wagner’, Zeitschrift des Osterreichischen Ingenieur - und 
Architekten - Vereins. 71, 1919, pp.2-5, 19-27
7. See Otto Antonia Graf, Otto Wagner. Das Werk des Wiener Architekten 1841- 
1918. Darmstadt: Hessisches Landesmuseum, 1964; Heinz Geretsegger and 
Max Peintner, Otto Wagner 1841-1918. Unbegrenzte Grossstadt. Beginn der 
Modemen Architektur. Salzburg: Residenz Verlag, 1964; Otto Antonia Graf, 
Die vergessene Wagnerschule. Vienna: Jugend und Volk, 1969; Roland 
Leopold Schachel, Das Grossstadt Miethaus des Wagnerkreises. Studien zur 
Entwicklung der “Modemen Architektur” in Wien. Diss. Technische 
Hochschule Wien 1977; Marco Pozzetto, Die Schule Otto Wagners 1894-
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Renata Kassal-Mikula, Otto Wagner und das Kaiser Franz Josef-Stadtmuseum: 
Das Scheitem der Modeme in Wien. Vienna: Historisches Museum, 1987; 
Peter Haiko, Schriften zu Otto Wagner. Habilitationsschrift, 1987; Peter 
Asenbaum et al., Otto Wagner. Mobel und Innenraume. Salzburg/Vienna: 
Residenz Verlag, 1984; Iain Boyd Whyte, Three Architects from the Master 
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Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press 1989; Gunter Kolb, Otto Wagner und die 
Wiener Stadtbahn. Munich: scaneg, 1989; Werner Oechslin, Stilhulse und 
Kern. Otto Wagner. Adolf Loos und der evolutionare Weg zur modemer 
Architektur. Berlin: Ernst & Sohn, 1994
8. This makes it still necessary to rely upon a whole range of secondary sources 
as well as some original material, none of which is organised in a single 
archive.
9. Otto Antonia Graf, Otto Wagner. Das Werk des Architekten 1860-1918. 2 
vols., Vienna: Bohlau, 1985. This remains the major published source for 
Wagner’s projects.
10. Peter Haiko, Schriften zu Otto Wagner. op.cit.See most recently Otto Antonia 
Graf, Baukunst der Eros. Vienna: Bohlau, 1996
11. Wagner’s unpublished diary cited in Hans Ostwald, Otto Wagner. Ein Beitrag 
zum Verstanduis seines baukunstlerischen Schaffens. Promotionarbeit, Baden: 
Verlag Buchdriickerei A.G. Baden, 1948, p. 16
12. Cited in Hans Ostwald, op.cit.. p. 17
13. Ibid., p. 17
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15. Cited in Haiko, op.cit., p.
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17. Cited in Ostwald, op.cit.. p.24
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19. Cited in Otto Antonia Graf, Otto Wagner. (1964) op.cit., no pagination
20. Heinrich Kabdebo, ‘Der kunstlerische Festzug der Stadt Wien’, 
Oesterreichische Kunst-Chronik. (Fest-Nummer), 24.4.1879, p. 12
21. Oesterreichische Kunst-Chronik. vol.2, no. 10, 1879, p. 153
22. ‘Die Franz Josef-Saule am Praterstem’ Oesterreichische Kunst-Chronik. vol.4, 
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23. Cited in Hans Ostwald, op.cit.. p.24
24. Otto Antonia Graf, Otto Wagner, op. cit.
25. See Otto Wagner, Einleitung’ to Einige Scizzen. Proiecte und auseefuhrte 
Bauwerke. Vienna: Selbotverlag, 1889; reprinted in Otto Antonia Graf, Otto 
Wagner. Das Werk des Architekten. vol.l, op.cit., pp.71-3
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Regulierungs-Plan’ in Otto A. Graf, Otto Wagner. Das Werk des 
Architekten vol.l. op.cit.. pp.88-121
27. See Otto Graf, Otto Wagner. Das Werk. op.cit., pp. 136-248 (Stadtbahn) and 
pp. 126-133 (Danube sluice).
28. For details see Peter Haiko and Renata Kassal-Mikula, op.cit.
29. All these completed works and unbuilt projects are to be found in Otto Antonia 
Graf, Otto Wagner. Das Werk des Architekten. op.cit.
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CHAPTER ONE
1. For the context of Wagner’s appointment, see Walter Wagner, Die Geschichte 
der Akademie der bildenden Kiinste in Wien. Vienna: Rosenbaum, 1967. All the 
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Wagner, Modeme Architektur. Vienna: Schroll, 1896; 2nd edn. 1898; 3rd edn. 
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